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PREFACE.

BEGLAR began the tour described in the j>resent

volume at Patna on the Ganges, where he was led to

examine the question of the ancient course of the Son river.

This question he has discussed at considerable length, and

with much acuteness. I have myself lately gone over all

the country to the south of Patna, when I made a searching

enquiry into the subject, and the result of my investigation

most amply confirms all that Mr. Beglar has advanced. He
has clearly established the fact that a large river bed is

traceable from Tararh (near Haudnagar) on the Son, vid

Rampur-chai and Kyal to Siddhrampur and Sonbhadr on

the Punpun river. Now there can be no doubt that Siddh-

rampur is the same place as Siddhasrampur, which was

certainly on the Son; and the name of Sonhliadr speaks

for itself, as Sonahliadra is one of the well-known names of

the river at the present day. The lower course of the

present Punpun river was therefore the ancient course of

the Son, the junction taking place at Sonbhadr. The

Murhar river then joined the Son 4 miles to the west of

Jahanabad. Both sand and boulder stones were found at

Nima, on the present course of the Murhar, when digging

for the foundations of a bridge between Bankipur and Jahan-

abad. I made numerous diggings still further to the east,

and at Pakaoli, Pathariya Jhil, and Kasha Patna, all to the

south of the present city, I found coarse red sand and boul-

der stones. Similar sand is also said to be found at Chilbil,
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4 miles to the south of Phulwari, and near Maholi on the

lower course of the Punpun. Putting all these facts to-

gether, it would appear that the Son must formerly have

flowed from a point close to Daiidnagar to Siddhrampur, and

thence to Sonhhadr on the Punpun, from which it followed

the present course of the Punpun and Murhar rivers to

Chilhil, south of Phulwari, where it turned first to the east

as far as Panch-Pahari, and then to the south-east, finally

joining the Ganges at Patuha. The long tract of low groimd

in this direction is noticed by Buchanan. It is almost

destitute of trees, and the inundation waters of the Son,

Punpun, and Murhar still find then* way down this old bed

to the Ganges. This is the old channel to which Buchanan

gives the name of Mar-son, the “ dead or deserted Son,”

The courses of the Ganges and Son would thus have been

nearly parallel for many miles, and in this narrow tract,

lying between the two rivers, was situated the famous city

of Pataliputra or Palibothra, the capital of the Gangetic

Provinces. The site was exactly similar to that of Hamir-

pur in the long narrow strip of land between the Jumna
and Betwa rivers.

Connected with Palibothra Mr. Beglar has broached

a theory that the Erannoboas of the Greeks was not identi-

cal with the Son, because “ both Pliny and Arrian mention

the Son and Erannoboas as distinct rivers” [p. 4]. But

the very same objection holds good as to the Gandak being

the other large river, as Pliny mentions the Condochates

as well as the Erannoboas. There is another fatal objec-

tion to the identification of the Gandak with the Eranno-

boas, as the Gandak is a female river, while the Hiranyabdha

(or Erannaboas) is a male river like the Sona, whose wooing

of the Narbada river is a well-known legend. I may add

that, according to Patanjali, the city of Pataliputra was

actually situated on the Son {Anu Gangam Pdtalipu-

trani ) ; and as Mr. Beglar himself has shown in the pre'sdous
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discussion tliat the old course of the Son flowed past the

southern side of the city, then the Son, on which Patali-

putra stood, must he the same river as the Erannohoas, on

which Palihothra stood.

To the south of Patna Mr. Beglar visited Telddha or

Teldra, a place which Mr. Broadley has described, and which

I have identified with the Ti-lo-tse-kia of Hwen Thsang.

Mr. Fergusson has objected to this identification that I

“persist” in calling the monastery Tiladaka, “though

M. Julien calls it Tilagakya.* It is true that M. Julien

so names it in two places (1, 139, and II, 439) ; hut in a third

place (I, 211) he calls it Tilataha, and in his index, at the

end of volume III, he gives both readings, Ti-lo-tse-kia or

Tiladhaka, and Ti-lo-sM-kia or Ti-la-ga-kia. But with re-

gard to this latter reading he adds :
“ mais peut-etre que

dans ce mot, ou chi
(9a) a le meme groupe phonetique

que tse (dha), it faut reconnaitre la transcription fautive

de Tiladhakay Here it wiQ he seen that M. Julien

himself gives the preference to the reading of Tiladaka

which I have adopted, and as the Chinese syllable tse is the

usual representative of the Sanskrit cerebral d qv t (just as

we say nashion for nation)^ I thought it very probable that it

was the same place as the Tilldra of om* maps. The proper

name of this place is Telddha, the Tillara of Mr. Broadley.

Here Mr. Beglar found the short inscription which

Mr. Broadley describes as illegible, hut in which he read the

word Samvat. The inscription is on the architrave of the

entrance to an old Masjid which is built of Hindu materials.

It opens with the words Sri Telddhaka\ and there is no

trace whatever of the word Samvat. Brn’ing the past cold

season I paid a visit to Telddha where I obtained a small

Buddhist figm’e, with an iuscription round the head opening

with the words

—

Telddhakya vdstavyam.

With these two ancient evidences of the old name of

Telddhaka, and wfith the modern spelling of the name as

* Royal Asiatic Society’s Joimial N. S. VI.—222.
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TelddJia, I believe that my identification of it with Hwen
Tlisang’s monastery of Tiladhaka is now placed beyond all

doubt.

In bis account of Eajgir Mr. Beglar has broached a

theory regarding the Sattapanni cave, which, in my opinion,

is quite untenable. I believe that the only cave in these

hills which has any claim to be identified with the famous

Sattapani cave is the artificial cave now called Son-bJidnddr.

This is the only one that has been regularly cut and formed

with chisel, like those at Barabar. It bears also on the

outside a row of socket holes, for the ends of the wooden

beams of an outer apartment, which agrees with the descrip-

tion of the hall prepared by Ajatasatru for the reception of

the 500 monks who formed the first Buddhist Synod. Lastly,

this cave is situated in the south face of the Baibhar moun-

tain, exactly as described in the Pali anifals of Bm’ma.

A. CUNNINGHAM.



NOTE.

Since the report was written, and while it was in the press,

I have, in company with General Cunningham, again visited

some portions of Magadha ;
and although this is not the place

to give an account of the places seen, and the results obtained

from excavations, a few notes on disputed points will not he

out of place.

In page 27 I have spoken of Bhika Pahari as a rocky

hiU, and have considered it identical with Panj Pahari : in

both these statements I am incorrect. Panj Pahari turns out

on excavation to consist of brick, and brick alone ; it appears

from the stratification disclosed in the excavations that the

mound had long ago been dug into for bricks, the entfie ones

being carried off while the broken ones and the rubbish

were thrown up on the sides, and mark the occurrence by

the distinctly-sloping lines of the layers of rubbish with

the weU-defined accumulations of the larger pieces of brick-

bats at the lower end of the slope, where in the actual

course of excavations they would natmully roU down and accu-

mulate
;
the remains, besides, offragments of walls imbedded

in the mass of rubbish point to the same conclusion. Panj

Pahari was therefore clearly a brick structure of some kind.

General Cunningham proposes to identify it with the hill

of Upagupta, and I fully concur in his identification. But

I will leave him to marshal his arguments in support of the

position himself. Bhika Pahari I now learn, to my surprise,

to he one of the wards within the modern city of Patna, so

that it is clear my informant, in calling the great mound
Bhika Pahari, had misled me. Bhika Pahari is itself a high

spot, hut has not been examined.

In development and continuation of my views regarding
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the old course of the Sou, I may mentiou that the peculiar

coarse yellow sand and the rounded Son pebbles were dug

up at various and numerous spots this season by General

Cunningham, shelving that the river once flowed about half a

mile south of Panj Pahari, and ran parallel or nearly so to

the Ganges, falling into it at Eatuha. I have, in the body of

the report, indicated the course of the Son by the modern

villages of Daudnagar and Tararh (about 60 miles above its

present junction with the Ganges), past the villages of Pam-
pur-Chai, Kyal, Kojhasa, Chandhos-buzurg, Bflita, into the

Murhar, and then via Mohiuddinpur Khera and Patehpur

Kalan into the Ganges at Patuha; and in addition to my
arguments in the body of the report, I can now add that, close

to Mohiuddinpur Khera, there is an extensive jhil or lake,

evidently the remains of the old bed, and that excavations

at Sonmayi, a village 3 miles south-east of Mohiuddinpur

Khera, and miles south of the great jhil, yield coarse yellow

sand and pebbles precisely resembling what are well known

as the Son sand and pebbles,

Sonmayi is at present an insignificant village, and enjoys

no advantages of position—geographical, commercial or poli-

tical—to render it of any importance ; but that it was once an

important place is evidenced by the ancient remains in it.

The principal of these is a mound about 20 feet high and

150 feet long by 100 feet wide at the base. This mound is

evidently the ruin of some large and important temple ; it is

strewn with brickbats, and near it is a pillar of greyish

white stone, 9 feet high and 20 inches square. The capital

and base are plain and 18 inches high each. The central

portion is ornamented mth a flowered band of sculpture

about its centre, and by four boldly sculptured female figm’es

round the shaft. There were formerly, an old man says,

three other pillars like this one, on the mound, about 15 feet

apart, of which about 18 inches were visible above the top

of the mound when he was a boy ; their positions, as indicated
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by him, form tlie three corners of a square of 15 feet side,

so that I have no doubt they, with the existing fourth one,

formed the pillars of the Maha-mandapa of a Temple.

If we suppose the Son to have flowed as indicated by

me, the road from Rajgir to Patna would cross it at Sonmayi,

so that we have an intelligible reason foy its ancient import-

ance. On the north bank would have stood Mohiuddinpm’

Khera, a place even now of importance, and whose ancient

importance and present decay is attested by its very name,

Mohiuddinpur Khera, “ Khera” meaning old ruin.

But although it is perfectly clear that this was the

com’se of the Son at a certain period as stated in the body of

the report, the excavations of General Cunningham shew

that at one time the Son, or a part of it, flowed close to the

south of Panj Pahari and Patna, past Manpur Bairia and

Mahaoli. General Cunningham has also pointed out to me
a statement of Patanjali, that Pataliputra was situated on

the Son \_A71u Sonam JPataliput7^av)i\, which proves that in his

time it certainly flowed down this channel. This is an

important link in the chain. I have shewn, I believe

conclusively, that the Son flowed down the course I have

indicated in the body of the report at the time when the

Bamayana was written ; that it continued in this com’se at the

period of Buddha’s death ; and that, at the period of the

composition of the Mudra Bakhshasa, it had begun flowing-

down its present bed. It now appears that at some inter-

mediate and so far undetermined period it began flowing-

down a channel which has not left many traces, but winch

I take to have been the channel found by Captain Maxwell
from Saidabad past Naubatpur, Bikram, and Phulwari,

and on eastwards past Ma7ipur Bairia and Mahaoli. That

it did not long continue in this course is attested not only

by the absence of jhils along this line, but by the far more
emphatic absence of a single important place of antiquity^

and the absence of all remains of antiquity, along it. No
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great river like the Son can flow long down any channel

without unavoidably causing the establishment of places of

importance along its banks.

But the Chinese records furnish, most unexpectedly, evi-

dence hearing on the change in the com’se of the Son

(see Journal Asiatic Society, London, 1836, for July and

August; also Jommal Asiatic Society, Bengal, Vol. VI) :

—

“ At the close of the years Kan Yuen (about A. D. 750) the bank

of the river Holung "ave way and disappeared.'”

The “Holung” General Cunningham justly considers as

the Gansres.

At first sight the statement seems to have no bearing on

the subject under discussion, nor did I tliink of it as having

any bearing on the subject tiU General Cunningham pointed

it out to me. It is clear that the mere falling-in of the banks

of a river, large or small, is a thing of such a common occur-

rence, and so little import, that it could not, by any stretch

of the imagination, be considered as of sufiicient importance to

be noted down in an epitome of Indian History, written by a

nation that was so far and had so little to do with it as

China, and accordingly the passage long puzzled me by its

apparent want of purpose. But if we remember that the

capital of India stood on the banks of the river, and that

part of this capital did at some time assuredly fall into the

river, the apparent mystery is instantly cleared uj), and I

think there can remain no reasonable doubt tliat the solu-

tion ofi^ered, viz., that it refers to the destruction of the city

of Pataliputra by the falling-in of the banks of the Ganges

is the correct and only reasonable one that can be suggested.

But river banks are not in the habit of “ faUing-in ” and

“ disappearing ” wholesale without adequate cause : the shift-

ing of the embouchm’es of the great Son or the Gandak would

be the only causes physically competent to produce the

catastrophe.

But the embouchure of the Gandak has certainly not
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appreciably sliifted from Buddha’s time to the present day,

as Vaisali still stands on the banks as it did then, only 20

miles above the junction ;
therefore, the only possible cause

must have been the shifting of the embouchure of the Son

suddenly from Batuha to Manor. I have abeady shewn in

the body of the report what changes such an event would

produce in the course of the Ganges.

It is therefore clear that the change did take place very

shortly before A. 3). 750, and I feel gratified that my in-

ference regarding the date of the change, based upon other

and independent grounds, is thus unexpectedly confirmed.

I must not, however, omit to note that the statement of

Patanjali that Patna was situated on the Son, coupled with

the statements of the Greeks that it was at the confluence of

the Ganges and the Erranoboas, and the actual fact that it is,

and always was, on the Ganges, seems to settle the question

as to the identity of the Son and the Erranoboas.

I have also visited Bajgm again, and this time with the

aid of Hwen Thsang.

Ea Hian says,—“ Entering the valley and skirting the

mountains along then? south-eastern slope for a distance of

15 K, we arrive at the hill called Gridharakonta,”—and he

then goes on to describe the cave in which Buddha used to

sit in profound meditation, and also Ananda’s cave. In the

body of my report I have identified these with the Son Bhandar
and the broken cave close to it, Nos. 3 and 4, page 90, text.

Now, however, with the aid of Hwen Thsang’s writings, of

which I could not then avail myself (the books being out of

print and not obtainable), but extracts from which have now
been kindly supplied me by General Cunningham, I find that

those identifications are not tenable. Eollowing Ea Hian and
entering the valley, one has to skirt the south-eastern foot

of a range of hiUs
; but as the ranges wliich bound the old

city run north-east and south-west, it is clear that one may
skirt the south-eastern foot of the northern range, the only
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range of wiiicli the south-eastern slopes are within the city,

in two ways,—first, by going south-west and skirting the

foot of the portion of the range to the west of the northern

entrance ; second, by going north-east and skirting the toe of

the range to the east of the entrance. I followed the first

route, and naturally enough identified the Son Bhanclar and

the broken cave with Buddha’s meditation cave and Ananda’s

cave : but the extracts from Hwen Thsang shew that I ought

to have followed the second route ; this I have now done, and

am compelled to consider my previous identifications of

these two caves incorrect.

My arguments against General Cunningham’s identifica-

tion of the Son Bhandhr with the Sattapanni cave rest on

various grounds, not the least important of which are those

very identifications which I now not only abandon but con-

sider as hopelessly wrong.
,
So long as my identifications

of these two caves with Buddha’s meditation cave and Anan-

da’s cave remained unchallenged, my arguments against Gene-

ral Cunningham’s identification of the Son Bhandar cave

were absolutely unassailable, for by no possibility could

Buddha’s meditation cave be identified with the Sattapanni

cave. But the moment those identifications are abandoned

as untenable, my arguments are at once brought down from

the unassailable into an assailable position, and I must leave it

to my readers to judge whether the residuum of my arguments

against General Cunningham’s identification of the Sou

Bhandar cave with the Sattapanni cave carry conviction or not.

General Cunningham and I separated before entering

Rajgir, he going northwards towards Silao and Biliar ; but

before separating he gave me the extracts from Hwen Thsang

bearing on the question, and explained to me his ideas as to

the positions of the various remains there noticed near

Buddha’s meditation cave. How can I adequately sheAV my
Avorthiness of noble confidence thus placed in an adversary

but by unhesitatingly acknowlcdgiug my error?
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The plate* will shew the positions of some of the vaiioiis

objects discovered.

Going eastward from the Nekpai embankment along the

toe of the slope of the Ratnagni, I soon came upon an em-

bankment R. R. which runs across the valley in a south-

easterly direction on the right hand, while on the left it

runs up along the slope of the hills in a north-easterly

direction. The left-hand portion of the embankment does

not go quite across the valley ; it goes on to within a short

distance of the eastern Banganga rivulet, and stops abruptly

.

opposite to it, however, on the slopes of the southern range

of hills are lines of walls, shewing that, even if the wall

never did actually run right across the valley, it was at least

intended to do so.

The left-hand portion goes up along the side of the MU
nearly parallel to its toe and crest, crossing, close to the

angle of junction with its south-eastern branch, a small dry

water-course which descends from the Ratnagiri
;
some re-

mains of walls and platform appear to have once existed on

the right or west edge of this water-course above the crossing

of the ramp R. R., but I cannot say what they represent.

Continuing along the ramp I came at a short distance on

a small heap of ruins on the right-hand side of the ramp at

its edge, and on the very edge of a tolerably levelled spot on

the slope of the hiU
; the ruins are of brick, and I could trace

straight waUs in the ruin
; tMs is evidently Mr. Broadley’s

“ small stupa in the very centre of the staircase, about 8

feet square the remains may be the remains of a smaU

stupa, and it is evident that Mr. Broadley saw more of it

than I did, as he avows having removed numerous figm’es

from near it to BDiar, and possibly dug a little into this

mound also in search of figures. I accordingly consider that

the 8 feet square plinth is the square basement of a still

m aller stupa : continuing to ascend, the ramp after some

* Plate XXII.
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distance turns due north, and skirts the edge of a deep gorge

between the Deva Ghat and Sailagiri hills. Close to the bend

is a large platform of brick remains, evidently the place of

Mr. Broadley’s “ second stupa, and a large quantity of

images, pUlars, &c.” I could see nothing to shew that a

stupa ever existed here, but, perhaps, Mr. Broadley dug it up,

and it has disappeared aecordingly : the ramp goes on north-

wards a short way further on and then all traces of it cease

I could not trace it further.

Crossing now the gorge and going north-east, I found a

cave near the toe of a high mass of naked rocks which rise

up on the main spur from Sailagiri hill.

The cave is a natural cavern of an irregular shape 12 feet

long by 10 feet wide ; it has two entrances, one facing south-

west, the other north-west ;
it is situated literally in the

northern shade of the mass of naked rocks just mentioned,

which form a peak subordinate to the great peak of SaUa-

ffiri : 20 feet from the north-west entrance of the cave is a

large rock 30 feet square and 5 feet thick.

Bifty feet from this cave, to its south-east, and under or

within the mass of rocks which rise up in a peak, is another

cave, also irregular in shape.

Both these caves were once ornamented with a brick or

plaster lining, or rather, I should say, the irregularities ap-

pear to have been somewhat reduced by built brick-work and

stone-work. Within the first cave are several sculptures—one,

a longish stone, and apparently a fragment of a pedestal of

a statue, is ornamented below by a line of 4-petalled lotuses,

and over it by a line of sculpture representing an elephant

standing facing a Bharmma Chakra. On the opposite side

sits a human figm’e, followed by a figure like a lion
;
this again

followed by a female, a man with a stick (?) ; and, lastly, a

horse and rider. There are, besides this sculpture, two others,

one representing Buddha seated with attendants on the sides

in a fine-grained purple sandstone ; on the pedestal were
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sculptured two lious on the two sides of a Dliaraima Chakra

The figure has split off, the front portion, including the faee,

having split bodily off
;
the style of the sculpture appears

to me to be of as early as the Gupta period : the other sculji-

ture appears to have been similar, hut is even more muti-

lated ; there is, besides, a fine head of Buddha.

The height of the roof of the cave, which is formed of

an overhanging projecting slab of natural rock, is at present

5 feet above its earthen floor ;
the cave is full of loose frag-

ments of rough stone, hut no bricks.

Both these caves have two openings each ; the one at the

base of the rocky peak has one opening upwards giving

aceess to the plateau above. There cannot be a doubt, I

think, that here is the cave mentioned by Hwen Thsang and

Fa Hian as Buddha’s meditation cave. Fa Hian says (Beal’s

transl., p. 114), that 30 paces to the north-west of Buddha’s

meditation cave is the stone cell of Ananda. Buddha’s cave,

according to him, clearly had two openings. If now we

suppose the cave at the foot of the mass of rocks to be Bud-

dha’s meditation cave, we have to north-west of it at 50

feet the other cave which contains the sculptures, and about

100 feet off also to north-west the great block of stone men-

tioned above. The cave is quite far enough to be Ananda’s

cave, as the loose measurement of 30 paces may mean any-

thing from 50 to 90 feet ; but the great stone is, perhaps, the

real spot, although it is not a cave, for it does not appear to

me quite certain that Ananda’s meditation place was a cave.

Hwen Thsang calls it simply “a great rock.”* But as Fa

Hian distinctly calls it “ a stone cell,” it would appear that

the cave which he saw had fallen in before the time of

Hwen Thsang’s visit.

On the peak, or rather a little below the highest point of

the mass of rock, is a small oblong levelled terrace, partly

natural and partly artificial. On this terrace undoubtedly

* Julieu’s traiislatiou 111, p 21—“ uiie large pienv.’
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stood several brick buildings, among whicli stood a small tope

of nearly 8 feet diameter crowning the highest spot. I found

enough of regularly cut and wedge-shaped bricks to deter-

mine the size with tolerable accuracy
;
the tope was adorned

with mouldings, as I found several curved wedge-shaped

bricks with their outer edge cut into simple mouldings, both

straight-lined and curved. I could not find a single entire

brick to measure
;
but whatever the lengths may have been,

the breadth was 10^ to 11 inches, and the thickness varied

from to 3^ inches.

One curious brick that I found deserves mention; its under-

side was hollowed into a gentle cup-shaped cavity, Avhile the

top side had a square socket hole cut into it, 2 inches square,

immediately over the lower cup-shaped hollow.

Descending the ridge on the side opposite to the cave,

—

i. e., on the east side, to the natural terrace on which the

caves before mentioned are,—are the ruins of some sort of

building of brick. Proceeding now in a northerly direction,

along the foot of the rocky crags
; at a short distance, on a

tolerably level rocky terrace above the lower terrace, are

some remains of brick structures, among which I found

curved bricks similar to those on the high peak noticed, and

from these I ascertained that the diameter of the tope which

must have stood here, and to which no doubt they belonged,

was also about 8 feet.

These two small topes are accordingly situated to the

right and left of a low pass in the craggy ridge through

which people coming up the hillside direct must pass to get

to the caves which are situated on the other side of the ridge.

This craggy ridge, which crops up along the centre of a

spur from the great peak Sailagui, runs north-east and south-

west ; it culminates into a distinct high peak at its extreme

south-west end, on which, as noticed, one of the topes stood,

and at the foot of wliich is what I call Buddha’s medita-

tion cave; about 100 feet ofP is a lower crag, close to
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which on a natural terrace is the other tope noticed before.

Between these two eminences is the pass which connects

the somewhat level surface of the spur itself on the opposite

sides of the craggy ridge ;
the cave which I consider

Buddha’s meditation cave is accordingly situated in the

“ northern shade” of this craggy ridge.

From Hwen Thsang’s detailed account it does not appear

to me that the sloping ramp or wall R.R. was meant as a

road to these caves,—as not only did I fail to trace it up

to the caves, hut it does not appear to go anywhere at all

;

it stops precisely where the west side of the water-course,

along whose edge it runs for the last 300 feet of its length,

becomes steep and precipitous ; it appears to me accordingly

to be a line of defence, especially when I remember that

walls in its prolongation exist to this day on the slopes and

ridges of the southern range of hills beyond the Banganga

valley.

The natural ascent to the caves would be from some

point near Q at the south-east foot of the slope of the main

spur. Although I could see no signs of a made road, this

circumstance ought not to have much weight against the

supposition, when we remember that portions of massive

walls, several times larger and stronger than this road could

ever have been, have effectually disappeared in places in the

outer line of fortifications of tliis very city of Girivraja

;

and after all, the great road, so much spoken of by the

enthusiastic pilgrim, was in all human probability only a

track-marked out on either side by lines of boulders.

Assuming, however, that the road did ascend up from

near Q, it would necessarily go through the pass, just be-

fore reaching which would be the two small stupas to the

right and left as described by Hwen Thsang.

Having visited the caves, the pilgrim appears to have

gone up towards the peak ; in doing so he would necessarily

come upon the various other objects which he has described.
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Close to the two caves already noticed are five others, all at

the foot of the craggy ridge already mentioned. Of these,

one certainly enshrined a statue, as at the end of it, in its back

wall, exists the remains of a small hrick-huilt niche which

had once certainly been ornamented with sculpture and

scroll-work in plaster, and from the remains that exist I

conelude it had a pointed or circular top, built, however, of

overlapping bricks ; within this cave appears to have stood

a very small stupa also, as I picked up two curved wedge-

shaped bricks within the cave.

Along the front of all these caves, and immediately along

the edge of the w^ater-course which runs along the north-west

toe of the spur, is built a long and massive revetment, and

the space in front of the caves and between the revetment

and the foot of the craggy ridge appears to have been to

some extent artificially levelled.

Going on still further are numerous other caves, of no

consequence, and containing nothing. Near these is a long

ledge of rock which I take to be the long stone mentioned by

Hwen Thsang over which Buddha used to walk. Close to,

and almost in the very bed of, the torrent is a huge tlattish

rock in a sloping position, which I take to be the rock on

which he dried his clothes.

I looked in the bed of the torrent for the brick well men-

tioned by Hwen Thsang, but did not find any. I found, how-

ever, a spot where the waters rushing down a miniature fall

have worn away the rock below into a deep round cistern.

Near the north-cast end of the craggy outcrop and

between it and the torrent is a small squarish mound of brick

ruin.

Beyond the north-cast end of the craggy outcrop, on the

top of the spur, and at the foot of the steep ascent of the main

peak of Sailagiri, is a flat space wliich evidently once was

the site of some building of stone
;
there lay lots of con-

venient-sized broken rubble, but no bricks.
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The main peak of Sailagiri is crowned by a heap of

bricks, but I could see nothing to shew that a tope stood

here
;
the portion now existing is an oblong running east

and west, 20 feet long and 15 wide ; the length could have

been at some period greater, even up to 30 feet, hut the

width could never have been an inch more than the 15 feet

it is now. To have made it wider would have necessitated the

building up of gigantic revetments from an immense distance

below', on the side of the hill, which here is so steep that no

foundation for a revetment could have been got without

going some 30 or 40 feet down where the steepness begins

to moderate ; that such an immense wall could have dis-

appeared leaving not a trace is liighly improbable.

If the building of which the ruins exist on the peak

were a Vihar or temple, it must have faced east ; the bricks

are 11 x 15 x 2^ inches. I found not a single cut stone nor

a single curved or wedge-shaped brick, and of moulded and

cut bricks I found a very few, and all of the same pattern.

Between this peak and the next peak to its west is a low

pass defended by a wall ;
the waU extends just so far on

either side as is necessary for defensive purposes, and is not,

as Mr. Broadley supposes, part of “the terrace” which “now
becomes more broken, but its traces are visible up to the

peak.”
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ERRATUM.

Plate X, for Scale jg, read Scale





ARCHJOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

REPORT OF A TOUR IN THE BENGAL PROVINCES, 1872-73.

The work of tkis season was spread over a large extent

of country, as will be evident from the length of my route,

amounting in the aggregate to more than 4,500 miles, of

which 1,700 were not hy rail, and the rest hy railway.

The districts explored more or less were the following :

—

Patna, Gaya, Mongir, Bhagalpur, Santal Parganas,

Manhhum, Singhhhum and PirlDlium, Bankurah, Baniganj,

Mh’zapur, Janupm’, Allahabad, Bardwan, and Hughli.
Over a hundred and twenty photographs have been taken

to illustrate the ancient remains visited, besides the plans

and sections which accompany in 21 plates.

PATNA.
This great city was anciently known by the name

of Fdtaliputrapura, or Pushpapura or Kuswmapura, and
although from Hwen Thsang it would appear that Pdtali-

putrapura and Kusmnapura were distinct, yet they are

spoken of as identical in the Mudra Bakshasa. It is perhaps
possible that at the time when the Mudra Bakshasa was
written (wliich Avas probably not far removed from the time
when the Muhammadans established themselves in the
country) the two had amalgamated into one large city,

known indifferently as Pataliputra or Kusumapura.
The origin of the great city is noticed in the Mahapari-

nibbana Sutta (Tumour in Journal, Asiatic Society, VII, 992).

It is there mentioned that on the last occasion when Buddha
was going to Wesali from Nalanda, he came to Patiligamo.
where the inhabitants had built an “ awasthagaran^’ (rest-

house) in the middle of the city, as it was on the high road
between Vaisali and Bajgu*. At that period two great min-
isters, Sunidho and Wessakaro, of the Baja of Magadha were
building a “ Nagaran” (citadel) there. Buddha then predicts

that the village PMali is to become a great city, and that it

is to suffer from fire, Avater, and treachery. The gate of the

A^OL. VIII. A
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city in course of construction, tlirougli wliicli he passes, and
the ferry where he crosses, obtain the names of the Gotamo
gate and Gotamo ferry.

The Barmese account, as given by Bishop Bigandet, is

slightly different (Bigandet’s Life of Gandama, page 256):—
“ Phra summoned again Ananda to his presence, and directed him

to tell the Rahans to be ready for a voyage, as he desired to go to the

village of Patali. When he arrived at that place, the people prepared

for him the ‘ dzeat’ or hall which had been erected by the order of

Adzatathat. It is in the following year that the same king built the

city of Patalibot, or Pataliputra, on that same spot. In anticipation

of that event, Buddha foretold that the village would become a great

city, which would obtain a renowned celebrity among all other cities.

Thither countless merchants would resort from all parts of Dzampoo-
dipa. At the same time, he predicted the great calamities that would
befall it. Internal discords, fire, and inundation of the Ganges would
gradually work out its total destruction.'’'’

The date of the building of Pataliputra as thus given
in the Barmese version is the year of Buddha’s death.

Ajatasatru is there stated to have ascended the throne in the

37th year of Buddha’s public ministration, or eight years be-

fore his nirvdn, thus corresponding with Turnom’’s account
in the Mahawanso (page xlvii). The era, however, used in

the Barmese version is called the Eetzana era ; this era is

there stated to have been established by Eetzana (Anjana),

Kang of Bewaha. As Buddha was horn in the 68th year of

this era, it is clear that this era was established 67 years

before his birth
;
it began on a Sunday, the 1st of the waxing

moon of the month of Tajoo.

The Eetzana (Anjana) era was done away with by King
Ajatasatru in its 118th year, and a new era dating from the

niroan of Buddha established. In the third year of this era

Vaisali was conquered by Ajatasatru.

Ajatasatru is stated to have reigned 35 years, and died

in the year 25 of the religious era ; hut this statement must
he a mistake, for as he ascended the throne in the 37th year

of Buddha’s ministry, i. e., eight years before liis death, and
died in the 25th year from Buddha’s nirvdn, he could not

have reigned over 32 years, and tliis corresponds with the

number of years assigned to his reign from Ceylonese records,

vide—Tumour, page xlvii.

Ajatasatru was succeeded by four other kings of liis race,

when the people of Pataliputra are stated to have revolted

and set up Susinago as king in the year 63 of Buddha.
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This king removed the capital from Rajagriha to Vaisali

(Bigandet, page 363),

—

“ That monarch, not unmindful of his mother’s origin, re-established

the city of Wethali, and fixed iu it the royal residence.”

His successor Kalasoka is said to have removed the

capital to Pataliputra.

Prom Tumour, page xxix, it appears that for some time

at least, if not the entire of Kalasoka’s reign, the capital con-

tinued to he Vaisali. Be this as it may, it is certain that

the nine Nandas reigned in Pataliputra, and that it continued

to he the capital of Magadha for a long hut hitherto un-
determined period.

In Barmah it appears that two different eras existed be-

sides the religious era dating from Buddha’s nirvana. One
lasted 1,362 years, the last year of that era being equivalent

to A. H. 1156 ;
the other consisted of two eras succeeding and,

as it were, replacing each other. The latter of the two is

still in use. It began, according to Bishop Bigandet, in 639
A. H.

;
previous to it, another era had lasted 562 years, but

as two years of these two eras overlap, that era may be
considered to have virtually lasted only 560 years, making it

begin in A. D. 79, and corresponding to the Indian Saka era.

This era was established in the religious year 625, or,

deducting the two overlapping years, in the religious year
623, which therefore must correspond with A. D. 79.

Hence year 1 A. I).=545th year of the religious era, and
year 1 B. 0. = 544th of the religious era. Consequently the
nirvana of Buddha took place by this calculation in

B. C. 544.

Comparing the Ceylon and the Barmese versions, and
adopting as correct the Ceylon version of AjMasatru having
reigned 32 years, instead of the palpably erroneous number
35 of the Barmese account, we find that as AjMasatru
ascended the throne in the 37th year of Buddha’s ministry,^, e.,

eight years before his nirvan, and consequently in the year
140 of the Eetzana (Anjana) era, and he died in the year
25 of the religious era, it is clear that the total number of
years of his reign can be 32, only on the supposition that
the 148th year of the Anjana (Eetzana) era corresponds to
the year 1 of the religious era, i. e.^ that there was no year 0
of the religious era.

Bishop Bigandet has B. C. 543 as the year of Buddha’s
nirvana, but as there was no year 0 A. H., I do not see
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how the year 1 of the religious era, the year of the nirvana
itself, can correspond to any but B. C. 544.

General Cunningham places the nirvana of Buddha in

477 B. C. ; Turnour adojjts 543. It were much to be
desired that so important a date be submitted to the most
rigid scrutiny, and the causes of the discrepancies, if pos-

sible, ascertained, or at least indicated, before its final adop-
tion. Eurther elucidation of this point has since appeared
in Volume III of General Cunningham’s reports.

The classical accounts of Fdtaliputra are very meagre.
Strabo, on the authority of Erastosthenes (Volume III, Fal-

coner’s and Hamilton’s Translations, page 79), states its dis-

tance from the mouths of the Ganges at 6,000 stadia, and
that the river flows “past Palibothra, a very large city”
(page 80). Further on (page 97), Strabo, describing Patali-

putra (it is supposed on the authority of Megasthenes), states

that it is situated at the confluence of the Ganges and
another river ; that it is in length 80 stadia, and in breadth 15.

It is in the shape of a parallelogram surrounded by a wooden
wall pierced with openings through which arrows may be
discharged. In front is a ditch which serves the purpose of

defence and of a sewer for the city.

From Phny it appears that Palibothra was situated 425
Roman miles below the junction of the Ganges and the

Jamna.
Pataliputra was situated on the right bank of the Ganges,

and at the confluence of a large river with it. “ This river

was named Erranoboas according to Arrian (who had his

intelligence from Megasthenes’ Journal), and was of the

third degree of magnitude among Indian rivers, and inferior

to none but the Ganges and the Indus” (Rennel’s Memo-
randum, 49).

From all these accounts and the close resemblance of

name, it is clear that Palibothra and Patahputra are identical,

and indeed at present there is no question about it. But it

is by no means quite so clear that the Ei'ranohoas, the Hircm-
yavaha, and the Son are identical ; on the contrary, if the

city of Palibothra stood at the confluence of the Ganges
and the Erranoboas, and if its site now be coiTectly re-

presented by Patna, then it would appear that the Son and
the Erranoboas are distinct rivers.

Both Pliny and Arrian mention the Son and the Erra-

naboas as distinct rivers, and this objection to their identity

is so strong that it has been noticed by Professor IVilson
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{vide his Hindu Theatre, Volume II, preface to the Mudra
Rakshasa; also in Tumour’s Mahawanso, preface, appendix).

The position of Patna as being on, or at least very near,

the site of Pataliputra is too well established to he shaken
by tliis, and against this position the objection is invalid.

But as in the vicinity of Patna several rivers join and did

join the Ganges, the argument maintains its full force

against the identification of the Erranoboas with the Son

;

had there been hut one river joining the Ganges, it would
he clear that the two were both names of the same river

;

as it is, no less than four tributaries join and did join the

Ganges not far from Patna, any one of which, except the

Sarayu, would fulfil the condition of having its confluence
near Patna, but one only of wliich at this moment rigidly

fulfils the condition of haring its confluence with the Ganges,
not near, but at Patna, and this is the Gandak.

]\Ii\ Bavenshaw (Jom’nal, Asiatic Society, volume XIV,
page 137) has attempted to prove by very plausible arguments
that the Son and Erranoboas are identical, and the facts on
which he bases his inferences are perfectly correct. A wide,

light sandy expanse, now under cultivation, may be traced

from a point near Saidahad via Bikram to Xaubatpur, hut
from tliis place the traces on to Phulwari are not those of a

great river like the Son, as ]\Ir. Bavenshaw supposes, hut of

a small stream
; and so far from Bankipur having once been

the bed of the mighty Son, three miles in width, there is the

most indubitable evidence of its never having within historical

times been the bed of any river even of ordinary magnitude.
A short time ago, on the occasion of a well being dug in the
Bankipur Jail, stiff clay and kankar were found down to a
depth of 44 feet from the present surface. A second well,

sunk at a village named Sipara on the Patna branch road,

about one and a half miles south of Bankipur, and which on
reference to the map will he found to be almost in the middle
of the so-caUed bed of the Son, had to be abandoned, as

water had not been reached at a depth of about 35 feet.

The site of Bankipur itself is indeed one of the highest
points in the district, and this may be most easily verified

by observing the heights of the railway embankments from
Patna to the present Son Bridge : so is Hinapm’

;
and tliis may

indeed have been inferred from the very circumstance of

these sites having been chosen for the British civil and
military stations in the district. Not merely, however, are

these two points high, but the whole country between, and
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also for most part of the distance between Patna and Banki-
pur, is remarkably high, as proved by the I’ailway embank-
ments, and not a single bridge of large size occurs in the
entire distance between Dinapur and Patna.

Another very strong proof is, that the outfall of the
Eastern Son Canal, now in course of excavation, passes

between Bankipur and Dinapur. As tliis canal is meant for

purposes of irrigation, it necessarily goes along the highest
ground, thus clearly demonstrating that no large river bke
the Son could within historical times have flowed between
Patna and Dinapur.

The facts on which Mr. Bavenshaw’s theory have been
built are very slender ; one of his bases is Rennell’s statement
that

the ancient bed of the Son is yet traceable on the south of Patna, and
seems to have led into the Gauges near Fatuha.'’^

This statement of Bennell’s is perfectly correct, but
Fatuha is nearly 15 miles from Bankipur lower down the

Ganges, and the old bed of the Son which Bennell alludes to

is evidently the Punpun river, 7 miles south of Bankipur.
Mr. Bavenshaw further states that Lieutenant Maxwell of

the Artillery

“ was successful in clearly tracing the old bed from a point on the Son
near Saidabad (about 18 miles above Maner, the present junction of the

Son and the Ganges) via Bikram, Naubatpur, Phulwari, and Mithapur
to Bankipur, where it appears to have joined the Ganges about 200 yards

west from the Golah.^’

The Golah referred to is one of the highest spots in Ban-
kipur, and an examination of the stratiflcation of the river

banks, which here frequently stand in high cliffs, shows
clearly that no large river joined the Ganges near this point.

The evidence of the well in the Bankipur Jail shows that it

could not have been at that spot, so that if ever the Son joined

the Ganges at Bankipur, it must have done so between the

Golah and the Jail. It is needless to add that the mighty Son
could never have been confined between these limits, espe-

cially at its delta.

Having thus disposed of Mr. Bavenshaw’s identification,

hitherto generally accepted to such an extent that even
General Cunningham considers the Son to represent the

Greek Erranoboas, it will not be uninteresting if I make
some suggestions as to the old course of the Son, so far as

I can from my own personal observations, assisted by inform-

ation and opinions derived from other professional engineers.
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To show that my opinion is fairly entitled to some consider-

ation, I may mention that for a year and half I Avas

employed as an engineer in the Patna, Gaya, and Bihar dis-

tricts, and consequently have had opportunities of making
myself acquainted with the engineering features of the

country. According to my observations then made, and
information from competent authority, I consider that at some
remote period the Son flowed in a south-east course from the

present village of Tararh near Daiidnagar, passing close to the

villages of Bampur-Chai and Kayal, and not far from the

great plain (Tanr; of Beokund or Deokm’h, as it is indis-

criminately pronounced hy the people. Tararh or Tardrali

in Hindustani means the high hank ©f a river, and the name
clearly refers to the village having once been on the high
banks of a river. Immediately close to Tararh and between
it and Daiidnagar, recent excavations and works for the Son
Canal have proved the country to have been once the bed of

a great river ; extensive pieces of rrater still exist, both at

Chai and at Kayal, the remains probably of the old Son. At
Deokund an annual fair or mela is held. Prom Kayal I

consider it probable that the Son continued in a north-east

direction, entering the bed of the present Punpun at the

village of Son-Bliadr.

Son-Bliadr is a great place of pilgrimage, and although
the village of Son-Bhadr is not now a place of pilgrimage,

I have ascertained by long and patient enquiry from various

people that Son-Bhadr is the name given to the ford or

ferry where ’pilgrims to Gaya (from the west) have to cross

the Sou

;

the name is now applied to a part of the Son near the

present Grand Tnmk Boad, where pilgrims halt to bathe,

and make ofi^erings to the pitris, and this offering here is

considered the first or initiatory step to the fulfilment of the

pilgrimage to Gaya. The present Son-Bhadr is not entered

in the best map extant, as it is not now a moiizah but merely
a ghat ; but the Son-Bhadr r^illage alluded to above is an
actual village situated on the banks of the Punpun.* I can-
not give the etymology of the name with certainty, but I

think it not improbable that it is derived from the words Sona
and Bhadra, meaning the “auspicious Sona.” Sona means
“red, to become red,” and the name may originally have been

* I conclude, therefore, that the village owes its name to having sprnng up at the
site of the old crossing of the Son, and has naturally retained its name even though the
place is no longer the crossing used. The modern crossing having come into use since the
existence of the village on its banks, the village naturally retains its old name, and the cross-

ing alone is called Son-Bhadr.
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applied to the Son from the circumstance that at some parts

of its course the waters of the Son appear to he tinged red.

This is the popular belief at this day, and the correctness of

this belief has been vouched for by native pilgrim travellers,

and has been doubtless handed down by tradition from the
earliest times, for we have in the Hamayana (Griffith’s

Translation, Vol. IV, Book IV, Canto XL, page 197):

—

“ And Sona’s waters swift and strong,

With ruddy billows foam along.”

Since writing this, I have had an opportunity of testing the
correetness of the native tradition. The Son rises in the
highlands of Amarkantak, and flows through a country
possessing a reddish gravelly soil. In the floods the river

necessarily brings down large volumes of the red dust and
sand, whieh it deposits in the deeper pools. In the cold season

this deposit, seen through the clear waters, gives a distinct

tinge of red to the water—see my report for 1873-74.

From Son-Bhadr, the Son in olden times appears to have
flowed in what is now the bed of the Punpun as far as Sigori,

a small village close to the Punpun near Chandhos Buzurg,
where an annual fair is held and offerings to the pitris made
by numerous pilgrims as at Son-Bhadr and Gaya. From here

it, or at least a branch, appears to have taken a course due
east, crossing over from the bed of the present Punpun river

to the bed of the present Murhar river. The country at and
for several miles about this place, and between these two
rivers, shows the unmistakeable traces of having once been
the bed of a mighty river, much mightier than the Punpun

;

from here it flowed in the bed of the present Mrudiar river

till it finally joined the Ganges at Fatuha.

In parts of the bed of the Murhar river, and on its banks
for some distance inland, are found rounded pebbles, pre-

cisely similar to the well-known pebbles of the Son. So
close is the resemblance, that it has struck every one who
has given any thought to it. Native tradition, imable to

account for the appearance of these remarkable pebbles in the

klurhar, has placed faith in a silly story, which relates that

on a certain occasion, when the marriage procession of a
baniya was passing, there were many guests and much pomp,
and food consisting of unbaked dough ready roUed into

balls and flattish cakes was abundantly provided for the

guests, to be baked and distributed at their halting place.

A fakir went up and begged as alms a share of it ; in rejily
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to his entreaty, they said to him, “None of us have yet eaten
; do

you want stones to eat ?” Thereupon the irate fakir departed,

saying, “May all your food tmm into stones !” and the pebbles

that now occur there and thereabouts are the petrified flour-

halls and cakes.

It is possible that a portion of the Son waters crossed

over the intervening country at Masouri Buzurg and Sanda,

and fell into the bed of the present Dardha. Ceidain it

is that an immense valley of sand stretches on from Masouri
across the present road (from Patna to Gaya), and it has been
found necessary to provide a great deal of waterv'^ay, by nu-
merous and long viaducts, to pass off the spill-water which
to this day rushes across this point in the rains.

I close my observations as an engineer on the old course

of the Son by an extract of a letter to me from Mr. M. P. B.

Duell, the Engineer of the Patna Division, an officer whose
knowledge of the engineering features of this portion of the
country has been obtained dmang an active employment of

twelve years in charge of the Patna and Gaya Divisions,

diu'ing which, for the purpose of ascertaining the waterways
necessary at various points of the road in construction by
him, he has examined the country with great minuteness and
attention.

Beferring to the Son, he says

—

“ 1 believe it wandered from its present channel between ITrwid and
D&iidnagar, crossed the Patna branch road north of Masouri, entered the

Punpun, and thence flowed partly into the Ganges at Futwah, and
partly along the course of the Maithwan nuddy towards Mongir.^’

When the Bamayana was composed, the course of the
Son must have been as I have suggested, as will presently
appear.

M^hen Viswamitra asked Dasaratha and obtained the
assistance of his son Bama to protect his sacrifices, they
journeyed along the Sarayu for two days, crossed it on the
third, and the same day Tadaka was killed by Bama. On the
fourth day they reached Viswamitra’s hermitage

;
from here

they went north to Mithila, “ and then the mighty saint set

forth and took his jom’ney to the north.” (Griffith’s Bam-
ayana, I, p. 158.)

At the close of the first day’s journey from Viswamitra’s
hermitage they halted on the banks of the Son

; here Vis-
wamitra, addressing Bama in reply to his inquiries, says

—

“ And Yasu bade his city fair.

The name of Girivraja bear.
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This fertile spot whereon we stand,

Was once the high-souled Vasu^s land.

Behold ! as round we turn our e3'es,

Five loft)^ mountain peaks arise.^'’ (Griff. Ram., I, p. 160.)

Clearly sliowing tliat from the banks of the Son where they
rested, the Rajgir mountains were visible. From no part
of the banks of the present com’se of the Son are the Fajgir
hills visible ; neither are they visible from Patna

;
but from

the point where I have indicated the Son to have entered the
bed of the present Murhar river, the mountains of Pajgir
are visible and continue visible for a good distance down

—

certainly down to where the Murhar crosses the Patna
branch road.

(Griff. E/am., Vol. I, page 170.) In the morning
Eama asks,

—

“ Here fair and deep the Sona flows,

And many an isle its bosom shows.

What way, O saint, will lead us o'er.

And land us on the further shore ?”

To which Viswamitra replies,

—

“ The way I choose.

Is that which pious hermits use."

And crossing the Son, they reach the banks of the Ganges
that evening, showing clearly that the road from Viswa-
mitra’s hermitage to Vaisali crossed the Son. Next day
crossing the Ganges, they go to Vaisali.

The point where Pama crossed the Ganges to go to

Vaisali and on to Mithila is well known traditionally
;
it is at

the junction of the Ganges and the Gandak, and is known as

Pambhadr ;
and as the old high road from Vaisali southwards

crossed the Ganges here, as proved by Buddhist writings (see

supra on the foundation of Patna), the tradition wliich asso-

ciates Pambhadr with Pama’s journey is countenanced.

Pama therefore crossed the Ganges at Patna. A glance at

the map will show that if the Son flowed then in the

coiu’se it follows now, Pama could not only not have seen

the Rdjgir hillsfrom its batiks, but could have got to Patna
(then not in existence) without crossing the Son, for, as he
with Viswamitra journeyed northwards to Vaisali, they must
have started from a point south or nearly south of Patna,

and consequently on the eastern banks of the Son, and their

route to Vaisali would not have crossed the Son at all; and
even if we adopt Mr. Pavenshaw’s line of the old Son, Pama
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not only would have got to Patna without crossing the Son,

but could not have seen the Rajgir hills from any point on
its hanks. The course suggested by me, however, fulfils all

the conditions.

It may not he amiss to note that the marches of Pama
on this occasion, as detailed in the Pamayana, are such as

could easily have been accomplished. The distance from
Ayodhya to the junction of the Sarayu and the Ganges is

170 miles taken in a straight line; but there are strong

reasons for supposing that, in ancient times, the Sarayu joined

the Ganges higher up, which would reduce the distance.

However that may he, 170 miles in two days is no impossible

or improbable feat, if we suppose, as suppose we must, that

the king’s son did not loalh on foot the whole of the way,
hut rode. Thence to Viswamitra’s hermitage is only a day’s

journey, for though it took Pama two days to do it, most
part of one day was consumed in fighting with Tadaka, and
they reached the place on the second day in time for Viswa-
mitra to begin the initiatory rites that very day. (Griff. Pam.,
Vol. I, page 152.)

'' Begin, O best of saints, we pray,

Initiatory rites to-day.

Then thus addressed the holy man,
The very glorious sage began
The high preliminaiy rite.”

On the return journey, however, Pama and Viswamitra
were accompanied by several of Viswamitra’s pupils and holy

old anchorites—men who from age or weakness could not be
supposed to sustain much fatigue. We find now that on the

thu’d day after starting from the hermitage, Pama travelled

only 26 miles or so, mz., from the Ganges crossing, to Vaisali,

two well-known and fixed points ; this is perfectly natural.

Assuming now that Pama travelled at this rate the two pre-

vious days also, and working backwards, we shall obtain for

his halting place, on the first day, the very point on the hanks
of the old Son whence the Pajgir hills first become visible,

as I have pointed out before ; and for the site of Viswa-
mitra’s hermitage, some point 25 miles or 30 miles at most,
south, or nearly south, from the first day’s halting point on
the suggested hanks of the old course of the Son. This dis-

tance will bring us almost exactly to Deokund or Heokur, a
place where, as noticed above, an annual faff or mela is

held, and which is held in great veneration.

The name of Viswamitra’s hermitage I find to have
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been Siddhdsrama, which Griffith has translated in his

E,am%ana as the “perfect hermitage.” It is remarkable
that close to Deokund, on the banks of the Punpun river, is a
village named Siddhrampiu*. So strong a similarity of

names, combined mth such close identity in position, justi-

fies the inference that this is the position of Viswamitm’s
hermitage. At all events, the place is clearly somewhere
between it and Deokund, where the mela is held.

Reverting now to the journey of Rama from Ayodliya to

the confluence of the Sarayu and the Ganges, we find that,

assuming it to have had its junction in those days where it

has now, Rama travelled about 75 miles daily; but, as stated

before, this distance must he diminished if, as is probable, the

junction was higher up. The distance from Viswamitra’s her-

mitage at Siddhrampur to the Ganges is actually about 70
miles, of which only a small portion was travelled on the first

day, when Tadaka was killed in the great forest. It is re-

markable that just about 50 miles from Deokund and 20
from the Ganges, near Bihia station, an extensive forest still

exists, which may accordingly, with great j)lausihility, be
identified with the Tadaka forest.

The only link wanting to complete the chain of e\idence

regarding the identifications proposed, is the want of all

mention of the crossing of the Son before reaching Viswa-
mitra’s hermitage. TMs may be merely due to there being

nothing remarkable about it worth noting or needing men-
tion.

Let us see now what fight the Mahabharata throws on the

old course of the Son (Sahha Parva, chap. 20, ver. 24
et seq .)

—

“ They, Krishna, Arjuua and Bhima Seua, departing from Kurudega
and passing through Kurujangala, arrived at the beautiful Padmasarovara

(or lotus lake) ;
then passing beyond (or surmounting) Kalakuta, and

gradually crossing the everflowing Gandaki, Carkaravartta (stony bed-

ded), and a mountain torrent, proceeded. Crossing the pleasing Sarayu,

and seeing the whole of the eastern Ko^aladesa, they marched through

Mithila and Malla and crossed the Charmanvati river
;
then crossing the

Ganges and the Sona, these tliree brave men of unwearied courage,

clothed in cloth of the Kusa grass, turning eastwards, arrived at the

boundary of the Magadha kingdom/^

The above extract first states that the Paudava brothers

with Krishna crossed the Gandak and the ^arkaravartta

and a mountain stream. The next passage states in greater

detail what they did. Crossing the Sarayu, they saw Eastern

Ko9ala, then they saw Mithila and Malla. No doubt this is
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a very roundabout way of going from Indraprastha to

Rajagriha, but we must not lose sight of the object with

which they went
;

this was no less than the death of the

great Raja Jarasandha, and it is only reasonable that,

instead of going madly to certain destruction, as they would
had they gone direct and unsupported, they should first visit

the neighbouring princes of East Ko9ala and Mithila in order

to obtain their assistance and support. Hence there is not

only nothing improbable in their going md East Ko9ala and
Mithila to Rajagriha, but it was the coruse indicated by
sound policy.

So far we have traced their course to Mithila ; next we
find them going from Mithila to Rajagriha ; in doing so, we
see they cross the Ganges and the Sona. To understand their

route, let us turn to Hwen Thsang’s route long years after-

wards. He went from Vaisali near the Gandak to Mithila,

then to Lalita Patan, and returned by the same route to

Vaisali in order to go to Patna and Rajagriha. Hwen
Thsang’s route leads clearly to the inference that the usual

road from Mithila to Rajagriha went yid Vaisali and Patna;
this is rather a detour, but roads then were neither numer-
ous nor well, if at all, looked after. The Pandavas, then, in

going from Mithila to Rajagriha, evidently followed the

same route, doubtless for similar reasons. Therefore they

crossed the Ganges at Patna, which we certainly know was
a well-known crossing as early as the time of Rama, and
continued so to the time of Buddha, when the city was not

in existence, and down to the present day.

Having crossed the Ganges at Patna, they are represent-

ed as crossing the Son to go to Rajagriha
; this clearly shows

that the Son then flowed between Patna and Rajagriha,

—

that is, in the coarse I have indicated before.

The mention here of the Charmanvati, usually identified

with the Chambal, is very puzzling. It certainly cannot
mean the Chambal

;
and I can only suppose the name to have

got in either by mistake, or as being the name of some one
of the small streams near Mithila. The absence of all quah-
fying epithet for it, as in the case of the Gandaki and the

Sarayu, tends to favour the last supposition.

While, however, I suggest what appears to me to have
been the course of the Son at the time when the Ramayana
and Mahdbharata were written, I must not omit to mention
that the shifting of the Son westwards is not what would
have been expected considering the general lie or declivity
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of tlie country. This declivity appears to be in a north-east

direction, for the area extends in length from Patna to

Lakhiserai, and in breadth about 30 miles south of and
parallel to the Ganges. Within this limit the various rivers,

but most especially those in the vicinity of Bihar, have for a
long time past shown a decided tendency to work eastwards,

—

so much so, that artificial cuts, intended for irrigation, taken
from the right or east bank of the various rivers, have in

almost all cases enlarged beyond control, absorbing the
entire discharge dmdng the rains, allowing but a small por-

tion of the flood discharge to pass down the natural old

beds. The result of this state of things has in several instances

proved doubly disastrous : Is^, by depriving the tracts along
the west banks of the natm’al w^ater-courses of their fair

supply of water; and, ^ndly, sending an excessive volume
down the artificial irrigation channels, to the destruction of

the crops on their banks and of the banks themselves, thus

entailing permanent loss of valuable land. When employed
as an engineer in the district, I devoted much attention to

the remedying of these evils, but I was too soon removed,
and my schemes, approved of then, have not since received

attention.

Independent of tliis tendency of the rivers to work east-

wards, the diurnal rotation of the earth must tend to throw
the water of all rivers flowing from the equator towards the

poles of the earth against the right or east banks, and
although the amount of the force thus brought to bear against

the right banks is very minute, it is constantly at work. In
obedience to both these tendencies, so far from expecting the

Son to have worked westwards, we should expect it to work
eastwards ;

but so many different circumstances are capable

of producing an opposite result, that it need excite no wonder
to find the Son working westwards, and I have no doubt that

if sufficient time and attention could be bestowed on the

subject, the cause which in the particular instance of the

Son did produce the results as they exist could be definitely

ascertained.

I must also notice a remarkable fact observed by Gene-
ral Cunningham and communicated to me, that the surface

of the country in many parts of the district of Arrah is fre-

quently composed of sand of the Son and not of the Ganges,

tending thus to show that at one time the Son had flow'^ed

west of its present course. Too little, however, of facts, as

regards the determination of this point, has hitherto been
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observed to warrant any opinions being definitely formed on
the subject. I merely notice it as a remarkable factj which
may at a future period prove valuable. In connection with

this point, I notice, as suggested by General Cunningham,
that the name of the river which now flows immediately

west of Arrah is Banas; the Sanscrit Pama§a and Parna
Vaha could very well have been converted by the Greeks to

Erranoboas.

I notice also, as suggested by General Cunningham, the

close connection between the name of the river and of

Ban^m% who figures so largely in the legends of Arrah,

which General Cunningham has lately proved by ingenious

and convincing arguments to be the famous Eka Chakra
of the Mahabharata, and the “ Alow ” of Buddhist writings.

The name Erranoboas, however, as applied to the river whose
confluence with the Ganges was at Pataliputra, could not

have been applied to any except the Gandak, as will be
shown further on.

That a great volume of the waters of Son once flowed

down the Banas appears from the Mahabharata (Sablia Parva,

chap. 9) describing the assembly of Varuna. There we find,

among the rivers mentioned, the “Mahanada Sona,” and
the “ Mahanadi Parna9a.” The drainage basin of the Banas
being too small, even by any possibility, to procure for the

river draining it alone the title of “Mahanadi” or great

river, it is clear that it must have derived the great volume
of water which, flowing down it, could alone have procured
for it the title of great, from the Sona, which to this day com-
municates with it. A great part of the Son then must, at

the time of the Mahabharata, have flowed down the present

Banas river, though the Son no longer sends any great

volume of water down it.

It has been shown that at one period the Son flowed east

of its present course down the bed of the Punpun river,

joining the Ganges at Eatuha. It has tmlher been shown
that this was its com’se when the Bamayana was wiltten.

It now remains to trace the changes in its course at other
different times.

In the Buddhist writings it is stated that the vessel with
which the relics of Buddha were measured out, after his

cremation, was retained by the Brahman, who erected a
stupa over it on the banks of a river. The Brahman is in

the Barmese account named Banna, but from other sources

it appears that the vessel used in the division of the rehcs
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was a Drona measure, and this is doubtless the correct version

of the legend. Be this as it may, a stupa was erected over

it by a private individual, and that individual a Brahman.
What the Drona measure was exactly, it is now difficult to

ascertain, hut that it certainly was a very small measure can
he seen at once from the Mahahharata (Adi Parva, 11th
section, entitled Chaitraratha, 2nd chapter, 4th couplet), in

which the birth of Drona, the son of Bhm’adwaja, is detailed.

Decency compels me not to insert the passage.

I pause a moment to remark that from this account it

appears clear that certainly at this period no great ill-feeling

appears to have existed between Brahmans and Buddhists
;

a great deal has been said regarding the ill-feeling between
them ;

and Brahmans are said to have burned the temples

and hunted the Buddhist priests with malignant hatred,

and the discovery of charred remains in the course of excava-

tions at Sarnath has without due consideration been taken
as evidence that the work of destruction was perpetrated by
Brahmans. But I desire to point out that the very fact of

victuals, ready-dressed, and uneaten, found in the Sarnath
ruins, is the strongest proof that the attack on the monas-
teries was most sudden, and I submit that an attack of such

a sudden nature, could not have been planned by the Brah-
mans of the place. Buddhist monasteries are well known
to contain usually several hundreds of monks, and such a

monastery as that at Sarnath was least likely to have the

fewest number of occupants. To attack and burn it succes-

fully would need a large force well armed, and it would be
no easy task for a mob, suddenly roused as in popular
tumults, to attack and sack the great monastery. We must
therefore look to other agents for the destruction of those

monasteries. Those agents are not difficult to ascertain.

I quote Elliott’s India, Vol. II, page 113, describing the

exploits of Ahmad Nialtigin, General of Masaud; the author

of the Tarikha Subuktigin says

—

“ He crossed the river Ganges and went down the left bank unex-

pectedly ( ' nagah^)
;
he arrived at a city which is called Banaras, and which

belonged to the territory of Gang. I'Jever had a Muhammadan army
reached this place. The city was two parasangs square, and contained

plenty of water. The army could only remain from morning to mid-
day prayer, because of the peril. The markets of the drapers, perfumers

and jewellers were plundered, but it was impossible to do more. The
people of the army became rich, for they all carried off gold, silver, per-

fumes and jewels, and got back in safety.”
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This happened in A. D. 1033 (Elliot’s India, Vol. II, page

Here then is an account of an attack so daring and
unexpected that it is hardly rivalled hy the attacks of
Bakhtiar Khilji on Bihar and Xadiya, at a later jieriod

; how
Bihar fared at Muhammadan hands may he inferred from the
ch'cnmstance that when a Pandit was sought to read the
books which were found during the sack of the city, not one
could he found, as they had all been killed ! Need it he won-
dered then that in this attack of Banaras as much damage
as could possibly have been inflicted on the city was unspar-
ingly inflicted ? In such sudden attacks it is the large houses
and temples which would he especially sought out, as being
likely to yield most wealth with least search. Mahmud’s
expeditions to India a few years before had taught Muham-
madan soldiers where most booty was to he obtained, and
they no doubt profited hy it in this instance, although the ac-

count quoted makes no distinct mention of temples attacked.

Beverting now to the main subject, the changes in the
course of the Son, I notice that Hwen Thsang proceeded 100
li, or about 17 miles, to the south-east (from the asylum
stupa at Arrah) to another stupa, which was reputed to have
been built hy the Brahman Drona over the vessel with
which he measrued the relics of Buddha.

Bememhering that the stupa was built hy a private indi-

vidual, it could neither have been very large nor magnificent,

and the total silence of Hwen Thsang regarding its appear-
ance and size confirms the supposition that there was
nothing remarkable about it. As it was built by a Brahman,
the name given to it would probably be Brahmanical.

The site of the asylum stupa has lately been iden-

tified by General Cunningham Avith AiTali, and I refer to his

writings for the proofs. Taking measurements and bearings

from Arrah as the site of the asylum stupa, the site of the
Brona stupa falls somewhere in the vicinity of Bhartpiua.

If then the Son flowed in the course indieated hy me
at the time of Buddha’s nirvana, and if Hwen Thsang’s

bearing and distance be correct, there ought to exist at this

day traees of Buddhist remains there or thereabouts. To
ascertain this I examined the country about Bhartpmu with
minute attention, and my labours were soon rewarded by the

discovery of a small stupa at Bhagwanganj, and the remains

of temples at other villages in the vicinity.

The stupa at Bhagwanganj is a low circular mound of

BVOL. VIII.
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brick, about 35 or 40 feet in diameter, and a maximum
height of about 20 feet above the country. It is built entirely

of large bricks set in mud ;
the bricks measure 12 inches by

more than 14 inches, are all set in line mud cement, and are

all horizontal. In the centre, at the top of the mound, a

square socket-hole appears to have existed, one side of which
and part of a second still exist entire. It was about 18
inches square. Close to this mound, and almost touching
it, are several others, oblong and round, but smaller

; these

are also all of brick, but the bricks are not set in solid even
layers, as in the principal mound

; they are irregular, and
the mounds appear to be merely the ruins of structures,

temples probably.

The main mound is clearly a stupa, as evidenced not only

by the even horizontal layers of bricks solidly composing it,

but, as if to obviate all chance of misconception, part of the
socket-hole itself, where no doubt the tee, or umbrella,

was set up, still exists. Erom the size of the bricks, and still

further from the proportion of height of the stupa to its dia-

meter, according to the law discovered by General Cunning-
ham, there can be no doubt that it is one of the earliest yet

discovered. That the low height as compared with the base is

not due to the destruction of the upper courses, is proved by
the hole at the summit still existing. I accordingly identify

this stupa with that erected over the vessel with which
Buddha’s relics were measured.

The name of the village is Bhagwanganj, and remember-
ing that the stupa was built by a Brahman, this name is very
appropriate,—that is, the name is as old as the stupa. Tliis

stupa accordingly would date to the 6th century before Christ.

Let us now see how the position thus assigned to the

Drona stupa will agree with Ilwen Thsang’s subsequent
route to Vaisali. He went in a north-east direction, 23 or

25 miles from the stupa, to Vaisali (Cunningham, Geog.
Anc. Ind., p. 443), and he crossed the Ganges on the road.

General Cunningham suggests that the Ganges is a mistake
for the Gandak, but in going from the asylum as just identi-

fied by me to Vaisali, he must have crossed the Ganges; the

direction, too, is correct enough, but the distance is 25 miles

to the Ganges, and not to Vaisali, and another 25 miles

to VaisMi. I consider, therefore, that the distance given by
Hwen Thsang refers to the distance from the asylum stupa

to the Ganges, lohich having been crossed, he proceeded to

Vaisali (another 25 miles).
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Since the foregoing was written, General Cunningham has

sent me a literal rendering of the passage of Hwen Thsang
in question. His words are,

—“ on parting from this kingdom
he crossed the Ganges to the north-east, made from 140 to 150
li, and arrived at the kingdom of Vaisali.” Clearly the 140
or 150 li refers to the distance of Vaisali from the Ganges;
and so the accordance with my views is perfect.

Not far from the stupa flows the Punpun river. Along
its hanks, at about 2 miles from Bhagwanganj, near a small

village, are the remains of a stone and brick temple about
40 feet square : only a part of the basement of the temple,

marked by a Hne of moulded stones, exists : the stone is

granite roughly dressed into a plain moulding.
A mile or mile and a half further north along the Pun-

pun is a large mound about 45 feet square and 25 feet high.

This was once a temple. The bricks in all these are of large

size, and the cement used mud ; but in the last, along with
the large bricks, small ones also are now found, and remains
of lime and mortar : the positions of the smaller bricks, how-
ever, are such as clearly to show that they did not enter into

the construction of the original temple. A few misshapen
stones and fragments now occupy the summit of the mound,
and are devoutly worshipped by libations of milk and offer-

ings by the Muhammadans of the adjacent village Bihta.

(This is not the Bihta on the East Indian Bailway which
General Cunningham commissioned me to examine, as stated

in his Beport, Vol. Ill, but quite another village about 25
miles south of it.)

Tradition ascribes these mounds and others too numerous
to detail (all, however, close about this spot) to a Muham-
madan saint named Makhdum Sah ; and, absurd as it may
appear, the mounds at Bihta and Bhagwanganj are both
said to be his tombs or dargahs, while all the other mounds
are his asthans.

I should have excavated the mound at Bhagwanganj but
for the cffcumstance that the people would not hear of the

mound of the dargah of their saint being dug into, and
although I noticed and pointed out holes in the sides of the
main mound where bricks had been dug and carried away,
it did not in any way make the people more favourable to my
designs, and I was forced to be content with noticing the
exterior so far as I could, and the portions of interior dis-

closed by the holes affeady dug in the sides.

Nothing could be more complete and convincing than the
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evidence thus furnished by the existence of this stupa, of

the course of the Son, at the time it was built. Although the
Buddhist accounts do not name the river on whose banks
the stupa was built, there can be no doubt it was a large

river to deserve mention at all. The Punpun is a small river

which discharges a small sluggish stream at all seasons except
the rains, when it is swelled to a great size by rain and by
the spill-waters of the Son (which breaking through the

embanked road now running along its eastern banks, and
pouring through the openings left in it, sends part of its spill-

waters down its old bed to this day), and would hardly have
deserved mention at all in the meagre account (if a bare
mention can be so called) which the Buddhist writings

furnish of the stupa over the measuring vessel.

It appears then that from unknown antiquity down to

the period of Buddha’s nirvana, the Son flowed in the channel
I have indicated, joining the Ganges at Patuha.

Let us now attempt to trace its subsequent changes.

In A. D. 630 to 610, when Hwen Thsang visited India, he
went to the stupa built over the measuring vessel, which was
on the banks of a river. As he does not mention having
crossed a river, it appears not unreasonable to infer that no
large river intervened between Arrah and the stupa. Against
this supposition, however, is the ch’cumstance that he does not

mention crossing any large rivers, except the Lilajan, on
his way from Patna to Gaya, so that his silence leaves the

point undecided.

The next mention of the Son is in the Mudra Bakhshasa,
Wilson’s Hindu Theatre, where the son and successor of

the King of the Mountains, leading an army against Pa-
taliputra, says

—

“ Then let us march, our mighty elephants

Shall drink the Son's dark waves, and echo back
The roaring of its waters; spread through the groves

That shade its bordering fields intenser gloom
And faster than the undermining torrent

Hurl its high hanks into the boiling stream.

Then rolling onwards like a line of clouds

That girts in rain and thunder Vindliya's peaks
Environ with porteutious storm the city

And lay its proud walls level with the ground."

Prom this passage it is clear that the Son then flowed
to the west of Patna, and had to be crossed before an invad-
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ing army from tlie west or north-west could attack Patna.

But beyond this obvious inference there is another very

important one. The passage describes the Son as a roaring

torrent confined by high hanks, which it was undermining by

the fierce rapidity of its current—a description which is quite

at variance with the character of the Son at the present

day. Now, the Son in the cold season, the field season in

India, is a very peaceful broad stream, as different from the

roaring torrent as it is possible to be ;
and even in the rains,

except in rare floods and at particular parts, it is a mighty

stream, but not a roaring and boiling torrent. The descrip-

tion of the Son refers to the month of October or November

;

for Malaya Ketu, the young Mountain King, is represented as

giving vent to his hopes and joyful feehngs at the apparent

quarrel between Chandragupta, the King of Patna, and

Chanakya, his minister. This quarrel took place on the day

of full moon of autumn, on which for some, festival the city

had to be decorated. ( Vide Wilson’s Hindu Theatre, II,

191 .)

“ Below is Ganga by the autumn led

Fondly impatient to her ocean lord.”

And again

—

" What, ho ! Warders of the Susanya palace, prepare the apart-

ments for the reception of His Majesty, who is coming hither to view

from the lofty turrets, the city decorated as suits the festival of the

autumnalfull moon.”

The only great festival held on a full moon in autumn is

in the full moon of Kartik, which falls in October or

November, and at this time neither the Son nor other Indian
rivers are in high flood.

The description, therefore, implies that at that time the

Son was not flowing tranquil in a wide sandy bed, but in a
narrow channel with high banks—circumstances which, taken
in connection with the fact of the Son having had a different

course before, clearly indicate the channel spoken of having
only recently become the bed of the Son.

It might be argued that as the Mudra Bakshasa de-

scribes events happening in the reign of Chandragupta, the

change in the course of the Son must have taken place

shortly before, and consequently that Hwen Thsang must
have found the Son running in its present channel. To this

the answer is very simple. The leading incidents on which
the play has been based were handed down by tradition, or,
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perhaps, in the form of a brief summary ; while the details

have all been added by the author of the play, who, as Pro-
fessor "Wilson conjectures, lived about the time of the Mu-
hammadan invasions. Naturally, in composing the details,

the author would be guided by the existing featiu’es of the
country whenever they entered into the plot

;
precisely as,

in ascribing fabulous antiquity to various personages, the
Hindus have yet recorded their birth, or some great action

of theirs, as having taken place under certain conjunctions

and positions of the heavenly bodies which could not have
taken place at the time indicated, hut which doubtless took
place at the time the book describing the event was com-
posed. This furnishes a means of arriving at a rough ap-

proximation of the dates of various compositions, and it has

ere now been largely made use of by many writers ; though
not always used with the necessary caution, the method
is unexceptionable. In the present instance, had any hint

been conveyed in the play, or elsewhere, that it was an adaj)-

tation of a written record in existence before, I should have
had to examine carefully whether such pre-existing account
was or was not likely to describe transactions in such detail

as to fix the position of the River Son; but as there is

no such liint or mention, and the plot of the play bears on
the face of it marks of having been a production of the

author’s imaginative or inventive powers, such examination,

as I have above indicated, becomes needless and indeed im-
possible. Professor Wilson, on the plot of this play, page

127, Volume II, says “ although there is occasionally some
want of probabihty in their execution,” clearly showing that

in his opinion the details of the play have been produced by
the author’s ingenuity and imaginative powers.

It is then clear that the change in the course of the Son
took place shortly before or at the period of the gi*eat

Muhammadan invasions, when the author of the Mudra
Rakhshasa flourished.

After this the mentions of the Son are frequent, and with

it is often mentioned Maner, a small town at its junction

with the Ganges. Maner appears to have been founded by
the Muhammadans, and was the capital of a parganah
named “Maner Sheikh Yahya” (Elliot’s India, page 364).

Hi s name is clearly Muhammadan, which induces me to sup-

pose that the parganah comprised waste or newly formed
lands, which had no name before, not having been in exist-

ence. I suppose the circumstances to have been these

;
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When the Son flowed down its old channel joining the Ganges
at Fatuha, the Ganges ran close past Arrah. Indeed, from a
passage in the Mahabharata, where the sojomm of the Panda-
vas in Ekachakra, now AiTah, is detailed, the Ganges is im-
plied to have been not far of. When, however, the Son
began flowing down its new channel, the natm’al result of

the new force brought to bear on the waters of the Ganges
at the junction would be to push the Ganges over to the
north, thus gradually producing a large tract of newly
formed land at the junction of the rivers. That the country
now between the Ganges and Arrah was once the bed of the

Ganges is sufficiently well established by the nature of its

soil.

Contemporaneously with this pushing northwards of the
Ganges at Arrah by the force of the Son there newly brought
to bear on it, the withdrawal of the force from the Ganges
at Fatuha would produce a reaction tending to send the
Ganges southwards at that point, for the balance of forces

which maintained the Ganges in its original course being
destroyed by the withdrawal of the Son current (pushing
northwards), the sum of the other forces, combined with the

reflected force of the Son current from the north or oppo-
site bank of the Ganges facing Einapur, would cause the
Ganges to work southwards. That the Ganges has worked
a great space southwards all the way from Patna to Bakhty-
arpm% i. e., on both sides of Fatuha as a central point, will be
apparent from a glance at the map of the country

;
the

greatest deflection being, as might be expected, just ojiposite

Fatuha. I have not enough of facts to support my theory
to the extent that would render it invincible to attacks, but
the facts detailed exist beyond all question ; and the theory
I have propounded offers the simplest and most rational

solution and explanation of the phenomena, at the same
time fixing the limit of time at which the process of change
commenced.

So far then as can now be ascertained, it appears that

through some unknown cause the Son abandoned its origi-

nal bed and took its present course some little time before

the Muhammadan conquest, and that contemporaneously
with tins change a large tract of newly formed land was
thrown up between Arrah and the Ganges, while on the other

hand a large portion of the south banks of the Ganges from
Patna to Fatuha was cut away by the Ganges.

Accordingly, as Patalipiitra occupied the south banks of
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the Ganges before the change of the course of the Son, all

or almost all traces of the ancient city must long since have
been swept away by the Ganges.

In strong but in direct corroboration of my supposition,

that Pataliputra had been cut away by the Ganges, even so

early as Bakhtiar Khilji’s invasions of Bengal, I need only
point to the entire silence of the Muhammadan historians

regarding it and its immense fort, public buildings, &c.
Bakhtiar Khilji could not possibly have left the great fort

of Pataliputra in his rear while advancing on BihM, and he
certainly did not besiege or take it. What then had become
of it? No mention occurs of any fort, great or small, at or

near Patna till Shir Shah’s period, when he is recorded to

have erected the fort of Patna at a small village of that

name; and this detailed account (noticed below) does not

even allude to a fort or the ruins of one as existing at the

village of Patna.

The portions of the old city likely to have escaped would
have been the southern outskirts. Modern Patna conse-

quently does not stand on the site of old Pataliputra, but
very close to it, the old city having occujDied what is now
the bed of the Ganges, and perhaps part of the great island

between Patna and Hajipur on the opposite side of the river.

I shall subsequently examine and detail the traces of the

ancient Pataliputra that still exist, but before doing so I pro-

ceed to show that by Erranoboas the Greeks meant the Gan-
dak.

Eirst as to the word itself. Erranoboas has hitherto been
considered to represent the Sanskrit Hiranyavaha or Hiran-
yabaha, while the Gandak has been supposed to have been
rendered in Greek into Condochates.

That Hiranyabaha was a name of the Son depends solely

on the authority of Amara Kosha, as far as I am aware, and
General Cunningham derives the name from the broad yellow

sands, and imagines some connection between the names Hir-

anyabaha, Sono, or golden, and the broad yellow sands ;
but I

have already shown that the name Sona refers to the red colour

of the waters of the Son, and has nothing to do with gold,

whereas Hiranyabaha clearly means gold-bearing. The two
names conseqiiently have notlung in common, nordo I remem-
ber ever hearing of the Son as in any way connected with

gold
;
but the Gandak river, in Sanskrit “ the great Gandaki,”

appears connected in some way with gold,—see Beal’s Catena of

Buddhist Scr., page 137, where the Gandak is called the golden
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river. Mr. Beal, however, in the note appended, confounds the

Gandaki or modern Gandak with the Hnanyay^^*’, appa-

rently considering them names of the same river ; this, how-

ever, is not so ;
the HiranyavG^^ is the modern Hirana or

Chhota Gandak river,—see Cunningham’s Geog., page 432

;

and from the Mahabharat it further appears that the names
Hiranyavati and Gandaki did not apply to the same river, as

both names occur in the list of rivers, and, to make assmnnce

doubly sm-e, the Gandak has the qualifying epithet of “ great”

attached to it
;
the inference then is that the names Hiranaya-

vati and Gandaki were always applied to distinct rivers.

But if Hiranyavati be a name of the Chhota Gandak (and

of this there is no doubt), there appears not only nothing

impossible, but the probabilities are strongly in favour of the

great Gandaki being named the Hiranyavaha
;
for if one of

the rivers were gold-bearing, the other could not well avoid

being gold-bearing also, the smaller river being merely a

branch of the latter.

Whether the Chhota Gandak at any time had an independ-

ent com’se to the Ganges is a point that I have not materials

to discuss, not is it of much importance for the present

investigation ; for, whether it had an independent course or

not, as it takes its rise in the lower Himalayas or Siwalik

hills, and as the great Gandak flows through and receives

tributaries from the same tract only a very few miles off, if

the smaller river be gold-bearing, the other must necessarily

be so also. The converse of this, however, would not hold, for

obvious reasons
;
but it has been shown that it is to the little

river that the name Hiranyavati, or gold-abounding, belongs ;

therefore if (and I cannot imagine it otherwise) the name
gold-abounding were given to the small river for its actually

yielding gold, a name of similar meaning would naturally be
only the just due of the other and larger river also. I

consider then that the names Hiranyavati and Hiranyavaha
belong to the two Gandaki rivers, the little and the great. It

is worthy of note that Hiranyavati is a feminine name and
Hu'anyavaha masculine, and if the former were given to the

small or Chhota Gandak, the other would very appropriately be
applied to the larger Gandak.

Amara in his Kosha, or some one of his commentators or

transcribers, appears through some confusion to have placed

Hiranyavaha as a synonym of the Son. To this supposition

I am led by the circumstance that the names supposed to be
synonyms of the Son are immediately followed by the names
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of several distinct rivers without any attempt at arrange-
ment of any kind.

If then my inference he correct, the name Hu’anyavaha
and its Greek rendering Erranoboas belong to the Gandak ;

Condochates would he the name of the Chhota Gandak river.

The physical characteristic of size of the great Gandak
agrees with the Greek accounts, which make it the third river

in India, inferior only to the Indus and the Ganges. The
Gandak is indeed a great river, and, unlike its southern rival,

it is not a river that shrivels up in the hot weather. The Son
in the drv months is a verv small river, or rather discharges

a small volume of water, and only becomes mighty for a short

time annually ; it is not navigable, except in floods
; in short, its

essential characteristics are those of a mountain torrent, and
as such it cannot hear any sort of comparison with the
perennially great rivers, the Ganges and the Indus

; hut the

Gandak, independent of its draining a larger basin than the

Son, is fed by the eternal snows of the Himalayas, and
never even in the driest months dwindles down to insignifi-

cance. It is always navigable in the driest seasons as far

up as Baggah, or almost to the foot of the Siwalik hills

(see Eennell’s memorandum and map of inland navigation),

and may justly bear comparison with the Ganges and the

Indus.

It thus appears that physically the Son cannot be held to

represent the Greek Erranoboas, and whatever weight may
attach to my arguments regarding the right of the great

Gandak to the name Hiranyavaha, the physical inability of the

Son can in no way be bettered by a decision for or against it

;

so that the Son must be abandoned, whatever other river may
be adopted instead, and there is no other river that can fulfil the

requirements but the Gandak. To sum up, then, I infer that

the Sona of the Greeks is the modern Son ;
that the Condo-

chates of the Greeks is the modern Chhota Gandak or Gandaki,
joining the Ganges a little above Hajipm’

;
and that the

Erranoboas is the Hiranyavaha or the great Gandaki river,

the modern Gandak.
Hitherto all proofs of the identification of Pataliputra

with Patna have been based on historical grounds. Nothing,

however, in or about Patna has been discovered wliich could

with certainty be pointed out as a relic of Pataliputra. This

last link in the chain of evidence I have been enabled to

supply.

In one of his letters. General Cunningham informs me that
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according to Hwen Thsang there existed in his time a rocky

hill to the south-west of the palace. His words are

—

To the south-west of tlie old palace there is a small rocky hill, with

many dozens of caves, which was made for Asoka by the demons for

the use of Upagupta and other arhats.”

To the south-west of the present city of Patna, and about

one kos from the Patna hazar, and the same distance south-

east from Bankipur, there is a small rocky hill, at the base

of which is a small hamlet ;
the rocky summit of the hill,

however, is uninhabited
;

it is now known as Bhika Pahari.

In Muhammadan history a Panj Pahari is mentioned as

standing just outside of the fortifications of Patna, from the

top of which Akhar inspected the fort during the war with
Baud Khan (Stewart’s Bengal, page 153). The fort referred

to there is the Muhammadan-built fort, as will be shown fur-

ther on, hut the Panj Pahari appears to me to mean no
other than the very hill wliich I have lieard named Bhika
Pahari. The name Panj Pahari is no doubt connected with

the five stupas which Hwen Thsang relates were to the south-

west of the hill
; they must have been at its very foot.

The name of the hill Bhika Pahari, meaning the hill of

the Bhikhus (or mendicant monks), is so clear a record of its

ancient purpose, that further comment is needless
;
it is un-

questionably the hill referred to by the pilgrim,

Hwen Thsang says further—“ to the south-east of the city

was Asoka’s Kukkutarama monastery vfith a stupa.”

To the south-east of Patna there is yet a small brick

mound ;
its name has escaped me, hut it is clearly the ruins of

Asoka’s Kukkutarama monastery, and would probably he
worth excavating.

In support, however, of my assertion, that ancient Patali-

putra is now under the waters of the Ganges, I mention
that, after a very careful and minute examination of modern
Patna, I failed to discover a single relic, or any traces of

the great edifices, towers, &c., in it. It is hardly possible that

all traces of the grandeur of the city should have so com-
pletely disappeared, if the city stood where modern Patna
now stands ; but if the Ganges has swallowed it, the complete
disappearance is accounted for.

Greek writers mention that the walls of Palihothra were
of wood. It most probably was so then, hut the clear evi-

dence of Pa Hian and of the Mudra Bakshasa shows that

Pataliputra was not a wooden city in their time.

The vast quantities of stone which must have been em-
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ployed in the construction of the palaces and other edifices

could not disappear so entirely as to leave no trace
;

for even
if used up in modern buildings, we should see more stone in

the buildings than can now be seen ; a few wrecks, however,
exist in the shape of detached blocks, used as sills or

steps ; two very fine moulded cornice stones of beautifully

smooth, polished black basalt, exactly similar to the stone

used in the pillars near Lakhisarai (to he described further

on), are built into a couple of mean-looking houses in the
narrow lane leading to the holy temple of Patain Devi;
a few fragments also lie at the door of Patain Devi’s temple,

now quite worn and mutilated
;
hut on the river face, near

the north-east end of Patna, are numerous boulders of stone

lying scattered on the hanks, and built into the river revet-

ments, showing that on this side, probably, was the old city,

with its stone edifices : besides these, no other traces of old

Pataliputra exist in modern Patna.

The modern city of Patna dates only to the time of Shir

Shah. I quote from Elliot’s History of India, Volume lY,
page 477

—

“ Shir Shah on his return from Bengal (in 948 A. H.= 154l A. D.)

came to Patna, then a small town, dependent on Bihar, which was the

seat of the local Government. He was standing on the bank of the

Ganges when, after much solid reflection and sage determination, he said

to those who were standing by :
‘ If a fort were built in this place the

waters of the Ganges could never flow far from it, and Patna would be-

come one of the great towns of this country
;
because this place is

situated to the west on the banks of the Ganges which flows from the

north. The strength of the stream is broken, and it cannot advance

towards the north.’ He therefore ordered skilful carpenters and brick-

layers to make out immediately an estimate for building a fort where he

then stood. These ex)>erienced workmen submitted an estimate of five lacs,

which on the spur of the moment was made over to trustworthy persons.

The fort was completed and was considered to be exceedingly strong.

Bihar from that time was deserted and fell to ruin, while Patna became
one of the largest cities of the province.”

Popular tradition confirms this account, and att he present

day a masjid in Patna of plain massive construction is pointed

out as the masjid built by Shir Shah
;

it has an inscription.

The name of Shir Shah is said to be witten in the interior

at the neck of the great central dome. There is certainly an
inscription there, but so concealed with repeated coats of

whitewash as to be hardly legible
;
from the style of the build-

ing I am of opinion that the masjid does date to Shir Shah.

In plan, this masjid is a square of 63 feet internally,

within which is a second square marked by pillars with a
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clear width internally of 27 feet 2 inches. This central hall is

covered by a semicircular dome on a low neck, surmounted
externally by a small top-knot, like the Kila Kona Mas

j
id in

Delhi Purana Kila. The dome is supported underneath by
arches, which mark out the central hall. The pillars are 3

feet 8 inches square
;
there are four on each side, so that the hall

has 12 arched openings springing from the 12 pillars ; the

corner pillars are in no way larger or stronger than the in-

termediate ones
;
the dome rests on arched pendentives.

The galleries on the four sides of this hall are roofed by
vaulted arches resting on arches. At the four corners, how-
ever, the vaults are replaced by four small domes, similar to

the large central dome, and similarly surmounted by small top-

knots
;
the principal mehrab is in the centre of the west wall

of the west gallery. Two other mehrahs, however, occupy
the west-end walls of the two north and south galleries. The
principal entrance to the mas

j
id is under a great archway,

and through a smaller archway
;
all the entrance archways are

equal, hut the central one has a projecting great arch for its

facade. The smaller archways, both of the principal entrances

and of the mehrahs, are fretted, hut the great arch is quite

plain, and so are the side arches
;
the top of the central pro-

jecting portion of the front wall, which is pierced by the great

arch, is curved. The four faces of the masjid are precisely

similar to each other externally and internally, with this

exception, that in the west face there are no entrances, but
merely false arches panelled into the fagade.

The exterior is ornamented by several small niches. The
general appearance of the masjid is plain, and its style is

not such as to make it imposing, despite its excessive plain-

ness. The masjid is built entirely of brick faced with plas-

ter, and devoutly whitewashed every year. I have thus
described it in detail, as it is traditionally and probably actu-
ally the oldest masjid in Patna.

Besides this masjid there are two others of interest, of

which the one at Chamni Ghat is remarkably fine. It

consists of five openings (of which the central one is slightly

larger than the side ones), giving entrance into a long hall

divided off into five compartments by great archways across

from wall to wall resting on square projecting pilasters. The
central entrance is relieved by ahold projection pierced by a
large archway, and this projecting portion of the front wall
is a little higher than the rest of the fa9ade ; it is not curved
on the top as in Shir Shah’s masjid, hut is perfectly straight
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and ornamented with battlements. Over the other entrances
are also battlements and slight projections to give them
value. The corners are ornamented by octagonal towers.

The roof consists of one large central dome with two
smaller domes on each side

;
the domes are all flatfish, with-

out bulge, and are crowned by small foliated caps and gilt

spires with numerous gilt discs and balls alternating, as is the
usual custom at the present day. The fa9ade has not much
play of light and shade, being, vsdth the exception noted at

the centre entrance, almost a dead flat, hardly relieved at the
four side entrances; l3ut this want of real beauty is in some
measure made up for by a profuse use of glazed coloured tiles

along the entire front over the archways, the walls below
being perfectly plain. This great band of coloured tiles

along the top represents leaves, flowers, scroll-work, &c., in a
free style. The towers also at the corners are similarly

ornamented by glazed tiles all the way up from the level of

the glazed tiled band of the masjid face. It is possible that

at the towers, if not elsewhere, glazed coloured tile ornament-
ation extended doAvn to the floor level, but having got broken,
has been repaired or rather replaced by plain plaster.

The towers are terminated by small bulbous domes, also

covered with coloured glazed tiles. The back of the masjid
externally is quite plain.

Internally a broad band of glazed coloured tiles run
along the walls all round, passing over the mehrabs. This

band contains a long inscription running right through from
end to end, but it is much injured. I Avas not permitted to

go in or copy or read them. Besides this band of glazed tiles

the mehrabs are also ornamented with glazed tiles, and the

central one is a remarkably fine piece of glazed coloured tile-

Avork, though unfortunately noAV much injm’ed. At the

springing of the southernmost entrance arch, on the jamb an

inscription in glazed tile-AVork reads

—

• t ^ aUI ^ #

This inscription apparently, if complete, would have given

us the name of the builder and the date ; at present it breaks

off just as it proceeds to speak of the building.

The pendentives on which the domes rest are corbelled

and plastered as in the Klm*ki Masjid of Delhi, but are not

quite plain.

In front of the masjid is a Avide paA^ement, running the

entire length of the masjid. It is of brick, but divided into
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compailments, and bordered by long large block§ of grey,

coarse, chiselled granite. The blocks of stone are secured, or

rather were once secured, to each other by hon cramps.

The niasjid is entirely of brick. It occupies the centre of

the west end of a large court-yard which once had long and
magnificent ranges of cloisters on the other three sides, and the

remainder of the west side not taken up by the masjid proper.

This great court-yard had two gates to the east and south.

The cloisters have long ago disappeared, all except a

fragment at the north-east corner, from which it appears

that the last corner towers were surmounted by fiattish

round domes ; the cloisters, however, appear to have had
pyramidal roofs, and three such now exist touching the last

tower in the existing fragment of the north-east corner.

The cloisters were all probably more than one storey in

height.

The two gateways were very high and ornamented with
glazed tiles. Their roofs were simmounted by several small

flatfish domes, somewhat in the style of the Dellii Jamai
Masjid of Shah Jehan. The gates were flanked by little

square pavilions with pyramidal roofs covered with glazed

coloiu’ed tiles. The north face of the quadi’angle now
consists of small pavihons with pyi’amidal roofs on project-

ing towers connected by low railings of stone. Whether
cloisters once existed on this side is uncertain ; I rather think
they did, but having become ruined have been replaced by
the present arrangement of open pa'S'ilions conneeted by low
raihngs. This side of the quadrangle overhangs the river,

which washes the base of the great massive revetments
which rise sheer out of it.

The revetments are very strong and massive, and rise to

a great height, as the site on which the masjid is built is

comparatively very high. These revetments run on, with
various but unim2iortant interruj)tions, a long distance, right

aAvay to the great revetments and towers of the citadel or

kila at the end of the city, the ruins of which still frown
over the river beloAv in shattered majesty. This citadel or

kila is now the highest spot within modern Patna, and is a
confused mass of ruined houses and brickbat heaps, present-

ing an asjiect of desolation which, far from being reheved,
is only aggravated by the existing houses yet inhabited, but
mostly in a ruinous condition. Iso friendly vegetation hides

the naked ramiess of the ruins there.

The niasjid described above is very picturesque (notwith-
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standing .the flatness of its fa9ade) from its position on the
edge of the river at such a height as to be a commanding
object. The glare of its glazed tiles has been softened
down by the hands of time and weather, and presents no
harsh contrasts and gaudy colours to offend the eye

; the white
clean interior seen through the archways contrasts in a
pleasing way with the dark time-soiled exterior.

The revetments which confine the river are built of

brick and rubble-stone very solidly, and sloping up in the
usual way ;

they are further strengthened with various

towers, break-waters, and counterforts
;

the foot of the

revetment is protected by loose large rubble-stone pitched

in. It is in this part of Patna alone that stone, rubble and
dressed, are to be met within any quantity, and this, as before

noticed, tends to show that the old capital of Magadha with
its numerous stone towers and buildings existed on this

side, the stone used in the river revetments being the last

remnants of the old city which the river had not swallowed
up when modern Patna was founded by Shir Shah.

Near Khwaja Kalan’s GliM, a masjid, dargah, and gateway
of some interest exist in a semi-ruinous condition. They
date from Aurangzebe’s reign, and the tomb is said to be
that of Dhum Shall, a local saint of limited fame. It is in

form a square with fom* pillars on each face supporting the

roof, which, however, no longer exists entire. The corner sup-

ports are groups of four pillars each, of the late Mughal style.

Vertically over the pillars rise arched ribs of sandstone

cut. to shape ; over these were laid transversely slabs of

stone, close fitting, in two layers, forming the roof, the

arrangement being precisely similar to the way in which the

hull of a boat is built,—namely, planks resting against ribs

formed to sha2)e. Stone lattices once closed the openings

between the pillars, but they have disappeared. On the

south a doorway once existed. The pillars are surmounted
by double bracket capitals, and are supported on truncated

pyramidal bases
; the pillars are octagonal and of sandstone,

as also the rest of the building
;
the whole was crowned once

by a bold projecting cave.

The gateway leading to the ghat is of brick, faced with

stone in the late Mughal style.

The masjid is a plain building well covered with white-

wash. It is built of brick and stone. The plainness of the

facade is broken by niches, and the front arches are orna-

mented. Pour towers stand at the four corners. The roof is of
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the flattish vaulted construction ; the hack wall has the

usual projection in the centre marking the mehrah.
Besides these the only other objects worth mention in

Patna of antiquarian interest are four high mounds of brick

and earth at the four corners of what once was the Port of

Patna. These are now known as the asthanas of four local

saints
; three of these still exist cro'wned by small white-

washed shrines
; the north-west one has disappeared in the

Ganges.
A plan of the old fortifications of Patna may be seen in

Bennell’s Indian Atlas, plate XV. The fort was an irregular

parallelogram, of wliich the north side ran along the river.

Even in Rennell’s time this side of the fort had disappeared to

a great extent, notably the north-west portion with its

tower; tradition, however, preserves its memory still. The
west wall was a ciuwe with the concave side turned out-

wards. The walls were of earth, and Pennell shows lliem 32
feet in height at the north end of the west waU. The height
now is nowhere 32 feet, and in most places it has quite dis-

appeared. The great road now leading from the railway
station towards the dargah of Maru Saheb, at the north-east

corner of the city, runs on the crest of the old fort walls.

The moat, however, still exists, but is partially filled up,

and in some places so altered by railway excavations that
it hardly looks like a moat. The fact, however, of its

surrounding the city proves that it is an artificial excavation
to defend the city.

The citadel, as noticed before, is a mass of ruin. A plan of

it may be seen in Pennell’s plan of the Fort of Patna. Its

walls were of solid brick masonry, of which a great portion
still stands. Pennell gives the height as 32 feet without the
parapet, and this height still exists in most parts, but the
parapet has quite disappeared, except where abutting houses
have necessitated its preservation.

The native legend regarding the first occupation of Patna
is very silly

; it relates that in ancient times a great magician,
Patau Deo, reigned in Patna, who succeeded in destroying
by magic all the troops sent to take the place by the
Muhammadan emperors. At last, in the reign of Akbar, four
saints volunteered to reduce the place

; they were accordingly
sent, and Patan Deo, finding them proof against his magic,
quietly gave up the place and went away. These four
brothers then built the four mounds at the four corners and
lived there.

VOL. VIII c
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They were named

—

(1) Kazrat J?ir Mansur Wali Allah, after whom the
Mohalla Mansurganj is named.

(2) Mazrat Fir Maruf Wali Allah, after whom the
Mohalla is named.

(3) Hazrat Fir Mehdi Wali Allah, after whom the
Mohalla Mehdiganj is named.

(4) Mazrat Fir Jaffer Wali from whom Jaffer-
ganj Mohalla derives its name.

The Muhammadan name of Patna is Azimahad, from
Prince Azim, son of Akhar (so runs the tradition), who on
the conquest of Patna was sent by the king at the request

of the four saints. He built several masjids in it, and
bestowed on it the name of Azimahad.

Prom Patna it will he convenient to follow the foot-

steps of Hwen Thsang, the Chinese traveller.

TILADAKA.

Prom Patna the Chinese pilgrim travelled south-west to

the village of Tiladaka. The distances given in the life

and in the travels of Hwen Thsang differ considerably ; the
former making it 7 yojans, the latter 100 li. The actual

distance to Tillara, however, is 25 miles from the south-east

end of modem Patna, and 28 miles from what I would
consider the south-east end of Pataliputra, and it lies due
south instead of south-west of Patna. Prom Hwen Thsang’s
itineraries, therefore, it is clear that Tillara can lay no claim

to being the modern representative of Tiladaka, but in this

instance there is proof of the most conclusive nature that

Tillara is Tiladaka. An inscription cut on the jamb of the

doorway to the present Sangin Mas
j
id at Tillara distinctly

mentions the name Teladaka. On submitting the inscription

to General Cunningham, he at once read the name as Tela-

daka, and communicated the important discovery to me.
Tillara had been previously identified with Tiladaka by
General Cunningham, Geog. Anc. India, page 455 ; see

also J. A. S. for 1872, page 250 etseq.

The identification of Teladaka is thus established beyond
dispute. The modern Tillara, however, is a small strag-

gling village situated between two branches of the Phalgu
river, the Sona and the Katar. The principal objects of

interest here are the Sangin Masjid, the dargah of Syad
Yusuf, and a high mound near the north-west end of the
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village. The masjid is a plain hall with flat slabbed roof

supported by Hindu pillars. The pillars are of many kinds,

and set up without the slightest regard to symmetry or

beauty. Most of them are of a coarse kind of granite, but a
few are of sandstone. The hall is quite open in front

;
no

arched or front wall appears to have ever existed. It, in short,

resembles the masjids built of Hindu materials at Mahoba.
In front of the masjid is a court-yard paved with Hindu

pillars, architraves, and other Hindu remains, presenting an
appearance of such utter disregard to regularity or arrange-
ment of any kind as is unrivalled in the history even of

Muhammadan vandalism.
The side walls of the masjid are prolonged to enclose this

court-yard, and a small narrow entrance in the east face of this

wall leads through a small chamber to a still narrower and
smaller entrance which gives access to the court-yard and
masjid. The entrances are so small, especially the inner one,

that one has almost to creep in on all-fours.

Close to and outside the masjid is the dargah, remark-
able only for its general ugliness. An inscribed stone is in

this dargah.

At the north-west end of the village are a few Hindu
temples; one contains a fine image of an eighteen-armed
female in black basalt. Close to these is an old ruined brick

tomb, a square surmounted by a dome ; it is very picturesque.

Close to these is a great mound nearly 45 feet high, and
another longish one 30 or 35 feet high

; the high one is

clearly the ruins of a temple, as I traced a portion of the

straight walls of the temple ; both are crowned by Muham-
madan tombs. The path leading from the Sangin Masjid to

the Hindu shrines passes over undulating ground ;
the undula-

tions are not natural, but are the remains of buildings ;
tliese

undulations cover a space of nearly half a mile in length by
about 500 feet in -width.

There can be no doubt that Tillara was at one time a
great place, and excavations carried on here would, I doubt
not, yield rich results, judging from such remains as can now
be seen above ground. See also J. A. S. for 1872, paper
by Mr. Broadley.

BABABAB.
Prom Teladaka H-wen Thsang proceeded in the direction

of his previous bearing 90 li (15 miles) to a lofty mountain,
from the summit of which Buddha liad contemplated the
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kingdom of Magadlia. This mountain General Cunningham,
applying his proposed corrections, seeks in the range which
runs from Gaya to Girak. But in this part of the pilgrim’s

route I think no correction is needed. Adopting his hearing
and distance, the spot falls in the group of isolated hills now
known as the Barabar hills. In this group the highest

peak is named Murali hy General Cunningham (Report on
Barabar). On this peak, however, no remains whatever
exist, hut close to it on the next highest peak overlooking

the valley, where the rock-cut caves exist, are the remains

of a very old temple. This hill or peak, which General Cun-
ningham in his map (Bl. XVIII, Vol. I, page 40) names
Barabar, was named to me Surajank

;
on its summit is a

temple extensively repaired, but of which a large portion of

the original basement remains entire. Judging from the

bold simple style of moulding, this temple must be very

ancient.

The temple now contains Brahmanical deities, and is

frequented by Hindu pilgrims. Close to it was another, of

wliicli only traces of the foundations exist. This was also

Brahmanical, judging from alingamand fragments of statues

on the site ; and it does not appear to me that these temples

were originally Buddhist, as they do not face the east, and
because there is in the existing temple a lingam which I was
informed by my Hindu servant (I was not allowed to enter)

to have been deeply embedded, and apparently in its original

position (it is known as Siddheswara). But whether they
were originally Buddhist or not, Buddhist temples must at

one time have existed in the vicinity, for Buddhist statues

are to be found within the jn’ecincts of the temple
;
they are

now worshipped as Brahmanical deities.

It is clear, however, that from a remote period Brahmani-
cal temples existed here, as attested by the large life-sized

statue of a four-armed Devi, with an inscription in what may
be Gupta characters. This statue cannot l3e Buddhist, as its

vahan is a lion on a pedestal, and the figures on its two sides

are Ganesa and Siva, the latter with a serpent round the

neck. One right hand of the female is empty and marked
with a chakra on the palm

; the other holds a rosary and a
small Saivic emblem, i. e., a lingam in argha. The two loft

hands hold, the one a lily or lotus unopened, the other an
object which may be meant for a bell or a skull.

In addition to this record of the antic^uity of the temple,

an inscription (in the Vapiya caves) of the 6th or 7th century
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records the existence, then, of the lingani now enshrined in

this temple, and named “ Siddheswara.”

The most ancient available records then as to the purpose

of the temples here, show that they were Bralimanical ;
it

appears, therefore, that as no other remains of temples exist,

the Buddhists at some subsequent period appropriated the

temples and were again dispossessed.

Down below on the slope of the hill near the road lead-

ing up to it are remains of several statues, both detached and

sculptured on the rock, some Hindu, some Buddliist ;
the

Brahmanical ones, however, predominate.

Several natural caverns exist not worth detailed men-
tion. I explored a few, but found nothing ;

they are now the

residences of jogis.

As Hwen Thsang, however, does not describe any Buddhist

institutions on the hill he visited, the absence of ancient and
Buddhist remains in no way disproves the identification pro-

posed.

But the subsequent route of Hwen Thsang so strongly

supports the identification of this hill with the hill of Buddha,
that even if Hwen Thsang had described Buddliist temples

as existing in his time on the hill whence Buddha contem-
plated the kingdom of Magadha, their absence now would
not invalidate the proposed identification.

DHARAWAT.

Bollowing him from this hill, it is found that he went 30
li north-west to the Gunamati monastery, which was situ-

ated on the slope of a hill in a pass.

Adopting his bearing and distance, we get to the village

of Dharawat. The road from the Barabar hill skirts the

eastern foot of the Barabar hiU, and going round the spurs of

Mm’ali hiU stretches northwards, dividing into two branches ;

the eastern one goes to the village of Dharawat with
a detom% the western one goes direct over a pass in the

Dharawat hills, and a branch from this again goes over a pass

over Ratani hfil. At this pass in the Ratani hill, and on
either side of it extending westwards more than half a mile,

and eastwards a short way, are ruins of brick structures.

These ruins consist of mounds and brick terraces, profusely

scattered all along the slope and toe of the hi ll. At the west

Cunuingh.HUi, vide Arcliaeol. Reports, plate XVUI.
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end, at about one-third of the height of the hill, there is

a great mass of ruined masonry. Here the exeavations of the
villagers for bricks have disclosed several statues

; the smaller

ones have gone to adorn the modern shrines in the village,

but a colossal figure of Padma-Paui, with the Buddhist creed

engraved round the head in Kutila characters, has been left

in situ, being probably too heavy to move. The figure is

very well executed in black basaltic stone and finely smooth-
ed. A small Buddha is represented seated in Padma-Pani’s
hair. This statue appears to be in situ, as remains of a
straight wall behind and touching its back can yet be traced.

I conclude, therefore, that this mound and terrace with its

flight of brick-paved apj>roach was a temple. At the foot

of the hill is a larger mound, Avhere also images, large and
small, have been discovered. A colossal figiu’e, mutilated,

lies neglected here.

A few feet off are other terraces and mounds, from which
small statues have been exhumed. They were also small

temples or chapels, judging from the square cells which have
been disclosed in the foundations.

Purther on are other terraces and mounds, all of bricks of

large size, and each group with a separate approach or paved
way leading up to it, with terraces at inteiwals. The
quantity of bricks dug out and yet untouched is incredible ;

a large quantity has been broken up into road metal, either

to metal the Patna branch road AApich passes a few miles off,

or to use as khoa for terrace roofs.

To the east of this great collection of ruins the ground at

the foot of the hill appears to have been used as a burial-

ground ;
excaA'ations at this end have disclosed numerous

human skulls and bones, mostly broken, or so decayed as to

crumble under pressure betAveen the fingers, but many yet

hard, though dcA'oid of all smell or soluble organic matter.

Near the pass, hoAvever, the teiTaces and mounds, which
at other parts go up only to one-third of the height of hill, are

found up to two-thirds of its height. No excavations have
been made here, but from the results at the west end I am
sanguine this part would yield results equally rich.

At the foot of the hill runs a small stream which once

was spanned by a small bridge, the foundations of which still

exist entire, showing that the road over the pass, now seldom
used, was once a much-frequented route.

A few feet from the foot of the hills stretches a fine

rectangular piece of water known as the Chandokhar Tab
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The stream just mentioned feeds this tank, and the surplus

water passes out at the south-west corner. The tank is

bounded on all sides by high earthen embankments. On the

western embankment is a Muhammadan hrick dargah, and
near it a brick mound like a tope.

To the east of the tank is a large piece of high ground,

and behind it a smaller tank
;
the high ground is roughly

rectangular, and is known as the “ kot,” or fortress. Near it

are several large mounds containing bricks, fragments of

stones, and pottery. An annual fair is held on this spot.

The pottery is clearly due to this, but the fragments of bricks

and pieces of squared stone and statues which sometimes

occiu’, are ancient. A small stone, much resembling a sati

pillar, now stands near the south-east end of the high ground
where the fair is held, and is pelted with stones by the

village boys and passers-by.

The ancient name of the village is traditionally stated to

have been Dharmmapura. The legend of its foundation is.

that on a certain occasion Raja Chandra Sen came on a
hunting excursion to this place, which was then a small

village with a good deal of jungal round about. While here,

he had occasion to go out to the field with a lota of water,

but as he set the lota down a thirsty cow came and drank
up the water. The Raja seeing this, reflected on the great

hardsliip men and animals must be suffering for want of

water here, as there were no tanks then, and only a single

well ; he accordingly ordered his ministers to dig a tank as

large as the ground his horse when let loose would circle

round. The ministers, apprehensive of the horse making a
longer circuit than convenient, selected the north-east corner

of the tank (where now a small dilapidated brick temple
stands) as the starting point for the horse, turning his head
southwards, so that the hills on the south would be the
limit of the size of the tank in that direction. The horse,

when let 'loose, went near the hill, up to the nala which,
issuing from it, feeds the tank, kept along the nala some
distance, then turned north and round to where it started

from. The ground thus marked was formed into the Chando-
kar Tal ; numerous costly buildings were soon constructed,

and Dliarawat become a great place.

General Cunningham has described Dharawat, but it is

strange that while describing it, the close coincidence

between the remains here and Hwen Thsang’s account of the
Gunamati monastery did not strike him.
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KAUWA-DOL.
From the Gunamati monastery Il^ven Tlisang went south-

west 20 U to the Silahhadra monastery, wliich was situated

on an isolated hill. Following the pilgrim’s hearing and
distance, we get to the vicinity of the isolated Kaiiwa-dol
hill. At the foot of this hill, or rather a little way up a
low spur at its south-east foot, are the remains of a large tem-
ple of stone with tall plain granite pillars. This temple must
have been very large and complete, as there are traces of

an arddlia mandapa, a niandapa, a malia mandapa, an
antardla, and the sanctum. The few pillars of the temple
still standing form a long colonnade leading to the sanctum,
the back and portions of side walls of wdiich still exist in a

ruinous condition. The cell is occupied by a colossal statue

of Buddha seated on a pedestal
; on either side are two smaller

statues on smaller pedestals
;
the pedestal of one bears the

usual Buddhist creed in Kutila characters.

The w^alls of this temj)le were apparently of brick. The
floor of the sanctunj appears to have been lower than that

of the mandapa, &c. The large statue has been described by
General Cunningham (Report I, page 41) ; he also describes

the various rock sculptures.

The spot where this temple stood is tolerably level, and
could well have contained other structures besides the temple.

Native tradition calls this colossal statue of Buddha an
Asm*, and considers it to be one of the petrified sentries of

Banasur. Wonderful indeed are the stories cm’rent of

Banasiu’ ; liis gigantic size, the extent of his dominions, and
his power. The whole of the ancient ruins found here, in

the Barabar hills, at Dharawat, at Kisj)a, at Ner, and indeed

all round for miles, are ascribed to him. A curse of some kind
has converted his soldiers into stone, but he is not dead;
when the course of the cm*se has been run, he and his people

will be restored to life. I could not ascertain when or why or

by whom the curse w- as pronounced ; the people have only a
vague idea that a cm*se does hang over hbn.

From the Silahhadra monastery, which I identify with the
Kauwa-dol temple, Hwen Thsang went 40 or 50 li south-

west to Gaya. The actual distance of the north end of Gaya
from here is 12 miles

;
the bearing is about south-west. The

only difficulty is the mention of his crossing the Nairanjana
river, which, going from Kauw^a-dol to Gaya, he would
not have to cross. As, however, the old road to Gaya mns
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along the east bank of the Nairanjana river, it is almost

cert-ain the pilgrim travelled by that road from Teladaka up
to the fork, then he struck westwards to visit the various

monasteries detailed before, after which it is difficult to

decide whether he struck across country from Silabhadra

monastery (Kauwa-dol) to Gaya without anyroad, or whether

he retm’necl to the road he had left. I myself am of opinion

that the pilgrim returned to the road he had left and follow-

ed it to Gaya, thus necessarily crossing the Nairanjana. A
careful study of the words of the traveller can alone yield

a satisfactory solution of the question as to whether, as I

suppose, on leaving the Silabhadra monastery he regained

the road from Teladaka to Gaya, and whether the recorded

distance does not refer to the distance along the main road

alone, independent of the excursion.

We know from the inscriptions in the Barahar caves

that they had been excavated long before Hwen Thsang’s

pilgrimage. They were for a long time famous seats of

Buddhist priests ;
and it is most unlikely that Hwen Thsang

passing so close to them should have omitted to idsit them.
In adopting my identifications, not only are Hwen Thsang’s
bearings and distances found to he nearly correct, hut the

anomaly of his passing close and yet omitting to visit these

famous places is avoided. The absence of all notice of the

caves themselves by Hwen Thsang is, however, strange, and
only to he accounted for on the supposition that in his

time they had been appropriated by Brahmanists—a supposi-

tion confirmed by the mscriptions in them.
Having followed Hwen Thsang from Pataliputra to Gaya,

I proceed to notice such remains in the vicinity as are of

interest.

The most interesting objects are the rock caves in the
Barahar hills with their inscriptions. These have been so

fully described by General Cunningham* as to need no further

notice. I will only mention the local legend of Sudama in

connection with his cave.

This saint was once a fellow-student of Siva, who, for

some purpose not specified, had come to earth to study. Bye-
and-bye, when theu course of study was over, they went to

their respective homes. Sudama had contracted a friendship

with Siva, whom he had excelled as a student, and when at the
close of their studentship he found Siva to he the lord of

the three worlds, while he had neither wealth nor power,

* Archaeological Survey of India, Vol. I, p. 40.
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KAUWA-DOL.
From the Gunamati monastery IIwen Tlisang went south-

west 20 li to the Silahhadra monastery, wliich was situated

on an isolated hill. Following the pilgrim’s hearing and
distance, we get to the vicinity of the isolated Kauwa-dol
hill. At the foot of tliis hill, or rather a little way up a
low spur at its south-east foot, are the remains of a large tem-
ple of stone with taU plain granite pillars. This temple must
have been very large and complete, as there are traces of

an arddha mandapa, a mandapa, a malm mandapa, an
antardla, and the sanctum. The few pillars of the temple
still standing form a long colonnade leading to the sanctum,
the back and portions of side walls of which stiU exist in a
ruinous condition. The cell is occupied by a colossal statue

of Buddha seated on a pedestal
; on either side are two smaller

statues on smaller pedestals
; the pedestal of one bears the

usual Buddhist creed in Kutila characters.

The walls of this temple were apparently of brick. The
floor of the sanctunj appears to have been lower than that

of the mandapa, &c. The large statue has been described by
General Cunningham (Report I, page 41) ; he also describes

the various rock sculptures.

The spot where this temple stood is tolerably level, and
could well have contained other structures besides the temple.

Native tradition calls this colossal statue of Buddha an
Asur, and considers it to be one of the petrified sentries of

Banasur. Wonderful indeed are the stories current of

Banasiu’
;

liis gigantic size, the extent of his domirdons, and
his power. The whole of the ancient ruins found here, in

the Barabar hiUs, at Dharawat, at Kispa, at Ner, and indeed
all round for miles, are ascribed to him. A curse of some kind
has converted his soldiers into stone, but he is not dead;
when the course of the cm’se has been run, he and his people
wiU be restored to life. I could not ascertain when or why or

by whom the curse was pronounced
; the people have only a

vague idea that a cm’se does hang over him.
From the Silahhadra monastery, which I identify with the

Kauwa-dol temple, Hwen Thsang went 40 or 50 li south-

west to Gaya. The actual distance of the north end of Gaya
from here is 12 miles

;
the bearing is about south-west. The

only difficulty is the mention of his crossing the Nairanjana
river, which, going from Kauwa-dol to Gaya, he would
not have to cross. As, however, the old road to Gaya runs
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along the east bank of the Nairanjana river, it is almost

cert-ain the pilgrim travelled by that road from Teladaka up
to the fork, then he struck westwards to visit tlie various

monasteries detailed before, after which it is difficult to

decide whether he strnck across country from Silabhadra

monastery (Kauwa-dol) to Gaya without anyroad, or whether

he returned to the road he had left. I myself am of opinion

that the pilgrim returned to the road he had left and follow-

ed it to Gaya, thus necessarily crossing the Nairanjana. A
careful study of the words of the traveller can alone yield

a satisfactory solution of the question as to whether, as I

suppose, on leading the Silabhadra monastery he regained

the road from Teladaka to Gaya, and whether the recorded

distance does not refer to the distance along the main road

alone, independent of the excursion.

We know from the inscriptions in the Barahar caves

that they had been excavated long before Hwen Thsang’s

pilgrimage. They were for a long time famous seats of

Buddhist priests
;
and it is most unlikely that Hwen Thsang

passing so close to them should have omitted to rdsit them.

In adopting my identifications, not only are H^ven Thsang’s

bearings and distances found to be nearly correct, but the

anomaly of his passing close and yet omitting to visit these

famous places is avoided. The absence of all notice of the

caves themselves by Hwen Thsang is, however, strange, and
only to be accounted for on the supposition that in his

time they had been appropriated by Brahmanists—a supposi-

tion confirmed by the inscriptions in them.
Having followed Hwen Thsang from Pataliputra to Gaya,

I proceed to notice such remains in the vicinity as are of

interest.

The most interesting objects are the rock caves in the
Barabar hills with their inscriptions. These have been so

fully described by General Cunningham* as to need no further

notice. I will only mention the local legend of Sudama in

connection with his cave.

This saint was once a fellow-student of Siva, who, for

some purpose not specified, had come to earth to study. Bye-
and-bye, when their course of study was over, they went to

their respective homes. Sudama had contracted a friendship

with Siva, whom he had excelled as a student, and when at the

close of their studentship he found Siva to be the lord of

the three worlds, while he had neither wealth nor power,

* Archaeological Survey of India, Vol. I, p. 40.
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he retired in disgust to this cave. Here he and his wife

lived in great distress for a long time, till at last, through
press of hunger and the constant entreaty of his wife, he
determined to visit his old friend in the hope, of getting

help from him in some way. Too proud, however, to go
empty-handed to his friend, who had been his inferior at

school, yet having nothing to carry as a present, he took some
gram, and tying it in a corner of the rag which served him
for a dhoti, he went to the door of Siva’s palace ; the guards

refused him admittance, and to his statement that Siva was
his friend, he only received taunting replies alluding to his

naked condition, for in tying the gram to Ids dhoti, so much
of the rag had been taken up that enough was not left to

cover him decently. Siva, however, heard the noise, and, com-
ing out, was delighted to see his old friend, led him up, and
gave him a seat of honour, while he himself, with Parvati,

sat down close to him and began talking. The poor Pishi

produced his gram as a present for his friend, and Siva took

up and ate a handful, and took up a second handful and ate

that also
;

while in the act of taking a third handful,

Parvati restrained him, saying, “ Are you going to give him all

tluee of the Trilokas?” The poor hut proud Pishi, after a

short stay, took leave and departed, greatly dejected and angry,

for he had been too proud to ask Siva for a favour, and Siva

had not conferred any on him unasked, though he saw his

evident distress, but on the contrary had eaten up his gram,

which was all he had. Pull of grief he retmmed towards

his cell, when to his astonishment he saw a magnificent

place on the spot with many servants, who laid hold of him
and carried him in, saying the mistress of the house had
called him. Prom the court-yard he saw a beautiful lady

covered with jewels beckoning to him to come up
;

he

replied that he was a poor man who had done no harm and
did not know the lady, and begged to be allowed to go. Then
the lady at the window repeated a sloha to the effect that as

wealth had so changed her that her husband could not recog-

nise her, she wanted not the wealth but preferred her poverty.

Sudama then recognised his wife, and they lived happy
together, and grateful to Siva for his gifts.

This is the popular version as related on the spot. There

is a long legend of Sudama in Hindu mythology, and also of

Lomas Pishi ;
also a Buddhist legend of a Lomas Kasyapa in

,
Spence Hardy’s Manual, but they do not appear to have any

connexion with these caves.
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The Nagarjimi cave is traditionally ascribed to Nagarjima,

the famous Buddhist teacher. Hitherto no confirmation of

this tradition has been found, but I find from “ Sagas of the

far East ” a collection of Mongolian and Kalmak traditions

that, among them, tradition ascribed to Nagarjuna a resi-

dence in Magadha in this cave. I quote the part (page 2) :

“ In the kingdom of Magadha there once lived seven brothers who were

magicians. At a distance of a mile from their abode lived two brothers,

sons of a Khan ***** qiie magicians at once

recognised that it was a magic horse, and they said among themselves,
‘ If our art is to become thus common and everybody can produce a

magic horse, no one will come to our market for wonders
;
we had best

buy the horse up and destroy it.'’ Accordingly they paid the high price

required, and took possession of the horse * * * * When
the Khan’s son, who was transformed into the horse, had learnt what was
the intention of the magicians, be said, ‘ Would that any sort of living

being would appear into which I might transfer myself.’
“ Hardly had he formed the wish, when a little fish was seen swim-

ming down the stream, into which the Khan transferred himself. The
seven magicians knew what had occurred, and immediately transformed

themselves into seven larger fish and pursued it. When they were very

close to the little fish with their gullets wide open, the Khan said,

‘Would that any sort of living being would appear into which I might
transform myself.’ Immediately a dove was seen flying in the heavens,

and the Khan transferred himself into the dove. The seven magicians

seeing what was done, transformed themselves into seven hawks, pursuing

the dove over hill and dale. Once again they were near overtaking him,

when the dove took refuge in the land of Bede. Southward in Bede was
a shining mountain and a cave within it called the Giver of Rest. Hither

the dove took refuge, even in the very bosom of the great master and
teacher, Nagarjuna.”

The cave of Nagarjuna is here called the “ Giver of Best.”

Let us see how far this name agrees with the actual name of

the cave now known as the cave of Nagarjuna.
This cave, in its inscription, is named Gopi-ka-kubha. The

word Gopa means preserver, protector ; Gopi-ka-kubha can
therefore mean the “Cave of the preserver,” or the “ Cave
of rest.”

I accordingly consider that the Mongol legend does
really refer to this cave, and as both in tliew traditions and
in Indian traditions the cave is stated to have been the resi-

dence of Nagarjuna, I think it extremely probable that he
really did reside here some time. We know from other

sources that Nagarjuna came to Magadha to study. What
more probable than that either during or after his student-

ship he resided some time in this cave ?
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JAPtU.

The river Nairanjana divides into two branches a liitle

way above the Nagarjima hills. One branch passes close

to the hills to its east, the other runs further eastwards, and
again divides into two, of which the western branch runs a
short way and is lost, and the eastern branch runs past

Islampur. Of these three branches of the Nairanjan, the
westernmost one is the main river

; the others are dry, except
in the rains. Immediately at the angle of the first fork are

the ruins of a masjid. This masjid is built of brick and
mortar

;
stone is also used, but the stone is evidently taken

from some Hindu structure. It was once a fine masjid; it

stands at one end of a court-yard which was once surrounded
by cloisters, the cells having each a small domed roof. The
masjid itself is roofed by numerous small domes. Vaults

exist underneath. The entrance to the court-vard is through
a small chamber with narrow doorways. It is remarkable
that old masjids in this district, of wliich the court-yards and
outer entrances still exist, have all small narrow entrances,

extremely unlike the superb entrances to the masjids in

Delhi and Jaunpur. The masjid here is ascribed, but only

on tradition, to Shir Shah’s time, and the style of the building

bears out this tradition, and tends rather to ascribe to it a
higher antiquity. I am myself inclined to adopt the tradi-

tional account of its age, for though the small domes point to

a period anterior to Shir Shah, the fine lime enamelling used

and stfil to be found in small patches indicates a later period.

Colour and inscriptions were liberally used, but the inscrip-

tions are all too far broken to be intelligible, and most of

the coloured work has peeled away. It is deserted now, but

is still visited on particular festivals.

Close to and behind the masjid is the village of Jaru,

and behind the village is a chain of rugged lulls, at the foot

of which are occasionally to be seen dressed stone and other

remnants of old Hindu work. On the summit of the high-

est peak, which is crowned by a picturesque clump of trees

(the rest of the hill being quite bare), is a large lingam,

known as Hariliar Nath Mahddeva. The story goes that

pDgrims, who on their journey to it do not speak at all,

can encircle the lingam completely with their arms and
hands. The place is visited by numerous pilgrims, and I have

no doubt it was at one time a notable place of Hindu wor-

ship.
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A few miles south of the fork, on the east side of the

Nairanjan or Phalgu river, stands a group of hare rocky

hills crowned by the dargah of a Muhammadan saint ; it is

otherwise devoid of interest.

MIRAPUR NADERA.

About 7 miles due east of the fort of the Phalgu at

Jaru, at a village called Mirapur Nadera, are the ruins of

Hindu temples converted or rather used up into masjids.

The chief object of interest there is an old dargah, about

half a mile east of the village. The dargah is ascribed to

Syad Ahmad Shah, locally a very famous saint. In the dar-

gah is a tree to which females for miles round come to tie

cMUas with the object of obtaining children. The chilla

consists of a small piece of the dress of the wearer which
must he torn and tied to one of the branches of the tree

;

the woman tying the chilla must visit the spot quite alone

and at night. The practice is common all over the Patna
and Gaya districts, and so numerous are the holy spots which,
when visited at night alone by females to tie chillas, are

considered efficacious in procuring children, that one can
hardly travel 15 miles in any direction without coming on
one of them. Built into the dargah, among other Hindu
materials, is a fine sculptiu’ed gargoyle serving as a drain

outlet.

At the back of the village itself is a stone colonnade, the

remains of a mas
j
id consisting of three rows of pillars, six in

each row, thus gi\fing five openings. The pillars are plain
; the

building is now open on all sides, hut there is no doubt of

the existence once of the usual back wall mth the mehrab,
making it a Muhammadan masjid. The roof consists of

stone slabs over which is laid a layer of bricks. The mate-
rial of the pillars and slabs is granite

;
the bricks are of large

size, over 12" long. The building stands on a mound, the
length being north and south ; at the south end a sculptured
gargoyle representing a hooded snake forming a canopy
over a human figure shows that the original building whose
materials were used to construct the masjid was Buddhist.
The floor of the building is now out of repair.

GOWROR.
About 12 miles east by a little north from Nadera and

half a mile oft' the road to Bihar is the village of Gowror ; it
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contains the ruins of a very lofty mud fort. The fort is said

to have been built by Mir Mustafa, Lord of TelMa. No date
is assigned either to the fort or to Mir Mustafa, hut the
j:)eople have a vague idea of his having been one of Shir Shah’s
nobles. This Mir Mustafa must have been a man of some
note, as a ghat and ferry of the city of Patna are named
after him ; and on this ground, as the fort of Patna was
built in Shu‘ Shah’s time, it is not improbable that Mir
Mustafa was one of his nobles. In the village are a num-
ber of fragments of Brahmanical statues

;
one of Durga slay-

ing the Mahesasur
; on a pedestal is sculptured a seated

Buddha. There are besides other Buddhist fragments show-
ing that it was once a place of note, both with Buddhists and
Brahmans.

BATHANI HILL.

A short way south of Gowror is Bathan or Bathani hill and
village. The hill is a small conical one and quite isolated ; it is

about 5 or 6 miles to the west of the entrance of the valley

of old Bajagriha. Buddhist legends say that Buddha, travel-

ling from Kapila to Bajgir before attaining the Buddhahood,
entered Bajgir by the east gate, and, having collected alms,

went to the Banthawa hill to eat the food he had collected.

The hill is named Pandhawa (Spence Hardy, p. 163) in the

Ceylon records, and Banthawa in the Siamese records (Ala-

baster, p. 136), both names bearing a close resemblance to

the name Bathan of the solitary hill noticed. But against

this identification is the distinct statement made in both the

Burmese and Siamese versions, that Buddha left the city of

Bajgir by the same gate he had entered, viz., the east gate

(Spence Hardy does not say anytliing regarding the gate

by which he left the city). If, as stated, Buddha left the

city by the east gate, which could only have been the one
leading through the long ravine to the Panchana river, near

Gidha Hwara, Bathan could hardly have been the hill he
went to to eat his meal, as it would have been a distance not

of 6 but of over 18 miles by that circuitous route. I content

myself by simply noting the close similarity of name and
the objections to its identification with Bathawa hill.

There is mention in the Mahabharata, ch. 20, ver. 30, of

a hill named Gorath. Bhima, Arjima, and Krishna, when
goingto Girivrajato slay Jarasandha, came, as before noticed,

via Vaisah, and, crossing the Ganges and the Son, arrived in

the kingdom of Magadba
;
then “ ascending theGoratha hill.
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they saw the beautiful capital of the Magadha kingdom.” The
names “ Goratha” and “ Bathan” are both connected with

cattle, and as there is no hiU near enough to Bajgir besides

the Bathan hiU, the inference is obvious that the hill named
Goratha in the Mahabharata is the same as the present

Bathani hill. I accordingly consider that the ancient name
of the hill was “ Goratha,” meaning cattle-car. “Bathan”
in Hindi means a cattle-pen, a place where cattle are kept.

ISLAMPUE.

About 10 miles to north and a little east of Nadera is

Islampur. Here are several remains, but the better preserved

sculptures were all removed to Bihar, and only some large

squared stones and fragments now remain
;
part is used up in

modern buildings and huts, and also in some modern Hindu
temples, of which there are several in various stages of

neglect. The remains of this place had been noticed by
Doctor Buchanan Hamilton

;
but the place is no longer

rich in ancient remains.*

A few miles south-west of Islampur is a small village

named Ldt, from a huge monolithic pillar now lying there

half buried. This had been noticed by Dr. Buchanan, but
he does not give any traditional account of it. The tradi-

tions of the place assert that it was being floated down to

some place, when by some accident it was stranded here ;

and all subsequent attempts to float it down have proved
abortive. Accounts differ as to where it was being carried,

and tradition is totally silent as to where it came from

;

some say it was being carried to Telada, others say Hilsa,

and some even say it was being carried to Bihar by the

Subah. Wherever it may have been going, it is certain that

it came from the south, and is not a remnant of the ancient

grandeur of either the village of Lat, or of Islampur. Pos-
sibly it is part of the pillar at Bakror, of which another part

is now in Gaya set up as a central mark in the city.f It

may possibly be even the Eajgir pillar which once stood near
the tope (long since excavated), but of which hitherto no
traces have been discovered ; this, however, is very unlikely.

(See J. A. S. for 1872, paper by Mr. Broadley.)

* Martin’s East India.

See J. A. S. for 1872. paper by Mr. Broadley.

t Archoeological Survey of India, Vol. I, p. 12.
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OLD LINES OE ROAD.

The old road from Gaya runs along the east bank of

the Nairanjana river from Gaya northwards, passing close

to Islampur and Telada, through Hilsa. Erom Telada, how-
ever, a road must once have gone duect to Patna, as Hwen
Tlisang travelled by it from Patna. Of this road, however,
at present few traces exist

;
and it certainly is not now a

great or even a much-frequented road, but it is still used by
numerous pilgrims. Erom Gaya to Telada, however, the old

road is still not only extensively used, but is the best natural

road that could have been laid out between the two j)laces.

The present great road from Gaya to Bankipur necessa-

rily follows a different line
;
the sliifting of the head-quar-

ters of the district from Patna to Bankipm’ made it a
necessity to select a new line

;
but with Patna for the

capital, the old great road, though not very j^leasant for the

portion between Patna and Telada, was no worse than any
other that could have been chosen, while beyond Telada,

following closely as it does the high banks of the Nairanjana
or Phalgu river, is the line marked out by Nature herself.

The branch from Telada, wliich went past Hilsa (written
“ Milse Buzurg” in the Indian Atlas sheet), is now the main
route for travellers from Eatuha, and is also naturally a good
fair-weather road. It is difficult to determine whether the

cities of Eatuha and Hilsa were the cause of the existence of

this road, or whether the road being in existence caused the

rise of Eatuha and Hilsa. I am inclined rather to think that

the natural difficulties of the road direct from Patna to

Telada, which in ancient times would have had to cross the

Son, which then flowed between the two places, caused the

existence, for commercial purposes, of the comparatively

easy road from Telada to Eatuha, just below the embouchure
of the ancient Son. This road, therefore, apparently owes its

existence to a physical necessity, and it accordingly appears

more reasonable to attribute the rise of Hilsa and Eatuha,

or at least of Hilsa, to the road. Hilsa is situated just at

the point where the road from Telada to the junction of

the old Son and Ganges crosses the main arm of the Nairan-

jana river, and thus necessarily became a place of some
importance, as testified by its traditions and the ancient

remains existing there.

The importance of tracing the old great lines of roads

may be illustrated in this district. Admitting the great
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antiquity of Patna, Gaya, Pajgir, Ara, Benares, Nongarh,

Mongir, and admitting that roads connected these great

cities, it will not he uninteresting to trace the consequences.

The road from Patna to Gaya would be crossed by the

following roads :

—

By the Benares-Bajgir road at Jam, at the hank of the

Lilajan.

By the Ara-Bajgir road at Telada.

The Benares-llajgir road would cross the old Son at Son-

Bhadr {oide supra) . The Murhar at Bishanpur Ghenjan, the

Nairanjana at the Nagarjuni hills, and at Jam.
It would pass through or very close to Dharawat, and

Mii’apur Nadera.
The Ara-Rajgir road would cross the old Son near the

village Bhagwaiiganj, where the Drona stupa exists {vide

supra), the Nairanjana at Telada, and pass through or very

close to Islampur.

The Patna-Bajgir road would cross the old Son somewhere
near Patehpur Kalan or Mahiuddinpur Khera

;
it would

cross the Nairanjana and the Eatuha branch of the Gaya-
Patna road at Hilsa, and pass through NManda and Silao.

The Gaya-Beuares road must have struck the Benares-

Bajgir road at the Son, for from the life of Buddha we learn

that to go from Buddha Gaya to Benares, he went through
Gaya, and the name of the Son crossing, the “ Son-Bliadr,”

shows that this was the usual crossing for pilgrims to Gaya ;
it

therefore becomes a branch of the great Bajgir-Benares

road, branching out from it at the old Son crossing, and it

would pass through Konch, and cross the Murhar opposite

Pali, to avoid crossing two branches of the river, which it

would have to do if it crossed either above or below.

The Bajgir-Nongarh road would cross the Panchana at

Gnyak, the Sakri near Afsar or Parvati hill, and would pass

through or very close to Sikandra.

The Bajgir-Mongir road would cross the Panchana some-
where near Ghoserawan, pass through Titrawan, cross the
Sakri near the Parvati hill, pass through or close to Shekpura,
and cross the Kiyul river at Bajjhana or Hasanpur.

The Gaya-Bajgir road, it is needless to mention, passes

through a whole chain of old places.

Of the places mentioned above, all except Eatehpur
Kalan, Mahiuddinpur Khera, and Sikandra, are known to

possess ancient remains. These places have not been exa-

mined, but I have heard that Sikandra possesses a famous

VOL. VIII. D
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old dargali, which may safely be taken as a sign that some
Hindu or Buddhist structure existed here ready made to

allow of being converted into a dargah. Of the other two
places I have no account.

It thus appears that, given a series of important points,

we can with tolerable accuracy fix upon the sites of other
secondary points, provided we take into consideration the
physical features of the intervening country.

This process is applicable, I believe, on a very extended
scale. So far I have taken only a part of Magadha as an
illustration ; let the process now be extended, and let us take
Tamluk, the ancient Tamialipti, into consideration.

Hoads would naturally lead up from Tamluk to Patna, to

Mongir, and elsewhere.

There would be a ehoice of several routes to Patna
; the

most direct route would be through Bishanpur, Bahulara,

Sonatapan, Ekteswar (where the Darikeswar river would be
crossed), Ohatna, Eaghunathpur, Telkuppi, Jharia, Eajauli,

and Eajgir. It would cross the Salay river near or at Ghatal,

the Darikeswar between Bahulara and Ekteswar, the Damuda
at Telkuppi, the Barakar close to Palgimjo, the range of hills

near Eajauli, and pass into Eajgir by the great south gate

and out by the north on to Patna. This road would be a great

thoroughfare, and we see that, at every great obstacle, large

cities sprang up, as attested by the remains about Ghatal,

about Bishanpur, at Telkuppi, about Palganj, and near

Eajauli, There are, besides these, ruins at Chatna and at

Jharia. Of these, Chatna is the point whence a road, yet in

existence and use, branched off, going close past Pachaet
through Pandra, Kharakdiha, between the rivers Sakri and
Khuri (where there are ancient remains still on the Sakri

near Mahawar hill), through Nowada to Eajgir. Jharia
appears to have been the capital of the country which
anciently was called Jharkhand.

After crossing the Darikeswar, a branch probably started

from near Ekteswar to Mongir, passing close to Eaniganj,
crossing the Ajay at or near Bhimgarh, where remains
yet exist on both banks of the river, then through or

close past Nagore, where exists a place of pilgrimage known
as Bakeswar, close past Bhaskinath, Mandar hill, Kherhi,
to Mongir.

Of the places mentioned, all except Eaniganj contain

ancient remains.

Another great road would go to Benares ;
this road would
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naturally go jiast Pakbirra and Buddhpur, through or close

past Barahhum, through or close to Dulmi (which I shall

subsequently show to he Hwen Thsang’s Kirana Suvarna),

there crossing the Suvarna Biksha, close past Banchi, Pala-

mow, across the Son to Benares. There are remains about

Palamow and Banchi (see notices in Journal, Asiatic Society),

and there are extensive remains at Pakbirra and Buddhpur.
Their occurrence is well explained by the circumstance that

the crossroad connecting the two great roads from Tuinluk to

Patna and to Benares started from Palgunj, going through
Katras, Chechgaongarh, Para, and Chorra, and striking the

great Benares road at Pakbirra and Buddhpm\ Katras was
once a place of importance and succeeded Jharia as the

capital of Jharkhand; Chechgaongarh is at the crossing of

the Damuda ;
Para is at the intersection of this cross road

with the road between Bulmi and Jharia; Chorra alone

enjoys no particular advantage of location, but nevertheless

possesses ancient remains, and is therefore an anomaly.

Thus we may trace the great old roads, and by their aid

fix upon the sites or lines which on examination would be
likely to yield any return. It appears to me quite a mistake

to imagine that districts like Manbhum, Palamow, the

Santal Parganas, Jharkhand, &c., could ever have been ex-

tensively cultivated and peopled densely like the plains of

Magadha or the valleys of the Jamna and the Ganges
; the

occurrence of ruins among the wilds of Chutia Nagpur can
only be due to cities having from some generally intelligible

natural cause sprung up at points along a great road
; and 1)y

no means to the whole district, or even a considerable portion

of the district, having been in a floui’ishing condition, densely

peopled and highly cultivated. The contrast between the

profusion of remains scattered broadcast in the fertile and
known densely-peopled plains of Magadha and the isolated

remains in the wilder districts is too great to be explained

away by any amount of imaginary dilapidations and de-

struction from any causes
;
indeed, so far as destruction goes,

built remains, in the civilised tracts, are generally in a far

more advanced stage of decay (even when they have not

absolutely disappeared as structures, leaving only the mate-
rials as witnesses) than those in the wilder j)laces.

List of old places .—The following is a list of places

known to possess ancient remains, or otherwise of archaeolo-

gical interest, in the districts of Gaya and Patna. For facilib^'

of reference I divide them into groups.
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1.—Along the right bank of the present Son

—

Maner—Near the junction of the Son and the Ganges—see ante.

Bdudnagar—Possesses a Muhammadan tomb of no interest or great

antiquity.

Oh the Punpun.
Bihta,

Deoriya,

Bhagwanganj,
Son-13hadr,

Deokund,
Sidhrampuiq

Between the Rivers Punpun and
Murhar.

Kispa.

Barawang.
Kouch.
Pali.

Sihari.

Deokut, on the Dhdwa nala.

Manda Hills.

Bhuraha.
Gunarya.
Umga.
Deo.

On the Murhar.

Bishenpur Ghenjan.
Pai Bigha.

Matka Hill.

Chillor.

IMurhar.

Sherghati.

Between the River Murhar and the

main branch of the Lilajan.

Hasanpur kako.

Dharawat (see ante).

Ner Mushakrat.
Kauwa-dol Hill (see ante).

Barabar Hills (see ante).

Bela.

On the main branch of the Lilajan.

Hilsa.

Telada (see ante).

The Nagarjuni Hills (see a7ite).

Jaru (see aiite).

The Hariharnath Hill (see ante).

Gaya.
Bam Gaya.
Buddha Gaya,

Mora Pahar.

Bakror.

On other branches of the Lilajan.

' Sheonogar.
Islampur (see ante).

\

Dapthu.

j

Lat (see ante).

^\Betweeii the River Lilajan and the

Panchana.

Shahpur Atma.
Baragaon.
Jagadispur.

‘ Jafara.

i

Silao.

I

NMera (see ante).

I

Gowror (see ante)

.

I Rajgir.

Jethian.

j

Kurkiliar.

Pun&wa.
Bishanpur Tandwa.
Sitamarhi

.

To the east of the Panchana.
Ghosrawan.
Titarawan.

Parvati.

Afsand.
Boh.
Satgaon.

Ektarah.

Shekpura.

Sikandra.

Premaya.
Naulakagarh.

On the Kiyul River, and near it.

Balagudar.

Bajh^a.
Raghogarh.
Lakhisarai.

Jaynagar.

j

Brindaban.

i
Hasanpur.

j

Nongarh.
Indpa, near Jamui.

)

^see a7ite.
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Of these places, such as have ah’eady been noticed iiave a

note “ see ante the others I now proceed to describe.

Kispa is a large village about twelve miles to the west of

the Barabar hills, and fom’ miles west of the Mmdiar river.

It stands on the banks of a deep narrow branch of the Mur-
har, and is now famed for possessing a temple of Tara Devi,

to which people for miles round flock with sacrificial he-

goats. This temple, which is at the west end of the village, is

a small rude brick building of modern date, built on a high
stone platform, approached by stone steps. Numerous cut
stone blocks lie about, and there is not the least doubt that

the platform now supporting the modern brick temple is

the basement of an ancient large temple.

Several lingams are lying scattered outside, and various

sculptures. One of these is of Vishnu Chaturbhuj ; another
is a stone sculptured on four sides, and therefore evidently

meant to be a pinnacle to some structure ;
besides a statue

of Vishnu on Garud and several fragments. On the sides

of the entrance to the temple two statues of Hara-Gauri
are let in. The great object of worship in the temple is a
life-size standing statue, clothed in a yellow sari, and known
as Tara Devi. There are several smaller statues besides

the principal one.

In the village are numerous fragments, Brahmanical as

well as BuddMst, most of them mutilated; two of these

are life-size standing statues of Buddha, with the “Ye
Dharmma Hetu” creed over the halo round the head of one of

them. This statue is a really fine one in very fair preserva-

tion, of exceptionally good execution, and deserving of pre-

servation.

The general appearance of this statue so strongly resem-
bled in size and shape that known as Tara Devi in the
temple, that I was induced to go back to the temple ;

and as

the ministering Brahmans had loudly resented my attempt
to go up even the steps of the platform to the temple, I sent

up my Hindu servant. He was allowed to go np and enter
the temple, and examining according to my directions the
halo round the head, he found the usual Ye Jyiiarmnia inscrip-

tion (at least I guess it to have been the Buddhist creed
from his description—that it was exactly like the other
inscription on the statue in the village) . Thus satisfied in his

own mind that the statue was not an object of orthodox
worship, he ventured to peep in behind the sari, and dis-

covered the statue to be a male and not a female one. The
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ministering Brahmans now became as abjectly submissive
as they bad before been defiant, but I thought it unwise to

take advantage of their offer now to let me enter the tem-
ple, as I was quite satisfied the statue was Buddhist, and
there was nothing of any interest to induce me to enter
then.

There are in the village several fragments of pillars and
capitals, but most of the stones that could have been used up
have been apju’opriated by the villagers and used either as

door-steps or as foundations to their huts. There are now few
remains, but these are enough to show that the place was
one of importance. The character of the inscription, which
is Kutila, induces me, in conjunction with the superior style

of art in the sculpture, to ascribe the remains to the end of

the 9th or early part of the 10th century.

Barawcmg, or Jylejwor Barawan, as it is spelt in the map
(Indian Atlas), is situated between Konch and Gob, close to

the road from Gaya to Daudnagar
;
the place is noticed by

Buchanan (Montgomery Martin’s compilation), but I found
no time to visit it.

Konch is a large village about 18 miles from Gaya on
the Daudnagar road

; there are numerous remains here, but
the principal one is a temple of brick in good preservation

at the north of the village. The temple as it stands con-

sists solely of the sanctum, with its tower roof
;

it is a
square externally of about 28 feet each way, and 11| feet

internally. A lingam is the object of worship inside, which
is partially filled in with earth and rubbish. The bricks

used in the temple are properly shaped, well-burnt bricks,

the largest measuring 11 x x 2| inches, but there are many
measuring only 9 x 4f x 2f inches, and some 13 x 7^ x 2f
inches. This variety in the sizes of the bricks used induces

me to suppose that the temple has undergone extensive re-

pair since it was fii’st built, if indeed it be not only a restora-

tion of an ancient temple
;
in the latter case, however, the

restoration must have taken place so long ago that it is

ancient even as a restoration.

The sanctum is roofed internally by tunnel vaults, not semi-

circular, but of arcs meeting at the crown in a ridge ; the

arch sheeting is entirely of brick cut to shape in the lowest

course of bricks
;
in the arch sheeting, at the springing, the

bricks are placed, not as usual with their beds horizontal,

but on their edges vdth the beds vertical ;
over this row of

vertical bricks are 8 or 10 courses of bricks, with their beds
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horizontal, or rather with their heels slightly inclined to the

horizon, as they should properly he in a true arch. Beyond
this the bricks are all on edge, with their beds vertical

; this

construction, however faulty in an arch of small depth
transversely, as in walls, is of great strength when built of

bricks cut to shape and of great depth transversely. With
stone, especially sedimentary stone which has widely differ-

ent strengths along and across the layers or plane of cleavage,

a mode of construction wliich brings the line of pressures to

bear not perpendicularly, but along the planes of cleavage,

it is undoubtedly faulty
;
but in brick which is homogeneous,

the construction of an arch of bricks edge to edge is j)osi-

tively an advantage, as the number of joints of comjiressible

mortar is lessened by the aiTangement ; the only di-awback,

lateral weakness, does not come into calculation in long
tunnel vaults, which in this direction have more strength than
they need.

A cornice runs along three sides of the interior of the sanc-

tiun at the springing of the tunnel vaults, but there is no
cornice in the back wall

;
further, the side walls of the

chamber are each a little over 8 feet thick, while the fourth
wall is 10 feet thick, and the back wall only 6^ feet

; these
cii’cumstances, combined with the fact that bricks of three

different varieties occur in the temple, show that the tunnel
vault is a subsequent addition

;
for if we, without altering the

external dimensions of the temple, make the thickness of the
walls aU round 6;^ feet, by enlarging the chamber inside, we
shall get a square chamber 15 feet square, placed centrically

as it ought to be.

The absence of a comice, too, on the back wall internally,

shows that the original building was not cut up into two
storeys by the interposition of the vaulted or any roof. It

is clear, therefore, that the temple, as originally built, con-
sisted of a chamber 15 feet square, with walls feet thick
aU round ; subsequently the vault was added by increasing
internally the thickness of the side walls by If feet nearly,

and thickening the front wall by additions internally to 10
feet, thus leading a square chamber no longer 15 feet, Imt
only Ilf feet square, and eccentrically placed ^vitliin the
structm’e.

The walls of the temple internally are ornamented by
niches, three on each side, doubtless meant to hold lamps.

The entrance is as usual represented by a great rent or
opening in the face of the tower, consisting of vertical sides,
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spanned by an arch of overlapping bricks
;
the necessities of

construction from the small size of bricks have caused this

arch to assume the form of a tall isosceles triangle with in-

dented sides.

This opening or entrance is divided into two portions by a

stone let in right across a lower rectangular one, and an
upper rectangle surmounted by the triangular opening

;
the

lower rectangular entrance giving admission into the sanc-

tum, the upper opening into the present, and, as I have shown,
subsequently-built upper chamber.

It is an interesting question to determine when this divi-

sion of the entrance into two was made. At first sight it

appears only natural to suppose it to date only to the period

when the vault was added, but from examples elsewdiere,

wdiere, in the absence of the upj)er chamber, the architrave

nevertheless exists, I am of opinion that it was a feature in

the original temple ; constructively, too, a little reflec-

tion will show that it was necessary, if the sanctum had the

usual mandapa in front, and the remains here show that

some sort of mandapa once existed in front of the sanctum
of this temple.

The annexed diagram will help to illustrate what I say.

ADCB represents the front wall of the sanctum (the

jiarts shaded being in section),

BDEFGH the mandapa in

front, which must have been
roofed in

;
constructively, if

the block CD do not exist,

the rain from the roof of

the mandapa wiU find its

w^ay straight into the sanctum,

but by havmg the block CD
the water is prevented from

But it is not constructively alone that CD is needed;

:esthetically it is even a greater necessity. The votary entering

the temple does not see the great rent above CD, nor can

he sec it even when he is beyond the entrance of the man-
dapa GH, by reason of the height of the roof DBF, which

eftectually hides the rent above CD on the outside, so that

he is unaware of its existence, and is naturally surprised at

the strong and very effective light which this rent, of which
he is not aware by reason of the interposed block CD, throws

direct on the object of worship at the further end of the

coming into the sanctum.
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sanctum ; and as the votary is not allowed to go beyond tlie

threshold of the entrance, he completes his devotions much
mystified hy the to him inexplicable illumination of the

statue, which he probably ascribes to supernatural causes.

Priestcraft has been as much an inherent feature of

Buddhism as of every other religion.

The vault now would of course prevent this illumination

of the object of worship in the cell, and at present the cell

is dark.

The vault is only one brick deep at the crown, but as the

bricks are disposed vertically it has great strength. There is

or was a thick coating of mortar terrace over it. The upper
chamber resting on the vault is 11^ feet square, but the wall

is only 7 feet thick in front
;
this is due partly to dilapidation

and partly to a very slight taper in the wall itself.

The chamber is roofed by slightly overlapping courses of

bricks ;
thus the great height of the tower roof is a con-

structive necessity.

The external shape of the tower, however, differs from
that of the great Buddha Gaya temple in being a curved
and not a straight-sided pyramid; it is consequently more
graceful than the temple at Buddha Gaya. The ornamentation
externally consists of a great oval on each face, at a point

nearly in the middle of the total height of the tower proper,

and of various mouldings and indentations rather sparingly

used ;
the whole of the ornamentation is of brick cut to

shape, and it is evident from the way the ornaments are

distributed that the whole of it was cut on the external

faces of the tower after it had been built up plain. The
labour required may easily be imagined ; to this is due the
fact that the face of the brick-work is so even; for I do
not think it possible, w ithout subsequent laborious rubbing
dowm, that any amount of care in setting the bricks, and
in the preservation of the shape and sharpness of edges of

the brick during manufacture, could produce the wonder-
fully smooth even face that the work has to this day, not-
withstanding the ravages of time.

The temple does not appear to have been originally

covered with plaster, but portions of it are now* covered with
plaster, the remains, no doubt, of a coat put on at some sub-
sequent period.

The tow'er is, or was, surmounted by a cylindric pinnacle
like the temple of Buddha Gaya. This sort of pinnacle is

very remarkable, and its form resemblmg a hngam may be
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more than a mere accident of construction. Constructively,

it was evidently impossible to form in brick the amalaka
which invariably surmounts temples of stone, itself again
surmounted by either urns or tapering discs ending in a
s])ire. But whether the cylinder with a hemispherical top
bears a not merely accidental resemblance to a lingam, or

whether it is intended to represent a chaitya or stupa which,
origiually hemispherical, became gradually elongated till it

reseml)led nothing so much as a lingam, is a point deserving
of inquiry. The temple of Konch appears to have been
Buddhist, if we assume, as is sometimes done by high author-

ity, that the Buddhists alone adopted the effective mode of

lighting up the object of worship in the manner explained
before, while the Brahmanists were rather disposed to hide
their gods in the gloom of a dark sanctum ; but this is a
view not only not supported by any evidence, but is contra-

dicted by examples elsewhere
;
in the brick temples of the

Central Provinces, notably in the example at Sirpur, which
proves that the Brahmanists as early as, perhaps, the 5th cen-

tury, did not hide their gods in the gloom of a dark sanctum,
but actually adopted precisely the same mode of lighting the
object of worship as is supposed to have been adopted by the
Buddhists alone. This circumstance shows that on this

ground alone the temple at Konch cannot be considered

Buddhist, but there is other evidence more conclusive as to

its Brahmanical character. The spout for letting out water
used in libations by Brahmanists, but not by Buddhists, still

exists buried under accumulations of rubbish at the centre

of the north side of the temple, and the sculptures lying

about are all Brahmanical, so that I conclude that the

temple was originally a Brahmanical shrine and not a Bud-
dhist one; the cylinder, therefore, wliich crowned it could

not have been intended as the representation of a Buddliist

chaitya.

But this is not all. General Cunningham ascribes the
construction of the present Buddha Gaya temple to the 1st

century after Christ. His arguments are very ingenious,

but by no means conclusive;* and esj)ecially so, as he gives

no argument to show that the temple was not built, as is

expressly stated in the “ Amara Devh” inscription, by Amara
Deva, one of the nine gems in the Court of Vikramaditya, and

* General Cunningham has sinee informed me that there is strong reason for consider-

ing the Amara Hevii inscription a forgery.
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therefore identical with Amara Sinha, who lived about or

after A. D. 500. (Eeport, Vol. I, p. 7.)

The existence of the cylindric pinnacle on the top of

the temple may now he added as another argument against

the construction of the temple so early as the 1st century

A. D., if it be supposed to he a representatation of the Bud-
dhist chaitya, for the Buddhist chaityas of the period were
far from being the tall cylinder that is here represented ;

if,

however, the temple be ascribed to A. D. 500, there is no diffi-

culty on this score.

But I am not disposed to attach much weight to this

argument, as I do not consider it likely that it rej)resents a
Buddhist chaitya. The story of Hwen Thsang about the

temple having been built by a Brahman by order of Ma-
hadeva tends to show that the emblem is really a Saivic one.

Nothing is more natural than that a Brahman building a

temple to Buddha, by order of Mahadeva, should place the

symbol of that deity as the crowning ornament of the

temple, and the occurrence of the same finial in other and
indisputably Brahmanical Saivic temples tends to show that

it really is meant to represent the symbol of Mahadeva, and
that its occurrence in the Buddhist temple of Buddha Gaya
is not only not reason for supposing the temple at Konch
to have been Buddhist, but is, on the contrary, an evidence in

support of the tradition that the Buddhist temple at Gaya
(in which it occurs) was built by a worshipper of Brahman-
ical deities.

In this view, therefore, I do not consider that the age of

the Buddha Gaya temple can be even approximately inferred

from the existence of this pinnacle on its top ;
that question

must be decided on other grounds ; and although I have
taken the liberty of pointing out the weak point in General
Cunningham’s argument, I am not disposed to dispute his

finding, as it does not appear to me that there is sufficient

evidence for or against, and therefore I bow to his superior

experience and authority.

But whether the 1st or the 6th century be finally fixed

upon, when sufficient evidence is forthcoming, as the date

of the temple, it is clear from the existence of this pinnacle,

and quite independent of the coincidence of the features of

the existing temple with Hwen Thsang’ s description, that

this temple was built by a Brahman ;
and as there is record

of a Brahman having built the temple but once, whether
it be in the 1st or the 6th centm’y A. H., the opinion of Mr.
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Fergusson, that its “ external form” belongs to the 14th
*

century, must, notwithstanding his high authority, he un-
hesitatingly set aside.

Reverting now to the Konch temple, I have remarked
that the statues lying about are all Brahmanical; these,

besides the lingam inside and the statues of Haragauri,
which are not scarce, consist of the Ashta Saktis, and the

Das avatars. Buddha avatar is represented by a standing

figure holding a staff diagonally across ; the Kalki avatar is

represented by a man and woman beside a horse, the man
with his arm round the woman ; the fish incarnation is repre-

sented by a fish standing vertically on its tail ; the tortoise

incarnation bears a close resemblance to the Saivic emblem
of the argha and lingam, with the sole addition of a couple

of human figm’es on the sides holding a string which is

wound round the lingam, which does duty for Mount Mandar.
It is needless here to point more than cursorily to the un-
mistakable Phallic features of these two Vaislmavic sculp-

tm*es.

The temple, I conclude from the lingam inside, appa-
rently undistm’bed, and from the other Saivic statues, to have
been Saivic

;
the existence of Vaishnavic statues is no objec-

tion, as it is not uncommon to see temples where all three

—

Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva—are sculptured, but of whom one
alone is considered pre-eminent and assigned the place of

honoim.

There lie outside several pillars of granite, of which four

are entire ones, five pilagters, and some fragments ; besides

these, the remains of eight pillars in the shape of eight

capitals are now ranged along the steps leading up to the

temple. The four pillars I take to represent the four central

pillars of the maha mandapa
;
there must have been more

than five pilasters, l3ut only five now exist. The pillai’s

are of granite, very short and massive, and evidently very
old.* They taper somewhat, being 1 foot 4 inches square at

the base and 1 foot 2 inches at tojD
; the total height of the

shaft, including the lowest jilain square portion, is 5 feet 6
inches, so that they are little more than only 4 diameters in

height. They must have stood on bases, but none are now to be
seen ; the capitals were plain and massive, with little drops

at the four corners ; the capitals were not cruciform, though
a cruciform capital may have surmounted the square one.

* See plate XII.
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as is not unfrequently the case ;
the pillars are ornamented

by a single lotus carved on each of the faces in the lowest

square portion of the pillar.

I can find no clue as to the precise date of the temple,

but the massiveness of the pillars shows that it must have

been built at a very early period ; tradition, as noticed by
Captain Kittoe, assigns it to Bhairab Indra, and says it was
dedicated to Surya, but I could hear nothing of this at

Konch itseH. The follonung lines are all I could get in the

way of tradition regarding Konch :

—

“ Konch base sab socb mite
Diirj Raj pasend Mahamun gyan
Bed Purauau ki ebarcba

Tanba punjat hai ad Bbawani,
Sab, Saraf, baraf chbab jiwau par bin bakbani
Jatenbi Tatenbi Tbun Mathun ki jauba det

Abbay bar Sewsimbb BhawasU

which, as far as I can make out, means

—

“ Koneb was established, all troubles ceased, Durj Raj chose a wise

Mahamuui (as chief?), and cliscoui’se of Vedas and Pnrauas spread. There

is worshipped Bbawani
;

merchants, good men, evil men, all life ( heard

of) the fame; on going (there) the gift of fearlessness and virile strength

is bestowed by Siva and Bbawani.”

But many of the words are obsolete, and people- disagree

as to their meanings.
On the other side of the village road, i. e., to the south,

is a mound, the ruins of another temple; the bricks are

being carted away to Tikari ; two pillars are lying on the site.

This temple, and also the one previously described, are as-

signed to the Kol Bajas.

A few miles east of Konch on the road to Gaya is the
small village of Fdli. There are, to the east of the village,

the remains of two or three temples ;
but all that now remains

are the ruins level with the ground of a large Saivic temple, of

which a few pillars alone are standing. The pillars are

j)lain tall shafts with corbelled cruciform capitals
;
details are

given in the plate.

The temple appears to have been a very large one, con-

sisting of a sanctum enshrining a large lingam, an antarala,

a malia mandapa, and probably also a mandapa and portico.

The temple was Imilt of bricks picked with stone. It stood at

the north-west corner of a tank. The lingam measm’es 5 feet

7 inches in circumference, and is 2 feet high at the apex ; the
argha extends 1 foot 10 inches beyond it all round ; there is
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on the mound a fourteen-armed statue in black basalt, and a
second similar one mutilated.

On the other side of the village are two statues of Devi
(Parvatij. There is also a mound said to have been once
larger, and the remains of a temple near the road, which was
dedicated to Mahadeva; hut a tree has completely enveloped
the argha and lingam, and has split the stone of the pedestal.

There are a few other nondescript fragments lying about

;

the existing remains, except the statues, are all modern.
Utrain is a small village near Pah. To the west of the

village is a small mound with lingam, and fragments of

statues scattered about ; there is also a tine carved black

stone door-jamb.
A small mound adjacent is known as Himmat Khan’s

garb. It is an inclosure on a mound of earth, and contains

six graves ; close to it is a small mound which contains bricks

and the remains of two graves. The great mound is 25 feet

above the level of the country, and is doubtless the site of an old

temple ; it is 300 feet long and 200 feet wide. The entrance

to the dargah, if dargah it be, is on the south ; the entrance
has two jambs and an architrave of rough granite

; the lower
sill is a rough pillar set flat.

To the east of the village, near a tope of trees, is a small

mound with numerous fragments
;
among them are several

of Gane9a, Ilaraganri, Nandi, &c., all Saivic. In a room on
the mound, whose walls have half tumbled down, and which
is 14f feet square, is a great lingam 5 feet 9 inches in cir-

cumference, 1 foot 10 inches high to the round part, and
2 feet 3 inches high to the apex ;

the argha extends 1 foot

9 inches all round beyond the lingam.
The room was once roofed by a vault, as fragments of it

exist on the ground to this day
;
the bricks used measure 11

inches x 8 inches, and 9 inches x 6 inches.

The remains doubtless represent a modern shi’ine built

on the site of an older temple.

SihdrI is a small village 8 miles to the west of Konch ;
here

is a comparatively modern temple and some fragments. I

have not visited the place, but I believe Mr. Pe
2
)pe took

photogTa
2
)hs of the remains here.

Ideoknt is a small village on the Dhawa, a small stream

flowing from the Murhar into the Punpnn. I have heard

that it contains remains of statues, &c., but have not seen

the i)lace myself.

The 3Idndd hills are situated about 12 miles Avest of
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Plialira, a large village on the Murhar, and south of Deokut,
near the Dliava river ; the remains here consistsimply of

statues, and have been noticed hy Kittoe, J. A. S., 1847,

page 278. I did not see the place.

Bliurdlia is a small village 2 miles east of the Manda
hills. It is noticed hy Kittoe in J. A. S., 1847, page 277.

I did not see the place. There were, he says, several chaityas

and viharas here, and here are also some springs of mineral

waters, to which no doubt the place owes its ancient im-

portance.

Gunaria is situated 3 miles south-east of the Manda
hills ; its ancient name Captain Kittoe discovered to have been
Sri Guncharita, and it was the site of a large vihara and
town; here are also the remains of numerous hngam temples.

(J. A. S., Bengal, 1847, page 278.)

TJmgd and Deo are two interesting places on and near

the Grand Trunk Hoad from Sherghati to Benares
;

the

description of the remains in these places is too long to he
extracted. (I refer to the original papers in J. A. S., Bengal,

1847, page 656 et seq. and 1221 et seq.) I must add that

since Kittoe’s time several additions to the list of remains
in and about Deo have been made by Mr. Peppe, who has,

I believe, taken photographs of the more interesting remains.

At Cheon, eight miles north-east of Umga, are old temples ;

to the east of the village, to the south of these, and to the
east of a little hill, are mounds with statues

; 300 yards
west on another hill called Pachhar is a cave with a figure

of Maya Devi inside ; the cave faces south. A mile to the
south is another cluster of liills within the boundary of the
village Deokili, where there are numerous small caves. I did

not visit any of these places.

Bishanpur Glienjan is a considerable village about two
miles north-east of Klspa, on the Mimhar ; here are several

mounds and a few statues; the place was visited and photo-
graphs taken hy Mr. Pej)pe. Two inscribed statues exist

;

one of these inscriptions is merely the Buddhist creed— Ye
Dhcmnma, &c.; the other is a single word incomplete—[-I/a]

hasramana, the last word in the Buddhist creed.

Bed Bigha is a considerable village on the Dardha river

close to the point where it separates from the Murhar, and
above 2 miles to the south-east of Bishaupm* Ghenjan; there

are several square granite pillars roughly dressed. One was
clearly a pilaster

; the temples they belonged to must have
been Saivic, as they are all marked with a deeply cut trisul

;
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they are now set upright in front of the village
; besides

these there are some remains of statues.

The place was visited by Mr. Peppe, who has, I believe,

taken photographs of Avhat was interesting here, but I saw
nothing of any particular interest myself.

Mailed mu, Chillor, Murhar, and Slierghdti, all contain

interesting remains, chiefly statues. They are noticed by
Kittoe in J. A. S., Bengal, 1847, p. 78 et seq. and p. 277
el seq. I did not visit these places.

Ilasanpur Kdleo is a largish straggling village situated

near a large lake into which a branch of the Jamna empties ;

the country about is flooded during the rains, and in Novem-
ber I had to wade through a long stretch of water to get

to the place. The principal remains of interest here are a

dargah and some statues.

The dargah is an unpretentious brick l3uilding in a state

of decay, situated on a high raised mound on the banks of

the tank or lake ; there is an outer court-yard where numer-
ous slabs of stone, rough and sculptured, lie about ;

these are

evidently taken from some Hindu shrines. The outer court-

yard gives admission through a large gateway to a crooked
passage and thence into an inner court-yard, whence a third

doorway gives entrance into the innermost comd-yard in

front of the dargah itself. Into this sacred court I was not

permitted to enter. The second outer gateway is battle-

mented, and has a long inscription in Persian or Arabic in

five compartments ; the inscription is cut in brick and has

suffered greatly from the weather. At one corner of the

inner enclosure to which this gate gives admission is a tower
similar to the towers in the Begampur mas

j
id in Patna, and

I infer the other corners, or at least one other corresponding
corner, had a corresponding tower ; the enclosure walls have,

however, iiotAvithstanding extensive repairs, become greatly

dilapidated. In the inner court-yard is an inscription on a
long trapezoidal piece of bluish-black stone ; the inscription

is in four compartments of three lines each, and one long hne
running the whole length

;
the stone on which tlie inscription

exists has sj)lit down the middle longitudinally. "When I

saw it, it was thickly covered with a most tenacious coat of

dirt consisting of indurated layers of milk, ghee, em'ds, and
lamp-l)lack, the offerings of pious pilgrims. I was alloAATd

to clean it, but not Avithout sundry Avarnings of the risk I

ran of immrring the displeasure of the saint.

The dargah contains the tomb of a local saint Avho, tradi-
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tion says, came from Dellii and settled down here for a long

time. At last he determined to return to his native country,

hut did not intend to take his wife with him
; he set out and

walked a good distance till overtaken by night, when he
slejit, but in the morning he found himself back at his

house. Again he set out, but only to find himself back at

his house next morning. A third time he tried, with the

same result. He then gave up the attempt, and settled down
here permanently with his wife, the efficacy of whose
prayers had worked the miracles. She is said to have been
so saintly that the water used by her for her ablutions would
cure any disease.

Outside the dargah, and to its east on a mound under a
hat tree, is a large collection of statues in various stages of

mutilation
; they are mostly of no very ancient date, to judge

from the execution. Among the fragments are those of

Gane9a, Lakshmi, several lingams, a badly executed slab

representing the Nava-graha, Hara Gauri, &c. The village

of Hasanpur Kako is situated on a high mound.
Ner is a small village to the west of the road from

Jahanabad to Gaya, and about a mile from the Jamna river.

Here is a large pillared hall, evidently the maha mandapa of

a temple. In the centre of one end of tliis hall, which has

a wall running partly round it, is a doorway with a lingam
sculptured over the entrance, giving access to a small cham-
ber (the sanctum of the temple) with a lingam in its centre

;

the walls of this chamber, as, indeed, all the walls, apjiear to

have been of brick picked with stone.

There is nothing of special interest here ; the pillars are

roughly dressed, and are not elegant, either for proportion or

sculpture, of which, indeed, there is no trace
; the hall is

roofed by flat slabs of stone. The place was, I believe,

visited by Mr. Peppe and a photograph secured.

Near Bela are several remains, about a mile and a half

east of the dak bungalow ; these consist of various statues,

mostly Brahmanical, but some Buddhist also; and of a
lingam and argha, which are fabled to have resisted all

attempts at dislodgment for conveyance elsewhere. A frag-

ment of a halo round the head of a Buddha with the begin-
ning of the Buddhist creed was found by me in one of the
recently set up earthen lingams. In the vicinity are other
temples, none of any antiquity, and containing nothing of

interest. One temple contains a statue of the skeleton god-
dess Kali in black stone.

VOL. VJII. E
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IIILSA.

mUd is a considerable village on tlie banlcs of the
Katliar, or principal branch of the Lilajan or Phalgu river.

It is at the point where the old road from Gya to Eatuha
and the roads from Rajgir to Patna cross the river, and it

must naturally have early risen to importance. The principal

object of interest here is the niasjid. This is avowedly built

on the site of a Hindu temple, and under the great flooring

slabs in tlie centre of the central arch is buried, so says

tradition, the mighty Hilsa Deo, sealed down with the sacred

seal of a local saint. Ililsa Deo was a powerful magician,

and was overcome with difficulty. It is possible that the

])rincipal statue of the temple is buried here to be “ trodden

daily under foot by the faithful,” but of course it is quite

out of the question to try and ascertain this by actual

excavation. There are a few" statues in various parts of the

city, but nothing else of any importance or interest.

BUDDHA GAYA.

Gaya has affieady been so carefully described by General
Cunningham, and by various other writers, that I need
add nothing to the information already given by them. I

note, liow"ever, the existence of rude stone circles near the
foot of the Pretsila hill

; these are traditionally ascribed

to Kols.

Ham Gaya and Mora Pahar have been noticed in

General Cunningham’s reports, and I need only refer to

them.
Buddha Gaya has been dw^elt upon at some length by

General Cunningham in his reports, and has also found men-
tion in the writings of numerous observers and incidentally in

this report also, but it appears desirable to notice various

points w"hich appear not to have been fully noticed before.

The vault over the sanctum of the great temple, so far

as can now be judged from the coating of plaster that covers

it, but w"hich, having fallen off in plaees, discloses the bricks

inside, is composed entirely of radiating brieks, set edge to

edge, and not bed to bed as usual in the present day. AU the

bricks appear cut to shape, and there is no appearance of

mortar having been used between the bricks ; the cementing
material appears to be mud. I have abeady pointed out

that, under the peculiar condition of a tunnel vault inca-
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pable of being subjected to a lateral strain, the mode of

using bricks edge to edge is not only not weaker than the

form of arch we now use, but is positively stronger, as giving

fewer joints between the voussoirs ; and where the cement-
ing material is mud, which does not set hard, but remains

always compressible, the advantage of having as few joints

as possible of the compressible material between the vous-

soirs is obvious.

In the sanctum thus covered by the vault, the pedestal

of the statue extends right across, and is even partially em-
bedded on both sides within the walls. Apart from the very
unusual nature of tliis arrangement, the fact of the Singha-
san being embedded at the ends in the side walls is a very

strong circumstance in favour of the supposition that the
sanctum was originally larger, within which the throne stood,

detached at the ends from the walls.

The all but universal custom in temple-building ap-

pears to have been to make the sanctum square and to place it

in the centre of the great tower. There are indeed instances,

few and far between, where this rule is departed from, not-

ably in the very interesting instance of the great temple at

Pathari in Central India, and also at Gy6-raspur ; but these

temples are of stone. In brick temples I have not come
upon a single instance where this rule has been departed
from, with the single exception of the temple at Konch

; and
there the very exception has served most emphatically to

confirm the rule. As I have proved almost to demonstration
that the apparent anomaly is due to subsequent alteration,

let us now apply this law to the great Buddha Gaya temple.

Here the sanctum is an oblong 20 feet in length. By in-

creasing the width on either side, the immediate conse-
quence is that the side walls, which now are thicker than the
back, become at once reduced in thickness, and are made
equal to the back wall. Purther than this, the Singhasan
now no longer runs anomalously right across the sanctum,
but occupies, as it should, a detached position abutting
against the back waU. It is clear, therefore, that the thicken-

ing of the side walls and the consequent narrowing of the sanc-

tum is due to alterations and additions carried out since the
building of the temple. This is the opinion arrived at by
General Cunningham, although one of his reasons for so

thinking

—

viz., that there is no recorded instance of the use
of the true arch by Hindus at a very early period—is no
longer tenable, as will be seen further on. The conclusion he
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has arrived at, that the vault is a subsequent addition, ap-

pears unassailable.

It now remains to determine the period of the adcHtion

of the vault. To do tliis satisfaetorily, it is necessary I should
refer cursorily to some of the laws which governed the con-

struction of Hindu temples.

On a j)riori grounds, we should naturally suppose that

the first datum in the construction of a temple was the size

of the sanctum.
The size of the sanctum here is, or rather was originally,

a square of 20 feet 4 inches (General Cunningham’s mea-
surements) ;

from tliis, the entire temple has to be deduced
according to fixed laws.

Following a law which holds good in numerous temples
within very narrow variations, the proportion of width of

sanctum to thickness of walls is very nearly as 1‘5 to 1

(the actual limits vary from to 1‘5). AVe have therefore

for the tliickness of the walls of the Buddh a Gaya temple
20' 4"-rl’5, or 13 feet 4 inches; the actual thickness of the

back wall is 13 feet 5 inches at this da3^

From tliis law, therefore, it is seen at once that the ori-

ginal temple had walls 13 feet 6 inches thick, and therefore

Gie extra thickness of the side walls is due to subsequent
addition.

We have next to determine the vfidth of entrance and
its height.

The widths of entrances in various temples are much ,

more various than the tliickness of walls. AA’hen referred to

the sanctum as a datum, they range from 2‘0 to 2'9. Taking
the average, 2’5 nearly, we find that the width of opening
ought to he 8 feet 2 inches. The actual width of opening is,

however, only 6 feet 6 inches. AA^e must, however, remember
that the opening is vaulted over like the sanctum, and a
thickness of at least 10 inches must have been cut off; from
either side by building up walls to cany the vault. Adding
then twice 10 inches or 1 feet 8 inches to the present width
of opening between the jambs, we get 8 feet 2 inches as we
should.

The width being now found, the height has to be de-

duced.
There are two classes of temples—one consisting simply

of a cell, the other of a cell with other chambers in front.

The Buddha Gaya temple clearly belonged to the latter class,

and therefore the opening in the front wall of the sanctum
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was cut up into two divisions—one forming the doorway
proper, the other what may be called the illuminating win-

dow. Temples in brick of tliis class are very rare. The
essential requisites to be sought for in temples, ivith which
to compare this and deduce the law apj)licahle to it, are

that it should possess a tall triangular overlapping opening
divided into two parts, viz, the entrance and the window.

I can call to mind but three temples of this class which are

now available for comparison—the temple at Sirpur in the

Central Provinces, the temple at Konch, and the temple at

Katras. In all these, the proportion of height of rectangular

part of the opening is 3^ times the width. Using, then, this

proportion, we get for the height of the rectangular opening
28 feet 7 inches. Por the triangular portion there are nume-
rous examples

;
and from these it appears that the height

of the triangular portion was If times the span, or just half

the height of the rectangular portion. The total height,

then, of the opening amounts to -f- If, or 5f times the

width ; hence the total height of the opening in the great

temple underexamination ought by this rule to be nearly43 feet.

My approximate measm’ements agree in making the

height to be not very different. I took it at 45 feet.

It may not be here out of place to glance at the difficul-

ties in the way of accurate measurements. The laws deduced
from examples and applied to this temple here show that these

ancient structures were all constructed on definite principles,

and in accordance with definite laws. So far the number of

laws and proportions discovered bear avery small proportionto

the’whole of the great code of laws of ancient Indian art, and it

would be very desirable to obtain more of them
;
but the dis-

covery of the laws depends enfcely on detailed and accmnte
measurements of a great number of buildings, and these mea-
surements necessarily demand time. It is quite vTong, I ven-
ture to conceive, to lay down at this stage of our knowledge of

Indian art what are the measm’ements that can and what those

that cannot be neglected ; for the very fact of being able to

draw such a line presupposes a knowledge which we do not
yet possess of the laws governing the disposition of parts. To
render my meaning clearer, I need merely allude to the laws
that I have in a pre'vdous paper shown as governing the

structures at the Kutab in Delhi. Few, I venture to consider,

would have imagined that the accm’ate measurements of the
few ornamental bands, not of the great Minar, but of a
dilapidated gateway, would have led to the discovery of
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the law that governs the whole
;
yet so it is, for the mea-

surements of the Minar would have failed signally to give
any clue to the law, for the simple reason that the law which
governs it is a complicated law, derived from and based
upon the apparently trifling distances of a few lines (not

very prominent or remarkable ones) that adorn the ruined
and to all appearance unimportant gateway. It was solely

because I thought I could trace a definite interdependence
between the various lines on the gateway that I ju’oceeded

to measure minutely other api:)arently unimportant details,

and finding the law hold throughout, I then alone ventured
to take in hand measurements of the distances of the orna-

mental bands of the great Minar, and to apply to them the
proportion already discovered, hut for some time in vain,

owing to the comphcated natime of the law that there holds

sway. Thus, then, it is impossible at starting to point to

any particular series of measurements as useless ; but if this

he so, all possible measurements have to he made with rigid

accruacy, and this is a work of time. Let us take the Buddha
Gaya temple. In the first instance, I have to reach the place

;

then extensive scaffolding has to be put up, and it is only
after this that the series of measurements can begin at all.

I need, therefore, materials and workmen
; for these, in a

place where I go for a few days, and necessarily possess no
acquaintance with the men or resources obtainable, I have
to pay for heavily either in time or in money, or in both.

It is therefore impossible that half a province can he ex-

plored in a single season by a single indi^udual with the care

and minuteness necessary to obtain materials for deducing
the principles that govern the structures visited.

But although the structures visited cannot he measured
with the accuracy and minuteness necessary, it becomes
possible to judge, even in a rapid tour, ivhich are the build-

ings most likely to yield results of value to detailed measiue-

ments
;
and these alone need at a subsequent period to he

re-visited, measured in detail, and carefully examined. The
rapid and extensive tour accordingly becomes, as it were, a

preliminary survey, hut I wish it to he distinctly understood

that, if results of sohd value are to he obtained, this pre-

liminary survey must he followed up by a detailed examina-
tion of particular portions of the country and of particular

structures.

It must, accordingly, he evident that a critical essay on
Indian art, or even on a particular temple, cannot now he
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written. A few, a reiy few, laws alone have as yet been

determined, and even those have not yet been subjected to

the crucial test of being used to predict results, which alone

would entitle them to complete confidence. I shall therefore

not attempt to discuss the arcliitecture except incidentally,

but will content myself with describing what I have seen.

A discussion of the architecture must be postponed to a

future period.

Reverting now to the Buddha Gaya temple, I have

proved by the substantial agreement of certain main features,

with those deduced from theory, the correctness of General

Cunningham’s inference, that the temple, as we now see it, is

substantially not different from the original temple, whether
we assume it to have been built in Vikramaditya’s epoch,

or in the 1st centmy after Christ ; and that the opinion of

Mr. Bergusson, notwithstanding the weight of his name in

all questions as to style of architecture, is really erroneous,

when he ascribes the “ external form ” to the litli century,

for if there is one thing untouched in the temple by later

repairers, it is the broad features of the external form, all

changes having been more internal than external. It now
remains to determine the epochs of the various changes.

Brom the interesting story mentioned by Hwen Thsang,

in connection with King Sasangka’s attempted destruction or

removal of the statue of Buddha (Arch. Bep., Ill, p. 83), it

is clear that the minister did not remove the statue, but
merely built up a wall to screen it in front. Let us now
trace the consequences of doing so, remembering that any
evident departure from the easily recognised features of

temple architecture would have been certainly detected, and
would have brought destruction on that minister.

By building up the wall hiding Buddha’s statue, he re-

duced the square sanctum to an oblong. Such an easily

perceptible departure from accepted practice could not pass

muster ; he would therefore be compelled to form it into a
square by cutting off portions from the sides also. The walls

which carry the inner vault are made just thick enough to

do this, and no more, and this is the only reason I can see

which can be assigned for making the walls, carrying the

vault, of the tluckness they actually are. This done, the sanc-

tum becomes at once again a square, and as a crucial proof

that the change which has been imagined was actually

made at this time, is the encumstance that the hngam now
in the temple, and which doubtless is the one set up by the
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orders of Eang Sasangka, occupies the exact centre, as it should
do, of the reduced square. The square thus formed did not,

it is true, occupy the centre of the tower, hut this was a
circumstance that could only have been perceived hy making
careful measurements, and not being oh\dous, was not likely

to attract notice or suspicion.

But to the chamber so reduced the broad original en-

trance was obviously inappropriate; it had to he reduced

also, and it has accordingly been reduced in nearly the

same proportionate extent
; so that at first sight there should

he nothing to excite suspicion and consequent minute
enquiry.

But the tall opening thus reduced in width would wear
a very suspicious look ; accordingly, we find the opening
broken up into compartments, and thus lessening the appa-

rent height.

Internally, however, the now narrowed chamber would
have been quite out of keeping with the great height to

which the apex of the pyramidal roof rose internally, and a

lining of the requisite thickness could not, for obvious reasons,

he applied to the interior of the pyramidal roof ;
hence the

expedient of the vault, which effectually cut off the sus-

picious tallness of the roof internally.

Here then we have all the conditions added that were
necessary to carry out the minister’s intention of deceiving

his king ;
and I conclude, therefore, that the additions enu-

merated were made by the minister of Sasangka about A. D.

600.

No other supposition that occurs to me can adequately

explain the reason of these changes
;
they clearly do not

add either to the strength or to the grandeur of the temple.

I have abstained from assigning the original building of

' the temple to any age, for reasons already given
;
but I do

not hesitate to ascrilje the vaulting, &c., to the period of King
Sasangka, about A. I). 600. This assignment will fall in

with either of the possible dates of the building of the

temple, viz., the first century A. D. as General Cunningham
has it, or A. H. 500 according to tlie Amara Deva inscrip-

tion. The occurrence of vaulted arches with radiating

voussoirs is no objection, for, as will subsequently be seen,

the Indians knew the use of it long before this period.

Begarding the subsequent additions there is no question,

and as General Cunningham has already written about them,

I refer to his account.
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The entrance or doorway to the sanctum is of stone ; the

doorway to the chamber above the sanctum appears, however,

to have been an arched opening without a doorway or lintels

of stone. The third chamber is now quite inaccessible.

The mandapa in front of the sanctum had a true vaulted

roof ; it is not now possible to tell whether the four curves

springing from the four sides met in a point or in a ridge.

Looking at it from the light derived from other temples, I

am in favoiw of their having met in a point. One fact is

beyond dispute, that it was not a tunnel vault, as bits of the

corner curves of intersection of the four arches exist to this

day.

The chamber over this, built, as Hwen Thsang tells

us, subsequently, had last a tunnel vault of the Burmese
pattern, but whether this vault was the one seen by Hwen
Thsang, or whether the one seen by him had since been
replaced by the later Burmese when they repaired it, I am
unable to determine. Of this vault enough alone exists to

show that it was of the Burmese pattern
;
the bricks used are

thinner also than the usual run.

This chamber is clearly an after-thought, and the marks
of its having been added subsequently are numerous and
convincing.

Most of the figures of Buddha that now adorn the niches

in the temple appear to me to be later restorations. To this

conclusion I am led by observing that, in two niches of the
central line over the front opening of the temple, the statues

are not of brick plastered over, but of stone.

Externally, I note that all projections and corners not
protected by stone facings are laid in cement, the body of

the temple being built of bricks set in mud, even the
arches being in the case of the old ones set in mud.

Under the Bo tree is a small statue resembling the too

common statues known as “ Hara Gauri.” This statue has
four lines of inscription on its pedestal in Burmese characters.

Within the sanctum a square portion immediately round
the lingam is slabbed in a way different to the rest of

the floor
;

this portion begins immediately in front of the
Singhasan, and measures 13 feet long and 5 feet 7 inches

wide.

I here close my notice of Buddha Gaya. Eor further in-

formation, I refer to papers by various people in the Journal,

Asiatic Society ;
the Asiatic Researches, &c. ; and to General

Cunningham’s reports.
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BAKKOR.
Bakror is a place of some importance, at the fork or

junction of the Lilajan and the Mohana rivers, and nearly

opposite to Buddha Gaya. The remains here are not numer-
ous, and are noticed in General Cunningham’s reports.

SHEONAGAR.
Sheonagar is a small village on the liranch of the Lilajan

which flows past Biswak, and about 6 miles below it. The
place is said to possess ancient remains, and from the circum-

stance of its being situated at the point where, in all probabi-

lity, the old road from Rajgir to Patna past Hilsa crossed the

stream, I think it likely to contain ancient remains
;
the place

lias not, however, been visited by me nor by any of the various

investigators of the antiquities of Magadha.

ONGARI.

Ongari is a small village between Sheonasrar and Biswak.
The place contams some fragments of ancient statues, &c.,

and was reported to possess an inscribed slab also ; hut of

this last I could not ascertain the exact locality, if it exists

at all. (See also J. A. S. for 1872, page 253.)

DAPTHU.

Bapthu is a small village not far from Islampiu’, and
contains some ancient remains in the shape of ruined temples
and statues, &c. Photographs of the interesting remains here

were, I believe, taken by Mr. Peppe, and the place is noticed

in detail in Buchanan’s work (Martin’s compilation), and in

Mr. Broadley’s papers in J. A. S. for 1872.

BIHAR.

Bihar is the chief city in the important sub-district of

Bihar, and still retains something of its ancient importance.

The remains here are numerous, but the place has been
described and the remains examined by so many zealous

inquirers, that it is only necessary for me to supplement the

information already available. The papers that may he
consulted regarding Bihar are to he found in various volumes
of the Journal, Asiatic Society, the last and most interesting

being Mr. Broadley’s paper in the volume for 1872. General
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Cumiingliam’s reports also furnish a condensed mass of

accurate and valuable information.

Among the various writers on Bihar, it is remarkable
that no one has noticed its ancient name of Dandpur.
Tradition states that before the Muhammadan invasion

Bihar used to he called Bihar Bandi or Band Bihar, an
obvious contraction of Dandpur Bihar. If now we remember
that Bihar is not a proper name, hut means merely a
monastery, being only the corrujited form of “Vihara,” it

will he clear that the proper name of the town was Dandpura,
and tradition has even preserved the memory of the origin

of this name, explaining it hy asserting that it was called

Dandpur from the great collection of dandis (religious

mendicants) who made this their head-quarters.

It is therefore clear that previous to, and at the time of,

the Muhammadan invasion, Bihar was reaUy named Dandpur,
and being at the same time the seat of a well-known
monastery, it naturally was known as Dand Bihar

; and tradi-

tion further states that when the Muhammadans conquered
the place, the Governor caused hy proclamation the name of

Dand Bihar to he changed into Suhah Bihar, the name current

at this day.

I must now mention that the ancient name of Silao was
Vikramasila, and I will subsequently show why.

These being premised, we now turn to Taranath’s Tibet,

where we learn that the monasteries of Otantapura and
Vikramasila were burned down. The mention of these two
places together shows that the two were close to each other.

Now, I must allude to the inscription which mentions
TJdandapura Besa, showing that the name JJdandapura or

Otantapura or Bandpura was not only the name of a city,

but of a district. (Bep., Ill, 118.)

The place, therefore, which imposed its name on a district,

or vice versa, must have been the chief city of that district.

Purther, we know that the place was near Nalanda. (Beports,

III, 129.)

General Cunningham has hazarded the conjecture that

the name Udandapm*a may refer to Bishanpur Tandwa, but
Bishanpur Tandwa never was a place of the importance thus
implied, and General Cunningham was evidently unaware of

the tradition which makes the ancient name of Bihar
Dandpur Bihar.

Prom the whole of the above but one conclusion can be
drawn, that Bihar was anciently named Uda.ndapura.
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General Cunningham also suggests that the ancient name
of Bihar may have been Yasooarnimapiira. The following
legend may help to throw some light on this question.

The Kahdr caste is divided into various clans, of which the
jRamdni is the acknowledged head. The name Ramani is said

to have been derived from Ramanpura, a place near Rajgir,

where the chief of the Kahars used to reside before the caste

became split up into clans. It happened that at a certain

time very long ago the then chief of the Kahars married two
wives, but the two women were constantly quarrclhng and
gave their husband no peace, so the man removed one of them
to Jospur, and her descendants are known to this day as

Jasicar Kahars.
"VVhat connects Jaf^pur with Bihar is the circumstance

that the Kahars about Bihar are mostly Jasicdr Kahars, while
those about Giriyak are llumdnis.

So that it is not improbable that Bihar, or some place

not far from it, was named Jaspur, which is only the spoken
form of Yasovarmmapura.

I conclude my notice of Bihar with a legend which
accounts for the toleration wliich Hindus are said to have
enjoyed in Bihar after the Muhammadan conquest.

When the Muhammadans took Bihar they destroyed all

Hindu shrines, and for a long time Hindus were out allowed
to go into the city (fort ?). At last, after many years, a jogi

named Mani Ram contrived to get in and establish himself,

and when the Muhammadans heard of it, they at once pro-

ceeded to turn liim out ;
but be was a great magican, and

they could not prevail against him, and allowed him to

remain. This man naturally used to blow the sankh, as is

customary with Hindus in performing their religious cere-

monies. One day the sound happened to reach the ears of

Aulia Makhdum Sah, who lived on the hill, and he liaHng
ascertained the particulars regarding the jogi and the vain

attemjDt to turn him out, determined to destroy his caste by
artifice. He accordingly prepared tasty dishes of cooked
beef and sent them with a polite message to the jogi. On
the arrival of the presents and the polite message, the jogi

desired the dishes to be at once carried back, saying, “ In in-

tention I thankfully accept the pir's present, and send these

back now in return.” These dishes on being brought back
unopened to the pir were found to contain, not beef, but sweet-

meats. The pir now felt much respect for the jogi, and
proceeded to visit him in person, seated on a tiger. When
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the jogi saw the pir approach, he happened to be seated on

a wall brushmg his teeth with the usual native tooth-brush ;

he stuck this in the ground and said to the wall he was
seated on, “ Don’t you see the pir coming ? Why do you not

advance and receive him with due respect ?” The wall

thereupon advanced with the jogi on it towards the pir ;

they met in a friendly spirit, and the pir, acknowledging the

power of the jogi, agreed that thenceforth they should

live in peace uith each other, the Hindus consenting to hear

the Muazzin’s call to prayer, and the Muhammadans the

sound of the shell, without offence, and thenceforth there has

been peace between the followers of the two religions. The
tooth-brush stuck in the ground grew up to a nim tree, and
an old nim tree is now pointed out as the identical one that

grew out of the jogi’s tooth-brush.

SOH.

There is a temple at Soh close to Bihar which is partly

built of the materials of an old temple.

PAMWPURI.

Tdwdpuri is a small village close to and about 3 miles

north of Giriyak, and is a great place of pilgrimage for the

Jains, who have here two temples, one in the middle of the tank
and connected with the land by a long causeway, the other in

the village. Both of these are of very recent date ; the one
in the village appears, however, to stand on the site of an old

temple. 'When I first saw it, it had not been quite finished,

but it has since been completed. The statues may be an-

cient. There certainly are some ancient statues here, and I

saw several about the temple in the village. These were
slightly defective and consequently not worshipped

;
but I

was not allowed to see the ones that are worshipped. (Cap-
tain Kittoe has noticed this place in Journal, Asiatic Society,

Bengal, for 1847, p. 955.) This is said to have been the
place where Mahavira died. On the banks of the tank in

which stands the temple is a round chaubutra with smaller

chaubutras rising up in steps in its centre
; a pillar occupies

the centre of the whole. I could not ascertain what it was
meant to represent, and I was not allowed to go up and see

for myself. In the map which accompanied Mr. Broadley’s

paper in the Journal, Asiatic Society, for 1872, Pawapuri is
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wrongly placed to the west of the road from Giriyak to

Bihar ; it is just to the east of the road.

CHANDIMAU.

Chandimau is a small village on the west bank of the
Panchana river, and about 2 miles north-west of Giriyak

;

there are some few remains here. (See Broadley’s paper,

J. A. S., for 1872.)

Giriyak has been noticed by numerous writers and by
General Cunningham in his report, to which I refer. The
controversy between Mr. Broadley and General Cunningham
regarding the mountain visited by Pa-hian ultimately resolves

itself into the question. Is or is not Pa-hian’s Siao-kou-shy-

slian the same as Hwen Thsang’s Indra-Sila mountain ? Pa-
hian’s account of the legend attached to his rock is not only

substantially the same as Hwen Thsang’s, but the existence

of a cell facing the south is distinctly recorded by Pa-liian

in his mountain. Now, although he places this cell on the

top of the hill, I think there cannot be a doubt that the

cave referred to is the Giddha-dwdr cave which faces south,

and is at the top, not of the mountain, but of the pass, be-

tween the two ranges of hills which converge and meet at

Giriyak.

In addition to the Giddhadwdr cave, there is a cave
near the foot of the hill on the north side

; it is a natural

cavern of no interest, but is said by the people to communi-
cate with the Giddliadlwdr cave ; it is named the Shekbii*

cave. Close to it is a great boulder worshipped by the Musa-
hars of the neighbom’hood as Hatliiya Deo.

SHAPHE-ATMA.

Shahpur-Atma is a small vDIage on a branch of the

Pewar ; it is said to contain some remains.

BAEAGAON.

Baragaon, Jagdispur, and JMara are three small villages

near each other. Jagdispur is remarkable chiefly for a large

statue of Buddha, which stands on a mound near it, and is

worsliipped as Anibika Devi, although it must be erident to

the most obtuse that the statue is not that of a female. This

statue is said to be the identical one worshipped by Eukmini.
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The foUoAving verses are said to have been sung by her :

—

“ Parbhuji kahau na parbhuta kari

JatTjiakpur me jag Thaneo
Sia jbunkbut khari

Gaye pina ke Ragbuuatb Tureo

Sakai se jay kari

Parbhuji/^ &c.

“ Bipin ban maricb mareo
Bal se chhal kari

Jal madh se Gaj Raj kareo

Nar Gotam Tari

Parbhuji, se,” &c.

“ Sisiskal sispal aen

Sodb ke sab ghari

Suslik pati likhat Rukmin
Bikr ke kar dhari

Parbhu,” &c.

“ Parbhu bilamb kanlia kije

Parbhu aiye ai ghari

Abki beri kat meri

Japo narki hari

Parbhu,” &c.

“ Garud char ke Gopala aen

Garud punjat nari

Abki beri kat meri

Japo nai’ki kari

Parbhu,” &c.

From this it is seen that the ancient name of Jagdisi)ur is

supposed to have been Jagnakpur.

Baragaon is said to have been anciently called Kundilpur.
These suppositions, as General Cunningham has observed, are

all based on the error of confounding Vidarbha with Bihar
instead of Berar.

Near the north end of the north mound at Baragaon is a
headless statue, the head of which is said to be lying at

Jafara. There isacmious legend regarding it which I give :

—

There was once a man named Seodhar, who, for reasons

which had best remain untold here, was condemned by
Parvati to lose all desire. He had been married in infancy,

before Parvati cursed him, and in due course, when his wife,

Chandain, became of age, the ceremony of gaimd, which
consists in bringing the bride from the father’s to the
husband’s house, was performed, and Seodhar brought his

wife home; but as all desire was destroyed in Seodhar, his

wife soon found her position very uncomfortable, and she
formed an attachment with one of her villagers, named Lori,
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and eloped with him. Seodhar pursued and overtook them,

but his wife refused to return, telling him, with unmeasured
contempt, that as he had neglected her when she lived with
him, it was now too late to run after her. But Seodhar
would not listen

;
he and Lori fought, and he was over-

powered, and Lori and Chandain then went leisurely on.

On the road near Baragaon, where the headless statue now
hes, they met the chief of the jiiwaris or gamblers, named
Maliapatia, a Dosad by caste from Juafar. Lori wanted to

play a game with him, and the two sat down and played till

Lori lost everything he had, including Chandain. Mahapatia
now got up to seize her, but she said, I have indeed been
staked and lost, but the jewels on my joersonwTre not staked,

so play one game more with the jewels for a stake. The
gambler sat down to play, and Chandain went behind her lover

Lori, and stood facing the gambler, apparently w^atching the

game. She pretended to be so absorbed in the game, that, as

it w'ere unconsciously, she gathered up her petticoat into her
hand, exposing her person. The gambler overcome by her

beauty and by lust, could not take his eyes off her, and he
began losing, till Lori had not only Avon back all he had lost,

but also all that the gambler had, who at last ceased playing.

NOAV Chandain came forward and told Lori what she had done,

and how the man had greedily looked on her. “ Kill tliis infam-
ous man, that he may not boast of haAung seen me exposed,”

she said. Lori AA^as a A^ery poAverful man
;

his sword AA^eighed

two maunds, and was named Bijddhar. With one stroke of

it he sent the gambler’s head flying to Juafar, while liis body
fell Avhere he Avas seated, and both have since turned to stone.

Lori AA’as the son of a Gw ala named Budhkithai
; he had been

married to a girl in the Aullage Agori, noAV Bajauli, on the

road from Hazaribagh to Bihar, but his wife Satmanain Avas

not of age, and the gaunci had not yet been performed.

She had a sister named Lurki. Lori had a brother, Semru,
Avho, being an orphan, had been brought up by Lori’s father

as a son. He lived near Agori, at a A'illage which, from the

circumstance of his haA'ing l)een brought up as an adopted
son, “ jAalak,” AAvas named Pali

; the place is said to be a fcAV

miles north of Bajauli.

Lori and Chandain noAV Avent onto Hardui, a place said to

be tAvo days’ march {manzils) from Mongir on the north. Here
they fought AAuth and defeated the Baja and conquered the

country. The expelled Baja sued for aid at the Court of the

Baja of Kalinga, and succeeded with his aid in capturing
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Lori, who was forthwith placed in a cell with his hands and
feet stretched out to their fullest extent and nailed down to

the floor. A heavy load was also placed on his chest, and in

this state he lay for a long time, till at last, through the favour
of Durga, to whom he devoutly addressed himself, he was
freed from confinement. He again fought with and defeated

the Raja, re-conquered Hardui, and was re-united to Chandain.
They had a son horn here, and lived a long time, hut at last

a desire to re-visit their native country prevailed, and laden

with wealth they reached Pali.

Meanwhile his brother by adoption, Semru, had been killed

by the Kols, and all his cattle and property had been plun-

dered. He left a son, and the family was in great distress.

Lori’s wife also had now growm up to be a handsome woman,
but still lived in her father’s house, and in great distress. Lori

on arrival caused it to be known that a Raja from a distant

country had arrived. Time had so changed him that no one
recognised him, and having thus secured his incognito,

he determined to ascertain whether liis -wife had been
faithful durmg his absence. Accordingly, when he had
ascertained that his wife was among the women who came
daily to sell milk in his camp, and had recognised her, though
she failed to recognise him, he caused a dhoti to be placed

across the entrance to his camp, so that no one could come in

without striding across it. Next morning, when the women
came, he instructed Chandain to call them in quick, judging
that if his wife, in her hurry, should step across the dhoti,

and thus show that she was not very partic^ar as to a trifle, she

was not likely to have been particularly careful of her virtue.

Satmanain, hurried by Chandain, came on fast till she came
to the dhoti there, and though others stepped over it, she stood,

and flnding no means of advance without striding across the

dhoti, she requested the dhoti to be removed. Lori was pleased

at this, and when she had disposed of her milk and wanted pay-
ment (payments being usually made in rice) Lori filled her

basket with jewels and covered them with rice, so that she

unsuspectingly took them home. Her sister on emptying the

basket saw the wealth below, and surmising that her sister had
obtained it through dishonour, taxed her with it. She denied

all knowledge of the jewels, and the girls agreed that they

would next day go together to have the suspicion cleared.

Meanwhile the son of Lori’s adopted brother, hearing of the

suspicion against his aunt, took up arms, and prepared to attack

Lori, not knowing that he was Satmanain’s husband. The
VOL. VIII. r
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two women went as agreed, and Lurki then recognised Lorf,

and the mystery was cleared up, to the happiness of all

concerned. But Lori had to undergo a severe lecture for his

unnatural behaviour in neglecting his young wife so long,

and living in happiness with a mistress. Matters, however,
were so arranged as not to deprive Lori of his mistress.

On the other hand, the nephew, not having any knowledge
of these transactions, and finding Lurki and Satmanain both
absent from home, attacked Lori furiously ; the fight raged
for a long time, Lori was overpowered, and was on the point

of losing his life, when Lurki and Satmanain rushed into

the fight and explained matters ; thereupon there were great

rejoicings, and they all settled down comfortably.

Lori ruled his subjects with justice, and was suph an
earnest encourager of agriculture, that in a short time he
turned the wilds about Bajauli to a highly cultivated country,

where, so completely was the land brought under cultivation,

that even insects found no secure resting place ; so the whole
body of bhds, beasts, and insects went up and complained
to Indra, who, taking counsel with JDurga, saw that Lori

ruled his country with such justice, and was so blameless in

his private life, that he was beyond the power of harm, and
could not he touched, unless he committed some crime. To
entice him into crime, Dm'ga assumed the form of his

mistress, and went to him with his food, which was the
usual custom of Chandain. Lori, ignorant of the trap laid

for him, and inflamed by the beauty of his supposed mistress,

who on this day seemed to him more beautiful than she had
ever been, neglected his food and amorously sought to embrace
his beautiful Chandain. Hardly had he touched her, when
Durga, knowing that his invulnerability was lost, administered

a slap, which twisted his face completely round, and disap-

peared. Overcome with grief and shame, Lori determined to

go and die at Kasi, hut his relatives loved him too well to

lose liim, and they all went to Kasi, where they now all sleep

the sleep of magic at the Manikarnika Ghat, having been
turned into stone.

The legend is very interesting, as it gives us an insight

into the customs which prevailed in ancient times, and we
see that there has been but little change to this day. Now, as

before, we see the great importance attached to scrupulous

observance of a morbid delicacy in the conduct of females

coupled with a shameless indecency ; the exposure of her

person by Chandain is not considered a very heinous offence
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against propriety, but the idea of the man living to trumpet
it forth to the world is insupportable. And, again, the dwell-

ing together of the wife and the mistress under the same roof

is not considered an impropriety, while for the woman to

stride over a man’s dhoti is considered very indelicate, if not
actually a crime. In connexion with this idea, I may allude

to a custom prevalent in Northern India, for the husband,
when going away from his home for a long time, to leave his

trousers with his wife, in order that when desirous of having
children, she may, by putting them on, obtain her wishes.

I may also allude to the legend, to be given further on, where
the smelling of a saint’s langoti was found efficacious in

obtaining a child. I may fiirther allude to the custom of

tying chillas with a like intent at various holy spots. The
idea that underlies those customs is evident, and need not be
put in plain words ; but the unmeasurable distance between
modern Western ideas of propriety and Indian ideas, even
of the present day, is evident: the one tries to provide
against the awakening of even a passing impure thought by
an unguarded word or gesture, the other not only does not
attempt to preserve purity of thought, but does not even
guard sufficiently against purity of conduct. In short, the
circumstances alluded to bear out the conclusion one would
naturally draw from Hindu sculptures, that female morality
during the Hindu period was of a very low standard.

It is interesting to note also that gambling as a profes-
sion!^ not a modern institution; the village Jiiafar is said

to have been so named from having been the head-quarters
of professional gamblers.

SILAO.

Sildo is a large village about 3 miles from Baragaon.
It is at the present day noted for a kind of native sweetmeat,
and for its parched rice, and from personal knowledge I can
bear out in regard to these items the fame it enjoys. It is,

however, not devoid of objects of interest, as there are two
tombs and a masjid with numerous inscriptions in Persian
and Arabic characters. The masjid is of the ordinary kind,

without cloisters attached
; it is built of stone and mortar,

and the floor in front is paved with stone. The whole of the
stone was derived from Hindu buildings. The pavement is

indeed one mass of imbedded pillars, and proves that the
buildings destroyed to furnish the profusion of materials
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must have been numerous and extensive. Most of these,

however, are plain, and there are very few sculptured stones

to be seen in Silao.

Tradition ascribes the building of the mas
j
id to a very

early period, making it contemporary with the masjid and
dargah at Bihar. There is a silly legend related of a herds-

man having once, to avoid the destruction of his calves by
disease, vowed to make an offering of the entire milk of liis

flock to the local saint. This was done in the same way as

the offering of the rice and milk to Buddha at Buddha
Gaya, by feeding a certain number of cows on the milk of

the whole, and on their produce feeding a fewer number, till

at last only one cow was fed on the concentrated essence

of the milk of all the cows, and of her milk hhir was duly
cooked ; but the poor Muhammadan saint did not get off as

satisfactorily as Buddha, for the herdsman having in his

hurry begun reciting the necessary prayers while the hhir

was still boiling hot, the unfortunate saint found liimself

sorely punished, for the boiling compost at once miracu-
lously transferred itself to the mouth of the saint, I have
no doubt to his great astonishment.

The foundation of Silao is ascribed to Vikram^ditya even
by the Muhammadans of the place (two of these volunteered

to be my guides to the masjid and tombs), and the excel-

lence of the sweets and of the parched rice is ascribed to

consummate halwais settled here by him, whose descendants

now carry on the trade. I was inclined at fii*st to look upon
the tradition as absurd, but General Cunningham’s surmise

communicated to me, while at Simla, that Silao might be
found to be a contraction of Vikramasila, recurred to my
memory, and I at once perceived the signification of the tradi-

tion. This place then is the ancient Vikramasila, and people

naturally soon contrived a tradition to account for the name.
At present, when the “Vikrama” portion of the name is

forgotten, the tradition naturally appears quite unintelli-

gible.

BABAGAON.
I cannot take leave of Baragaon and its vicinity without

alluding to Mr. Broadley’s excavations at, and his account of,

Nalanda. While giving him credit for zeal and exertion, I

cannot but feel that the excavation of this temple, which
General Cunningham assigns to the 1st century A. I)., was
not a work which Mr. Broadley should have undertaken with-
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out professional assistance. From a perusal of his account,

it is impossible to make out with any degree of certainty, or

even lucidity, the details of the temple which he has exca-

vated and destroyed, for the pillars, dooi'way, &c., have long
ago been by him removed to Bihar. He has indeed ventured
to give a restored elevation of the great temple ; but though
this makes a very effective plate, and his description is good
enough for a “ popular account,” they are next to worth-
less for all scientific purposes ; and in the interest of true

archaeology, I venture to enter a strong protest against acts

which destroy such interesting ruins without preserving de-

tailed and miaute measurements of what is thus destroyed.

In exposing ancient ruins buried under ground, destruction

of parts, and often wholesale destruction, is sometimes in-

evitable ; but there is no reason why careful and detailed

measurements should not be preserved before the work of

destruction is proceeded with. These measurements should
in fact be made with even more than ordinary care and in

most minute detail, for the simple reason that future refer-

ence and verification is impossible. I trust my feeble voice

will have some effect in adding that discretion to the laud-

able zeal of explorers, without which they risk destroying

for ever that which is of solid and enduring interest.

RAJGIB.

Bajgir, the ancient Girivraja, is one of the oldest cities

in India, and has deservedly obtained a prominent place in

the writings of all who have treated of the antiquities of

Magadha. My task is therefore greatly lightened, for it is

unnecessary for me to do more than refer to the writings of

General Cunningham, which contains, as it were, a summary
of all that had been discovered and published till his visit

last year, and to the later discoveries embodied in Mr. Broad-
ley’s paper. A few points alone, which either have not re-

ceived the requisite attention, or wherein I differ from the

writers named, need be considered in detail.

Among the new discoveries are two inscriptions obtained
from an old well at the side of the path leading through old

Bajgir from the north entrance to the Bawan Ganga defile.

The well is situated in the southern portion of the fort out-

side the long south ramparts of the inner town. These in-

scriptions are both in brick, and are much mutilated from
the effects of weather and saline efflorescence. They are
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imbedded within the well ring at some distanee below the
mouth of the well ; one is dated in Samvat 1007, the legible

portion giving the name “ Sri Rama Dharmin,” who probably
dug the well. The rest is illegible, being too far worn to give

even two consecutive letters entire.

Besides these inscriptions I wish to invite attention to

the long rambling inscription on the flat rock, over which the

present path from the north to the Bawan Ganga defile passes.

Kittoe conjectured, and conjectured rightly, that the curious

marks are letters. I am quite satisfied that it is a long in-

scription, written in the curious shell characters which have
liitherto to a great extent defied the acuteness of antiquarians.

The inscription is not in good order, partly from the
nature of the rock on which it is cut, but chiefly from hav-
ing been to a great extent rubbed away beneath the tread of

passengers and cattle for a thousand years ; but enough yet

remains perhaps to show what it was about, and whether in

its loss we are not to deplore the loss of a valuable record.

The curious characters have long attracted the attention of

the people of the place, who suppose them to be the marks of

the hands and feet and nails of the combatants Bhima
and Jarasandha. The place is known as Banbhum.

There is, however, another spot equally called Eanbhhm j

this is properly not Banbhum, but Bangbhum, being the
spoken, form of “ Banga Bhumi,” “ the coloured earth,” from
the deep red colour of the earth there found. Tradition ascribes

the colour to the blood of Jar&sandha, who was killed by
Bhim after having fought with him at the Banbhum de-

scribed before. This spot is situated on the western or main
branch of the Saraswati at the point where it enters the west-

ern ramparts of the inner town.
My attention was especially directed by General Cun-

ningham to the exploration of the long defile which stretches

away between the Baibhar and Sonar hills to the west of the

old city. I tried to carry out my instructions, and twice

attempted to penetrate the pathless jangal which literally

chokes up the valley, but on both occasions without success,

having in both cases retm’ned after losing my way and wan-
dering about to no purpose in the jangal. The importance of

a thorough exploration of the valley will be evident when it

is remembered that Hwen Thsang describes the existence of a
great cave (natural probably) at the foot of the northern

mountain, and of a tope near Jaktiban, close to a small

isolated hill. Hwen Thsang’s description is perfectly accurate ;
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for although I failed to penetrate the valley from below, I

could nevertheless look down into it from the heights of

Baibhargiri. The two ranges of Baibhar and Sona are thus

seen to approach each other, but without meeting. At the

point where the distance is least is a high hill close to, but
isolated from, the Baibhar range ; a short way to the south*

west of it is a small detached hill close to Sonagiri ; close to

this I could see a small tumulus having precisely the

appearance of an old stupa. The position corresponds

accurately with Hwen Thsang’s description, and I have no
doubt in my own mind that it is the long and vainly-looked

for stupa ; but all my attempts to get to it were vain, for on
descending the hill only a short way, the dense jangal hides

'the smaller lull and the stupa, and from the valley through
the pathless jangal I found it impracticable to get to it.

There is a large cave, but quite inaccessible, on the side

of Baibhargiri, near the source of the northern tributary

which joins the Saraswati before it enters the inner city.

The cave appears to be natural, but from its position it

appears too lar east to coincide with Hwen Thsang’s Asur’s
cave. A second small cave, and equally inaccessible, exists

further east, also on the southern slope of Baibhargiri.

If, however, the necessary time could be spared to cut

down a portion of the jangal in the vaUey, I have no hesita-

tion in saying that the stupa described by Hwen Thsang could
be got at. Of its existence I had ocular proof, and I think it

very unlikely that I could have mistaken a natural mound
or hill for a stupa, the more so as I carefully looked at it

with a powerful binocular.

Beyond this, but quite invisible even from the top of

the Baibhar hill, are the hot springs of Tapoban ; a thin vapour
over the spot where they exist declare their position. I did
not see them. The outer wall of the great fort, beginning at

the north entrance and going eastwards, ascends the Vipula-
giri to its summit, then descends down a spur in a southern
direction and ascends Batnagiri. Prom the summit of this

hill two branches diverge
; one descends southwards, merging

into the Nekpai embankment across the eastern defile leading
to Giriyak, and emerging on the opposite side it ascends
Udayagiri. The other branch stretches away towards Giriyak

;

and tradition says it goes right up to, and embraces within
its circuit, the Giriyak hdl. Whether it stretched unbroken
right through or not I have not been able to ascertain, but
certain it is that a line of walls stretches westwards from
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Giriyak along the crest of the long range of hills. On the
summit of Udayagiri the wall on ascending also divides into

two ;
one descending westwards to the Bawan Ganga defile,

the other stretching away towards Giriyak, and said to extend,

or to have originally extended, unbroken till it met the

branch which, as already noticed, runs in the same direction

from the summit of Batnagiri. The two ranges of walls

thus extended along the converging crests of the two ranges

of hills which enclose on the north and the south the eastern

Bawan Ganga defile
;

the spot w^here the walls cross the

defile to complete the circuit being just above the Gidhad-
war cave, where Natm’e has so disposed the spurs of the

two ranges that they meet, and the stream rushes down the

steep barrier in cascades and rapids to join the Pamchana.
Art has taken advantage of the natural features to construct

a dam or rather to carry the wall across here, forming, as it

were, a dam. (Plates 41, 44, Vol. Ill, Archaeological Report.)

The branch that descends the western spur of the

Udayagiri is taken up across the defile by a similar line of

walls running up the spur up the Sonar to its nearest peak

;

here it divides into two, one running down northwards, and
merging into the west ramparts of the inner city ; the other

stretching away towards Tapoban. I have been told by the

people that it stretches away right up to Tapoban, where it

descends the hill, but cannot speak of it from personal

observation.

From the summit or peak stretch out three long arms ;

—

the one west carries the main chain of hills onwards to the

west ; the south or south-east one slopes down to the south

gate or Bawan Ganga defile
;
the eastern one, however, juts

out into the interior of the outer fort, and divides the south-

ern portion of the space between it and the inner ramparts
into two portions. The valley between this spur and the

south-east one is watered by a rivulet with broad sandy bed.

This rivulet, before its junction with the Bawan Ganga stream,

receives a tributary from the north
;
near the point where the

tributary joins it, the two main spurs spoken of send out

minor spurs towards each other, and the space between was
once shut in by a massive wall, through which the river has

burst its way. Within this little triangular space are the ruins

of two temples, one of which appears to have been Brah-
manical

; they are of brick. Besides these there are remains
of a third, larger than either of the others, but they do not

appear to be of any special interest. One of the small ones
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appears a later restoration, and is perched on a mound which
itself was the ruin of a temple, as the straight walls are still

traceable where the rain and floods have washed away the

debris, and excavation may yield objects of interest.

The main line of walls of the outer fort according to

the people is the one stretching away towards Tapoban, then
descending and re-ascending Baibhar hill and running along
it to the Saraswati rivulet

;
hut tliis portion of the outer

walls, if it really exist, has not yet been explored
; the inner

western ramparts which cross the Saraswati stream at

Rangbhum having alone been explored, and the portion

fi’om the crest of Baibhar eastwards down to the rivulet at

the north entrance into the valley.

It will thus be seen that the great fort consisted of an
outer fort with walls running along the crests of the sur-

rounding hills, and an inner fort consisting of ramparts in

the valley on all sides, except the west, where alone, from
the outer walls not having been explored, it is not possible

to speak with certainty ; but I am inclined to accept the
statements of the people, who assert the existence of outer
walls here also, because without it this side would not cor-

respond in main featm’es with the other sides.

There are several caves in and about Bajgir. Of these

the following have distinct names, and are connected with
various legends :

—

1.

—The Asur’s cave or palace of the Asuras, mentioned
by Hwen Thsang as somewhere near Yashti Vana

; it has not
yet been found (see ante).

2.

—A cave close to it (see Geogr. Anc. India by Cun-
ningham, p. 462).

3.

—The cave in which Buddha used to sit in profound
meditation.

4.

—The cave of Ananda.

5.

—Bevadatta’s cell.

6.

—The Pippal cave or palace of the Asurs.

7.

—The Sattapanni cave.

Of these four have been discovered, but three alone de-
scribed by General Cunningham. One of these is the Pippal
cave behind Jarasandha’s Baithak, i. e., No. 6 of the list.

Of the remaining two, one is called by him the Satta-

panni cave; the other is a small broken cave close to it.

As I differ in toto from General Cunningham’s identifi-

cations here,—identifications adopted also by Mr. Broadley,—
it is necessary to discuss the subject in detail.
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Before doing so, it is best to dispose of those that I do
not contest. Nos. 1 and 2 have not yet been found.

No. 6 is the Pippal cave discovered by General Cun-
ningham during his last visit.

No. 5 is the cave discovered by General Cunningham,
but strangely enough omitted from his report. During my
visit to Rajgir the people told me that General Cunningham
had seen it, and from the original manuscript map of R^jgir
drawn by himself from his own surveys, which he kindly
permitted me to use, and of which I have at this moment
l3efore me a tracing executed by myself, I see the position

of the cave distinctly marked as a cave, so that I feel that,

although he has omitted to notice it, this discovery is his by
right. This cave is situated on the slope of Vipula, and is

indeed marked in plate 41, 3rd volume reports, with the letter

M, which on reference to the explanatory column attached is

seen to be Devadatta’s house, but there is no allusion to it in

the text. This cave is thus noticed by Pa-hian :
“ Leaving the

old city and going north-east 3 li, we arrived at the stone cell

of Devadatta, fifty paces from which there is a great square

black stone”. The cave is also noticed by Hwen Thsang.
This cave, therefore, may be appropriately called Devadatta’s

cave.

It now remains for me to discuss the identity of the three

caves. Nos. 3, 4, and 7.

I must, however, show that our authorities prove the

existence of three distinct caves ; for this purpose I quote Pa-
hian :

—

“ Entering the valley and skirting the mountains along their south-

eastern slope for a distance of fifteen li, we arrive at the hill called

Gridhra Kuia, Three li from the top is a stone cavern facing the south.

Buddha used in this place to sit in profound meditation (dhyana).

Thirty paces to the north-west is another stone cell, in which Ananda
practised meditation (dhyana). The hall in which Buddha delivered

the law has been overturned and destroyed ; the foundations of the brick

walls exist however.
“ Returning towards the new city after passing through the old

town, and going more than 300 paces to the north, on the west side of the

road we arrive at the Kalanda Venouvana Vihara (the chapel in the

bamboo garden of Kalanda) . This chapel still exists, and a congrega-

tion of priests sweep and water it. Two or three li to the north of the

chapel is the Shi-mo-she-na (Samasana), which signifies the field of

tombs for laying the dead.

Skirting the southern hill and proceeding westward 300 paces, there

is a stone cell called the Pippal cave, where Buddha was accustomed to

sit in deep meditation (dhyana) after his midday meal. Going still in a
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Wester direction, five or six li, there is a stone cave situated in the

northern shade of the mountain and called cJieti. This is the place where
600 Rahats assembled after the nirvan of Buddha to arrange the collec-

tion of sacred hooks.
“ Leaving the old city and going north-east three li, we arrive at the

stone cell of Devadatta/'

The italics are all mine.

Prom the first quotation we learn of two caves close

together, in the south-eastern slope of the Baihhar mountain,
one of which, that in which Buddha used to sit in profound
meditation, faced the south.

Prom the next quotation we learn of the existence of two
other caves in the Baihhar liill also, one of which is the

Pippal’s cave, and the other the Sattapanni cave ; this last

situated to the west of the former and in the northern shade
of the mountain.

Prom quotation 3 we learn of a cave in Vipulagiri.

Of these five distinct caves, two have been identified,—the

Pippala and Devadatta’s caves.

There still remain three to search for and identify.

We have, however, only two hitherto described caves to

dispose of ; these are situated close together, and one of them
faces the south (I quote General Cunningham’s own words),
“ in front of which the rock has been cut away to form a
level terrace 90 feet in length by upwards of 30 in breadth.

Two caves have been excavated out of the solid rock behind

;

that to the west now called the Son Bhandar or treasury of

gold, being 34 feet long by 17 feet broad ; and that to the
east perhaps somewhat less in length, but of the same
breadth.” (Arch. Bep., Vol. I, pp. 24 & 25.)

Beferring to plate 41, Vol. Ill, we see at once that
“ entering the valley and skirting the mountains along their

south-eastern slope for a distance of 15 we arrive at

these two caves
;
further, the caves face nearly south. Is it

possible to resist the conviction that these two caves are the
two caves referred to by Pa-hian in the first quotation ?

But neither of these two is the Sattapanni cave; of

these one is Buddha’s cave, the other is Ananda’s cave ac-

cording to Pa-hian.

General Cunningham alludes to the socket-holes in front

of what I may now venture to say he erroneously calls the
Sattapanni cave, as in some way confirming his identification

;

but Pa-hian distinctly tells us that “ the hall where Buddha
delivered the law” was overturned and destroyed in his time;
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we thus have clear proof that Buddha’s cave was adorned
with a hall in front, so that the circumstance of the socket-

holes does not affect the question in any way.
General Cunningham also ingeniously tries to make out

that, because the range of the Baibhar runs north-east and
south-west, and the cave is situated near the northern end,

that it may therefore be considered as being in the northern

shade. I disallow his position enth’ely
; the cave is indeed in

the northern end of the mountain, but instead of being in the

northern shade, it is precisely in the opposite predicament,

being in the southern glare of the hill, and the sun from
sunrise to about 2 p. m. blazes furiously into the cave.

Having now disposed of the two caves in hand, there

remains to find out the true Sattapanni cave.

following Fa-liian’s direction, we come from the plain

between old and new Rajagriha to the Baibhar hill. We do
not enter the valley of old Rajagriha at aU ; 300 paces west
from the extreme east toe of the Baibhar hill is the Pippal

cave. I appeal to Plate 41, Vol. Ill, Reports, to show that the

Pippal nave is not witliin the valley ; it is on the ridge which
forms the boundary of the valley. Now, as this ridge runs

not west or north-west, but south-west, it is clear that going

due west from the Pippal cave we cannot possibly enter the

valley, but travel along the northern toe and in the northern

shade of the Baibhar lull. Going 5 or 6 li or about a mile

west from here, in the northern shade of the hill is the

famed Sattapanni cave. I travelled as Fa-hian directs. I went
even 2 miles, but without seeing any cave that could have

served the purposes of the synod. I turned back hopeless,

when straight in front of me on the side of the hill was
the cave sought for ! I had passed it unnoticed. It is so

situated that, going from east to west, it is not seen, but is

seen distinctly coming from west to east ; it is situated rather

less than a mile from the Pippal cave, and to west of it ; a

diagram will illustrate how it escapes notice in going from
east to west.

>

The above is a rough plan of the cave. A B is a steep

scarped face of the rock, extending a long way. D. C. is also
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a steep scarped face of the rock extending a long way on both
sides, the hill here appearing to rise in ledges over each other

;

the entrances of the caves or cave face west, so that going
from east to west no cave is seen at all.

In position, the cave corresponds to Fa-hian’s Cheti cave.

I have now to establish its identity with the Sattapanni
cave.

For this purpose I quote various writers :

—

(1) Fh’st, from “the sacred and historical hooks of

Ceylon ” we learn that the true name of the cave was “ Sapta
Parnna.”

(2) From the Mahawanso, page 12 :

—

On the completion of the repairs of the sacred edifices they thus
addressed the monarch : 'Now we will hold the convocation on religion/

To him (the king) who inquired what is requisite, they replied a session

hall
; the monarch inquiring ' where,'’ in the place named hy them, hy

the side of the Webhdra mountain at the extrance of the Sattapanni
cave, he speedily caused to be built a splendid hall like unto that of the
devas.

“ Having in all respects perfected this hall, he had invaluable carpets

spread there corresponding to the number of the priests, in order

that being seated on the north side the south might be faced
; the inesti-

mable pre-eminent throne of the high priest was placed there. In the
centre of that hall facing the east the exalted preaching pulpit fit for

the deity himself of felicitous advent was erected.'”

(3) Spence Hardy, Eastern Monachism, p. 175 :

—

“ One of their first acts was to request a suitable place for the

holding of the convocation from the monarch of that city, Ajasat, now
in the 8th year of his reign, who appointed for this purpose the cave

Saptaparni near the rock Webhara. This cave was painted in a

beautiful manner, representations of various kinds of flowers and creepers

appearing upon its sides, whilst many parts were inlaid with gold and
silver and gems. The floor was sprinkled with perfumes, and curtains of

many colours were hung round. There were 500 seats covered with
cloth for the priests, and in the centre, looking towards the east, a throne

for the person who recited the bana, with an ivory fan placed near it.”

(4) Bigandet’s Gandama, p. 354 :

—

“ Adzatathat joyfully assented to the proposal and demands of the

Buddhists’ Patriarch. He gave full liberty for the holding of the council,

saying ;
' my power and that of the law are now at your command.'’ He

gave immediate order for putting in perfect order the dwelling place of

the Bahans. On the southern face of Mount Webhara there was a cave,

which had been a favorite place of resort with Buddha during the season

that he spent at Radzagio in the Weloowon or bamboo grove monastery.

That spot was fixed upon as the fittest for the holding of the assembly.

Adzatathat summoned in his presence the most skilful workmen, and
commanded them to exert all their skill and talents in erecting a hall.
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worthy of the members of the assembly that was to meet within its

precincts. The g'round was at first encircled with a fence. A fine flight

of steps made with the utmost care led from the bottom of the hill to the

spot where was built the magnificent hall. The seat of the president

was placed opposite in the northern part. In the centre, but facing the

east, a seat resembling a pulpit was raised ;
upon it was laid a beautiful fan

made of ivory

(5) Page 356:—
“ On the 5th of the waxing moon of Wakhaong, the 499 venerable

members attired with their cloak and carrying the mendicanPs pot assem-

bled in the hall at the entrance of the Webhara cave.'^

The words of Hwen Thsang are (I quote in second hand
from J. A. S., 1872, p. 242, the original not being within my
reach) :

—

(6) '^Au Nord d une Montagne Situe au midi au Melieu d’une

vaste bois de bambous il y a une grande Maison en pierre.^^

The question to be discussed is a complex one : first, we
have to ascertain the name of the cave where the assembly
was held

;
and secondly to fix its position.

The Ceylonese records, quotations 1, 2, and 3, clearly give

the name as Sattapanni or correctly as Saptaparnna cave.

Mr. Alabaster, in the eighth note at page 167 of the Siamese
life of Buddha, calls it the Sattapanni cave, but I am unaware
of the source of his information.

But if we turn to the Barmese version, we find from 5
that the cave is named the Webhara cave and from Pa-hian
we find it to be named Cheti.

But this is not all. The Ceylonese record describes the

seats of the Ralians as being placed facing the south, and that

of the president opposite ; it is clear, therefore, that the Bahans
were seated at the north end or side facing south, while the

president’s chair was at the south end or side facing north.

The Barmese version, however, says exactly the reverse. They,
however, agree in making the preaching pulpit face east.

Beferring then the description to tliis common point, and
remembering that the Barmese version distinctly states that

the cave was on the southern slope of the hill, we find that

according to this version the president was to the left and the

congregation to the right of the pulpit
;
but this Barmese

version exactly inverts the arrangement as given in the Ceylon
records. The arrangement, according to the Ceylon records,

referred also to the pulpit, shows the president’s chair on the

right and the congregation on the left of the pulpit.
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It is now clear that the Barmese version is incorrect ; for

the seat of the president could not have been placed in the

inferior position to the left of the pulpit. I accordingly con-

sider that hy some strange mistake the Barmese version has

just inverted the position of the president and of the congre-

gation, and as a necessary consequence the distinct statement

that the cave was on the southern slope of hill should he

corrected and made to state that it was on the northern slope

of the mountain.
Making this correction, the Barmese version tallies in

every particular with the accounts from the Ceylon records,

and with the statement of two independent visitors of the cave,

Hwen Thsang and Ba-hian.

In saying that after the proposed correetion the Barmese
record agrees with Ba-hian and Hwen Thsang’s statements, I

consider that the expression, “in the northern shade,” neces-

sarily plaees the cave on the northern slope of the hill. I

have already combated General Cunningham’s ingenious

attempt to make out this expression as meaning that the cave
faced the south.

The substantial agreement of all the accounts regarding

the cave where the synod was held being thus obtained, it is

easy to consider that the names Sattapanni, Cheti, and Wehhara
are all names of the same eave.

The name Wehhara is clearly derived from the hill Baihhar,

so is Cheti from Chhata, the name of the highest peak in the
Baihhar range ; the third name, Sattapanni, is derived. Tumour
says in his index, from the Sattapanni plant. In accepting his

derivation, we necessarily assume that there was some legend
or tradition or cireumstance conneeting the cave with the
plant. The assumption, though perfectly possible, is purely
gratuitous, and if we can find any derivation for the name
which does not involve a gratuitous assumption, it is evidently
entitled to more consideration.

Saptaparnna means seven-leaved, and indeed the plant
Saptaparnna is so named from its leaf

; a cave that was divided
into seven sapta hy any means would not inaptly be called

the Saptaparnna cave.

The cave I now propose as the Saptaparnna cave fulfil s

this condition. It is a large natural cavern which has been
untouched hy art, and portions of it have fallen in and over.

The cavern is divided hy natural septa of rock into compart-
ments, six of which I counted, and there was space between
the last one I counted and the vertical face of the ledge
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above it for a seventh compartment, but the jangal was too

dense to allow me to penetrate to it and establish its existence

by actual sight. At the time I explored Ilajgir I was not aware
of the important connection between the name Sattapanni and
seven compartments,—in fact, I had not attempted to trace

the meaning of the name, but as soon as I mentioned the dis-

covery to a friend of mine, a Sanskrit scholar, and said that

I regarded it as the Sattapanni cave, he at once told me
that the very fact of the seven compartments gave the cave

a right to the name Saptaparnna, which he said was doubt-
less the original of the Pali Sattapanni. Subsequently, when
at the close of the field season I could procure the necessary

books bearing on the subject, I found the surmise of my
friend verified, as Spence Hardy and the sacred and historical

books distinctly give its name as Sapta Parnna.
It is now a matter of regret to me that, although quite

satisfied in my own mind of the existence of a seventh com-
partment, I did not actually wait at Pajgir till men could be
sent up first to clear a path for themselves (I ascended alone

at the sacrifice of my tliick woollen clothes), and then to clear

out the cave.

The cave may now be described in detail
;
the sketch

shows its general plan. A series of chambers separated by
natural walls of rock running east and west ; I counted six

chambers, and there was room between the south wall of the

last chamber and the steep side of the hill for a seventh. The
accompanying is a section through the hill-side just in front

of the cave looking east ;
the various chambers are neither

regularly shaped nor equal in size, they are in fact natural

fissures in the rock. Some are

very narrow ; one especially is

only 4 feet wide, others are 6, 8,

and 10 feet wide ; they are not

of equal lengths, but they all

narrow towards the interior,

till at some distance, which
ranges from 6 to 12 feet in

various chambers, they become
mere clefts

;
the larger cham-

bers are more square or round-

shaped at the inner end ; the

floors of the caves are not also

all at the same level, and the

smaller ones are very uneven.
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Ih front of the caves runs a long narrow flat ledge of

rock which is tolerably even, and 25 or 30 feet wide; the

outer edge of it has partially fallen. I did not examine the

vertical face B C ;
it was not easily to he got at on ac-

count of dense undergrowth and overhanging branches, and
creepers and lichen completely hide the face of the rock from
view

;
hut had I at the time I explored the cave been aware

of the importance of a thorough examination of this wall

rock, I should have waited and cleared it all out. The ledge

runs on in a direction nearly due west from the mouth of the

cave for about 150 feet ;
there is then a large natural boulder

beyond which the ledge continues, but the distance from the

cave to the boulder is greater than the distance on the other

side, so far as I could judge, actual measurement being im-
possible through the dense jangal.

The cave is situated in the middle third of the hill
;
there

is about one-third of the hill above the cave, and two-thirds or

somewhat less below ;
it is quite inaccessible from the top.

A long winding path led up from the bottom of the hill

to a point near the great isolated boulder on the ledge
;
the

path had three tiums
; it was once paved with brick through-

out, hut the path wliich running obliquely up the hill was
necessarily formed by cutting into the side of the hill, has
long ago become the water-course, and no portion of the pave-
ment exists enthe, although the entire distance along this

line is marked by brickbats of various sizes from pieces 6
inches square to the size of coarse gravel. At the centre
bend in the path was a platform about 15 feet square, remains
of which still exist

;
possibly a chaitya once existed here, but

no remains of it are to be found, and I only infer its exist-

ence from the roughness of the middle portion eompared to

the eveimess of the edge portions.* Of com’se a good deal of

the platform has crumbled down, hut enough exists to dis-

tinctly show that it was meant to be a sort of half-way rest-

ing place, and is not an accidental adjunct to the steps.

I infer the road that led up the hill to have been in steps,

from the circumstance of bricks alone having been used, the
smallness of whose dimensions and weakness would have
made them less suitable for a ramp than for evenly-laid

steps.

* General Cunningham tells me that Hwen Thsang states distinctly the existence
of a tope situated to westward of the cave and close to it. The position of the
chaitya, which I here notice, occupies the precise position required hy Hwen Thsang’s
account.

VOL. VIII. G
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There are traces of two paths from the bottom of the hil l

converging to the platform, both paved or rather stepped
with brick. I examined both

;
the one which is shorter and

steeper appears to have been far narrower than the other,

but the fragments of bricks he thicker in it than in the
longer and broader one ; this is strange. The whole of the toe

of the hill here is covered with brickbats and rolled brick
gravel, not thickly but sparsely

;
it is no doubt possible that

many fragments have got hmied beneath the soil.

Let us now compare the cave and its adjuncts described

above with existing accounts of the Saptaparnna cave.

hirst, as to position. It corresponds with the position as-

signed to it minutely by both Ea-hian and Hwen Thsang, and
generally with other accounts, except the Bamiese one, with
which also it agrees after making the coirection suggested

before.

Its features sulhciently explain the reason of the name
Saptaparnna assigned to it.

It was approached by a flight of steps, and is situated on
the side of the hill high enough to make the flight of steps

a necessity.

A great natural boulder is placed, not indeed in the exact

middle of the flattish space in front of the cave, but nearly

so, and this boulder may reasonably be identified with the

preaching pulpit facing east described in the accounts.

The length of the platform being east and west, the

hearers had naturally to sit facing north and south.

The president’s throne to face north would have had to be
erected against the vertical rock bounding the ledge on the

side of the hill, and the congregation would sit on the outer

side, facing the blank rock in front and the president’s

throne ;
further, the president would be to the right and the

congregation to the left of the preaching pulpit.

There is ample space for the 500 Rahats, and the allow-

ance for each need not be cut down to 7 square feet, leaving

not a bit of clear space between the president’s throne and the

congregation
; on the contrary, a clear lane could be left

straight in front of the pulpit separating the president’s

throne from the Rahats’ seats.

The position of the cave on the northern side of the hill

and outside the city is a more likely one (independently of

all accounts we have), from its seclusion, for the pm’poses of

a solemn religious assembly, than any possible position that

could have been selected on the south face, and within the
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distance of 1 mile from the Pippal cave, as the whole of this

south face of the hill was witliin the limits of the old city.

The Barmese account implies that the cave selected was
in the hamhoo forest

;
Hwen Thsang’s account does the same.

The cave I have suggested is in the bamboo forest, but no
cave in any part of the south face of the hill could be con-
sidered as being within the Venouvana or bamboo forest.

I here close the discussion.

There are numerous small natm’al caves on the north
slope of Baibhargiri. I examined two which, from their regu-

larity, appeared at a distance to have been improved by art,

but I found them natmul caves with nothing of interest

about them.
I should not pass Bajgir without some notice of what

Mr. Broadley calls the “ older type” of Buddhist temple.

Comparing his own accounts of it, pages 222 and 241, J. A. S.

for 1872, with his own plan of it, nothing can be clearer than
that this “ older type ” of Buddhist temple is a clumsy
modern restoration of an ancient temple. No sane architect

or workman, I venture to assert, would go and chisel smooth
fom* sides of a pillar three of which were to be “ embedded” in

brick-work
; for, apart from the waste of labour, the smooth-

ing of imbedded faces is the very reverse of what should be
done to secure the adherence of the pilasters to the brick-

work. Further comment is needless.

Leaving Bajgir by the road which, skirting the northern
slope of the range of hills, goes to Giiiyak, there is seen on
the right, between the road and the foot of the hills, a large

lake or marsh. The road in fact runs on the crest of the em-
bankment of this sheet of water, and its artificial origin is

abundantly attested by the numerous large stones with which
it is lined, and of which it is built ; this long embankment is

named the Asraenbandh or Asurenbandh, and although the
purpose of the embankment is obviously to obtain a store of

water for irrigation, tradition connects it with a curious

legend which I relate.

Wlien Jarasandha was king, he built the tower on the
Giriyak hill as his bythak ; here he would sit and lave his feet

in the waters of the Panchana below. Close to his bythak
was Bhagavan’s garden, which in a year of unusual drought
was nearly destroyed. Bhagavan accordingly, after fruitless

efforts to keej) it flourishing, caused it to be proclaimed that
he would grant his daughter and half his Baj to him who
should succeed in saving his garden from the effects of the
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drought by watering it plentifully during a single night with

Ganges water.

The chief of the Kahars, Chandrawat, at once came for-

ward and undertook the task
;
first he built the great embank-

ment to bring the waters of the Bawan Ganga rivulet to the

foot of the hill below the garden, and then began lifting it

up to successive stages by means of the common native

chanr (swing basket) and ropes. It is necessary here to re-

mark that the Bawan Ganga is considered to be a part of the

Ganges and to equal in holiness the united sanctity of Ganges
waters from the Bawan Tirthas, or fifty-two places of pilgrim-

age (the belief is based on a legend which I will narrate

below). The Kahars who were to labour at the work were
provided with cakes of bread and balls of rice ; with these for

sustenance the sturdy Kahars (still the hardiest and sturdiest

tribe in Magadha) laboured all night and succeeded in water-

ing the garden
;
but when Bhagavan saw their success,

unvvilling to ally his daughter with a Kahar, he looked about
for moans to cheat the Kahar chief of his fairly earned reward.
Now the Pipar came forward and offered his services to

Bhagavan, proposing to assume the form of a cock and crow,

while Bhagavan was to urge the Kahars to hasten the oper-

ations, as the garden was not yet sufficiently watered.

This ruse succeeded completely. The Kahars,*hearing the
cock crow simultaneously wdth Bhagavan’ s urging them
to hasten, concluded that all was lost, as the garden had not
been, they thought, sufficiently watered before the crowing of

the cock, the signal for morning, so, afraid of their lives

for their presumption in venturing to seek Bhagavan’s
daughter as the bride of their chief, they all fled and lay

exhausted on the banks of the Ganges at Mokama, where
the railway station now is.

When day fairly Ijroke, Bhagavan ordered the Kahars to

be brought that he might give them their wages ;
for though

he said they had been unsuccessful in winning his daughter
and half his Baj, they had nevertheless laboured hard and
were deserving of some consideration, but not a Kahar was
to be found. At last news reached the Kahars at Mokama,
and a few came up to receive their wages. Bhagavan gave
each man 3^ seers of anaj (food-grain), and ever since that

])eriod seers of anaj has been the legitimate wages for a

day’s work to Kahars. To this day the Kahars can legally

claim, and as a matter of fact actually receive, the value of

3^ seers of food-grain in current coin as a day’s wages. Sub-
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sequently, thus re-assurcd that their lives were not in danger,

they returned to their villages and lived in peace. The bread
cakes and rice balls they had abandoned in their flight from
the hill still exist turned to stone.

MOKAMA.
Mokama Tanr is mentioned in another very popular

legend, the legend of Chuhar Mai. As it does not appear to

possess any archseological value, I give a brief summary of

it, suppressing, however, no essentials or names.
The hero of the legend is Chuhar Mai ;

his father was
Behari Mai, his uncle Band! Mai, his brother Dukha Mai.
Chuhar Mai was born when liis father was away ploughing
in the field

;
no midwife or assistance was near ;

he, however,

sat up, and when his father came and was followed by the

midwife, he would not allow the midwife to approach him.

When he became a few years old, he prevailed on his father

to remove him to the village of Turki Kainjni, because at

Mokama his house was close to the Kachari, and the females

of his home were subject to annoyance by the officials.

Budhwa was the cowherd of his father’s flocks
; he induced

him to carry him to the akhada (gymnasium) of Daljit.

Daljit was the cowherd of his uncle, and would not allow

Budhwa ter pasture Chuhar Mai’s cattle near his, and Chuhar
Mai went to fight with him, hut on second consideration he
sent Budhwa to his uncle to represent matters, and solicit

orders on Daljit to let him pasture liis nephew’s cattle at the

place. Budhwa went to Chuhar Mai’s uncle, Bandi Mai, hut
he declined to interfere ; he was living in Mara Mokama
(old Mokama). Finding that his uncle would not interfere,

Chuhar Mai went to Daljit’s akhada again, fought with him
and slew him and carried off the cattle to their owner, his

uncle, telling him what he had done. Then followed great

fights, &c., which, however, as no names and localities arc

mentioned, I omit. I could not get the entire legend ; it is

sung, hut few people have sufficiently strong memories to

remember the whole song. It is exceedingly long, and is said

to take three or fom’ nights to he sung through to the end.

MABI.
Close to Fatuha, or rather Bykatpur, is a small village

named Mari, where the dhol (drum) is not beaten. The rea-

son, they say, is that a fakir cursed the place. He came
thirsty and asked one of the village maidens who was filling
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water at a well to give him water to drink ; the girl con-

temptuously refused. Next came a wife, and she very gladly

gave him water to drink
;
so the man cursed the place, saying

Betirmir, Balm sohagin” i. e., (may the) daughters (of the
village) he husbandless and the daughters-in-law fortunate

;

hence people do not marry the daughters of the village, and
if they do, they are sure to die soon ; and when any one does

venture to take one of the daughters of the village, it is

done without music or processions of any kind, hut in a
thievish sort of way. The village girls are so anxious to get

liushands, that it is said they run away with any one who,
by venturing to play on any musical instrument in the

village, shows that he is ignorant of the traditional cm’se

that hangs over the place.

BAWAN GANGA.
The following is the legend of the Bawan Ganga rivulet

:

There was a Dosad living in Bajgir whose daughter used
to take the household pigs out in the field to feed. It hap-
pened that as she was so engaged on the day of the full

moon of a certain great festival, she saw a Brahman walking
on very rapidly. On questioning him, he replied he
was going to loathe in the Ganges on the full moon. The girl

replied, “ A'ou can’t possibly reach the Ganges in time
;
hut if

you believe me and your mind he full of faith, this is the exact

moment of the full moon and here is a pool (in which her
pigs were wallowing)

; dip into it and you will realise the full

fruits of bathing in the Ganges at this auspicious moment.”
The Brahman did as desired, and when he was in the pool she

said, “Now is the exact moment
;
dive in and see what you

get.” The Brahman did as desired, and found the bottom full

of valuable gems, of which he clutched a handful and came up.

“l)ive again,” said the girl. He dived again, and found only

mud at the bottom. “ You see,” said the girl, “ that I told you
only the truth, when I said you will be too late if you go to

the Ganges, for at the moment of yom* fii’st dmng the moon
was at its exact full and you got your reward.” The Brahman
was astonished, and, seeing her as lovely as she was wise, pro-

posed marriage. She referred liim to her father, who refused,

saying he could not presume to ally liis daughter of low caste

to a high caste Brahman. The Brahman thereupon threatened

to kill himself, and the Dosad, fearful of incurring the guilt

of Brahmahatya, consented after consulting his friends ;
the

marriage was didy solemnised, and the girl then taught her
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husband to ask no dowry of her father except a particular

cow, a particular pig, and a particular parrot. The Dosad, on
bidding his daughter good-bye and God speed when they

were departing, desired his son-in-law to ask for any gift he

chose. The Brahman refused, but being pressed, he bound the

Dosad by a promise to grant his request, and then asked for

the pig, the cow, and the parrot, as he had been taught. The
Dosad was taken aback, but, bound by his promise, was obliged

to give them up. With these the bridegroom and his bride

departed. The parrot was an extraordinary one, as he would go
daily to Indi’a’s comd and bring the news of what took place

there to his mistress
;

the pig w^as the leader of all the pigs

in the country ; and the cow was no other than the famous
“ Surabhi.” One day the parrot told his mistress that IndifP

had given orders that, dmang the approaching rainy season, it

should rain nowhere in the district except on the sterile hills

and stony valleys of Bajgir. The girl, hearing this, imme-
diately called her pig and directed him to dig up the whole
of the stony valleys and hill slopes of Bajgir ; the pig, with
the aid of his subject pigs, did as desired. She then directed

her husband to go and scatter paddy in all these dug-up
places, explaining the object to her husband. He did as

desired. When it rained, the paddy seed sprouted and the

whole of stony Bajgir was full of paddy, while outside not a
blade of paddy was to be found, owing to want of rain. It

being reported to Indra that within Bajgir enough paddy
had been growm to stave off famine, he ordered an army of

mice and rats to be sent to destroy the crops
;
but the girl

informed of this order by her parrot, got her husband to

procure an army of cats as guard ;
when it was reported to

Indra that this plan of destroying the crop had failed, he
directed that when cut, each load of the paddy sheaves

should produce only seer of clean paddy; the girl in-

formed by her parrot of this order, directed her husband to

make bundles of only two stalks of paddy each tied end to end

;

the order of Indra having aheady gone forth and therefore

irrevocable, each bundle consisting of two stalks of paddy
produced It seers of paddy; Indra informed of this and
seeing himself outwitted, ordered a furious storm to blow and
scatter all the paddy which had been threshed out ready for

storing ; the girl informed of this, and aware that no wattle

and daub would resist the storm, should she for safety

build such to store her paddy in, directed her husband to dig
the deep moat now seen in Bajgir round the wull near the
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foot of the hills
; when the storm came, it naturally blew all

the x^addy down the slopes into these trenches, where they
lay snug until the storm had blown over, and thus was
the country saved from famine through the talents of this

girl, in memory of whom, the j)Ool where her pigs used to '

wallow in the southern defile at the south gate of the hill-

girt city, was named Bawan Ganga.
Jethian, Kurkihar and Punawa have been noticed by

General Cunnmgham in his reports, by Captain Kittoe and
by Mr. Broadley. As I can add notliing to theii* information,

I refer to their writings.

HASBA.
ti About a mile to the south-east of Punawa are two small
isolated ranges of low hills close to each other ; the valley

or pass between them is known as the Kol, and the place itself

is known as Hasra. It appears that there was once a village

named Hasra here, though none now exists. The entire space
between these hills is thickly studded with remains.

The two ranges are each only about ^ mile long. The
southern range is liigher and less bare than the northern, and
the A’alley between the toes of the ranges varies from 200 feet

to 400 feet wide at the widest. The highest part of the valley

is at the east end ; here the hills approach closest, being only
200 feet apart, and across this gap are built two lines of mas-
sive walls of dry stone. There appear to be some springs in the
vicinity. Near the walls are collected a number of fragments
consisting of chaityas and remnants of Buddlust figm’es. At
the eastern foot of the southern range is a stone 2^ feet

high and 1 foot square, with a Buddha rudely carved in a
niche on one side

; this stone is now worsliipped, and is covered
with vermilion. Within the valley and to the west of the

lines of walls are numerous mounds ; one is 300 feet to the

west of the walls. On some stones in the vicinity are cut

« ey masons’ marks of these shapes. 300 feet^ further back are nimierous mounds;* P I

J K appear to have been temples, as the square, or at least

rectilinear forms of the structures which once existed, are

yet traceable. On K is a moulding and the pedestal of a
statue inscribed with the Buddhist formula “ Ye DharmmaY
The mound P is the largest ; L is a small mound. G H are

other mounds. On G is a large mutilated figure of Buddha.
On the spm* of the hill adjacent there appears to have been

* See jilate.
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some kind of structure M ;
the stones are quite rough

;

perhaps it is only the quarry whence materials for the

temples were obtained. The mounds appear to be the ruins

of temples, built, not of stone, but of brick picked with stone.

A and B are two mounds, A being the largest in the place.

On A lie some plain granite pillars of the size and form shown
in plate XVI. C D E are long low mounds which, having been
lately excavated for bricks, are shown to have consisted of

cells or rooms 10 x 8, evidently the remains of the cloisters of

the great monastery at A. I could not find a single entii’e

brick, but from the fragments it is evident that the bricks

were more than 10 inches long and more than 6 inches wide.

Erom these mounds have been exhumed numerous statues,

of large size and in excellent preservation ; they have been
carried off to the adjacent village of Bishanpur Tandwa,
about a mile to the south by a little west from this place. The
w^hole of the ruins here appear to be of Buddhist monasteries

and temples
; there are no traces of any Brahmanical temples

here.

The ground all over to the west of the hills is for some
distance strewn with brickbats, but I could see no distinct

mounds marking the sites of any structures outside the
vaUey.

There are two tanks, one a large one between this place
and Bishanpui*.

BISHANPUB TANDWA.
Of the statues at Bishanpur carried off from this valley,

the principal ones are a fine statue of Buddha of large size

seated, and two smaller ones, one of Padma Pani, as shown
by the lotus symbol, and the other with a symbol
which looks like a stem of Indian-corn.

These three statues are among the finest in

Magadha and well deserving of preservation
; they

are in black basalt, and the execution and design
are both good.

On a small bas-relief representing a figure seated

cross-legged in Buddha fashion is inscribed Ye
Dharmma Mdsi Maha Kasyapa; this statue is clearly therefore

one, of the venerable president of the first synod, and is the

only one I have seen or heard of, of one of Buddha’s disciples.

The existence of this statue is a proof that in the later days
of Buddhism the great disciples of Buddha may have come
in for a share of the devotions of the Buddhist congregation.
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Tlie great statue of Biiddlia stood on a pedestal, which is

now placed near it, the statue itself heing set on the ground

;

the pedestal is inscribed in Kutila characters with the usual
Buddhist formula.

A small inscribed female figure of Akshohhya is among
the collection

; the inscription is mutilated ; the terminal let-

ters are perfectly distinct.

The chaityas represented in these sculptures are in height
twice the width of base, exclusive of the umbrella on top,

which consists of seven diminishing discs, measuring in the

aggregate height one diameter of the base of the chaitya, the
total height to the top of the umbrella heing three diameters.

There are numerous other statues, many Buddhist, hut
a few also Brahmanical. Of these last, the principal one is a
fragment of Ganega, hut greatly inferior to the Buddhist
sculptures in execution and design.

To the south-east of and just outside the village is a high
rocky eminence which must once have been crowned by build-

ings, as the remains of floors and foundations yet exist ; they
were built of brick, as shown by the existing remains and by
the numerous brickbats strewn about ; tradition says it was a
garb built by a Bajput Baja named Sobh Nath, after whom
the eminence is named SohhnMhia.

Begarding the ruins at Hasra in the Kol valley, tradition

gives no information beyond this, that the ruins there are the
remains of the palace and garb of the same Baja who built

the temples of Punawa ; his name is variously given as

Tiloknath and as Banauti Baja.

SITAMxiBHI.
About 12 miles eastfrom Punawa and amile and a half south

of the road from Gaya to Nowada is a cmious isolated boulder

standing by itself known as Sitamarhi. This boulder has been
hollowed to form a chamber 15 feet 9 inches long by 11 feet 3
inches wide, the doorway being 2 feet 1 inch wide at bottom
and 1 foot 11 inches wide at top, with a height of 4 feet 4
inches. The roof of the chamber consists of a semi-ellipse with
its major axis vertical and the minor axis at the level of the

floor
;
the semi-major axis is 6 feet 7 inches, heing the height

of the roof at the apex above the floor
;
details are given in

the plate accompanying. The interior is higlily polished, and is

fully equal in tliis respect to the finest of the polished caves

in the Barahar and Nagarjuni hills
; the interior, however, now

is of a dirty colour from the effects of smoke
;
portions of the
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flat wall at the further end opposite the doorway appear

either to have escaped polish, or what is more likely, to have
lost the polish by peeling off of the stone. I have described

the roof as semi-elliptical, hut more correctly it is formed of

two cmwes meeting each other at so great an angle as to leave

no sharp line of junction. There is at present inside the cave

a miserable statue, tluough which a couple of sleek and
insolent Brahmans obtain their livehhood. The boulder is

near a small mango tope and far from any village. Tradition

makes it the residence of Sita diuing her exile
;

it was here

that her son Lava was horn, and Ku9a manufactured] by the

sage Valmiki; the sculpture inside representing what I

strongly suspect to he Buddha udth two attendants on two
sides, as in the much larger and fine sculptiue at Kispa,

which is said to represent Sita and her two sons, although
the statue is not female ; a second piece of sculptm’e is said

to he Lachman; there is besides a Devi on a lion, Parvati
no doubt ;

and a long wavy mark on the wall is confidently

asserted to represent Hanuman’s tad.

It was in the wide high tarn’ near tins boulder that
Lava and Ku9a are said to have fought with Hama’s army
led by his nephew.

About one mile to the east of tliis cmious boulder is a
group of hare, rocky and pictm’esque hills. On one of these
near Basulpm’a is a tomb, said to he of a local saint. Sheikh
Muhammad ;

the building is a plain square-domed struc-

tm*e of unplastered brick ; the building dates to a very early

period if we judge from the style of the dome, which is

without a neck and is surmounted by a very small top knot

;

the building stands vdthin what once was a court-yard with
towers at the corners. Pacing the east entrance of the
dargah is a lingam doing duty as a lamp post. The founda-
tions of the building are of rubble, the bricks used are of

various sizes ; there is no doubt it occupies the site of some
older Hindu shrine.

About 500 feet north of this is another similar hut
smaller hill with ruins of tombs. About 1,000 feet to north-
east is another similar hill croivned with the ruins of a
dargah.

BABAT.

Barat is a largish village on the north of, and close to, the
road

; this place is said to have been the residence of the
Saint Valmiki when Sita was sent into exile. At his orders
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Viswakarman constructed the rock cave noticed above for

Sita’s residence. At present the only object of notice here is

an old mud fort standing on a high mound
; the fort is said

to have been the garh of Dm-inarayan Chaudhari Hartakya
Brahman ; it is 300 feet long by 250 feet wide, rectangular

;

its interior is about 20 feet above the level of the fields adja-
cent

;
above this the earthen parapets tower another 20 feet

or so ; the parapets are built entirely of mud, precisely like

the mud walls of the large huts of the present day
; but these

walls appear to have been baked or in some way submitted
superficially to the action of fire after being built

; the foil

is a jilaiu oblong with a round tower at each corner.

GIIOSIiAWAN AND TITRAWAN.

Ghosrawan and Titrawan possess numerous remains,

but they have been so fully noticed by General Cunningham,
Captain Kittoe and Mr. Broadley, that I need only refer to

their writings.

PARVATI.
Parvati, or rather more correctly Daiyapur Parvati, con-

tains numerous ancient remains, mostly on and about the
Parvati Hill or Garh Paravat as it is also called. General
Cunningham has suggested that this may be the site of

IIwen-Thsang’s Parvata, or pigeon monastery, and if coinci-

dence of name, and the occurrence of undoubted Buddhist
remains, can compensate for its want of coincidence in posi-

tion with recorded bearings and distances, it is certainly enti-

tled to be considered as the site of the ancient jiigeon monas-

The hill rises with a very steep slope, almost vertical on
the west, wdiere the river Sakri during floods washes its

base. On the south-east it sends out a long gentle spur with
plenty of level ground on it. On the top of the liill is a
small space of tolerably even ground. The easiest ascent is

up the long spur. On this, at various spots of level ground,

are the ruins, or rather traces, of ancient buildings
;
these

appear to have been built, not of stone alone, as fragments

of bricks are scattered profusely all over the place. There are

altogether 13 mounds of a large size, and 5 or 6 of a smaller

size
;
of these, that on the northernmost peak is the ruin

of a tope 15 or 18 feet in diameter
; it had been dug into

before, and the poor laborer that dug into it was rewarded

by finding some coral beads and a few coins
;
the man had
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left the village, and my efforts to obtain a sight of the coins

failed. I dug down to the rock below, hut without finding

anything. The tope was built of brick and was covered with

strong lime plaster ; a part of the lower circumference was
still intact, and I left it undisturbed.

To the west of it another and a larger mound appears,

also said to he the ruins of a tope. It was dug into by the Exe-
cutive and Assistant Engineers when the head-quarters of

the Bihar Local Roads Division was at Giriyak ; it is said to

have yielded only some ashes, so that this was clearly a tope

built on the ashes of some Rabat. Two other mounds, one
at the south-east end of the hill (not of the spur), and one
to north-west of it, are also said to have yielded coins

;
the

coins were found only a few years ago, and the result was
that every one began actively to dig in search of treasure

;
the

last find was, as I have related, from the smaU tope on the
extreme north peak, but the whole of the ruins were in the

meanwhile dug up ; and as the result of the diggings, brick-

bats, could be easily disposed of as road metal (of which
large quantities are here stacked,) there was no fear of the

labor of the diggers going entirely to waste, even if they
found no treasure.

The two mounds which are said to have yielded coins are

clearly tJie remains of buildings, monasteries or temples, not
of topes, as the straight walls can yet be traced, though for the
most part dug up by the depressed line of hollows thus left

;

they are traditionally said to have been respectively the
Baithak and the Kachari of Bawan Subah. On the largest

piece of level ground on the hill, which, however, is not in

the highest part, are the ruins of extensive buildings, tradi-

tionally said to have been the palace of Bawan Subah
; the

building really appears to have been a large monastery, with
rows of cells round a court-yard

;
perhaps a temple, now dug

up, existed in the middle
; at present there is, just where it

ought to have been, a suspicious-looking depression.

There are no statues on the hill
; one solitary mutilated

block exists to show that statues were not wanting, but the
demand for stone metal for roads is said to have operated very
effectually in bringing about the destruction of all conve-
niently movable stone blocks. At the foot of the hill on the
north side are a few statues in fair preservation ; a remarkably
fine one lies in the mango tope near the well at the foot of the
hill, and two or three others lie further off

; these last are,

however, mutilated considerably. I could see no remains of
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structures about the foot of the liiU
; any that existed on

the west, north-west and south-west sides must have long
ago been washed away by the river Sakri, which began
flowing domi this, its present, bed not very long ago, its

original course having been far to the west about 3 miles off;

the old bed is still distinctly traceable all the way to its j)oint

of separation
;
the channel which is now the bed of the river

was a small irrigation channel, but, as I have before remarked,
the universal tendency of rivers here and hereabouts is to

run east of their present beds. Already a great portion of

the waters of the Sakri goes down an irrigation channel,

which was taken from its east bank about 6 miles above
Wahari, near Rob, east of Nowadah, and but for the ch'cum-
stance that constant efforts are made to keep the flow witliin

bounds, this channel would before now have become the

main river ; as it is, it has become 100 feet wide, wliile it

originally was barely 8,

About two miles due north of Parvati, the Sakri, in

cutting away its banks, is said to have laid open a deposit of

coins ;
these are said to have been in an earthen pot, and

were of gold
;
some boys, playing about, found the pot, and

each ran with a handful to liis parents, who, of course, lost

no time in securing the prize ; but so ignorant were they,

that they imagined the coins to have been of brass, and sold

them as such
;
the place was probably the site of an old

monastery or stupa
;

it has now been entirely cut away l3y

the river, but the liigh banks there show that the site was
a small eminence.

One of the statues at the foot of the hill has the usual

Buddhist formula. Ye Dliarmma, &c., inscribed on it in

Kutila characters
;
the statues are all of black basalt.

Besides these Buddhist ruins, there is a small Muham-
madan dargah. Tradition says that an old Hindu fakir was
once living here, when a corpse came floating down the

Sakri, and the fakir dreamt that the corpse told him its

name was Chan Haji, and that it wanted a decent burial in

a grave to be dug on a spot near the south-east end of the

hill, which he described, and as a reward, he promised the

P^aj (sovereignty) of the district to the fakir. The fakir did

as dffected, and became king afterwards. The dargah that

now stands was the one built by him. It is no way in-

teresting, except for some Hindu stones used in it. Chan
Haji is a saint of wide celelnaty in Bengal ;

he is known
universally as Chan Saudagar, and many arc the spots where
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tliis benevoleHt saint is said to have kept silver and gold

vessels, &c., for the use of travellers. A traveller, on arriving

at one of these fortunate spots, wliich was generally either

a well or the banks of a tank, had only to make known his

wants, when Chan Saudagar’s vessels of gold and silver would
float up and allow themselves to be used by the traveller,

who had, however, scrupulously to return them when done
with ; but men are covetous, and at each of the places

where I have heard the legend, some unlucky man Avas too

weak to resist the temptation of appropriating them, and
since then the mh’acle has ceased.

The legend of Kunwar Bijaya Mall is so intimately con-

nected with this place, that it will be interesting to give a
brief sketch of the story ; it is generally sung, and is a

universal favorite.

Kunwar Bijaya Mall used to Ha'c in Jhunjhunwa Garh

;

he came here to be manaedto BaAvan Subah’s daughter; he
was accompanied by his father and his elder brothers, he
himself being then a child. BaAAun Subah treacherously seked
his father and brothers and put them into prison. Kunwar
Bijaya Mall’s horse, however, fled AA’ith his rider and carried

him safe back to Jhunjhunwa Garh. Here he grew up in

ignorance of the fate of his father and brothers, and there

being no male relatives of the boy to avenge his wrongs or

take his part, his female relatives, of whom his sister-in-law

was cliief, ke^At him in ignorance of the fate of his father

and brothers lest he should rashly venture to fight and lose

his life. This sister-in-law, named Sonmat Bani, took great

care of liim, had him taught all arts, and intended, when he
should grow up, to live Avith liim as his wife. MTien Bijaya
Mall grew up, he wanted bows and arrows and the gili and
danda to play Avith. Sonmat Bani gave him the ordinary
wooden ones, but he broke them, and wanted stronger ones,

till finally he got manufactm’ed for his special use an Bon
danda of 84 maunds weight and an Bon gili of 80 maimds.
Kunwar Bijaya Mall took them and went to play with his

companions, but they refused, saying they could not use his

danda, so it was agreed that each was to use his oaatl danda
and gBi. MTien Kunwar Bijaya Mall’s imm came, he hit his

iron gili so forcibly that it flew to Garh Paravat, and
smashed in a part of BaAvan Subah’s palace. His companions
searched for the gili for seven days, but not finding it, they
came disgusted to KunAvar Bijaya Mall and asked him why,
when he Avas so strong, he did not go and release his father
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and brothers from confinement. Hearing this he went to his

sister-in-law and demanded to he told the circumstances of

their confinement
;
she long tried to evade, but finding him

persist, she went and adorned herself superbly and radiant with
gems and beauty and came out

; he asked her why she had
adorned herself, she said—“ Your brother and father went
west to fight, and I expect them back to-night;” he would
not believe but drew his sword, threatening to kill her ; then
she told him the whole truth. The groom of the horse

Jingna Khawas was called and confirmed her story, and
Bijaya Mall ordered the horse and arms to be brought, and
prepared to go. Sonmat Bani begged him to eat before

going; he sat down and finished his supper; then she beseech-

ed him to lie down and rest a while
;
he did so and fell

asleep
;
she then went and laid herself beside him ; on waking

and seeing her he said—“ I consider you as my mother; don’t

be uneasy, I will go and rescue your husband and my father

in four days;” she then left him and he went to Garh
Paravat.

At that time a covered passage led from the palace of

Bawan Subah to the tank at Afsand. Kunwar Bijaya Mall,

on arriving, alighted near that tank
; a female servant of

Bawan Subah’s daughter soon arrived at the tank to carry

water, and seeing him there, asked him who he was, and
how he dared to walk about near that tank

;
this led to hot

words between them, and the young man, having very un-
gallantly seized the damsel and torn her clothes, she beat a
hasty retreat, and went and informed her mistress Bani Tilko

;

meanwhile Bani Tilko, the wife of Kunwar Bijaya Mall, had
seen the young man from the roof of her house, and had taken
a fancy to him, and when the maid complained of his con-

duct, she pacified her and desired her not to let her
father hear of it

;
she then went with her companions, all

dressed exactly like her, to the tank on pretence of bathing,

but really to see the audacious young man. On reaching the

place she saw the young man still there, and went up to

him to ask him his name, and whence he came. On hearing

his name she immediately covered her face, as she saw she

had met her husband, and on being asked in her turn who
she was, her rejfiy showed Kimwar Bijaya Mall that he had
met his wife. There was then a very tender scene between
them, she beseeching him to take her and fly, and he refusing

to run away with her like a thief, but expressing his deter-

mination to win her with liis sword Tilko Bani returned
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sorrowful to her apartments, and jirayed for her husband’s

success against her father. Kunwar Bijaya Mall on the other

hand went to the prison where his father and brothers were
confined

;
hnt finding the walls and gate of adamant (Bajr)

he despaired ; here his horse seeing his grief came forward

and smashed in the gates, so that he got in and released the

prisoners ;
he then w'ent and pillaged the favorite bazar of

Bawan Subah. News of these events having now reached

Bawan Suhah, he sent the chief of his forces to fight Kunwar
Bijaya Mall, and on his defeat, he sent his son w'itli fresh

troops ; these shared the same fate. Bawan Suhah then went
out himself. Long the battle raged, Kunwar Bijaya Mall not
wdshing to kill hut to capture his enemy

;
in this he at last

succeeded, and he cnt off one of Bawan Suhah’s hands, and
put out one eye of his son; he then set them free, and
demanded that his wife, Bawnn Suhah’s daughter, should he
sent to his house wfith due pomp and ceremony as she wns
now of age. There was no alternative for Bawan Suhah, so

he sent his daughter to her husband’s house with due cere-

mony and pomp, and Kunwar TBijaya Mall returned to his

own house accompanied by his brother, Sonmat Bani’s hus-

band, his father and his own wife.

This legend serves the important purpose of shewnng that

the ancient name of the hill wns Garh Paravat, or rather

this was the name of the fort on the hill. The origin of the
name is not difiicult to ascertain. The hill has an almost per-

pendicular face to the w'est and portions of tlie south, and
in the vertical cliffs, wfild pigeons in great numbers habitu-

ally build their nests, as they are safe from man or beast.

Three years ago, when employed as an Engineer in this dis-

trict, I had often occasion to travel past this hill, and could
count with certainty on finding wild pigeons here

;
this year,

consequent, I am told, on the famine which visited the dis-

trict, all the pigeons w ere caught and eaten up by the people

;

there are now, therefore, very few left, but the convenience
for nest-building and security are so great, that it must
ahvays have been a favorite resort of pigeons. The name
Paravata is thus accounted for.

But whether this be or be not the true origin of the
name, there can be no doubt that it was named Paravata in

ancient times, and as, besides the identity of names, it con-
tained numerous and important Buddhist structures, I think
we may safely regard it as the site of Hwen Thsang’s pigeon
monastery, although its bearing and distance from Gmyak
do not agree wfitli his account.

VOL. VIII. II
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Parv'ati retaiued some importance even so late as Akbar.
There is mention of Dariyapnr* in Stewart’s Bengal, page 155,

Avliere it is described as situated 50 miles from Patna, which
is very near the actual distance via Bihar. Since then the

place has lost its importance, and is now only a second-rate

village.

There is another legend which makes Parvati a place of

importance in the age of the Pandns. According to it, when
the sacrificial horse was let loose, Baja Sankhadhwaj of this

place seized the horse and prepared to fight. Before joining

battle, however, he peiTormed a jug. The Raja’s Guru
demanded that orders be given for every one to be ready and
present at a given spot by a ceidain hour. The Baja’s son Sm*at

Bhwaj was newly married, and his bride happened to arrive

that very day, and at her entreaty Surat Dhwaj delayed a

short time. The Brahman demanded the punishment of the

young man, and accordingly he was throAvn into a caldron

of boiling oil, but he came out nnhiu’t. The Gura suspected

the oil was not hot enough, so he heated it well, and to

try the heat threw in a jiiece of the husk of a cocoanut

;

the \u61ence of the heat caused the husk to be thrown up
against the Guru’s face, blinding his right eye and bmning
away the right half of his face. The Baja’s son, it was
found, had escaped because he had prayed to Mahadeo and
had held a tulsi leaf in his mouth when jumping into the

caldron !

AFSAIsD.

Afsand is a very small village 3 miles to the south
by a little east of Parvati

;
here are several ancient remains,

the prineijjal of which is a high conical mound, the ruin

apparently of a temple
;
there are also several statues, but

mostly Brahmanical, among them a large varalia, the finest

in Bengal I have yet seen, and a few, a very few, Buddhist
statues. There was once an impoidant inscription here which
was removed by Captain Kittoe, and which he sent back to

be replaced here, or rather to be let into a pillar or pedestal

here, but it now exists no longer. I have been able to trace

it to the Magistrate’s kachari at Nawada; beyond this there

is no clue
; the loss of this inscrij)tion is much to be regretted,

as it was an important one, and was not so clearly copied

and read to render its loss now of no consequence ; this

* Pai vati is known as Dariyapur Parvati.
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should be a warning to officers to be careful in removing
inscriptions and statues, &c. That Captain Kittoe gave orders

for its being sent back to Afsand, there can be no doubt

;

but he did not take sufficient care to see liis orders obeyed,

and this is only too common a fault,—so common as to be
almost a national fault. I refer to Captain Kittoe’s original

paper in the Asiatic Society’s Journal for an account of the

remains at Afsand, to which I can add little.

SATGAON.

Satgaon is a small village near the Sakri, south of the
Kauwa Kal Hills ; the place enjoys some local reputation,

and is said to possess some old temples. I did not see the
place.

EKTAEA.
Ektara is a small place of pilgrimage situated in the wild

Eajauli Hills at the source of the Hhanarjeb river which
flows past Eajauli; here is a very pictm’esque waterfall and
a small rock cell; not far from here I see “rock temples”
marked in the Indian Atlas sheet, hut my enquiries for them
were vain.

RAJAULI.

The wild hills of Eajauli are in their way deserving of

mention
;
the seven Eishis are said to have lived on them,

and particular peaks are named after one or other of the
saints

;
of these the most interesting is Singar Peak, so named

from Sringi Eishi
; there is a rough stone platform on the

top with some shapeless boulders as objects of worsliip
;
a

fair is held annually at the foot, and devotees toil up the
steep ascent to the top to pay then* devotions.
A fair is held annually also at Ektara, at the Mahahar

hill near Satgaon.

EOH.
Eoh is a largish village, which has an old mound

;
here are

several statues, and the mound contains old bricks ; close to
it is an old well, into which an inscribed slab found here is

said to have been thrown. When I heard this, I tried to get
the well examined by divers, hut there was then too much
water in it, and it could not he done. If an inscription is

really at the bottom, it is quite safe there, and can he laid

hold of at any time.
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SHEKPUKA.
Shekpnra has few ancient remains, besides an old tank and

a dargali on its bank. The dargab avowedly stands on the site

of an old temple to Kali, and the tank is still known as Kab
Matokbar’s Tab The dargab contains the tomb of a saint,

of whom the followina; leo:end is related :

—

At Matokbar bved a Mubammadan Anba, named Mato-
kbar Kban ; be founded the place, and lienee its name. Some
say it was founded by the uncle of Kunwar Bijaya Mall on
the mother’s side. Be this at it may, Matokar Kban bad a son.

Near the dargab was a garden, which was kept in order by a
pretty young malin, who used daily to present the saint a
garland of flowers. One day she went into the house when it

was quite empty, and seeing a bttle rag banging, from which
issued a delicious perfume, she took it and smelt it. Shortly

afterwards, the pretty malin was in an interesting condition,

and the saint’s suspicion fell on the son, whom be ordered to

be flayed alive. The son, bearing the order, desired that no ido-

lence should be used, as be would give over bis own skin
;
and

accordingly be soon went with his skin in bis bands to bis

father ; the father was astonished, an explanation followed,

and it was finally found that so great was the young man’s
sanctity and jiower, that the interesting state of the pretty

malin was due entirely to her having in ignorance touched
and smelt an unmentionable garment of the yoimg man which
be bad one day left in the room where the Amused to bring

her flowers ! Of course, after this, the young man’s fame
spread far and wide and ecliiised bis father’s, and holy men
from distant countries came to see him.

SIKANBRA.
Sikandra is a place of much importance, about 24i miles

south of Sbekpm-a
;
it is said to jiossess a dargab, but I have

not seen the place.

PREMAYA.

Premaya is a place noticed by Buchanan ;
it is said to be

five kos north of Sbekpura, and must be near the old course

of the Ganges. 1 am sorry I was unable to visit this place.

LAKHISARAI, RAGHOGARH AND BALGUDAR.
The group of villages, Rajjhana, Ragbogarh, Lakbisarai,

Jaynagar, Birdaban, Hasanpur, and Nongarb, have already
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been described by General Cunningham, and I have little to

add. At E^aghogarh I dug at the site of the singularly beau-

tiful pillar, and was rewarded by finding two bases—one
perhaps in situ ; these bases are quite jilain and of granite ;

they are 10 inches deej) ;
one is 2 feet square, the other

1 foot 7 inches square ; they ran due east and west, and were
4 feet 12 inches clear space apart ;

the smaller one was,

however, 1 foot higher than the other.

BALGUDAE.
Balgudar is a small collage to the north of the Halohar river,

and contains a curious and large four-faced lingam, besides

several other statues and fragments.

JAYNAGAE.
There are traces of a small tope on the northern range of

hills at Jayna gar ;
it is on a small flat piece of rock at the eastern

end of the range, and just below the peak. Close to it is said to

be the treasury of Indradyumna sealed with a magic seal
;
the

spot .presents the appearance of plain, smooth rock, perhaps ar-

tificially smoothed
;
but there is no difficulty in the way of po-

pular belief, which flies at once to the supernatural. It is said

Indradyumna had a great warrior, whom he trusted greatly and
raised to the liighest posts ; at last the man began to entertain

the idea of asking his master’s daughter in marriage ; the king
informed of this became very angry, but the man was too

powerful to be easily subdued, so he contrived that a cavern
should here be constructed, into wliich he removed all liis

treasure, and when all were secured, he invited the warrior to

the place
;
the man unsuspectingly went in, when Indrady-

umna at once let fall the trap door and sealed it with a magic
seal ; but it was not long before lie suffered for thus kilhng
his best general

; the Muhammadans came down on him, drove
him from place to place—his last place of refuge, as pointed
out, being a natural cavern on the top of the southern range,

and he finally was obliged to fly to Katak.
Indradyumna had a queen, so beautiful and of such airy

lightness, that she used to bathe seated on a lotus leaf in the

tank. When the Muhammadans had not yet come, but were
about to do so to attack her husband, one of the premonitory
signs vouchsafed was, that the queen could no longer be sup-

ported by the lotus. Some say this was the result of Indra-
dyumna’ s treacherous behaviour to his general ;

for, as his wife
floated on the lotus by force of the good acts of herself and
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her huslDand, the commission of a crime hy him was at once
shewn hy the lotus refusing any longer to support his ui,fe.

An annual fairjs held here at the Dasahra festival.

For further particulars, I refer to General Cunningham’s
Report, Vol. III.

Two new inscriptions (short lines) from the pedestals of

statues were found—one on a Ganc9a at Lakhisarai, the other

on the fine female statue of Parvati at Rajjhana.

NONGARH.
The complete exploration of the tope at Nongarh was en-

trusted to me by General Cunningham, and the result is

detailed below.

Continuing the shaft sunk by General Cunningham down-
wards, I found the even horizontal layers of bricks to extend
to a depth of 8 feet below the floor of the lower chamber laid

open by General Cunningham ; below tliis the bricks lay in

distorted positions, and the irregularity continued right down.
At a depth of 19 feet below the level of General Cunning-
ham’s lower chamber, I found an even floor of bricks laid flat

in two layers over each other, covered udth a thick coat of

soorky and lime-plaster ; over this was a thin, fine layer of

lime-plaster : tliis floor was clearly the floor of the sanctum
of a small temple. At a distance of three feet from the

centre of the shaft, which itself was down the centre of the

tope, was found a line of wall running east and west, or

rather east by a little north
;

this was apparently the back
wall of a room. Opposite to this, on the other side of the

shaft, lay the fragments of an arch of bricks, built edge to

edge, as already described in the Buddha Gaya temple. Tliis

arch appears to have been rather a sort of vaulted roof,

springing from a point one foot in advance of the line of

walls ; this space of one foot appears to have been gained by
corbelling out from the wall, as I found a brick with a
bevelled edge at a depth of 14 feet below the floor of General
Cunningham’s chamber, or five feet above the floor of the

temple below, so that the vault sprang probably from a height

of five feet above the floor of the temple.

The entrance to the temple appears to have been on the

north, or rather slightly to the east of north. It was im-

possible to determine correctly the dimensions of the sanc-

tum from the limited size of the shaft dug, but it appeared
to me that it could not have been more than seven or

eight feet square ; it had a vaulted roof meeting in a ridge
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as at Buddha Gaya, springing at a height of five feet

above the floor of the sanctum. The half span of the vault

appears to have been one foot, or at least 9 inches, less on
each side than the half width of the sanctum, so that the

vault could not have been of a larger span than perhaps 6^
feet. What came over this I had no means of ascertaining

with certainty
;
hut, judging from the UTegular, loose, and

confused position of the bricks above, it appears to me that it

was surmounted by the usual hollow tower roof.

The bricks in the lower or confused portion were Id
inches long by Ilf inches wide, and 3 inches thick, while

the bricks in the even layers above, doum to a depth of 8

feet below General Cunningham’s lower chamber, or 11 feet

above the floor of the temple below, were 12 inches long by
9 inches wide, and 2^ inches thick.

It appears, therefore, that there once existed here a small

temple facing north ;
that in course of time tliis temple fell

to ruin and became a low moimd above 12 or 13 feet high

;

and that, subsequently, on this mound a stupa was built
;
this

stupa w^as opened by General Cimiiingham.
There is nothing to shew the age of the stupa beyond

the small model stupa found by General Cunningham in the

relic chamber. Judging from this, it is not probable that the

stupa is so old as the first century before or after Christ
;
but

the existence of the mutilated red-stone statue, with its in-

scribed characters, shews that there was some sort of religious

building here as early as the beginning of the Christian era.

As it is clear that the stupa was built on the ruins of

the temple below, and as the stupa is clearly not of the

period about the beginning of the Christian era, the temple
on whose ruins it stands must be considered of the same age
as the inscribed red-stone statue, viz., of the first century before

or after Christ.

This is a most important position. I am satisfied in my
own mind of the correctness of this conclusion, but I wish it

to undergo rigid scrutiny, as on it depends very important
deductions.

Having no doubt myself that the temple was certainly as

old as the statue which, according to General Cunningham,
dates to the first centmy before or after Christ, it follows —

(1) That the true arch was known aiid used m India at

that time.

(2) That although the principle of the true arch was
known, it was, so far as we as yet positively know, built
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invariably of bricks edge to edge, and not face to face as onr
modern arches.

(3) That the use of mortar, lime and soorkey was known.
(4i) That fine lime-plastering was known and used at

that early period.

From the mutilated statue it appears to me idle to specu-
late as to the deity to whom the temple was dedicated, whether
Buddhist or Brahmanical

; the probabilities are in favor of its

being Buddhist.

INDAPPE.
The exploration of the old foid of Indappe, pronounced

Indpa by the people, was also entrusted to me. Owing to

active opposition from the Baja’s people, I was unable to

do more than complete a survey of the locality, and the
result may be seen in the plate ; but I can confidently say
that a careful and thorough examination of the mounds, and
especially of the great tope here, will prove a great acquisition

to our present meagre knowledge of ancient Indian structures.

The tojje, judging from its dimensions, 125 feet in diameter
at base by 35 feet in height, must be very old; for, although
the base now is necessarily broader from the accumulation of

debris than it was, yet, on examining the dimensions of the
mound at a height of 20 feet above the ground, we find it to

have been 65 feet in diameter at that height. When I exam-
ined the tope, it was almost entu'e, as the lowest portion of

the socket hole for the umbrella existed then ; so that the

tope which I found 35 feet high could not have been much
higher at any time— 38 feet, perhaps, is as much as it ever

could have been without the umbrella. Assuming this to have
been its height (and for the purpose of ascertaining its form
in view of its age it is safer to err on the side of excess of

height, and consequently lateness of age), we find that at a
depth of 18 feet from the crown it had a diameter of 65 feet.

From these data, and remembering that the round portion of

topes was usually a hemisphere, we find the radius of the

hemisphere to have been about 37 feet, so that this tope was
probably a plain hemisphere on a very low platform, and
therefore must have been built at a very early period.

NAULAKHAGARH.
A few miles south of Indappe is an old fort, known as

Naulakhagarh, so named, it is said, because in its construc-

tion 9 lacs of each sort of current coin from the rupee down
to cowries was used. This, of course, is an idle tale. The
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fort is ascribed to either Akbar or Sher Shah. It is said that

after it was finished, the Emperor ordered a cannon to be
taken up to the jDeak of the adjacent range of hills,—known
generally as the Kanwakol hills—and on firing it at the fort

with shot, the shot was found to fall within the fort
; it was

consequently abandoned as untenable ! The walls are in fair

order ; the fort is small, built of rubble and mortar
;
some

few buildings may probably hare once stood inside, but none
of any consequence, and no remains exist. Details of the fort

^vill be found in plate
;
the walls are 38 feet high

; the fort

has foiu’ gates, one on each side ; the north entrance appears

to hare been the principal one
;
it is defended by a weak out-

work, which is entered at its east corner ;
it is apparently an

after-thought. The pillars that adorn the jambs of the vari-

ous gates appear to have been obtained from older Hindu
structures, and several have been piled on each other to

obtain the necessary height. The outer archway of the gate

springs from a height of 10 feet, the inner from a height of

6 feet only
; the arches are of the usual Muhammadan pointed

style
;
the towers that adorn the fort are large, and form an

important feature of the fort.

This closes my account of the antiquities of Magadha.
In conclusion, I wish to offer a few remarks on General Cim-
ningham’s supposition tliat the Son-Bhandar cave is the Sat-

tapanni cave, and the inference therefrom that stone-cutting

was an art known to Indians as early as Buddha’s period (p.

143, Yol. Ill, Eepoils).

I believe I have been able to shew that General Cun-
ningham has erred in considering the Son-Bhandar cave to be
the Sattapanni cave, and his argument, based on tliis supj)osi-

tion, consequently falls to the ground; but as the cave, al-

though not the Sattapamii cave, is nevertheless one in which
Ea-hian says Buddha used to meditate, the bearing of Gene-
ral Cunningham’s argument, though based differently, would
be the same as regards the knowledge of the art of stone-

cutting in India.

With every deference for his experience and judgment,
I cannot allow this position to pass unchallenged. I submit
that, although there is no doubt Buddha used to meditate in
the Son-Bhandar cave, it by no means follows that the cave
as we see itSs, the same as Sudclha used it. I maintain it as

highly probable that after Buddha’s death, and probably when
Asoka reigned, the original rude natural cavern was chiselled

into an elegant, or at least a regularly smoothed cave. If we
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assume that the cave as we see it now is as Buddha used it,

then we must he prepared to grant an indefinite extension
of time to the introduction of the art of stone-cutting in

India
;
for as existing records do not make any mention of the

cave having been especially prepared for Buddha, the chisel-

cut cave must have been in existence before, and must have
been simply appropriated by Buddha, so that it may have been
cut in the time of the first of the 24 Buddhas, for all that we
can prove to the contrary. But, independently of this con-
sideration, if the cave existed ready cut in Buddha’s time, it

must have had an owner, and could not have been going a
begging for the first beggar that chose to squat in it. If it

had an owner, Buddha could not have taken possession of it

without the owner giving it to him ; and as we have detailed

records of various gifts, even trifling ones, that Buddha
received, we should expect to find a record of the gift of this

cave. No such record has yet been found, and so far then we
are justified in considering, not that Buddha appropriated a
ready-cut cave, hut that the cave which he appropriated was
a natural cavern which no one cared to OTvm.

So far I have kept quite clear of the argument derivable

from my proposed identification of the Sattapanni cave ; with
its aid the argument is even more strongly in my favor. The
Sattapanni is the one cave which of all others would have been
artificially smoothed if the art of stone-cutting were known
in Buddha’s period, hut we find no trace of stone-cutting

in or about it ;
it is highly improbable that the less impor-

tant cave should have been cut and smoothed, while the one
in which the synod was held was left in its natiual ugli-

ness.

That the art of stone-cutting was known in Asoka’s time

I have no desire to dispute ; hut it does not necessarily follow,

because we see the art carried to great perfection then, that

therefore the Indians must have been practising it for a long

time. There are two modes by which they may have attained

to the high state of improvement
; (1) by a slow and gra-

dual process of improvement, (2) by learning the art from
artists of another nation, who had already attained excellence

in it (by whatever means does not now concern us). If they
learnt it by the first mode, we should expect to see the

remains of a period when the art was in its rude infancy,

and we should expect that the energy which brought the art

so high would advance it further. I need not add that we
have not a single authentic example of Indian stone-cutting
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in its earlier stages of progress, nor have we any material

improvement in the art over what it was in Asoka’s period.

But if they learnt it from artists of another nation, we should
expect no remains shewing the ruder stages of development
of the art ; we should, on the contrary, expect the sudden
appearance of the art in a liighly advanced state ; and we
should further expect that a people who had been unable or

unwilling to use its energies in discovering the art themselves,

should, even when it was communicated to them from out-

side, remain stationary or retrograde. The history of Indian
sculpture is one of retrogression ; not a single step forward have
the Indians made since Asoka’s time, but backwards they
have been only too readily moved.

It is my comdction—a comiction I have been forced to

regretfully—that the Indians knew nothiug of stone-cutting

or stone sculpture till the Greeks under Alexander, or perhaps
Darius, invaded India, and communicated the art to its

people. In support of this, I point to the vast dilference in

the art of sculpture between the remains found in and near
the Pimjab, where Greek influence was strongly felt, and
those of the same age found further east ; more than this,

there is positively an appearance of a graduated deteriora-

tion, proportioned in some measure to the distance of the
locality from Greek influence ; and Anally, as Greek power
and influence declined, a corresponding decline affected the

art of Indian sculpture.^

Before passing on to other places, it may be interesting

to give what appears to me to have been the ancient names of

the ranges of hills at the extremity of which the ruins just

noticed are situated, and of the rivers issuing from it
;
the

hills are now known locally as the Kawa Kol hills.

HILLS AND BIYEKS.

If we consult the Bhagavata Padma and Markandeya
Puranas, we find among the mountains one range called the
Konwa or Kolahala (Vish. Pur., Vol. II, p. 141, Notes,
PitzEdw. Hall’s edition), and there is every probability that

the Kawa Kol hills are meant. I have, however, other evi-

dence of the probabihty of my identification, wliich is to be

* Since the above was written, the discoveries at Bharhut prove that the earliest

temples or buildings (as there sculptured) were wooden
;
at least the style and construct-

ive features are purely wooden.
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found in the Mahahliarat Adi Parvan, Chap. 63, V.Y. 29-38,

which I translate :

—

“ Bye and bye to the possessor of boundless power and energy, Vasu
(Baja of Cbedi), were born five sons. The paramount sovereign Vasii

anointed them sovereigns of various kingdoms. The name of one of Baja
A'asu’s sons was Yrihadratha

; this hero was famous in Magadha ; the
name of another was Pratyagraha ; another son’s name was Kasasva

;
many

used to call him Manivahana
;
another son’s name was INIavella

;
and another

of the King’s son’s name was Yadu; he was never defeated (in battle).

Oh Baja ! these five were the sons of the Bajarshi Yasu of abundant energy,

and from each of these five sons of Yasu a separate long-abiding ruling

race has been produced.
“ The high-souled Baja Yasu, when dwelling in air in the Indra-

bestowed crystal iMindra, used to be served by all the Gandharvas and
Apsaras, and from his thus living up above, he became known by a cor-

resi^onding name. Near his city was a river named Saktimati
;
the living

mountain Kolahala, moved by desire, arrested her course. Yasu learning

of the robbery, kicked the mountain, and through the passage opened by
his kick, the grateful river, rendered pregnant by intercourse with the
mountain, issued and addressed the King. The Bajarshi Yasu appointed
Yasuprada, son of the river, his victorious Sanapati, and married the

daughter” Girika, &c., &c., &c.

This valuable passage establishes that the Kolahala
range of mountains was not far from the puri of the Eaja, and
{2nd) that the Saktimati river passes through a gap in the
range. As a matter of fact, the Sakri river does pass through
a rather large gap in the range of which the portion to the
east of the river is still called the Kawa Kol mountains, and
these hills are not far from Girivraja or Eajgir; it therefore

appears probable that the river known now as the Saki*i is

the Saktimati, and the Kolahala or Konwa range is the Kawa
Kol range.

But we know from numerous instances that a river took
its name from the moimtain whence it issued, as for instance,

Mekhalanandini, a name of the Xarmmada, from the Mek-
hala hills

;
and Mainakaprabha for the Son from the

Mainaka mountain ; and the Ganges is well known as the

daughter of HimMaya ; and as the Pauranic lists mention a
range of hills as the Saktimat range, there seems little doubt
that it is the name of that range which gives rise to the Sak-
timati river.

As a matter of fact, the Saktimati, or Sakri, river rises

in the range to the south of the Kawa Kol range, and passes

through, or at least hugs, the foot of the Kawa Kol range for

several leagues before emerging into the plains
; hence the
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legend of lier being the daughter of the Saktimat mountains
and the wife (by force) of the Kolahala mountains.

But we have other e^ddence for the probability of my
identification of the Saktimat range of liills. The Yishnu
Puran says that the Bishikulya Kumari and others flow

from the Saktimat mountains.
This Bishikulya must not be confoimded with another

Bishikulya, which flows past Ganjam.
As a matter of fact, the Kiyul and the Kaorhari rivers

actually do flow down from the range I have identified as the
Saktimat range

;
the Edyul I take to be the Bishikulya, and

the Kaorhari to be the Kumari of the Yishnu Puran.
I would in passing suggest that the name Giriyak is

derived, not as General Cunningham suggests, from Giri and
elici, but from Girika, the allegorical daughter of the Sakti-

mati river
;
this would imply that a branch from the Sakti-

mati river went eastwards nlose to the place
; as a matter of

fact, traces of an old channel of the Sakri are still to be seen
to the east of Gmyak, starting from the Sakri near Bellari,

and Government at the present day es23end annually a small
sum of money to keej) in rejiau a bund at the S2)0t to pre-

vent the waters of the Sakri flowing down tliis channel to

the injury of the zemindars. The works were under my charge
when I officiated as Executive Engineer of the Biuhee
Division.

The Saktimati is said in the Mahabharata to flow past
the capital of Chedi ; this Arould, if the identification be cor-

rect, place the Chedi country about the soiuces of the Kiyul
and Sakri rivers, and its capital somewhere on the Sakri. I

have heard of extensive ruins at Dumduma, and near MahaA^ar
hill and in the vicinity

;
but the country has hitherto not been

examined. I will note, howe\"er, that General Cunningham
teUs me the cajntal of Chedi Avas Trijnma, modern Tewar, near
Jabalj)iu‘, and this would be fatal to my identification; but
there is no rBer at all apjiroaching in name or featimes
the Saktimati as described in the Mahabharat flowing past
it, for the KaiTOmada is eA’idently not the Saktimati. I
give my speculation for what it is AA orth, and only note from
personal knoAvledge that, in the district indicated by me, and
also in the vicinity, the name Chedia is a vevj common one
among the lower classes. I also a^ipend a descrijition of the
Chedi coimtry from the Mahabharata, Chap. 63, si. 8 :

—

“ Oil, King- of Chedi ! the Chedi country abounds in wealth and
grain, and is suited for the habitation of animals, very clean, deserving
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of being clierisbed like heaven, very beautiful
;
the land possessed of

fertility, possessed of various gems of value—the land of that country

is full of wealth
;
therefore go and live there : the people of this country

are pious, always happy and learned,* to say nothing of other occasions

no one here, even in jest, utters a falsehood
;

the sons do not separate

from the fathers, and always remain devoted in obedience to their reli-

gious preceptors. In this country no cultivator subjects oxen to carrying

loads or dragging the plough, or gives them any kind of pain.’'

There is, however, one theory which reconciles the appa-
rently contlicting conclusions arrived at by General Cunning-
ham and myself regarding the Chedi country. The Mahahharat
distinctly states (vide supra) that each of the five sons of Vasu,
Eaja of Chedi, became the founder of a distinct djmasty of

kings ; it is evident that Vasu could not have given to his

sons kingdoms which he himself did not possess. One of

them we find to have been Vrihadratha, Jarasandha’s father,

King of Magadha ; so that it is perfectly certain that Magadha
formed a part of the Chedi Eaj of Vasu Eaja. Inscriptions

from Tewar shew that Tewar (ancient Tripiua) was in the

Chedi Eaj ;
hence we have the Chedi Eaj extending from

j\Iagadha in the east to at least Jabalpur in the west; the

northern limits must have been the Ganges, for we know
that to the north of the Ganges were the dominions of Eajas
not of Vasil’s lineage. AVe Imow further that at Manikpur,
which must have been somewhere near the present Eatanpiu*,

• reigned kings not of Vasu’s lineage, nor m Odra, Anga,
Kalinga ;

hence the southern limits appear to have been the

present southern limits of the Chutia Kagpur commissioner-

ship and the southern limits of Eiwa. "VVe have accordingly

the large tract of country, including the present districts

of Patna, Gaya, the Chutia Nagpur commissionership, Eiwa,
Jabalpur, and possibly Ara and Mirzapim, as comprising the

kingdom of Vasu Eaja, which after him became divided into

five separate kingdoms, of wliich Magadha was certainly

one, and Chedi Proper with capital at Tripura, or Tewar,
another.

This being admitted as highly probable, if not rigidly

accurate, it is no longer difficult to supjiose that the capital

of Vasu Eaja on the Saktimati (modern Sakri river), on
the break-up of the old king’s kingdom, became deserted

or comparatively neglected, each of his sons naturally

selecting a city more centrally placed in his own tenitory

;

and hence there is really no discrepancy or contradiction in

* Contrast tins with tbc notorious saying regarding the people of Bundclkbaud.
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supposing the ancient capital of VasuEajato have been at or

near Dumdunia, and the capital of Chedi Proper (one division

only of Vasu’s empire) to have heen at Tripura or Tewar. I

have not the time now to wade through the Mahahharat for

positive evidence on this point
;
hut I trust that this statement

of the question will induce others, who may he in a position

to contradict my views, to bring forward their e\ddence, and
thus throw light on this knotty point. I shall, without

regret, abandon my theory in favor of a better supported one.*

That the empire of Vasu Eaja did include Magadha is

placed beyond doubt by the passage which relates the births

of Matsya Paja and Satyavati. The passage is too broadly

obscene for reproduction
;
but from it, it is evident that a

Jamna river flowed between the forest where Vasu Kaja
went hunting and the city where his wife Girika lived. Even
supposing that his wife did not live in the city or village

now known (and as I conjectime named after her) as Giriyak,

yet thQ Yamuna river could not obviously have been the well-

known river which flows past Mathura ; we must look for

another Jamna south of the G anges and IdcIow Allahabad, and
the only river wliich answers our requirements is the small

stream known as Jamna, wdiich flows from the Barabar hills

and crosses the present Patna-Gaya road about 8 miles south of

Jahanabad. The passage referred to is in continuation of the

passage from the Adiparvan already quoted, and the capital

of the Baja and the forest where he went to hunt must have
been within a reasonable distance of each other, on opposite

sides of the river, say a three or fom’ days’ journey.

On the east side of the Kiyul river, about 6 miles east by
a little north from Nongarh, is a place of pilgrimage and some
springs ; they are situated among the wild Singhol lulls. The
places of interest here are a small temple at the base of the hill

which runs east and west, a waterfall and a spring, and to west
of temple a kimd. A fair is held annually on the Sivaratri

festival in Palgim and in Kaidik
;
people carry their children

there to shave off the hair. The kunds and the temple are
situated in a plain. Tradition says that here was the residence
of Bishyasringa, who was enticed away from his retreat by
the gay women sent there by the Bin g of Champa for the
purpose. The story is to be found in the Bamayana, Griff.,

* Since this was written I have found that the Sakri river flowed down the bed
of the present Khuri river, and consequently that Rajagriha was on the river Sakri.
I now hold therefore that Rajgir was the capital of Vasu and was situated on the Sakti-
inati—see reports for 1877-78.
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pp. 51-59, Yol. I. A little rivulet, which is now almost dry, is

said to have been the channel up wliich the raft with the
maidens was floated to near the hermit’s residence

;
it is believed

by the people that pilgrims who go to the shrine there uith
fli-m faith are not molested en route by wild beasts, while others

are. To west of the teinjile, which is Saivic, is the site of the

Tapasya of Dastratha (?), and the remains of a natm’al cave

;

to the east of the temple is a sculptured slab, evidently a sati

pillar. The sculpture is in three compartments : the flrst repre-

sents a lingam, shoeing the religion of the man
;
the second has

two elephants—he was, therefore, probably a great man who
rode an elephant in the fight ; the last compartment shews
three women, being probably the number of his wives who were
burnt with him.

There are three inscribed statues or fragments near the

temple, one known as Hara Gauri, one of a four-armed female,

and one a fragment ;
all three inscriptions contain merely the

Buddhist creed Ye Dharmma, &c., in Kutila characters
;
they

evidently date to the later days of Buddhism, judging from
the characters.

KHEBHI.
The hill at Kherhi, 10 miles south-west of Bhagaljjur,

contains numerous remains ; these are to be found both on the

liill and in the village below
;

in the latter, all that now re-

mains are brickbats and low mounds. I saw tluee of these, but

found nothing of interest
;
perhaps excavation will yield inter-

esting remains. Numerous low mounds also occur at the foot

of the hill, along the northern foot of which an old road ap-

pears once to have existed ;
there are also numerous low

mounds further west ; over most of these the plough has been
driven for a long time, and their artificial character is inferred

solely from the numerous fragments of brick which have been,

and still are, constantly being turned up by the plough.

The principal existing object of interest is, however, the

fort on the hill. This is an irregular enclosme, of rough large

blocks of stone laid on each other Avitliout cement, occupying

the whole of the tolerably level top of the eastmost hill,

which, though only one of a long series of hills, is quite iso-

lated, being connected with the western range by a low pass.

The hill is saddle-backed, the highest portion oeing an elevated

piece of table-land at the extreme west end ;
this portion was

formed into a citadel opening into the fort by one gate and

steps, and having a small postern opening outwards, but with-
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out any paved approach to it. The outer fort had two gates,

each reached by a long, easy, paved approach ;
the easiest and

largest is in about the middle of the south long wall
;
the

other leads down from the peak at the east end
;
in both these

ascents, as well as on numerous stones within the fort, and on
the steps or paved approach leading from the fort to the

citadel, are numerous detached inscriptions of one or two
words, and almost all in tlie shell characters

;
some of these

are evidently derived from the old Gupta characters, as the

disguise of floiudsh is not in all cases sufficient to mask the

characters. I found twenty-two of these curious detached
records, among which one was clearly in old Gupta characters

curiously flourished : in one of the inscriptions the word
JDliarmma occurs, hut the mere oceurrence of the single word
Dliarmma is not enough to justify its being considered Bud-
dhist. The other remains on the hill consist of a remarkably
large and fine well, very deep, built of brick, and evidently very
old, a smaller one similar to it, and several hngams, both in

the fort and in the citadel : there are no traces of anv Bud-
e-

dhist statues or other Buddhist remains. The temples that

enshrined the lingams were of stone and of brick, and have
long ago disappeared enthely.

There are remains of extensive buildings in the citadel

;

hut what they were it is impossible now to tell without exten-

sive excavations; one was most probably a large Saivie

temple.

Below the hill, near the pass to the west, is a stone known
as Vagheswari Sthan

;
the stone is a large black slab

; it is

inscribed, the inscription consisting of foiu* lines in mediaeval
characters ; it opens with Swaste Pratapa Bamanuya; the
mention of Eamanuj fixes a superior limit to its age.

BHAG.ILPUE.

Kherhi, or Purani Kherhi, has been noticed by Buchanan,
who also notices the caves at Bhagalpim. As there is nothing
of interest about these caves, I need say nothmg about them.
There are, of course, wonderful stories of their extent and
ramifications, but all except one that I examined were small,

and the one I could not examine was probably similar to, or

a little longer than, the others.

The remains of dargahs, masjids, and temples in and
about Bhagalpur and over these caves are all modern and of

no interest.

VOL. VIII. I
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JETHUR.

On tlie west bank of the Chandan river, the ancient

Chanipavati, and about 20 miles south of Bhagalpur, is a hill

with a small temple
;
here was found a single line of inscrip-

tion on what was called the Charana of Narayana, dated

Samvat 1053. The place, therefore, must have been of some
importance as early as the tenth century of our era

;
the place

and hill are named Jethur.

MANDAR.
The famous hill of Mandar stands about \\ miles off the

present road from Bhagalpur to Serna, near the village

of Om’eya ; the antiquities here have been noticed by
several writers, the last of whom is Babu Rashvihari Bose,

whose paper is to be found in the first volume, Indian
Antiquary.

At the foot of the hill on the south side, near the south-

east end, is a tank named the Papaharani, which, as its name
implies, pmifies from sin. This tank is used to tlrrow in the

dead, and for this pm’pose corpses are brought from several

miles distance all round. The bodies before being thrown in

are supposed to have been burnt, but this operation is only

nominally performed in many cases, and I saw numerous en-

tire bodies, wliich could have been but slightly scorched

by fire, lying and floating on the tank waters.

This tank once had temples on its banks ; there lie nu-
merous moulded or cut-bricks and stone, and several statues,

or rather fragments, on its eastern banks ; among these is a

mutilated figure of Garud, which was once surmounted by
Vishnu, but which is now broken off, leaving the legs across

Garud’s neck alone visible. At the north-east corner of the

tank are the ruins of a small temple, which appears to have
been Sahdc, judging from a fragment of Nandi, tfudging from
the style of sculpture, and from the shallowness of the mould-
ings of the temple shevni by the loose carved stones, I

should ascribe it to a post-Muhammadan period.

On the north banks of the tank the rock shelves down
to the water ; it is covered unth fragments of stones—cut,

rough, and sculptured ; the carvings are more elaborate and
carved stones are more numerous

; the ruins are of more than
one temple ; one large temple certainly occupied a wide, flat

space on the spur, but there must liave been others and
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smaller ones in the vicinity. The temples were Saivic, judg-
ing from a fragment of Nandi ; the temple, or at least the
principal one, was of the style of the brick temples of Man-
bhum, to he described further on, and appear certainly older

than the Muhammadan conquest ; the temple was evidently

richly sculptured, I found a corner stone carved into statues

on two faces, each being a female in the usual attitude
;
the

hah* of each is represented as tied into a knot on the left side

of her head.

Besides this old temple, there stood more recent temples
also, about the middle of the north hank, and on the rocky
spur

; these appear to have been of the style of the Barakar
temples, hut with far shallower lines and of coarser execution.

These temples I ascribe to a post-Muhammadan period, and,

for reasons to he detailed subsequently, to the time of Akbar
and his general Man Singh. These temples were also Saivic,

and several coarsely executed lingams lie to attest their

purpose.

At the north-west corner are the ruins of a temple which
appears to have been similar to that on the north-east corner.

There are some ruins on the west banks also, and these

appear to be the remains of a single small group of temples.

These temples appear from their carvings to belong to an
older period than those described on the north-east and north-

Avest corners and in the middle of the north bank, and to

belong to the same age as the single large temple which stood

on the north bank as noticed above.

To the north-east of this tank is another, now dry ; on its

west banks stood an old temple with numerous statues, and
ornamented with deep mouldings.

At the eastern foot of the hill is a tank, on the southern
lianks of which stands a large uregular stone structure with
numerous rooms enclosed witliin a courtyard. The pillars em-
ployed are plain, but with elegant octagonal shafts ; they are

used to support the verandahs in front. The stones employed
in building this structure are of various sizes and various

workmanship, and are set in mortar ; they were clearly obtain-

ed from older structures. There are several small windows
secured by stone lattices of plain and heavy patterns, Avhich

let in just light enough into the obscure interior chambers to

render “ darkness Ausible.” The enclosure wall is in keeping
with the building inside, having, however, in addition to stones

of various sizes and qualities, bricks also. The structure be-

longs to the Srawaks or Jains, and one of the rooms contains
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a cliaran, or sacred foot-print, sculptured in stone and set uji

on a platform.

The only other remains near the east foot of the hill arc

a number of nondescript tombs, or rather chhatris, built of

brick and stone
; some of these are inscribed, and from them

we learn that they date to only the seventeenth century

;

one gives the name of a petty local Raja, and is dated Sake
1621.

The eastern face of the hill is peculiarly impressive in

appearance
;
it rises sheer up, a mass of smooth stone without

a single blade of grass all the way up in the central portion

;

the form in outline is a graceful curve somewhat resembling
a paral3ola with its vertex upwards. When within about 30
feet of the ground, vegetation begins to shew itself, and
thence the slope is a gentle one in the reverse direction till it

meets the plain
; the outline, therefore, of the entire hill here

is a curve of a double flexure, and is singularly beautiful.

Tlie ascent to the hill is up a series of rude steps cut
along a spur on its south face. There is another minor series

of steps also on tlie south face cut on another spur, the as-

cc'nt up which is much steeper, and it appears that, eventually,

the attempt to carry the steps all theAvayup by this route was
abandoned.

EolloAving, hoAveA^er, the principal ascent, which is cut on
a spur, that starting from the main hill on its west side

curves round to the south, and ascending up the slippery

steps a short way, one comes upon a large rock-scul})ture

to the right. The sculpture represents a ten-armed, tluee-

headed figure (male or female it is impossible to tell from
its rudeness) cut on a large boulder lying on the hill-side

;

the right hand holds a SAA^ord, a gada, a vajra, a spear and an
hour-glass-shaped article. The left holds a chain, a shield, a
spear, a chakra and a bow : the figure which has only Iaa^o

legs is represented trampling on a squat prostrate figure Avith

large ears and large earrings in them ; he has a short sw'ord

in his right hand, and over his head appears a canopy as

of the spreading branches of a tree similar to the canopies

of tree branches sometimes seen in sculptures of Buddha
and of Maya Devi. The ten-armed figure wears crowns; it

has long ears but small earrings
; it has anklets on the feet

and bracelets on the arms, and also wears the sacrificial

tliread.

I haA"c been thus particular in describing this rude
sculpture, which, as a work of art, is of no value on accoimt
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of its curiosity. It appears to me to represent nothing less

than the triumph of Brahmanism over Budclliism, for the

prostrate figure with a canopy of what I conceive was meant
to represent the Bo tree, is most probably intended for

either Buddha, or as a type of Buddhism ; it is a singular

piece of sculpture.

Close to it is a figure of Gane9a sculptured on the rock,

and close to these are two rude rock-inscriptions, close to,

and almost touching, the steps on their right side ;
the in-

scriptions appear to he in modern Nagari characters, hut are

so rough as to he illegible.

Continuing to ascend, there stands to the left the remains
of a small temple, and to the right, hut on another spur

separated from this by a ravine, the remains of two others.

This spur is the eastmost of the southern spurs of the hill

;

from that spur to this extends a shallow double line cut on
the rock ; it appears to have been meant to mark out an
intended line of wall, as on the other spur near its ridge,

the line is interrupted to form a chamber or gateway ;
the

line of walls was, however, never built. On this spur the line

meets a line of walls of brick (now in ruins) which ran
down along the left or west side of the ridge on which the

steps of the main ascent are cut.

A little distance further up are the remains of two small

and one larger temple. Among the ruins of the larger temple
lie the frasirments of a three-headed figure similar to the

rock-sculptm’e aheady described. The mouldings of this

temple were remarkably bold but perfectly plain. Just
beyond the large temple are the remains of two other

small temples. The small temples mentioned are not of any
particidar interest. o portion of any of the temples noticed

is now standing. The smaller ones may or may not be old

;

there is no means of judging with certainty ;
but the larger

temple just mentioned, to judge from its bold mouldings,
belongs to the better days of Indian art, and before the
Muhammadan conquest

;
and although the sculptiwe, both

here and that described before, is very rude, this may rather

be due to the refractory nature of the material of the rock
than to a degeneracy of art ;

I would ascribe this temple
to the period when Brahmanism finally prevailed over
*Buddhism.

Beyond this, the ridge up wliicli the ascent is carried

divides into two ; one higher, and the main one leading up to

the peak of the main hiU
j
the other, a lower and subordi-
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nate one, leading to one of the minor peaks to the west of,

and considerably lower than, the main j3eak ; on this last are

two temples, one large and one small.

There is necessarily inclosed between these two branches
of the ridge and the main range of hills, which at its eastera

end culminates in the Mandar peak, a hollow basin which has

no outlet, but it is remarkable that though it has no outlet,

there is no water in it.

A short way up is another large inscription to right of

and touching the steps ;
it is in late Gupta characters, but

very roughly cut, so much so that is was found impracticable

to take impressions
;
but two eye-eopies were made by me by

hand under varying aspects of light. Xear it, a little way
higher, is a female figime sculptured on the rock. A shoid way
further, the ridge again di'vddes into two, which inclose a
deep, narrow basin containing duty water ; the basin has steps

on its south banks, wliich is raised artificially, and helps to

keep m a large volume of water and at a higher level than
the unaided height of the ridge alone would. On the sides

the rock shelves down to the bottom, which is considerably

below the crests of the inclosing ridges. The embankment
appears to have been built, or perhaps only repaired, uith
stones from the ruins of temples that once stood here ;

the

temples had morddiugs not very bold, but quite deep enough
to make them rank among the temples which were built

before the Muhammadan conquest.
It ajDpears to me that there stood four temples on the

western ridge of this basin, one by itself, and three in a
group

; these last appear to have been at the south-west
corner of the present embanked basin ;

the solitary one was
on the same side, but higher up. In style the temples appear
to have been like the Manbhum ones.

The two ridges inclosing the basin meet higher up.

Between their point of meeting and the north edge of the
basin, is a tolerably level piece of ground, on which stand
the huts of some jogis ; this piece of ground is naturally

inclosed on three sides by the ridges. To the west the ridge

slopes gently doum to it, but on the north and east there is

an abrupt descent. On the north side is a cave, partly

natural and partly artificial. I was not permitted to

approach it, but it is said to enshrine a statue of Nara-
singha

; on the east (i. e.) on the west face of the rocky
wall which bounds this low bit of level ground on the east,

is cut a gigantic human head
;

I'he sculpture is evidently
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unfinished, as the rock below the head is cut into preparatory

steps for completing the sculpture; the extent of these

preparatory steps being just such as would suffice to take in

a figure corresponding in size to the gigantic head already

cut ; even this head is not finished
;

it is only roughly cut,

and the lines and angles have not yet been rounded off ; the

head is now known as Madhu, and is said to represent the

demon whose death at Vishnu’s hands obtained for him his

title of Madhusudana.
Close to this sculpture is a cleft high up in the face of

the rock and approached by a ladder ; tliis cleft communi-
cates with a small basin to be described further on, and
contains water ; it is approached by a wooden ladder, up
which even my Hindu servant was not permitted to ascend

;

this is the famous Akas Ganga, and is perhaps the holiest

spot in the whole hill. It is said that the volume of water
in this cleft never enlarges or diminishes, but this must be
untrue, as I could see traces on the rocky face below the

cleft, which proved that the water overflowed at times, and it

is evidently connected with the external basin to be presently

noticed.

Close to the holy Akas Ganga is sculptured on the rock a
representation of the Vaman avatar of Vishnu.

Of the two ridges which inclose the basin, the western
one has already been noticed as having had four temples,

three near the south-west end of the basin ; the eastern ridge

also had temples, the largest being at the north-east end.

Beyond this point, this eastern ridge again divides into two,

of which the west face of the west, or the left one, has already

been noticed as containing the cleft of the Akas Ganga and
the great face of Madhu

; the two ridges necessarily inclose

a small basin ; this basin is triangular, one of whose angles

is in the direction of the cleft known as Akas Ganga ; the

water in the basin is remarkably transparent, and one can
see that at the bottom of the basin, but especially at the

corner on the west, lie cut-stones that once belonged to tem-
ples. So far as I could judge, the level of the water of the

Akas Ganga and of the basin is the same ; and I have no
doubt that the two communicate by a hole at the angle,

which, whether accidentally or designedly, is encumbered
with cut-stone from ruined temples.

The ascent is along the right, or eastern one of the two
ridges just noticed. On it, close to this place, are the ruins of

a small temple occupying the nortli-east end of the depres-
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sion, in wliicli is the basin that communicates with the Ahas

Ganga. A short way higher up, the ridge again divides into

two, inclosing a longish depression, across which two cut-

stone walls w'ere built, dividing and forming it into tanks ;

the walls or embankments are now in ruins and the tanks
dry.

On the spur overlooking the lower tank was a small

temple of coarsely cut-stone. Stone from it and from else-

where has subsequently been used to build a modem shrine

overlooking the upper tank (also dry now) ; it is a small,

square, flat-roofed house of no interest ; it is dedicated to

Siva, and a lingam stands in the sanctum.

The ascent is up the western or left-hand ridge of the

two which inclose the depression just noticed
;
it goes up

northwards, and at the flrst secondary peak, to the w^est of

the great main one, it meets the other spur, which was
noticed before as having, cut across it, a shallow double line

to mark an intended Hue of walls and a gateway
; from this

peak the ascent goes eastwards up the slope of the great

main peak.

The highest peak is crowned by a Jain or Sarawaki
temple with a bulbous conical dome built of older materials.

To the west of this and immediately under its walls, at the

summit of the hill, is a deep chasm or hollow. I did not
attempt to descend and ascertain its depth

; it is overgrown
with jangal wdiich rendered a descent unsafe. The Jain
temple stands to the cast of and immediately on the brink
of this chasm. On the rock is cut a figure of the Yaraha
incarnation, from which it appears probable that originally

a Bmlimanical temple stood on this spot.

Close to this Jain temple, which is of no interest, stands

another small pyramidal-roofed temj)le and some other
buildings, none of any interest.

I have omitted to notice a single line of inscription in

characters of, perhaps, the 1st century of our era, which is

cut on the rock on the ascent.

This closes my account of Mandar Hill. Tor a sketch of

the peaks and lines of principal ridges, I refer to the plate ;

it is merely a sketch. I could not spare the time necessary

to make a survey of the hill and of its offshoots. The hill

is not encircled by a spiral mark of any kind
;
there is a

little bit of a slanting line townrds the base, and a little

towards the summit, formed by the jagged end of a broken
shell or outer layer of rocks, and imagination probably con-
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tinues the line all round, forming a connected spiral from
top to toe ;

the hill was probably volcanic, as suggested by
General Cunningham.

About twelve miles from Naya Dumka, and three off the

road between it and Mandar, is the shrine of Bhaski Nath ;

the temple there is apparently modern, and there is nothing
‘of interest except the legend.

The legend relates that in ancient times some Parihar

Bajputs used to live in these iangals, feeding on roots and
fruit. One of them, Yasu Patr, in digging for roots, came upon
a lingam, and continuing his excavations, found an entire

lingam and argha
; these he cleaned and went home ;

there he
dreamt that he was ordered to worship it ; he wanted to

know where he could get water for libations, when he was
told that in a copse, to the north of the lingam, he would find

water in a hollow. On waking, Yasu Patr did as ordered, found
the water, and began to worship the lingam, making offerings

once a week, every Monday. The lingam, after Yasu Patr,

came to be known as Bhaskinath. Bye-and-bye Yasu Patr dug
a tank

;
for his zeal, the god appeared to him in his dream

and ordered him to make and keep ready ropes, as he would
send him many buffaloes. Yasu Patr, however, had not this

time much faith in the dream, he nevertheless made a small

length of rope. At midnight he was ordered to go to the tank
and to tie as many buffaloes as he could

; he went to the

tank, but not having ropes enough, he could tie only a few

;

he tied some with his pagri and his dhoti, but these were
found too weak to resist the attempts of the animals to get

away.
Subsequently, BupaManji, a gwalla, was ordered to build

a temple
; he began it, but could not finish it ; it was then

taken up by Babu Gopal Sing, Baja of Negawan, and on his

death, by his brother, who finished it. The proceeds of the
temple are now divided between the Pandas and the Baja
of Negawan.

BAIJNATH.

About 30 miles west by a little north of Bhaskinath is

Baijnath ;
this place is famed for its sanctity all over

Northern, Central and Eastern India, and thousands of pil-

grims flock here from all parts, even from the Dakhin. The
remains here are numerous and extensive, but little of great

antiquity, and almost all of no interest, apart from what
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attaches to them as the objects of reverence to thousands

of pilgrims.

The objects of reverence here may he divided into three

groups :

—

(1) The group of temples in Baijnath.

(2) „ „ ,, at Harlajhuri.

(3) The caves, &e., at Tapohan.
The remains at Baijnath consist of several detached

temples in various parts of the city, and of the gi’eat group
of temples within an enclosure near the east end of the

city.

The former consist generally of single cells of various,

but none of ancient, periods
;
they are of various styles and

built of a variety of materials, among which the materials of

former temples make a prominent figure. There is nothing
of mterest in or about them, and they may he dismissed

without further notice.

There is, however, one object that must he excepted : this

is a great gateway consisting of two pillars spanned by an
architrave ;

this is clearly the remains of some great ancient

temple, which has enthely disappeared, leaving its outer gate-

way alone standing. I infer it to have been an outer gateway
from its resemhlance in all essentials to the great outer

gateway of the temple at Pathari in Central India ; like it,

it stands entirely isolated, and although the pillars are plain

rectangular ones, and have not the elaborate sculpture and
the graceful statues that adorn the example at Pathari, there

is nevertheless about it an air of impressiveness that takes it

out of the common place. I could not obtain access to it,

but was obliged to content myself with a distant view
;

it is

situated in a small raised spot entirely surrounded by private

huts
;
at present it is known as the hindola, or swing, and

at a certain festival the statue of Ki’ishna is brought and
made to swing beneath it.

The great group of temples is enclosed \vithin a paved
courtyard by high walls. There are four entrances to it ;

the
principal one is to the west, and a similar one is on the north.

Of the two minor ones, one is on the north and one on the

east. Within the enclosure, which is an irregular quadi’ilateral,

is a fine octagonal wall. The number and disposition of the

various temples may be seen from the plate.

Prom a study of the plans of the temples {vide plate) it

will be evident that of all the temples that now exist, there

is not a single one which can be considered as old, or if old.
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iu its original condition. The iiTegiilar grouping of the pillars

that support the mandapas, and the clumsy way in wliich

the mandapas are joined on to the sanctums, are proofs that
these are subsequent additions ; the sanctums may he ancient
(I was not allowed to go in), hut if so, the tovrer roofs that

sm-mount them appear to have been added on afterwards.

The finest of all the temples is the unfinished temple D

;

this from the plan is seen to be a single cell, once suiTounded
on all sides, now on three sides only, by pillars, which
supported the roof of a verandah all roimd. From an examina-
tion of the pillars, however, it is clear that they formed no
part of the original design, as they differ among each other

in form, in ske, in execution, and in position uith reference

to the eentral building, the pillars lieing not at a uniform
but at varying distances from the walls on the various sides ;

these pillars fmther shew that the enclosure wall is a later

addition even than themselves, as one of the pillars is im-
bedded in the eastern enclosme wall.

Divested of its pillars, this temple is seen to be a single

cell, surmounted by a tower roof
;

it is ornamented external-

ly by plain raised bands of mouldings ; these are neither

elegant nor bold, and are situated so high up, leaving such a
height of bare blankness below, as to look quite out of

place. Below, the comers are indented and sculptured into

plain rectilinear mouldings by way of ornament
;

this pro-

cess has the effect of making the comers look particularly

weak, and, but for the verandah which now acts a friendly

part, by breaking up the height, and shutting off as it were
the main tower from the basement portion, the error of the

proceeding would become painfully evident.

A general idea of this temple may be obtained from
the photograph. The tower does not diminish with a graeeful

curve, but slopes upwards from above a certain point in

almost a straight line. The knee or point of intersection of

the vertical lower portion and the inclined upper tower
portion is so little rounded as to be painfully prominent, and
prominent too in such a way, as to shew that the architects

really did not know how to deal with it ; they had not the
courage to leave the line sharp, and bring it out by a bold
moulding, and they had not the taste to round it

gracefully.

The form appears to be a compromise between the
Muhammadan dome of the early type, i.e., without a bulge, and
the Hindu spire

;
if a semieircle be described on the top of
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the vertical portion of the tower, and if on the semicircle

so described a triangle, whose base is less in width than the

diameter of the semicircle, be slipped till the lower extremi-

ties of its sides rest on the curve of the semicircle, we shall get

a form that nearly approaches that of these towers.

Judging, therefore, from the form of the towers, they

cannot be ascribed to a period anterior to the Muhammadan
conquest, and this inference of then late age is confirmed

by the painful want of relief and variety both in plan and
in elevation. The insipid flatness of design of these temples,

whether we regard the plan or the profile, is indeed their most
essential characteristic, and this want of relief is a strong

argument against any great antiquity being ascribed to

them. Tor these reasons, combined with the evident want of

proportion and beauty, I ascribe the first erection of these

temples to the earlier periods of the Muhammadan con-

quest.

But as intolerance was a characteristic of the early Mu-
hammadan conquerors, and as we have no record of any
event which could render it probable that Hindu temples

had been built at any time after the Muhammadan conquest
and before the reign of Akbar, and as, lastly, we have dis-

tinct record of a Hindu General, Man Singh, exercising su-

preme authority in these parts during Akbar’s reign, I con-

sider it most probable that to Man Singh’s period these

temples owe their construction.

The inference thus arrived at becomes a certainty wlien

we examine the inscriptions ; there are altogether thirteen of

these, distributed as follows :

—

1. Inscription on the outer entrance to the great temple
S

;
it consists of thirteen long lines, and tw'O small ones

written sideways
;
it is in Bengali, and is divided into slokas

;

it records the erection, or rather I consider the rej)air, of a
temple by one Sri Bydyanatha Mahamyama. This name and
also the name of one Baghunatha recurs in the last line.

2. Inscription from the inner entrance or the real en-

trance of the original temple, divested of its verandah and
vestibule, which are evident after-additions ; this consists of

five lines in modern Nagari; it mentions the name of some
king with the title of Nripati. Baghunatha’s name also

occurs in the last line.

3. One from outside of the great temple
;

this is in seven
lines, and is in Bengali

;
it records the name of some local Baja

in the second line.
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4. One from the temple of Kali Mai, temple C ;
this is

cut in relief in modern Kagri characters in two compartments
of five lines each

; it was dated, but the date has been pur-

posely chiselled out, having the word Samvat followed by a

rough space ;
tliis again followed by Magh Sudi, then a blank,

and lastly “tisa;” the record is clearly one of the building

of the temple
;
the builder’s name occurs in the second com-

jiartment.

5. One from the same temple in Sanskrit slokas in nine

lines
; it is a record of the construction of the “ Sundara

Mandiram.”
6. One from the temple of Anna Puma, temple P

;
this is

in Bengali in 10| lines, and is a record of the dedication of

the temple to “ Anna Puma” Devi.

7. One from the temple to Ganc9a, temple B; this is in

eight lines, Bengali
;

it mentions a Tikaram Dvijendra.

8. One from the temple of Sanjhya Mai
;

this is in eleven

fines in Bengali ; it records the construction of the temple by
several people.

9. One from the temple of Smya, M, in six lines, Bengali

;

this is dated in the 17th century Sake
;
it is in bad order.

10. One from Anand Bhairon, temple J ;
this in in nine

fines in modern Nagri, and is dated in Sake 1745.

11. One from the statue of Anand Bhairon in three fines
;

this is apparently an ancient inscription, dating to, perhaps,

the 9th or 10th century.

12. One from the statue of “ Surya” in two fines, is also

old ; it is the usual Buddhist formula. Ye Dharmma, &c., &c.
Prom all these inscriptions it is evident that not a single

one of the temples dates to the pre-Muhammadan period,

while several are very recent.

Among those which I consider as likely to he more an-

cient, dating, however, at the furthest only to Man Singh’s

time, are temples S B D ; hut even these I should not he
surprised to find dating to a later period.

It now remains to ascertain, if possible, why these tem-
ples were built here, and not rather at any other place

; this

is accounted for by the existence of the two ancient inscrib-

ed statues, one of which is clearly Buddhist ; and of a third

figure, not inscribed, hut clearly Buddhist, being a fine seated

statue of Buddha himself, beautifully polished, and equal
in execution to the finest statues to he met with in Bihar.

These statues prove beyond a doubt that here was at one time
a large. Buddhist establishment.
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Wliat this establishment was named it is, perhaps, impos-

sible now to determine with certainty; but if I may he j)er-

mitted to speculate, I should think it to have been the site

of the famous TJttaniya monastery of Winjjha. Winjjha
is the Pali equivalent of Vindhya; the passages in Tur-

nour referring to it are—p. 115—“ the monarch departing

out of his capital and preceding the river procession with his

army through the wilderness of Winjjha, reached Tanialitta

on the 7th day,” and in p. 171 “ From various foreign

countries many priests repaired hither” * * * *

“There Uttaro attended accompanied by sixty thousand priests

from the Uttaniya temple in the wilderness of Winjjha.”
It is evident that the wilderness of Winjjha lay on the

route from Pataliputra to Tamluk. I have indicated some
of the routes from Tamluk to various places. The principal

route would, it appears to me, have to pass through, or close

to, modern Bankurah
; from here there was a choice of seve-

ral routes. Clearly the route to Bhagalpur would branch off

northwards from there, passing through Serna, under Mandar,
close past Bhaskinath

; it is remarkable that an old track

yet exists from Bhaskinath to Deoghar Byjnath, whence it

goes on skirting the eastern spurs of the Kawalkol range,

past Afsand, Parvati, Bihar to Patna. I should consider

that this \vas the route taken by the king when he passed

through the wilderness of Winjjha, for it appears to me pretty

certain that the wilderness of Winjjha can only refer to

the wild country now known in part as the Santa! Parganas.

If this he admitted, we have hut one place in the Winjjha
forests where Buddhist temples existed, as testified by existing

Buddhist relics, and this place is Deoghar Baijnath.

It is remarkable that close to the city of Deoghar and
still closer to the temples is a small village named IJtmuria;

this may he a corruption of the original of the Pali Uttama.
I put forward this suggestion merely in the absence of any
more positive ;

it is possible that an examination of the 3-line

inscription from the Buddhist statue noticed before may
throw new light on the subject.

I have described hut one of the temides in the enclosure',

as that is the best of the group, and may he regarded as the

type of the others ; it is needless to describe each of the un-
interesting edifices in detail. I shall now give the legends

and stories connected with the place.

The great temple is the chief of the group, and enshrines

a lingam
;

this is said to have a small dejn'cssion at its
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summit, and I am assured by Hindus that the cavity feels

soft to the touch. Tradition says that it is the mark of

Havana’s thumb, when in his rage he pressed down the lin-

gam, intending to send it to Patala ;
the legend will be given

presently. Pacing it is the temple of Parvati. At certain

times the two spires are connected together by a thin, long

cotton sheet, and this is done to shew that Siva and Parvati

are enjoying each other’s society. Comment on the gross in-

delicacy of the idea is needless.

The legend about the lingam is as follows :

—

Havana used daily to go to Uttara Khanda to worship

Siva. One day he went there, and in the exuberance of physical

strength he shook the mountain, disturbing Parvati. Having
done this, he went towards Siva’s abode to worship

; when he
approached, Nandi forbad his advance, as Siva and Parvati

were asleep together. Havana, however, was not to he denied

;

he told Nandi that he being in the place of a son to Siva, there

was no harm in his going in at any time. Saying this and
pitching away Nandi to a distance, he entered. Siva was
much pleased at his courage and firm faith, and desired him
to ask a gift. Havana said, “ It is a long distance for me to

come daily from Lanka to worship you here
; he pleased to

go to Lanka and abide there.” Siva consented on the condi-

tion that Havana was to carry him all the way, without
for a moment setting him down. Havana gladly took
up the lingam, and proceeded ; when he arrived at Lajhuri
village, near the place where the temples stand (the vil-

lage is now known as Harlajhuri), he felt it necessary

to go to the fields; he could not carry the lingam with
him and pollute it, and he was cogitating what to do. In
this emergency Vishnu, who saw that if Havana succeeded
in carrying Siva to his kingdom he would become invincible,

assumed the guise of a poor Brahman, and being accosted by
Havana and requested to hold the lingam for a few minutes,
while he went a short way, the pretended Brahman agreed.

Havana now made over the hngam to the Brahman and went
aside. While Havana was engaged, the Brahman quietly

walked away with the lingam, arriving finally at the spot

where the great temple stands; here he set the lingam
down and vanished. Havana on returning at the exphation
of the whole day (for Varuna had entered into him and
occupied him all that time in letting out the sea of waters
within him) found the Brahman gone. After some search

he found the lingam, but on attempting to lift it up,
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Siva reminded him of the agreement between them and
refused to stir. Ravana enraged, pressed the lingam down,
saying, “ Since you wont go to Lanka, go to Patala instead.”

This is the mark which exists on the summit of the lingam
to this day. Linding at last threats and e}itreaties vain,

Havana set about to worship the lingam in its new location,

and brought water from the adjacent tank, which he had
constructed and tilled with water from the Patalapuri

Ganga for filiations
; liut Mahadeo refused to receive that

water, as it had lieen contaminated by Havana’s urine, when
Varuna, having entered into him, had issued out as a sea

of waters. Havana then dug a well to obtain water for

libations, and to this day water from the tank just outside

of the sacred enclosure is not used for libations. To console

Havana, however, for his trouble in digging the tank, Siva

ordained that all his votaries must bathe in the tank before

approaching him. At present thousands of pilgrims of

both sexes are continually bathing in that tank, a constant

stream of bathers always going to or from the tank to the

temple; the scene is gay—I cannot say much for its de-

cency, nor for the wholcsomeness of the water, which is a
thick liquid more resembling pea-soup than water.

The lingam thus established became known as Mahadeo
Havaneswara. In course of time the site of the lingam was
overgrown with jangal, and no one but a poor gwala knew
of its existence. This man, Baiju by name, used to dwell

in the vicinity, living on roots and fruit
;
he was ordered

by Mahadeo in a vision to worship him ; the poor man ac-

cordingly used to bring Bel leaves for the Avorship daily,

but having no vessel to bring water, used to bring w'ater

for the libations in his mouth. Tliis strange libation, hoAvever,

did not please Siva, who, after much patient endurance,
complained to Havana of the gAvala’s treatment. Havana
came, washed the lingam with water from Haridwar, and
ordained that thenceforth none but Ganges water from
the Trithas of Haridwar, Gangotri and Dasasumedh (Ajo-

dhya) was to be poured on the lingam, and to ensure its

being done, he brought the waters from the Pancha Trithas,

the five holy trithas on the Ganges, viz., Haridwar, Gan-
gotri, Dasasumedh, Prayag, Kasi, Trivini (here are six

named however) and put it into the well he had dug.

Subsequently Hama, pursuing Havana, passed that way
and worshipped the lingam.
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Siva at last was pleased with the untiring devotion of

Baiju Gwala, and offered to give him any gift he should

ask. The independent gwala replied—“What can you.

give me ? I have enough to eat and drmk. I ^^'ant no-

thing, hut if you are detenuined to grant me a gift,

grant that henceforth my name should precede yours.
”

From that day, the lingam known as Eavaneswara came to he
known as Baijnath.

A few miles to the north-east of Baijnath is Harlajhmd

;

here are a few modem temples and fragments of statues

;

two have inscribed on them a jogi’s name. Sri Chintaman
Das is said to have lived here and built these temples 50
years ago. There is nothing of interest in the place, hut
an inscription which I found here in late mediaeval characters

of the Bengali type is of interest as showing that the Kri-

mila Desa, mentioned in the Mongu plate, was here, or

hereabouts ; the entire insciip-

tion is in the margin. This

lingam to ^ ishnu disguised as a
Brahman

;
it is incumbent on

pilgrims to visit the place.

About 6 miles south-east

of Deoghar Baijnath is a soli-

taiy hiE known as Tapoban; in this hiU. is a natural

cavern, enshrining a lingam which is worshipped
;

it is said

to have been the residence of a Tapasya of ancient times ;

there is also a kund known as Sul Kund, in wliich pEgrims
bathe. On the rock near the cave are two inscriptions

; one, a
single line, reads Sri Deva Eamapala ; the other in two lines

is quite Elegible.

Eight mEes north-west from Baijnath is a group of hills

with three cmious peaks ; it is known as the Trikuta hiE, and
is marked in the Ind. atlas sheet as Teeor or Tirpahar. Here is

a natm'al cavern, empty, and in the plains below, winch is

low-lying and said to be marshy in the rains, a smaE, old, un-
interesting deserted fort

;
there is a lingam here known as

Tiikutanath Mahadeva.
In concluding my account of the remains at Baijnath and

its vicinity, I must express my acknowledgments to the
PubEc Works Overseer at Deoghar, without whose assistance

it would have been impossible for me to have obtained the
plan of the interior of the great temple.

VOL. VIII K
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SHADIPUR, RAMGAON, AND SEURI.

Retimiing to the road Bhagalpur to Seuri ; near the cross-

ing of the Moa river, are some temples in the villages

Shadipur and Ramgaon ; they do not appear to he of any
interest. Seuri itself contains numerous old tanks with enor-

mously high embankments
; besides these I could see noth-

ing of interest to the archasologist in the place, or near it.

LABHPUR.

A few miles to the north-east of the Railway Station

of Mallarpur is a small village named Labhpur, or Phullara.

Old temples are said to exist here, and it is said to have been
the ancient seat of the Malla Rajas, after whom the districts

Mallarpur and the various parganas known as the Malleswar
parganas are named. I did not visit the places.

JAMUA KANDI.

Jamua Kandi also is said to have ancient remains-; these,

however, are said to be chiefly Muhammadan. I did not

see the place.

NAGOR.
To the west of Seuri is the great fort, if fort it can be

called, of Nagor. The whole pargana is enclosed by a low
earthen rampart overgrown with dense scrub and bambu jan-

gal ;
the ramparts, have a shallow ditch in front, about 20

feet wide now in places, but which once must have been
both wider and deeper. The line of ramparts is very uTegular
both in plan and in profile. As a general rule, however, the
height is about 15 feet above the ditch, and the width at

base about 80 ; the top has been naturally rounded by the
weather.

The space within the inclosure comprises the entire par-

gana of Haripur ; it is a low, unhealthy, flat piece of land,

resembling more some parts of Lower Bengal than the ad-

jacent districts ; there is a tirtha here near the village of

Tantipara known as the Tirtha of Bakeswar. The objects of

interest are a number of temples grouped near a number of

dirty tanks. There is but one large temple, and this is of

the style of the Baijnath ones ; it liad a line of inscription

over the doorway in modern characters, but the characters
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are now too worn to be at all legible. Close to tbe temple is

a pakka kund, ablution in which cleanses from sin. However
this may be, I am quite certain that ablution in it must be
particularly disagreeable, the stench its waters exhale being
strongly perceptible 50 yards off, and in color and consist-

ence it more resembles the contents of sewers than any other

semi-fluid substance I can think of. Pilgrims after bathing
in the larger tanks, which themselves are not particularly

sweet, are, as a final measure, to bathe in this ; there are hot
springs in the kund, and the water is warm ; there are also cold

springs in the kund close to the hot, which is seen bubbling
up

; the hot springs are sulphurous, and give off freely sul-

phuretted hydrogen.
The other temples are all very small and very numerous

;

they are avowedly modern.
Outside, to the left of the long line of temples which

line the road, leading straight to the principal shrine, are

numerous hot springs
; the waters have a sulphurous smell,

and evidently contain sulphuretted hydrogen
; they enjoy

some reputation in curing diseases, and I have no doubt they
deserve it

;
they all empty into a small rivulet, which runs

past them, and discharges itself in a small stream about

200 yards from the group of temples.

The temples are built of a variety of materials, brick

and stone, both cut and rough; the cut stone is roughly
dressed, not smoothed

; there are traces of an old brick inclo-

sure about the principal temple, which is situated on a high
mound.

There are numerous fragments of statues of no special

interest. Lingams innumerable are to be seen at every step.

The long lane or road leading from the tank to the temple
is lined by semi-nude jogis, and the tanks are crowded by
pilgrims, male and female, in gay dresses, busy washing away
old sins and clearing the way for fresh ones. The morality,

both of jogis and of pilgrims here, is not of a very strict

type ; this is, indeed, the chronic state of things at most other

tiraths that I have seen, but here there is less of even
outward appearances preserved than elsewhere generally.

The place is fabled to liave been the residence of Bakra
Muni, and the lingam in the principal temple having been
established by him, is known aS Bakeswar.

I obtained a list of tirthas here, which I append ;
it is of

interest, as giving the names of numerous well-known as

well as of some obscure tirthas.
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When Parvati in her anger destroyed herself at Daksha’s
sacrifice and flung her members abroad, they fell at yarious

places, each of which has become a tirtha in consequence

;

there are 48 of these I was told

—

1. Hingulaz—the occiput.

2. Sarkara—the eye (netra).

3. Sugandhya—the nose.

4. Kashmir—the throat.

5. JwMamukhi—the tongue.

6. Janukur—the “ sthul.”

7. Manasarovar—the right hand.

8. Bahula—the left hand.

9. Chattagrama (Chittagong)—the right arm.

10. Ujain.

11. Kandaki—the back of the neck.

12. Vrindavana—the hair.

13. Jayanta—the left thigh.

14. Prayaga—the fingers.

15. Mithila—the left shoulder.

16. Kanchipiu*—the bones.

17. Katnayali—the right shoulder.

18. Kangaon—the back.

19. Godavari—the cheek.

20. Kirit Kona.
21. Sri Saila hill—the neck.

22. Prabhasa—the lips.

23. Chandrabhaga—the canine tooth.

24. Panchasagar—the incisors.

25. Kalamadhava—the right waist.

26. Narmmada—the left waist.

27. Sri Pan^at, near the Karatoya river, received the

left chin.

28. Kurukhetra.
29. Benares—the earrings.

30. Manikarnika (in Benares)—the breast jewel
(brooch)

.

31. Baijnath—the heart.

32. Nepala (Pasupatinatha)—the palate.

33. Tripura—the right hand.

34. Khirgaon—the left breast.

35. Bhairava Hill

36. Jagannath—the navel.

37. Mayapura.
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38. Maliendra.

39. Gokarna.
40. Chatramaya.
41. Bliasmajal.

42. Bamagiri (Bamtek).
43. Bakini.

44. Malaya.
45. Kamakliya—the generative organs.

46.

47.

48. KalighM (in Calcutta)—the toes fell here.

I give the list as I got it, without comment or remark.

MANGALPUB.
At Mangalpur, about two miles west of Dulnajpur, and

nine miles south of Bakeswar or Tantipara, is a tank known as

Dantiwara,—so called, legend says, after the teeth of Parvati,

of which one fell into it. Close to it, Kliagra is said to have
been so named after Khagaditya Muni.

BHIMGABH.
The road from Baniganj to Seuri crosses the Ajaya river

near Bhimgarh. This is an old fort, with low earthen ram-
parts, now beaten by the weather into low gentle mounds.
The place is attributed to the five Pandus, who, dm’ing their

exile, are said to have stayed here some time. Some hollows

in the vicinity,—the remains, no doubt, of old tanks,—are said

to have been caused by the daily pouring out at those spots

of the water from boiled rice, and the surplus ghi and
sugarcane juice. A tank in the vicinity is named Sona Chal
Dighi, and is said to have yielded gold, which -the Pandus
washed here : hence the name. The interior of the fort is

now cultivated, and people say they occasionally come
upon sdl timber bimed underground. I accept this state-

ment as correct, and as an indication of the comparatively
small age of the fort.

On the south banks of the river, opposite the fort, are a
number of small, uninteresting temples, which are ascribed

to the Pandus. The five brothers are said to have estabhshed
five lingams there, which they worshipped ; whence the name
of the place Panchpandeswar. Bhim, however, is said to

have set up another lingam on the other side of the river,

close to, and west of, the old fort : this is now known as
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Bhimeswar, and is enshrined in a small modern temple. All
the temples in Panchpandeswar are modem, and built of

brick and stone, without any regularity. Older temples once
existed here, hut of these, except the materials, there are

now no traces. Judging from these, I conclude they were
small, plain shrines, somewhat of the style of the Baijnath
temples, and of no great antiquity.

A short distance south of the river Ajaya, and to the

east of the road, is a large tank near a village, with the

remains of a Muhammadan dargah and of a Hindu temple
close to it : they are not very old, but are probably as old as

the ruins at Panchpandeswar.

BARAKAH.
Barakar, which is the terminus of the East Indian Railway,

Barakar Branch, and is situated on the Grand Trunk Road,
contains several very interesting ancient remains, in excellent

preservation. There are four temples, whose towers at least are

in entire preservation ; besides some ruins. There are two
temples together at the eastern end of the group, and one
ruined temple not far off. Some few feet off are two other

temples.

Temples Nos. 1 and 2 are precisely like each other. As
they stand at present, they consist of a simple cell each, sur-

mounted by a tower roof, but there are traces of a mandapa
in front, of which all, but the foundations, have disappeared.

So far as can now be ascertained, the temple consisted of a

cell, with its doorway ; an antarala, formed in the thickness of

the back walls of the mahamandapa; a mahamandapa,
about 13^ feet square (see plate). That there were chambers
in front of the mahamandapa I cannot doubt, but no traces

now exist of any.

One of the temples is inscribed. The record is engraved on
the right jamb of the entrance or doorway of the sanctum. It

is in two distinct pieces—one of 11^ lines, the other of 21 lines,

both in a variety of the Bengali character. Prom the style of

the characters, the temples do not appear to date to beyond
the Muhammadan conquest, or, at the utmost, to just

before. The inscriptions are not dated. One of them men-
tions the erection of the temple by one Harishchandra (Raja ?)

for his beloved ; Jnit who Harishchandra was, or when he
built the temples, is not mentioned. The temples are parti-

cularly interesting, as being the finest existing examples of

their type.
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The temples face east. In the cell of the inscribed one is

a Gane9a on a pedestal, in front of which is an oblong argha,

vdth 3 lingam holes cut into it. It appears to me that only-

one of the holes was originally cut ; the others were subse-

quently added—why, I cannot imagine. I infer this from the

rudeness of execution of the other holes; two nandis and
several Vaishnavic sculptures lie outside. A peculiarity of

these temples,—and not of these alone, hut of the entne series

of temples of this type to be foimd in Manbhum,— is the
sunk jiosition of the floor of the sanctum.

I am inclined to ascribe these temples to a period posterior

to the Muhammadan conquest of Northern India, from the
circumstance that a temple of this type, existing at Telcupi,

to be noticed fmdher on, has had the corners of its maha-
mandapa cut off (to enable a circular roof to be put on), in

the same way as the corners of Iltitmish’s tomb at Delhi

;

but it is to be observed that this mode of construction,

although it, undoubtedly, occurs in a post-Muhammadan
building in Delhi, is to be regarded as essentially Hindu, espe-

cially as we meet no instances of it after the time, when, as is

well kno-wn, Hindu masons were employed of necessity in

the construction of Muhammadan structures ; so that, al-

though I am on tliis ground inclined to attribute these

temples to a post-Muhammadan period in the absence of

other data, I am by no means satisfied that in doing so, I

am right.

The sanctum is roofed by overlapping stones, chamfered
at the edges, till the opening is small enough to be slabbed

over ; but, although the inner roof of the sanctum is thus

a pyramidal one, there is space between it and the outer

tower roof for a small chamber. I could see no chamber
from the outside, and clambering up to ascertain it, was not
practicable ; but, judging from other examples, it is very un-
likely that the entire intervening space is solidly filled in.

The basement mouldings of these temples are not
elegant, though they are deeply cut, and rise to a great

height. This is due to the circumstance that they do not
splay outwards, and thus add to the breadth and solidity of the

temple. Constructively, these temples, founded on solid rock,

need no splay outwards of the foundations, but, artistically,

the very profusion of deep-cut lines, richly sciflptured, which
do not apparently increase the stability of the temple, is

unsatisfactory. In this respect the simple mouldings of the

temple at Katras, similarly founded on roek, will contrast
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favorably with these, as also those of No. 5 temple here
;
and

even No. 4 has very perceptible advantages over Nos. 1 and
2 : see plates.

It is needless to do more than allude to the richly indent-

ed towers. As examples of towers richly, yet simply, orna-

mented, they invite especial attention and study. It is not,

however, possible to give a critical account of them till

accurate drawings to scale can he made— a work which, as I

have before observed, must be undertaken at some future

time, not now, when extensive rapid tours are undertaken and
accomphshed.

Close to and south of these temples stands a raised

mound—the ruins of a temple. This temple contained

numerous statues of the avatars of Vishnu, several of which
still exist in a weather-beaten and broken state. The temple
must have been large, and the statues appear to have been
ranged along the walls of the mahamandapa, doing duty
as pilasters and, perhaps, as pillars, precisely in the style of

the temples in the eastern portion of the Central Provinces,

Avhich I have since seen. The age of this temple is difficult to

ascertain. Judging from the ruins of what its style must have
been, and comparing it with the temples in the Central Pro-

vinces, to which type it clearly belongs, this temple should be
placed at a very early period, perhaps the sixth or seventh

century of om* era ; but as it is found in company with other

temples which, apparently, are of a later date, I do not see

how any great antiquity can be assigned to it. There is but
one solution,—to ascribe all the Barakar temples to a date

prior (but not by much) to the Muhammadan conquest.

Temple No. 4 stands by itself. It, like Nos. 1 and 2, con-

sists at present of a single cell, but, unlike them, it does not

appear to have ever had a mahamandapa in front, as the

mouldings are carried round to the very entrance of the sanc-

tum. Unlike them, too, it does not face east, but due west. In
other particulars it appears to be much hke them. The floor of

its cell is considerably lower than the sill of the entrance, being

3 feet 7 inches below the level of the entrance sill. Like them,

too, it has a pyramidal roof inside, with no chambers visible

above, and the tower and the ornamentation of the tower

are similar also. The mouldings of the basement are, how-
ever, different, both in being unadorned with sculpture, and in

being higher and bolder, and altogether more pleasing. A
portion of the lower part of the temple is now buried under-

ground.
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Tlie object of worship inside is the figure of a fish lying

flat, serving as an arglia to five lingam holes cut in it. This

sculpture is especially interesting, as proving that the fish is

essentially a representation of the female power of nature— a

character which it hears in the mythology of other nations,

but which appears to have been overlooked, or forgotten, in

Indian mythology, where it, and a similar symbol, the tortoise,

are dissociated from the lingam. Vishnu, as the preserving, and
therefore the reproductive, agent, is, by right, entitled to these

symbols
;
hut so is he in his masculine aspect to the lingam. Tlie

lingam, however, has long, by a strange anomaly, become asso-

ciated with Siva, the destroying agent, and has lost all connec-

tion with its natiu’al pedestal, the yoni, represented by the fish

and tortoise, and elsewhere (out of India) by the boat, the

ark, &c. It is out of place here to piusue the subject fiu’ther,

but in the history of Indian symbolism, this unique sculp-

tm’e will occupy a very interesting and important position.

The sculpture represents a fish 5 feet 9 inches long from the

snout to the tip of the tail, 2 feet 3 inches wide at the swell

below the head, and 1 foot 9 inches at the junction of the tail.

The tail itself is 9 inches long by 2 feet 1 inch wide at its

extremity.

Close to this temple, and facing it, stands temple No. 5.

It is now inclosed, or partially inclosed, within a courtyard

;

but the walls of this inclosiue are evidently later additions, as

they cover up the mouldings of the temple outside on the sides.

Divested of tliis wall, the temple consists of a cell and
an antarala, or vestibule. It does not appear to have ever had
a mahamandapa in front. The object of worship is a lingam,
placed in a great argha, 4 feet 7 inches in diameter. Besides

this, there are lying, in and out, statues and fragments, among
which may be reckoned, Gane9a, a 4-armed female, a 4-arm-
ed male holding a sword and a trident in two hands, and some
nondescript fragments. The roof is pyramidal inside, as in

other temples.

Externally, the tower differs considerably from those of

the other temples here, and, though in bad order, surpasses

them in beauty and richness, though the sculptured details

are not so profuse or minute. The basement mouldings, too,

are bold, elegant, and simple, and stand in strong contrast

to the richer, more labored, but ineffective, profusion of

lines in the other temples. Deference to the plates and
photographs will give details both of this and of the other
temples.
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This temj^le cannot be classed with the others. In design
and in execution it is essentially different, though the same
in material ; and if style alone be taken as a criterion of
age, it should be much older than them. But style is such
a vague expression, that it is a vicious system, whicli pre-
sumes from a consideration of that which itself is undefined
to deduce the age of any structure. Pew, if any, of those who
use the expression have any clear idea of its meaning.
I certainly have very vague notions about it

; and I do not
believe it has yet been laid down what, and why, particular
features, or what, and why, particular details of featm’es,

—

whether of plan, of material, of color, of ornamentation, of
profile, or of construction,—should be, and what should not
l3e, considered as entering into, and helping to make up, the
shadowy thing known (or rather, I -should say, not known)
as style. Before we can make use of “ style ” as a test of

age, we have, first, to define it ; and secondly, to show that
style is justly a criterion of age, and of age alone,—not rather

of locality, or of a combination of age and locality. I have
in several instances been guilty of attempting to judge
from “ style ;

” but it has always been done with hesitation,

and more because I felt myself somehow boimd to give an
opinion,—guess it should rather be called,—which will be of

use, even if it only succeeds in inviting controversy, and thus
helping to throw light from other quarters on the subject.

One interesting feature in these temples must not be
passed over unnoticed. The temples are surmounted by urns,

and not by cylinders, or spires, or cones. The temple jS’o. 5

had, indeed, once an iron trisul surmounting it, but it appear-
ed to me to have been put in afterwards.

There are no legends in connection with these temples.

KALYAXESWABI, or DEVISTHAX.

Six or seven miles north of Barakar, near the right

banks of the Barakar river, are some temples at a place

known as Devisthan. AU these appear to me of recent date

—

perhaps built of older materials. They are interesting, as

showing that, even at a very late period, the horizontal arch

was used by Hindus, as may be seen from the entrance arch-

wav of the enclosure, which is evidentlv built of the relics

of some older structure, of which now no traces remain.

Two of the temples here are inscribed. The inscriptions

are in bad order, from having been cut on a soft stone.
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They are in Bengali characters, and are cut in relief—an
almost certain sign of their recent age. One of them mentions
a Baja’s name and Kalyanakot; as the temples are known
as the sthana of Devi Kalyaneswari, it appears that formerly

a small fort, named Kalyanakot (kot meaning citadel), existed

here. The statue of the Devi herself in the principal tem-
ple,—a large, plain, massive, pyramidal roofed, dark temple,

with balustrade-shaped pillars in front,—is inscribed. The
inscription is in Bengali. It reads “ Sri Sri Kalyaneswari
charana parayan Srijukta Deva Natha Deva Sarmma.”

Tradition says that a Bohni Deoghar Brahman once saw a
jewelled arm rise out of the waters in the nala adjacent

; he
went and informed Baja Kalaya Sinha of Kasipur, Pachet,

who came himself to see, and saw the prodigy. At night the
goddess herself appeared to him in a dream, and j)ointing to

an irregular stone, somewhat like a rude argha, said, “ This is

my murtti, worship) it the Baja accordingly caused the
temple to be erected, and the stone having been duly inscribed,

was installed in the temple. As the Bajas of Pachet did not
reside at Kasipur tdl comparatively very recent times, the
temples cannot be old.

PANDBA.

About 9 miles west of Barakar, and to the north of the
Grand Trunk Boad, is the large and important village of

Pandra, the residence of the Cliief (now a female) of the dis-

trict; here are several temples, all in a group, on a liigh revetted

mound enclosed by a low wall ; the jnincipal temple is clearly

a modern restoration of an older temple, but there are other

small single-cell temples, wliich have not undergone much
alteration, though all have received attention and are kept
in repair by the Bani ; the place was evidently one of import-
ance in ancient times, and the great terrace on which the
temples are built, and the positions of the two existing smaller

temples, show that here stood a large temple, smTounded by
minor ones

;
the temples are interesting for the curious

moulding (see plate), and the enclosure wall appears to be, in

parts, of its original form. It is said that, while repairs were
being executed, an inscription was found, and was inserted by
the mason into some part of the temple, but where no one
knew ;

and as the temples are well covered with whitewash
and plaster, and I was not permitted to go in, I failed to

discover it. The temples are ascribed to the Pandus, from
whom, also, the place Pandra is said to derive its name. I
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need hardly add that this is quite a myth ; the temples do
not appear older than the mechseval Brahmanical period.

It is said that al)out haK a mile off, in digging near
a tank, old steps leading down to it were found, as also a
subterranean passage. I aceept these statements as eoiTeet,

and as indieating the former importanee of this place.

KATBAS.

Katras is an important village, about 6 miles south of the
police outpost between Gohindpur and Topchanchi

; there

must once have been numerous temples here, but the mate-
rials have been used up in building new ones ; to the north
of the village is a small temple, perhaps partly old, but
standing on a terrace, wliich has evidently been restored. As the

basement moulding of this terrace are curious, I have insert-

ed it {vide plates)
; close to it, on a small mound, are the

ruins of an old temple ; here lies an old sculptured doorway
and several fragments ;

in the vicinity are several low moimds,
with fragments of statues and cut stone lying about.

To the east of, and separated from, the village by a small

rivulet stands a half-ruined old temple known as the Dewal

;

this temple is especially interesting, as showing the construc-

tion of temples of this class—single-cell ones—and for the

simplicity of its mouldings
; the temple is remarkably plain

;

it has in front the tall triangular opening, formed of over-

lapping stones, and divided into two portions by a broad slab

let in across ; at present I see no remains of any mandapa in

front, hut the existence of the dividing slab shows that it

existed at one time, as otherwise the slab dividing the open-

ing into an entrance proper and an illuminating window
becomes meaningless.

The temple is filled up inside to some depth with rubbish
;

on excavation, I came upon an argha eccentrically placed

;

judging from this that it was a later addition, I continued

the excavation, and came upon an argha centrically placed

and in situ ; the temple was, therefore, Saivic ; the exterior

of the temple is also buried under about three feet of rubbish,

and this may account for my not seeing any traces of the

foundations of a mandapa in front.

Close to the temple is a tank, now nearly dry, known as

the Ghat Bandha Tal
;
it was evidently attached to the temple

;

its name is said to have been derived from the existence

of a stone ghat, which was once found upon digging, but
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which is now again buried. A fair, lasting one day during
the month of Chait, is annually held here. The temple stands
on the crest of high undulating ground. The place is known
as Jhinjhi Pahari. For details of measurement and con-

struetion, I refer to the plates and jdiotograph
; description

is superfluous. The temple faces west ; on the entrance is a
human head sculptured on the architrave; the head has
matted locks, and is apparently intended for Siva.

I have elsewhere indicated the importanee of Katras
; it

is even now of some importance, as the Paja of Jharia
occasionally resides here. There are numerous modern
temples and several pakka residences in the village.

Prom the evident simplicity of the mouldings and the
occurrence of the triangular overlapping opening in front,

which, however necessary constructively in brick buildings,

is not a necessity here, and from this opening being designed
in accordance with the proportions that held in brick tem-
ples, I infer this temple to be one of the oldest found in

Magadha (supposing Magadha to have extended to the
Damuda river southwards). The district of which Katras is,

or was, the capital is known, in Muhammadan history, as

Jharkhand, which appears to have been derived from Jharia-
garh ; but as Jhariagarh is traditionally said to have risen

into importance after the decay of Katras, or rather as its

rise is said to have caused the decay of Katras, I infer that
the temple here must date to a period long anterior to the
Muhammadan conquest.

About 8 miles west of Katras is a temple at Dumra, but
which I could not visit.

Two miles south of Katras are two small and apparently
modern temples, one dated in Samvat 190J, 18th Vaisakh : the
village is called Malkara.

About 8 miles south by a little west from Katras, on the
right bank of the Pamuda river, are the ruins of a large religi-

ous establishment; the place is now utterly deserted, the near-
est village being two miles off; the ruins are known as the
nuns of Chechgaongarh.

CHECHGAONGARH.

There are the ruins of a few temples on the north banks
of the river also, one faced south, and was built exactlv
facing a corresponding one on tlic south, or right bank of the
Pamuda

;
the ruins contain several stones, evidently tlie
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moiildings of the basement ; they are fine, and boldly cut

;

opposite to this temple, on the right bank of the river and
to the south-east and east of it, are other tem23les, which
must have been profusely ornamented ; some of the frag-

ments of stones of the basement mouldings resemble the
basement mouldings of the superb temple at Udij)ur in

Central India in profusion and delicacy of sculpture ; the
forms of the mouldings, also, were apjiarently very beautiful

;

some of the curves appear to have been parabolic or elliptic

—

not cu'cular ; a remarkably fine one reduced from a facsimile

impression is shown in plate.

The temples were certainly adorned internally with
pilasters, sculptured as in the examples of Central India

;
and

from the mutilated remains of an elephant statue lying

among the ruins, I infer that, like the superb temjfies of

Khajuraha, these temples were also adorned with elephant

statues projecting from corners and salient points of the

tower ; there are also several fragments sculptured with the

horseshoe pattern, as in the main body of the towers of the
main temples at Khajuraha ; of pillars not one exists. Such
convenient articles cannot be expected to be left lying about
when close to them stands a large flourishing village (one

stands within two miles of the ruins on the north side of the
river, and has several pakka houses in it, and one on the same
side of the river two miles off, also with pakka houses in it) ;

but of statues a few mutilated ones still exist ; one is an
eight-armed female slaying the buffalo-demon ; another is a

lingam and its argha ; a third, curiously enough, is the arclii-

trave of a doorway, with a seated figure, like Buddha, vdth a
halo sculptured round his head; this last is evidently Buddhist,

and being on the architrave, proves the existence of a Bud-
dliist temple, side by side with Brahmanical Saivic temples.

The largest temple of the group here was clearly a Saivic

temple ;
the lingam and argha are still in situ ; the argha is

cut on a square large stone, ornamented with mouldings on its

vertical faces : this temple faced east, as the spout of the

argha, which is usually on the right hand side, points

north ;
to the west of the great temple, about 100 feet off,

are the ruins of a small temple, with the mutilated figure of

a large nandi, and of others to the north and south of the large

temple, as well as to the north-east and north-west, and to

the east ;
of these all appear to have been small ones, and

probably subordinate to the great central Saivic one ; there

ought properly to have been temples to the south-east and
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south-west also, hut I noticed no ruins in those parts
;
possibly

they have been quite removed.

The temple to the north appears to have been larger

than the others ; among its ruins is a slab, the spandrel appar-

ently of a false arch representing a horse or a donkey
saddled ; this is probably meant to represent the Kalkiavatar

;

the existence of an arched spandrel does not bring down the

age of the temple to post-Muhammadan times, as the

temples at Khajuraha and at Pathari and elsewhere have
false arch-ribs to give apparent support to the centre of the

great entrance architrave. The mouldings of this temple

were particularly old, judging from the fragments
; for there

is literally in the whole place not one single stone left stand-

ing on another in situ, and most of the squared blocks have
got carried off long ago.

About 200 feet east of the great temple are the ruins of

the second largest temple in the place. All the temples here

appear to have been profusely ornamented with sculpture,

and the number of amalakas and half-amalakas lying about,

with theu* variety of sizes, shews that each tower rose up
majestically out of a cluster of attached fiat towers, as at

Khajuraha and elsewhere ; the large temple had also maha-
mandapas and antaralas and porticos ; in short, were complete

temples, as at Khajuraha. There were altogether 16 mounds,
large and small, all within a space of about quarter of a mile

wide by half-mile in length.

To the east and west of the great collection of temples,

and half a mile off on either side, on the banks of the river,

are other mounds of ruins of temples
;
further east, are some

few more ;
further west, immediately on the edge of the river,

a long line of bare rocks juts out ; on these are sculptured

numerous arghas, lingams, and figures. The river eddies have
cut the rocks here into curious holes.

Near to, and east of, the largest temple on the vertical face

of a ledge of rock on the west bank of the little rivulet that

murmurs down, are cut two lines of inscription, mediaeval na-

giri; in the first line mention is made of Chichitagara, which I

take to be the original of modern Chechgaongarh, or Chichinga,

and in the second line is mention of Srayaki Kachhabansidra,
shewing clearly that there were Jain or Srawaki temples
here ; the carved architrave representing seated a figure with
the halo is therefore probably a relic of the Jain temple.

On the flat rock alone are cut numerous arghas, lingams,

charanas, and figures, male, female, &c., all rather rudely.
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Tradition ascribes the temples here, and indeed in the
vicinity generally, to one Maheswar llaja. This Haja is said

to have been of the same caste as the Ghatwals of this day
of Katras.

BILONJA.

Bilonja is a small, but important and rising, village, about
two miles south of the ruins of Chechgaongarh

; here are two
modern temples, not yet finished, and several old statues

;

among tliese, one is a naked Jain statue, one is of a two-armed
female, some others are of no interest. These statues are said

to have been obtained partly from the ruins of Chechgaongarh,

and partly from the ruins of a large temple once existing to the

east of, and just outside, the village of Bilonja. This temple is

said to have been very large and complete, and to have been
known as the Nava Batna, from having nine pinnacles. Out of

its ruins the modern temples are avowedly built; of it no trace

but a low mound now remains. Close to it is another large

mound, about 400 feet long by 100 feet wide; it is known as the

garh or fort ;
below it, and to the north of it, is a large tank.

In the village are some plain pillars of the form of those

at Hasra, near Bishanpur Tandwa, or Kawa Bob
The temples now being built are to Dm’ga and to Damo-

dara. Durga is worshipped by the people here for the sake

of getting cliildren, and Bamodara (a form of Vishnu) to

obtain mokhsha. As the people of these parts are mostly of

the Kol and Santal families, it appears that the meaning
now attached to Bamodara by the Brahmans, viz., a form of

Vishnu, is not the original meaning under which Bamodara
was worshipped ; I rather consider that it was the river itself

that was worshipped, for it is well known that the Santals

do not consider the spirits of them ancestors as at rest tiU

their bones have been thrown into the great river. The Avord

mokhsha, too, appears a relic of Buddhist or Jaina doctrines.

Ilalf a mile north-east of Bilonja is a tank, with some
statues on its banks ;

the place is knoum as Kalyanithan; there

are numerous cut stones and statues of Gane9a and of the

eight-armed BeAU slaying the buffalo, which are worsliipped.

There evidently once stood on the banks of this tank one or

tAA'o Same temples.

TUGBI.

One mile north-east of Bilonja, in the Tugri Aillage, are

numerous cut stones, used as foundations of huts, scATral of

them sculptured.
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BHATBINOR.

Three miles east of this is the small village of Bhathinor ;

here are the ruins of large Saivic temples of cut stone, hut
probably plain, as I saw hut few sculptured stones.

ALWARA.
At Alwara, a short distance to the north-east, are the ruins

of a large Buddhist temple
;
part of the architrave and door

jambs exist, and on the former is sculptm’ed Buddha seated

;

it is a draped figure
;
the place is now known as Mahadevas-

than, and a small rounded stone partially buried is the ob-

ject of worship.

There are along the hanks of the river between Alwara
and Chechgaongarh a few mounds, evidently the ruins of

temples.

Annual fairs are held at Bilonja, at Alwara, and at

Chechgaongarh, on the full moon of Vaisakha, on the Sang-

kranta of Chait, and on the Barani festival, respectively.

BARIKA,

Three miles south-west of the ruins at Chechgaongarh
is the village of Darika, or Dandika, with several tanks and
a few ruins : the principal ruin there is outside the village

on a small mound
; it is that of a large temple ;

the cell is

still entue internally, hut the roof has long ago gone, as also

the mouldings outside ; the architrave over the entrance is a
plain roughish slab, and is apparently not the original one

;

the door jambs are ornamented with plain, hut deep, lines

;

the ruins of the mahamandapa lie scattered in front. Among
the fragments of sculpture is a four-armed goddess, with a
high head-dress, holding a sword and trident in two hands,
two others being mutilated

; she has large earrings. There is

also the fragment of a lion, which appears to have projected

out into the am from the tower roof, as in the temples
at Barakar.

The tower roof of the temple was surmounted by an
urn, the fragment of one of the minor pinnacles shews this :

the temple was built of cut stone without any cement, the
stones carefully set so as to break joint ; the ornamentation
consisted exclusively of plain square, or angular mouldings,
as there is not a single curved moulding in the ruins : the

VOL. VIII L
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pillars wliicli supported the roof of the mahamandapa were
plain oetagonal, somewhat like the octagonal pillars at

Baijnath.

Half a mile to the east of Chandra is a square pillar,

carved at the end into the fore part of an elephant, and
having a hngam carved on one side

; the latter, evidently after

its original purpose had been forgotten, and it had become
a pillar ; it is set up apparently as a boundary mark

;
it is

interesting, as it is clearly a stone from the basement of a
richly sculptured temple, where it was inserted in a hori-

zontal position, with the end projecting out of the face of the

building and cut into the shape of the forepart of an ele-

phant, as in the examples at Khajuraha; the temple, therefore,

to which it belonged must have had at least a row of

boldly projecting elephants’ heads as one of the ornamental
lines of the basement. I could, however, neither see nor hear

of any temple in the vicinity from which the stone could

have been brought.

At the first village beyond Chandan Kyari is a statue

of one of the Jain heriarchs in black basalt
;
he is repre-

sented seated cross-legged in the usual fasliion, and on his

pedestal is the hull symbol. It is on the banks of a large,

now dry, tank, near the old road from Midnapur to Benares,

which passes through Chas and Para,

PAHA.

Close to Para, about half mile to the west of the present

village, in a field, is a small inscribed statue of a female on a
lion ;

she is six-armed, of wliich four are now missing
;
on two

sides of the lion are two pigs, and over them two elephants

on each side, one large and one small
; the inscription reads,

Sri Venahasini Sri Char ” * * * * &c. ; the in-

scription is in had order
;

it evidently records the name of the
donor, a private individual apparently, and a worshipper of

the charana (sacred feet) of the goddess : the fish emblem
occupies the centre of the canopy over the head of the
statue ; I infer it, therefore, to be Vaishnavic ; she is dressed in

a short hoddice and the sari, vlth the loose end gathered up
and left hanging in folds in front, like the dhotis of the
better class of people in Bengal at this day.

Para contains several temples, most of which are com-
paratively recent

;
the one at the extreme west end is a curious

and not inelegant building
; it is clearly post-Muhammadan,
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but not of recent date
;
the roofs are all of overlapping courses,

although the arches supporting them are true arches.

There are also some brick temples, of probably the same age,

in the village
;
these, but especially the E,adharaman temple,

are profusely ornamented with moulded and cut brick
; the

minute tracery, executed in such a soft material as brick,

exposed to the weather, is in wonderful preservation, and
shows how much can be done in this material at little cost

;

photographs of both temples have been taken, and are worth
studying.

The most ancient and interesting objects here are, how-
ever, two temples, to the east of, and just outside, the village

;

one is of brick, the other of a soft kind of stone
;
both are

much weather-beaten and partially broken, but such portions

as still exist are interesting.

The stone temple was once a large and complete temple ;

traces of the foundations of the mahamandapa can still be
seen, but only the tower portion containing the sanctum is

standing now
; this portion was once profusely ornamented

with mouldings and sculptm’e, but the weather has worn
away the stone (a very soft sandstone) so much, that the
correct outline of the mouldings can nowhere be made out.

A curious peculiarity of the moiddings of the temple, and
indeed of temples of this part of Bengal in general, is, that
at intervals the mouldings are interrupted by thin spaces
left projecting, showing that the mouldings were cut after

the temples were completely built up plain, generally
; the

septa interrupting the hne of mouldings are solid, but in

this temple the mouldings were so bold, that they have
found it possible to perforate the septa at the back, and thus
carry through the mouldings. This sketch shows the appear-
ance of one where the cross shading represents the mould-
ings in section

; the single shading represents the septum in

elevation, and the blank B the portion hollowed
through. The faces A of the septa, which are

wide, were profusely and delicately sculptured

into chaityas, statues, processions, battle scenes,

&c. ; at present only a few haK-worn ones exist

to show what they were originally.

It will be seen from the photograph that

the upper portion of the tower of this temple

is built differently to the lower, both in material and exe-

cution, being of coarse stone (granite probably) plain cut ; it

will also be seen that the front or entrance is quite plain
;
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these are clearly due to subsequent repair; in the front

portion, not only does the plain portion not fit the orna-

mental part behind, but there is used, besides stones of vari-

ous kinds, brick also, to fill in odd spaces ; the stone, however,
is set dry without any mortar, and this leads me to assign

to the repair some antiquity ; certainly the repair was not

executed within the memory of any living man, nor does tradi-

tion say anything about it. I conclude, therefore, as the

repair is evidently post-Muhammadan, though of an early

period, that it was executed during the time that Man
Singh, as Akbar’s General, exercised supreme authority in

these parts.

The temple enshrines a statue of fine black stone ;
it is

of Lakshmi, and is two-armed
;
two elephants are sculptured

as holding garlands over her head ; she has lost her nose, but
is otherwise in excellent preservation, and rivals the fine

sculptures of Lakhisarai and its neighbourhood ;
there is

a silly legend to account for the loss of the nose, which appears

to me to have really been lost through strokes of Muham-
madan axes or sabres before the Hindu General Man Singh
was sent as Chief in these parts.

A coat of plaster once covered the temple ;
and as the plaster

could not have been put on when the temple was in good
condition, from the circumstance that in some portions

Avhere the plaster still exists the stone underneath is never-

theless weather-worn, I infer that it was put on when the

repairs were executed, so as to give a uniform look to the

old and new portions
; it has, however, long ago disappeared,

being now found only in sheltered corners.

The lower portion of the temple is now buried to a

depth of probably 3 feet underground.
An inscription was said to have existed in the temple,

but had dropped out long ago, and remained uncared for

a long time ; it is, however, not to be seen now, and no one
knows anything about it.

Close to it stands the brick temple ;
this temple is also

old, perhaps older than the stone one
;

the bricks used
measure more than 17 inches long by over 11 inches in

width, and are all set in mud ; they appear fauly well

burnt, and well shaped, and the weather has acted less on
them than on the apparently harder stone of the adjacent

temple ; the temple now stands apparently on a high
plinth, but this plinth or basement is a later addition, made
most probably to secure the temple from tmnbling down.
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tlirough weakening, by saltpetre or the weather, of the lowest

courses; it is, therefore, merely a sort of envelope to the

lower portion of the temple, which is, however, by this

means completely hidden from view, and it is, therefore,

impossible to ascertain the forms of the mouldings of the

lower part of the temple without removing it,—a proceeding
not to be attempted, as the temple has jealous pujaris in

attendance. Prom an examination of the line of junction

of the temple and its outer casing or plinth, it is seen that

the lower part of the original temple had become very

insecure from the removal or disintegration of the lower
courses of bricks ; this examination made in front, further

shows that the temple did not consist originally of only
a cell, but that it had a mandapa in front besides, of which
now no traces remain, a huge pipar tree having mono-
polised the ground which the mandapa once occupied

;

the plinth or casing is of brick set in mortar, the temple
itself being, as stated, of brick set in mud.

The entrance to the lower portion now existing is, as

usual, cut up into two portions,~a lower rectangular doorway
proper, and an upper pentagonal illuminating window, by
a stone door-frame inserted in the opening ; the upper
portion, when it begins narrowing, does so by the usual

expedient of overlapping courses
;

there is no trace of

any arching whatever :—unlike the temples at Buddha Gaya,
and at Konch, the cell has but one roof, being the tall

pyramidal roof formed by the tower itself
;

this is as it

should be, for, as I have shown, the inner vaulted roofs of

the temples at Buddha Gaya and at Konch were put in

afterwards, and, in the former case, for a special purpose.

The temple enshrines a ten-armed female statue.

The temple was at one time plastered throughout, but
the peeling olf of the plaster in most places, while it is intact

in others, shows that it was put on afterwards ;
the temple

appears to have originally had no coat of plaster, for the
bricks forming the facing all round are carefully smoothed,
cut and sculptured

; and so minutely was the carving done,

that a space 1 inch square shows sculptured two tiny bells,

their ropes, and the twist of the several strands of the ropes

clearly made out,—so that, nothing need have been added
in the way of sculpture, in an external coat of plaster

;
but

what conclusively proves the later date of the plaster coat

is the circumstance that the sculptured figures, executed
in the plaster coat, do not coiTespond to the underlying
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sculpture iu the briek face itself
; the plaster, therefore, is

a later addition, and I would attribute it to the same period

as the repairs of the stone temple, i.e., to the time of Man
Singh, Akhar’s General.

The forms of the towers, both of this and of the

adjacent stone one, are very graceful
; the upper portion of

the tower of this one is broken, and it appears likely to

be soon destroyed through the growth of trees, which are

allowed to take root and flourish Avithout hindrance.

Close to, and to the south-west of, this temple is a large

mound, on whieh, and about wliich, lie several tapering

plain pillars ;
this mound was clearly once the site of a large

temple, larger than the existing ones. At the east end of

the mound still stand two pilasters, with plain square mould-
ings ; they measure 28 inches in width by 16 inches in thiek-

ness. Tradition says they are the side supports on which the

trunnions of a dhenki used to work, the said clhenki haA'ing

been set up by an evil E/ankini, Avho Avas fond of human
flesh, which she used to pound in this dhenki ; and one of the

long stone pillars, lying at the foot of the monnd, is pointed

out as the dhenki beam ; it is said that, by agreement AAith

the Eaja, she was allowed one human \ictim daily. One day
a poor cowherd, on returning AAdth his coavs to his master’s

house, saAV his master and mistress crying bitterly ; and as-

certaining on inquiry the cause to be that one of them was
to be made over to the ogress, he volunteered to go instead,

stipulating only that he should be immediately furnished

with some gram made of iron and some ordinary gram :

armed with these, the man and his two dogs went to the

temple and waited
;
presently in came the Rankini, and was

about to seize him, when he said—“Hold, before you eat me, or

I eat yon, let us make a trial of strength : here is a handful

of g’am for you, and here is one for me, whichever of us

two finishes enting the gram first, shall also eat the other.”

The Eankini agreed, but vainly tried to masticate the iron

gram she had received, while the cowherd soon got tlnough
his share, and made as if he would begin on her next ;

terrified, the Eankini rent the temple and ran out, pursued

by the coAvherd and his two dogs
; the Eankini fled to Dhal-

bhum, where, seeing a washerman washing at the river, she

begged him to hide her, promising him the Raj as recompense

;

the man hid her under his “ pat ” (the piece of AA ood they

beat the cloth on), and the cowherd, after a fruitless seareh,

AA’as returning with his two dogs, Avhen, in passing through the
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Baghal forest, near the village of Baghalya, he and his dogs

were turned into stone, and exist to this day ! In proof of the

truth of this legend, they point to the Bajas of Bhalbhum,
who are said to be dhobis by caste, and who are notorious for

having practised human sacrifices, till very recent times, in

honor, it is said, of this very Rankini, who became thew tute-

lary deity and the principal object of worship in the country ;

her temple is said (and the site is pointed out at Sarangarh,

near Ambikanagar) to have existed till within the last few
years, and to have been regularly supplied with human
victims till it was destroyed by the British authorities.

The petrified cowherd is nothing more or less than a Sati

pillar, standing by itself, in the Baghalya forest (scrub jangal),

near the Baghalya village
; it is clear that the name of the

village and of the jangal has suggested the identification of

the Sati pillar (the real pm*pose of which was forgotten)

with the petrified cowherd; the dogs are said also to be
there, but one of them is certainly a lion from some temple,

and the other is perhaps another from the same, or some other

temple : the Sati pillar is now worshipped, if plenteous liba-

tions of milk and ghi be any criterion of worship. The
Baghalya village is a couple or 3 miles off the road, between
Kotra and Jhapra.

Para is traditionally said to have been the seat of the

Rajas, and is said to have possessed 52 tanks : one ver-

sion says in Para there are 6 coris of pokhars and 9 coris

(scores) of garhwas (small ponds) ; there are numerous
tanks and hollows to this day, and the temples noticed above
stand close to a large one, and not far from several ;

but
they are mostly either dry, or becoming rapidly choked up.

The temple of Radharaman in the village noticed before,

is said to have been built by one Purshottam Das from
Bindraban

;
his tomb (chhatri rather) faces the temple ;

the
object of worship is a black two-armed male statue, 3 feet

high. The founder having enshrined the statue, and provided
for its maintenance, wished to return to his country, and told

the statue so, but it replied—“ Since you have brought me
away, this is yoiu’ native country; now therefore remain
here.” The mahant pleaded that he had no sons, and could
get none unless he returned home, to perform his funeral
obsequies, but the statue at once offered to do it himself

;

hence of all offerings to the statue the first share is set aside

as an offering to the deceased mahant. Purshottam Das is

«aid to have built the temple during the viceroyalty of Man
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Singh, who is said to have built the curious stone temple
noticed at the west end of the village ; to him I have also

attributed the repairs of the two great temples of brick and
stone, and, on the whole, it appears that the later flourishing

days of Para w^ere during or about the period he exercised

sway as Akbar’s General in these parts.

About 8 miles north by a little east of Para, near the

large village of Chailyama, is the village of Panda
;
here is a

stone temple in the middle of some low jangal ; in plan, it

resembles the temples of Barakar, and, like them, it consists

of a single cell
; like them, too, it once had a mandapa, in front

of which the fragments, misarranged into a long pillared hall,

still exist, but it differs from them in many particulars ; the

front of the temple has three tiers of openings, first and lowest

the entrance of the sanctum, leading as usual into a square

chamber, roofed over with a flat roof
;

over this, a smaller

opening leading into a small chamber, whose floor forms the

roof of the sanctum ;
tliis opening is fmdher surmounted by

another opening, which again leads into another chamber,
whose floor forms the roof of the next lower one.

As the chambers and their several floors and roofs are

not later additions, but form essential, and indeed construct-

ively essential, portions of the original design, the several open-

ings above the doorway of the sanctum cannot be, and never

could havebeen, intended as illuminating windows; this temple,

and temples of this class, differ, therefore, in a vital point from
the Magadha type of temples, and are not amenable to the laws

that govern them in the matter of the openings. This may be
perceived at a glance from the photograph, where the three

openings are in proportions widely different to the three open-

ings of the Buddha Gaya temple. Indeed, the Buddha Gaya
temple has three openings, only because later repairs and
alterers found it expedient to cutup the two tall upperopenings,
which properly should not be divided into two portions, as I

have shown before. What law, however, governs the size and
disposition of the openings in this class of temples, I am unable

to state ; examples of temples with three tiers of openings are

extremely rare, and from one or two examples a law cannot

safely be deduced.

The walls of temples of this type being very thin, as

may be seen from plans, and more impressively from the

photograph of a half-broken temple at Telkupi, and the

towers, having these thin -walls as sides, being very high,

it became a constructive necessity to tie the walls together
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at intervals, to give the necessary rigidity and stability

to the tower
;
this is most easily, economically, and unobtru-

sively done by floors extending across, internally cutting

up the tall tower into a number of more stable low chambers,
and, as may be seen, this has been the expedient universally

adopted
;
constructively, therefore, at least one, and prefer-

ably several, floors, extending across the tower, opening
internally, is a necessity; the tiers of openings over the

entrance are also constructively necessary, to relieve the

lowest architrave from' the weight of a great mass of

superincumbent masonry ; and where this expedient has not
been adopted, failure has resulted, as may be seen from
the temples of Central India and elsewhere ; more of

which have failed through the single fault of the architrave

giving w^ay, than through all other natural causes put
together.

But, though constructively coiTect, it cannot be denied
that the front elevation of the temple under discussion is

any thing but beautiful
;
the temple has, it is true, lost the

mahamandapa, the roof of which would have been, and was
probably designed with a special view to hide away these

ugly openings ;
but how this was effected in this particular

temple, where the openings extend a long way up, is doubtful.

Bemembering, however, that the numerous pillars, now built

into a long pillared hall in front, are not Likely to have been
brought from elsewhere for the purpose, but must have been
lying on the spot, and therefore belonged to the mahamandapa,
&c., of the temple, I am inchned to think that the mahaman-
dapa of this temple was of much more than the usual size, and,
therefore, had necessarily a larger and higher roof,—high
enough to keep the openings out of sight. Whether the
temple, as a whole, looked w^ell or ill with this overgrown
mahamandapa, is a question which it would be idle to attempt
answering, tfll we can find out the size of the mahamandapa,
—a desideratum we do not now possess.

The temple is poor in ornamentation, and the pillars

forming the colonnade in front are all quite plain, nor are
the mouldings of the basement bold or elegant

; it is interest-

ing chiefly as being singular in the elevation of its present
fa9ade.

TELKUPI.

About four miles north-east of this place, on the south bank
of the Damuda river, is the village of Telkupi, containing,
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perhaps, the finest and largest number of temples within a
small space that is to he found in the Chutia Nagpur Circle

in Bengal, They are in tlmee groups, the largest being to the

north by a little east of the village and on the brink of the
river

; a second group close to the village and somewhat to its

west, and a third group withiu the south-east end of the

village. I begin with the first group.

No. 1, or the most northerly temple, consists of a single

cell ; it faces the south ; there is no emlDlem or figure over the

entrance doorway ;
the object of worship inside is a lingam.

The floor of the cell is about two feet below the sill of the en-

trance, which is itself two feet below the present ground-level.

The material is cut stone
;
workmanship plain, but good ; no

mortar has been used in bedding the stones, which are care-

fully set dry
;
there is not much ornamentation, such as there

is consisting of plain lines and mouldings
;
the upper portion

of the temple is nearly entire.

No. 2 faces east. Lakshmi is sculptured over the entrance,

with two elephants pouring water over her head. The floor

within the cell is buried beneath accumulations of earth and
sand, which rise to within six inches of the sill of the entrance ;

this itself is one and half feet below the present ground-level

;

the object of worship inside is a lingam ; the upper portion

of the temple is broken
;

in material and execution it re-

sembles No. 1.

No. 3, similar to No. 2, but buried deeper under rubbish,

the sill of the entrance being buried four feet below accu-

mulated rubbish ;
the floor is buried deep, nearly six feet in

earth and rubbish
;
object of worship inside a lingam ;

it faces

west
;
the top is gone.

No. 4 faces east ;
a lotus is sculptiu'ed over the entrance ;

the object of worship inside is a four-armed statue of Vishnu,

in good preservation, with the shell, discus, &c. The temple is

much ruiued ;
in material, execution, and other particulars it

resembles the others.

No. 5 faces east, and is behind No. 4; Gane9a over

doorway ;
resembles the others in details

;
the top of the

temple has disappeared.

No. 6 is a large temple, facing west
;
it consists at present

of a sanctum, an antarala in the thickness of the front wall of

the sanctum and the back wall of the mahamandapa, a

mahamandapa, an ardhamandapa, and a portico. The sanc-

tum with its tower roof is entire, but the inner roof of the

sanctum, being the floor of the upper chamber, is broken
;
the
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chamber above the sanctum has no opening, and therefore is,

and always was, inaccessible ;
the roof proper of the sanc-

tum (now broken) was formed of overlapping stones ; the

original arcliitrave over the entrance no longer exists,

having been replaeed at some period by a plain one
;
this,

too, failed, and others were successively put in, till, at

this moment, there are four door frames, one witliin another,

thus redueing the original width and height of the en-

trance considerably
;
the jambs which were afterwards put

in are not all entire pillars, but are made up of miscellane-

ous fragments, put together so as to make up the required

height.

The mahamandapa was roofed also by overlapping courses

of stones ; the square corners were gradually rounded off by
successive small portions, till it formed an octagon, over which
the circular roof proper rested ; the roof has long ago tumbled
in, but the corners are yet intact, and the constructive

expedient used may be seen in the photograph; the cffcular

roof was fiudher supported, as is done in several instances

elsewhere, by four pillars, placed as a square in the centre of

the mahamandapa ;
these pillars are quite plain

; the material

and execution of the portion external to the sanctum and
antarala differ from those of the sanctum, being of plain,

indeed coarsely-dressed, granite, wliile the sanctum is of finely

cut and smoothed sandstone ;
the line of junction, too, of the

mahamandapa and of the sanctum is quite distinct, proving
clearly that the mahamandapa is a subsequent addition, the
original temple having consisted of the sanctum and its

attached vestibule alone
;
which, far from having the manifest-

ly unfinished appearance of the fa9ades of the Barakar
temples, has, independently of the subsequently added
mahamandapa, a finished fa9ade, the portion over the

entrance being provided with regular freize, and cornice, and
mouldings and sculpture, all which would necessarily be
hidden by the roof and architraves of the later added
mahamandapa.

Externally, the tower is adorned with sculpture and mould-
ings, carefully and finely cut in the stone itself. At some
subsequent period the tower appears to have received exter-

nally a coat of plaster, in which was sculptured devices, orna-

ments, and figures different to that in the stone below,

proving clearly that the original stone tower was not covered
with plaster wlien first built. Over this coat of plaster was
put on, at a still later period, a second coat, and on this was
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sculptured figures, ornaments, and devices differing from
either of the previous ones. The ornamentation executed in

the plaster coat resembles that used in the plaster coating
put on the brick temple at Para, and therefore presumably of

the same age, that is, of the time of Man Singh, to vrhom,
therefore, I ascribe the extensive repairs and alterations exe-

cuted in this temple, and in others of this group.

No. 7, a small temple, single cell, faces north
; over the

entrance Gane9a ; the object of worship inside is a two-armed
statue, holding a lotus in each hand, being the usual form of

statues of Aditya, or the Sun : he has a high head-dress, bound
by a fillet, ffying horizontally outwards at the sides

;
four sub-

ordinate figures on each side, and two flying figures at the

two upper corners, complete the sculpture. The temple, in

material and execution, resembles No. 1.

No. 8 is a large temple, facing east ; this, like the others,

once consisted of the cell alone, but has had a large and veiy

massively built and heavily roofed mahamandapa added on
afterwards, the junction being quite distinct. In style, also,

the tower and the mahamandapa differ, the tower being plainly,

but tastefully, ornamented with sculpture and mouldings, the

other being quite plain
;
the figure of Gane9a is sculptured

over the entrances both of the original sanctum and of the

later mandapa ;
the temple therefore was, and has always been,

Saivic.

The cell has an inner low roof, as usual, of overlapping

stones
;
the mahamandapa has a roof of overlapping stones

also ; the object of worship in the cell is alingam.
The mahamandapa appears somewhat too large for the

sanctum behind, and the apparent inequality is increased by
the massive heavy style of the former contrasting with

the lighter tower behind
;
altogether, the composition has not

been so happily designed as it might have been, though it is

probably better than the combination noticed in temple No. 6,

the disproportion there being greater.

A wall of plain rough cut granite runs from the back
of the temple No. 6 to the fa9ade of No. 8, and is continued

beyond the fa9ade on the other side ; this wall is pierced

with a small true, arched opening ; the wall at the opening is

raised higher than elsewhere, and the projecting high piece is

curved on top, as is often done in buildings in Lower Bengal.

The occurrence of the true arch proves the wall to be a post-

Muhammadan addition; and as it resembles in details of mate-
rial and execution the mahamandapa of the temple, I regard
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both as of the same date, built most probably by, or in the

time of, Raja Man Singh.

No. 9 is a small temple, facing north
; a lotus is sculptured

over the entrance ; the temple consists of only the cell or

sanctum, which enshrines a four-armed Vaishnavic statue;

the roof of the temple is very heavy, being plain pyramidal
in form, cut up into few and massive steps, and resembling
the roof of the temple of Kalyaneswari at Devisthan

; the

sculpture and lines of the doorway are very shallow, and quite

unlike that of the other temples described : the shallowness I

take as a proof of its late age. The enshrined statue inside

does not face the door, but occupies the eastern side of the

cell ; either, therefore, the statue has been removed, or the

entrance has been changed . As there is a small niche in

tlie west wall, it is not improbable that this niche is the
present representative of the old doorway, which once
existed on this side ;

this would make the present entrance

on the north a late alteration, an inference justified by its

shallow carving ; the roof of the temple internally is of

overlapping stones.

No. 10 is a large temple, faces west, and consists of the
sanctum and its attendant portico, vestibule, mandapa, &c.
The mandapa had three entrances, of which the north one is

now closed ; a lotus is sculptm^ed over the outer entrance,

but the object of worship inside is a lingam
; the sanctum is

surmounted, not by the usual graceful tower, but by an
almost straight-sided spire, the native ugliness of which is

heightened by its smTace being cut up into seven spaces by
plain projecting bands. The roof of the mahamandapa is a
low pyramid, hke that of the Kalyaneswari temple, or of

temple No. 9, divided in tlmee steps by bands and recessed

mouldings. The temple is apparently much more modern
than the other temples here, except perhaps No. 9, and may
date at earliest to the same period as the additions and alter-

ations in the other temples noticed before, but is probably
still later. The sphe resembles the spire of the temples at

Baijnath.

No. 11 is a small temple, facing east
; Gane9a sculptured

over entrance ; within, are an argha without the lingam, and
a statue of Aditya, the last being evidently an intruder. In
material, ornamentation, and execution the temple resembles
No, 1. The upper part of the tower is broken.

No. 32 resembles No. 11 ;
it faces east, and enshrines a

lingam and argha ; Gane9a over entrance.
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Ko. 13 rosomhles Nos. 11 and 12 ; has Gane9a over the
doonvay, which faces west.

This is the last temple, still in tolerable order. Besides
these, which may fairly he considered as standing, there are

numerous ones, more or less ruined, some being broken
down to the level of the roof of the sanctum, others still

more, while of many a confused lieap of cut stone is all that
remains. There were still others whose only remains are a
number of lingams, arghas, and cut stone in the bed of the
river. One temple disappeared into the river in the interval

between my first and my present visit to the place—a period

of little over five years only.

It appears that the banks of the river extended up to,

and beyond, a long line of rocks that now jut out in the
bed of the river parallel to the line of hank, and a hundred
yards off. The builders that chose the site of the temple
appear evidently to have done their best in selecting what
appeared a safe spot on the river banks, as the line of rocks

must then have formed an indestructible natural revetment
of the river face, but they did not reckon on the river cut-

ting its way behind the invincible revetment, and rushing
through their temples

;
they erred in not ascertaining, with

all possible care, the highest flood-level of the river—an error

but too common among the engineers even at this day. In
ordinary years, the flood seldom reaches the top of the high
banks, and inquiry, unless very carefully made, would fail to

show that in certain years the flood rushes with mad fury,

four feet deep, through the very court-yards, and into the

cells of the temples on the highest spots, Avhile the temples
lower dov n are buried the whole depth of the entrance

doorways.
Temple No. 10 is traditionally said to have been thus

buried in sand almost up to the eaves of the tower roof, and
the heaps now lying outside are pointed out as the identical

sand dug out of the mandapa, the cell, and the courtyard of

the temple. I made enquiries regarding the flood-level, but
found only one man in the village that was of sufficient age
when it occurred, to remember it, and willing to inform me.
I have heard engineers make disparaging comments on what
they consider the excessive waterway given to the bridge

over the Barakar, a tributary of the Damuda, but let them
enquire of old people regarding the flood of that year on
which the calculations of the waterway of the bridge are

based, and they will find that the bridge is none too large.
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If the modern pushing hatch of young engineers, who have

duly served through their “articles,” were as particular in

ascertaining the highest known floods of the rivers they pre-

sume to bridge, as the “ old fogies ” that designed the Barakar
bridge, we should hear of fewer bridges washed away every

year. Throughout the length and breadth of Chutia Nagpur
and Bihar (the Bihar old district) I have, from personal en-

quiry, ascertained that that year (I forget the year now) on
records of the flood of which the Barakar bridge waterway
was calculated was a year of such a terrific flood, that even
people who remember it will not, when desmed to point out

the highest flood-level, point to the flood mark of that year,

hut to the next highest. Let them, however, he asked point-

blank about the flood of that year, and the inquirer will then

see that his informant did not point out the highest known
flood-level, from an impression that it was such a very rare

occurrence as to he very unlikely to happen again ; hut what
has happened once may happen again, at however long an
interval, and for works intended to he permanent should, if

possible, be provided against.

Besides the temples, there are numerous miniature temples,

—things that, if Buddhist, would he called votive stupas or

votive chaityas, hut being Brahmanical, must, I suppose, he
called votive sivalas

;
some are miniature single-cell temples

(solid of course), others are pillars, most probably sati monu-
ments, and sculptured on one face with the lingam and
argha, or other devices. None are inscribed.

One half-ruined temple now stands on the very brink of

the perpendicular wall of clay, which here forms the river

bank, and must tumble in next rains. In my last visit I saw
some wells exposed by the river cutting away the earth on
one face of it ;

these wells were built of brick set without
cement ; at intervals hands of bricks set on edge formed the
well ring, instead of being set on them beds as usual

; in these

hands the bricks were set with narrow intervals between
them, and not touching at their inner edges. I was inclined

to think that they were the foundations of temples, hut am
now of opinion they were wells, the rings of bricks on
edge, set with narrow slits between them, being obviously
meant to allow of a free percolation of water into the well

;

and although 7ioio, wells in the positions I saw would be
superfluous, or rather absurd, they were perhaps not quite

unnecessary when the river ran a hundred yards further
off, and was difficult of approach by reason of the rocks.
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which rose from the bed and formed a revetment not easily

descended.

Of the other groups of temples, the temple nearest to the
group described is almost entire and in excellent order

; the
top of the tower is crowned as usual by the amalaka, over
which rises an urn-shaped stone linial, as in the temples at

Barakar ; this temple is deserted. Lakshmi, with elephants
pouring water over her, is sculptiu*ed over the entrance, and
in the interior is a finely executed statue.

- To the right and about 1,000 feet south is another temple,
also with Lakshmi over the entrance ; a four-armed statue of

Vishnu is enshrined in the sanctum.
About a quarter mile east of this, another temple, also

single-cell, faces north, and has sculptured over the entrance

a figm'e seated, with an elephant raising liis trunk over the

figure’s head
; it is difficult to tell whether the figure is male

or female ; it holds a lotus in one hand
; the statue inside is of

Vishnu, foiu’-armed, in the Narasinha incarnation.

There is, besides these, a broken temple of Vishnu Chatur-
bhuj. This temple is valuable, from having lost its front,

while the other parts are to a great extent ahnost uninjured,

and therefore capable of illustrating effectually the construct-

ive features of this class of temples. See photogra23h.

Two temples and several statues stand in the east end of

the village, not worth detailed descrij)tion.

Besides these, there are, further south, several detached

temples ; one of Vishnu or Siva, and close to it a temple to

Buddha, with the ruins of a large monastery, in the shape

of a large brick mound, close to it : this is, I believe, the only

Buddhist temple in the place; it may, however, be Jain, for

the sculpture over the entrance, the only clue now visible as

to its j)urj)ose, is too small and too weather-beaten to show
distinctly whether it is, or is not, Jain.

Near these, but standing by itself, on and near a some-
what large mound, is a temple that appears to have been once

larger
;
the entrance of the temple is j:)rofusely ornamented

with minute sculj)ture
;
there are foiu' lines of figures on each

side ; the first row or line consists of the incarnations of

Vishnu, the next of bearded sages, the third of obscene figures,

most i)robably scenes from Krishna’s life
;
the last row is of

fancy animals; the temple was clearly Vaishnavic,and Krishna

is sculptm’ed over the entranee ; he is represented seated on

a throne or seat, one leg resting on the ground, the other

tucked up and doubled in front, as in sitting cross-legged.
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There are, besides these remains, numerous mounds, both
of brick and stone, but more of brick ; it appears that such
brick tenijiles as once existed have all tumbled down, as not
one is now standing; some of the mounds are more than
25 feet high

; there are also numerous tanks.

Tradition says that the temples here were all built by
mahajans or merchants, not by Rajas, and this confirms my
inference that the place, as before suggested, rose to import-

ance because it lay on one of the great traffic lines, and at

a prmcipal obstacle, viz., the Damuda river.

There are no inscriptions ; only two characters were found
after much fruitless search—these probably date to the tenth

century.

Telkupi is traditionally said to be so named from the

circumstance that Raja Vikramaditya used to come here to

rub oil (tel) on his body previous to bathing in the Chhata
Pokhar at Dulmi

; natives of Lower Bengal and of these parts,

in short of the whole Bengali-speaking districts, invariably

rub oil on their bodies previous to bathing ; but though the

Chhata Pokhar at Dulmi is nearly 80 miles distant, that does

not seem to have ever been looked upon as any way render-

ing the story ridiculous ; however the name may he derived,

the place is now, and probably always has been, considered

particularly holy, especially by the aboriginal Santals.

A favorite national song describes in plain, but obscene,

language how yormg guds come here during the great annual
mela, and permit the improper attentions of unknown young
men ; Colonel Dalton, in describing the customs of the abori-

ginal tribes in his province, has noticed the improper free-

dom permitted to young girls before their marriage, but he
has not, I believe, noticed the custom, wliich I was assured by
the Santals themselves (not alone of the vicinity, but even
of districts south of Puralya) prevails ; this custom is nothing
less than a modification of the Babylonian mylitta; every
young Santal woman must, I was told (and I was particular

in asking), once in her life before marriage permit the im-
proper intimacy of a man, and this place, “ Telkupi ghat,”

as the song has it, is the great place where such improprieties

are especially practised. The people of the vicinity said that

it Avas the only place where a young girl was bound to per-

mit once the impropriety, by whomever attempted, of her
own nation

; but people Ihdng further off did not seem to

consider that this was the OTiZy place, though they admitted
that it was one of the places, there being others also on the

VOL. VIII, M.
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banks of the Damucla river. The girl may, or may not, after-

wards marry the man she consorts with here, hut the man is

not by any means bound to ask her in marriage ; the custom
is said to have arisen in this way.

On a certain occasion during the annual mela, a young
girl permitted the improper attentions of a young man, and
soon afterwards found herself in an interesting condition

;

v^ainly she entreated the young man to marry her, and hide

her shame ;
he would not, and her parents came to find it out,

and killed her (some say she was not killed) . Prom that day,

girls were allowed to do what they liked drmng the fair at

Telkupi, and that which was originally only a permissive

custom, has now petrified into a compulsory observance !

The aboriginal races of India are generally, I believe, ad-

mitted as Turanian, and there is good reason to believe that

the Turanian races formed the substratum of the population

of Babylon : the Santals of India, and the lower classes of

the people of Babylon would, therefore, be branches of the

same race, and the prevalence among the former, even at

this day, of a custom, however modified, which we know
prevailed in Babylon, may be more than an accidental coin-

cidence : the speculation is, however, too wide for me to

ventm’e on.

PACHET.

About 10 miles to the south-west of Barakar stands the

high solitary hill of Pachet
;
at its south-eastern foot is the

fort of Pachet, once the residence of the Rajas of Pachet,

now deserted and in disrepair ; the name of this fort is said to

be a contraction of Panchakot, and the explanation of the

name now given is, that the Rajas of Pachet reigned over five

Rajas, but the word clearly means five forts, and I consider the

name to have reference rather to the number of walls that

defend the citadel—“ kot.” There are four sets of walls, each
within the other, surrounding the kot on the west, south, and
east, the north being defended by the hill itseK, at the toe of

the slope of which the citadel stands
; but, beyond the last line

of the walls of the fort, tradition says, ran another line of walls,

and the positions ascribed to the parts of this wall show that

the so-called outermost rampart was nothing else than the

natural ridge-lines of the imdulating country round the

fort ; taking this outer natural line of ramparts—if ramparts
they can be called,—we have the five sets of walls necessary

to exj)lain the name.
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The four sets of artificially built walls of the fort are all of

earth, and are each defended by deep and wide moats, now
filled up in many places ; the moats were so connected with
the streams descending the sides of the hill, as to keep them
always wet, and to this day they always contain some water

;

in most places the walls, or earthen ramparts, were also in-

geniously led so as to form continuations of natural spurs of

the hill itself, thus securing the maximum of defensive power
with the minimum of labor in throwing them up. In the

walls were numerous gates, now mostly gone, and represent-

ed by mere gaps in the waUs ; four gateways, however, of cut

stone, in various stages of decay, still exist, and have
names ; they are named Ankli Duar, Bazar Mahal Buar, or

Deshandh Duar, Khoribari Duar, and Duar Bandh ;
the last

is in the best state of preservation ; all of them were built

in much the same style, viz., the usual Muhammadan style

and with true arches, though overlapping arches were also

used : some of these gateways served the double purpose of

gateways proper and openings for water, and the Duar Bandh
still serves the purpose of allowing water to be taken in

from the moat outside, when necessary for irrigating the

fields within ; the fort is very large, the outermost ramparts
having a total length of more than five miles, while the tra-

ditional outermost defences, viz., the ridge lines round the

fort, inclose a space of about 12 square miles, exclusive of

the hfil itself.

There are several brick remains within the fort, generally

inaccessible, either from being suiTounded by water or by dense
jangal

; they are evidently post-Muhammadan, and of no
special interest. Moulded and cut brick and terra cotta

sculptured tiles have been used in almost every one of them,
which are all of the Lower Bengal type of architecture, viz.,

vdth curved instead of straight top lines ; the curved top
lines appear to me more elegant than the straight ones, and
are evidently copied from the cmwed ridge and eave lines of

thatched huts. In the Upper Provinces, where the rainfall is

scanty compared to Lower Bengal, curved ridge and eaves are

not so necessary as in Lower Bengal
; here the rainfall is so

heavy that, unless an extraordinary thickness of thatch is put
on, water invariably leaks through, especially along the corner
beams of a chauchala (four-thatched) . It must be clear that
when an oblong ora square room is covered by four thatches
meeting either in a ridge or in a point, and the thatches
(chals) have all the same inclination, the slope of the roof
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at the lines of junction of the four thatches is much gentler

than elsewhere, and, as a consequence, leaks are more fre-

quent at tliese than elsewhere ; to give to these lines the same,
or nearly the same, inclination as the other portions of the
roof, the corners have to be lowered ; hence the cuiwed out-

line of the ridge and eave lines.

Upon the side of the hill, and overlooking the fort

below, are a number of temples
;
they are all massively built,

and the occm’rence of the true dome and the true arch in

them stamps them as of the post-Muhammadan period ; the

great dome of the mahamandapa of the large temple is of

an early date, as it is udthout bulge, and is crowned, not by a
foliated cap, hut by a small top knot ; I ascribe it, therefore, to

the period of Man Singh ; the temple is known as E-aghunMh’s
manchr, having been built by a Uaja of that name ; an annual
fah, lasting one day, is held here.

The gates of the fort had inscribed slabs let in, which
would have fixed the date of their erection and the name of the

Raja that reigned then ; they are much injured, but enough
remains to fix the date of two of the gates,—the Duar Bandh
and the Khoribari gate ; each slab consists of 6 lines of Bengali
characters, and they appear to be duphcates of each other

;

there is mention of a Sri Vira Hamira, who, we know from
other sources, reigned over a large tract of country, extending
in the south-west as far as Chatna near Bankura ;

the date is

either Samvat 1657 or 1659, the figure in the units place

being alone doubtful through wear, which would bring it to

about 1600 A. D., when we know Man Singh, Akbar’s Gen-
eral, was Viceroy of Bengal. The fort ha\dng thus been
proved to date only to Man Singh, the temples, both on the

hill and at the foot, cannot date earher, and that on the lull

cannot, from its style, be of later date.

The legendary accounts of the origin and estabhshment
of Pachet may be thus related.

Anot Lai, Raja of Kasipur, was going, udth his wife, on a
pilgrimage to Jagannath, when the Rani gave birth to a child

in Aruna Vana (the present Pachet). The Raja and Rani,
unwilling to delay on account of the child, determined to

abandon it, thinking that they could easily get other cliildren,

while the fruits of the pilgrimage could not be so easily got,

so they proceeded on to Thakurdwara
;
the fabulous cow,

Kapila Gai, who used to five in Ai’unban, seeing the child aban-

doned, took upon herself to feed it with her milk, and tlius

the child lived on and grew up, and remained in the jangal.
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One day a party of hunters, who were looking for game in the

forest, saw the child, and carried him off, notwithstanding the

resistance of Kapila Gai, to Pawapur ; when he grew up, the

people made liim Majhi (chief of a clan or village), and
finally, when in want of a king, determined to elect him, and
he was accordingly elected king of Pargana Chaurasi

(Sikhar hhum) ; they built him the Pachet fort, and named
him data Eaja : on the death of the miraculous cow, her tail

was found and carried to the Eaja, who used it as an ensign,

tying it to his horse
;
hence he was also called Chanwar

handha, and the Eajas of Pachet are said to this day to

use the cow’s tail, or chanwar, as one of their emblems.
Anot Lai had two other sons by another wife ; they were

named Nayan and Asman ; they invaded data Eaja’s do-

mams, and he was forced to fly, hut liis conquerors, in seeking

for him in the jangal, lost their way and perished, and data
Eaja returned and reigned peaceably.

Another version says, the child was not deliberately

abandoned, but falling accidentally from the elephant on which
he was being carried, the Eaja and Eani left him for dead ;

then Kapila Gai came|and fed him ; she used to live in Kapila
Pahar (the range of hills south of Pm’alya), and would come
daily to feed the child

;
when the child grew up, he used to

wander in the jangal with the cow, and, eventually, he became
king, and built Pancha Kot ; as he was made king through
election by five Eajas, his fort was named Pancha Kot; he was
known as the Gaumukhi Eaja. The Eaja had a cowherd,
who one day saw a large snake issue from a hole in the hill-

side, and the snake vomited forth a brilliant gem that illu-

minated the whole forest by its light ; it fed and then swal-

lowed the gem ; then bands of celestial nymphs and musi-
cians came and performed for some time, and finally all

vanished. The cowherd related the particulars to the Eaja,
who went to see the wonder, and so great an effect had the
sight on him, that he returned bereft of speech, and died in two
or three years. During his son’s reign, the Eaja of Murshida-
bad invaded the country, and exterminated the entire race of

the Eajas of Pachet, except one child, who was saved by the
headman of the village of Suri Lachhia, hiding him in a
drum ; the child grew up and regained his kingdom, and he is

the ancestor of the present Eajas. The cow, tmmed into

stone, still exists at Jhaldia on the Ayodhya hill. As there

are remains of Saivic temples in Jhaldia, the petrified cow is

most probably a statue of Nandi. Strange enough, the people
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of Jhaldia itself know nothing about the wonderful petrified

cow, which the people in the vicinity of Pachet insist exists

there.

KHELAI CHANDI.

Six miles south of Pachet is a group of hare, rocky
hfils known as the Khelai Chandi hills ; a fair is held here
annually on the full moon of the month of Paush, and
many people collect there; the object of worship there is

a local goddess named Khelai Chandi Devi, who is supposed
to live on the hills, hut to he invisible ; she is said to he eight-

armed ; at midnight she descends the liill, goes to the sacred

tank, washes herself, and returns ; hence nothing impure is

thrown into it, nor do the people presume to bathe in it them-
selves

;
vows are made,and the suppliant vows to dig up with his

hands (without any tools) a certain quantity of earth from the

bed of the tank and carry it up beyond the tank embankment
on his head, in case his (or her) uush is fulfilled ; and on the
mela day thousands may he seen with tiny baskets scraping

up mud from the bed of the tank and carrying it up the

emlmnkments ; a small temple (modem) stands at the foot

of the hill near the tank ; it enshrines a white stone sculp-

ture with hands folded in the attitude of prayer ; two lions

are sculptured on the pedestal
; there is no inscription ; the

temple faces the liill
; this statue is worshipped in place of

the invisible goddess Khelai Chandi.

CHHOKRA.
About four miles before reaching Puralya, on the road from

Barakar, is the large village of ChhoiTa ;
here are some ruins

of old temples ; two temples, partially ruined, stHl exist, and the

stones of numerous others are to be seen used up in the huts

of the village ; some of the temples were Jain or Buddhist,

as numerous votive chaityas with mutilated figm’es, either of

Buddha or of one of the Jain hierarchs, lie in the village, but

the greater number were, judging from the remains of

sculpture lying about, Brahmanical, and principally Vaish-

narfc.

PUBALYA.

In Piu’alya, the head-quarters of the district of Manbhum,
are some old remains ; about liaK a mile to the east of the city,

on a liigli open plateau, are the remnants of two temples : one

of these must have been large, and the other close to it was
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small
;

a fragment of tlie amalaka that crovmed the larger

temple lies on the site ;
it had a diameter of 7 feet

; very few
squared stones now remain, the greater portion having
naturally been removed to he used up in the now rising city.

BALARAMPUR.
Pom’ miles to the south-east of Puralya is the village of

Balarampm’
; here is a temple of the Baijnath type, and

evidently not very old, hut built of the materials of

an older temple, as may he seen by examining it carefully,

when sculptm’ed stone wiR he seen used along with plain

squared ones in the basement of the temple; the older

temple, judging from some very plain mouldings in the stone
now built into the more recent one, appears to have been
very plain, and of no great size; the present temple is built

of cut stone and of bricks, the latter of a variety of sizes,

and set in mortar composed of earth and lime, not surkhi
and lime; the whole was originally plastered, but is now
hare ; the cell had a mandapa in front, now no longer existing

;

the three faces of the temple that have no openings in them are

adorned with sculptm’es of miniature temples, of the taU,

straight-lined, ungainly Baijn^h pattern ; the roofs of the
cell and of the attached antarala are formed of overlapping
courses of bricks, in successively diminisliing squares

; the
openings were all spanned by true arches, built partly of

bricks rubbed to a wedge form, hut not sufficiently so to form
true voissou’s

;
one of these wedges has by mistake been

inserted in an arch upside down
;
hidden away behind the

entrance, and let into the inner wall of the sanctum, is the
architrave of the original temple, hut without any emblem
sculj)tured on it to show to whom it was dedicated ; the
mahamandapa, judging from still existing comers, was
domed over, the dome resting on corbelled pendentives

;

the mouldings used appear to have been tame and flat, and
the carvings, which still exist, are aU shallow

; the sjjire also,

though like the Baijnath ones in outline, is quite plain, its

surface not being broken up by ornamental bands
; the

pillars, or rather the pilasters, still standing on the sides of

the entrance into the sanctum, are so remarkable for their

elegant massiveness, that I have, notwithstanding their

recent age, given a drawing of one. The temple, judging from
the variety in the sizes of bricks used, dates probably to

after Man Singh’s period.
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BURAM.
Twelve miles west by a little north from Puralya, on the

right bank of the Kasai or Kansai river, is the small village

and the ruins of Buram. The ruins are on a knoll at the
edge of the river ; approaching them after crossing the river

from the north, the first ruin is a low mound
;
on this lies a

round-ended flat slab with inscribed ; the characters

may belong to the ninth or tenth century ; the mound is

evidently the site of a temple of brick, faced with stone ; there

are a few other low small moimds of no special interest.

Of the remains that still stand more or less dilapidated,

the first, beginning from the south end, is a large flat-topped

temple of brick ; it faces east, and stands on a mound 11

or 12 feet liigh, wliich evidently formed the basement on
which the temple stood ; the bricks are 18" x 12" x 2a inches

and 9" x 12" x 2 a. inches, set close without mortar, but
with mud cement ; a section and other measimements, &c.,

are given in plate.

The ornamentation, externally, consists of tiers and rows
of niches cut on the face and sides and back walls of the tower.

As at Buddha Gaya, there is not, and does not appear to have
been, any plaster coating to the temple, as the bricks are all

carefully cut and smoothed ; the temple faces east ; the entrance

is of the usual pattern, a rectangle, surmounted by a tall

triangular opening of overlapping courses of bricks
;

the

temple consists, and appears to have always consisted, of no
more than a single cell, 11 feet 8 inches square

; there is

consequently no division of the entrance opening into a

door proper and an illuminating window
;
the figure within is

a four-armed female seated on a lion, which, therefore, I assume
to represent Parvati.

Near tliis temple lie the ruins of a stone temple ; tliis was
built of stone cut carefully and set without mortar through-

out ;
the stone used w^as a fine close-grained sandstone ; the

mouldings are plain, but not bold.

Close to it is the top lintel of an entrance, with a groove

in its under-face, extending almost the whole length of

the stone ; the entrance to which it belonged must have
been 3 feet 3 inches wide ; there is space for a figure of the

object of worship in the centre of the architrave, but the

figm’e, if any existed, has long ago been rubbed away under
the treatment of laborers sharpening their field implements

;
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one of tlie side posts of the door or entrance is still stand-

ing close to the architrave, and apparently in its original

position ; on it is sculptured the fig. ^ ; behind, and to

its west, lie the ruins of a large stone temple ; this temple,

therefore, also faced east, and consisted, like the one described,

of a single cell, surmounted by a tower roof ; the sculptm’e,

or rather the mouldings of the temple, were, judging from
the remains, shallow.

To the north of the first brick temple is a smaller one
resemhhng it ; the carving and mouldings are here more elabo-

rate ;
the temple is now plastered and whitewashed, hut I

consider the plaster to he a later, and probably a very recent,

addition ;
this inference I draw from the circumstance that

the ornamentation executed in the plaster coat does not in

all parts correspond to the ornamentation cut in the brick

below ; this last is plainer, but bolder, and therefore of an
earlier age

;
there is, however, no lack of delicate and minute

sculpture, although not so profuse or elaborate as in the

plaster-coating : an instance of the discrepancy between the

sculpture on the brick face and on the plaster coat is to be

seen in a row of lotus, &c., flowers. In the brick the centre of

the scroll work is a fine delicately execul ed eight-leaved lotus,

while in the plaster coating the lotus is replaced by a tulip-

shaped flower ; in front of the remains of the sanctum
stand the lower stumps of a number of pillars of plain

pattern ;
tliese were evidently the suj)ports of the roof of the

mahamandapa, which once existed
;
but though a mahaman-

dapa existed, it is clear, from the fa9ade of the sanctum, that

the temple as originally built consisted solely of the ceU,

tlie mahamandapa having been subsequently added ; and this

view is rendered almost certain by the circumstance, that

the stumps of the pillars show that they were taken from
other stone temples, of which several once existed, and
which have left, as proofs of their existence, a number of

mounds.
Near this, and to the north of the second ruined stone

temple, and in line with it and with the first brick temple,

is the ruin of another stone temple
; the material and

ornamentation are similar to those in the other temple

;

the cell exists entire and is 8^ feet square. So much of its

entrance as still exists shows it to have been of the usual

type of a rectangle, surmounted by a triangle, the diminu-
tion being effected by overlapping the courses of stones.
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To the east of the second brick temple is a figure of

Parvati, fom’-armed, with a small figm^e of Ganc9a to its

right, and a female figure to its left
; it is half-bmaed

;

in execution and style it resembles the sculptm’es at Dulmi,
and I therefore ascribe it to the same age ; it formed the

object of worship in a small temple, which faced north, and of

which the low mound in which the statue, if bmied, is all that

now remains.

To the east of this are the ruins of a small brick temple,

which faced north (the other brick temples face east)
; there

is in the ruins and still in situ a life-size sculpture of the eight-

armed Purga slaying the Maheshasur ; this is the finest piece

of sculpture in the place, and fully equals in every respect

the similar sculpture at Pulmi, and is a close approach to the

sculptures at Lakhisarai; it is in excellent preservation; its age

I consider to he the same as of the Puhni sculptures
; it is

in better preservation than the sister sculpture at Dulmi.
A few other mounds of no special interest exist ; the last

brick temple to tlie north-west of all others resembles them,
hut is plainer ;

it was plastered, and the ornamentation on the

plaster is profuse and elaborate; the plaster, however, is clearly

an after-addition ; the temple was Sahdc, as evidenced by a
lingam and argha in the sanctum.

A few other mounds of no special interest exist.

A remarkable circumstance here is, that all the temples

without exception, the object of which can now be ascer-

tained, appear to have been Saivic; there is no Vaishnavic

or other sculpture at all in the whole place; there must, there-

fore, have been a large and rich, and probably intolerant, Saivic

establishment here.

Pour miles south-east of this place, and some distance from
the Kasai river, is the village of Ansa Karandi, said to possess

ruins of temples ; I heard of them long after I had left the

neighbourhood.

DULMI.

Twenty-five miles west of Bara Bazar (which itself is 25

miles south-east of Puralya) on the banks of the Subanrikha
river (the Suvarnarikhsha), is the small village of Dulmi,
marked in the lithographed map of 8 miles to the inch as the

site of some ruins
;
the village is known as Dyapar Dulmi,

and contains numerous remains. A plan of the place, with
the sites of most of the ruins, accompanies, but there are

others to the north and north-east of the village.
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The ruins consist, with one single exception of low brick

and stone mounds, the only standing structure being a small

temple of brick on a small isolated liill south of the village

and close to the river hanks ; it is built of brick set in mud,
smoothed and ornamented with plain lines of mouldings, the

bricks for the purpose being cut to shape ; the roof is a
semicircular arch internally, of bricks, cut to shajDe and set

edge to edge ; the bricks are 14" x 10"; the entrance is of the

usual pattern of bricks in overlapping coiu’ses
; the temple

appears to have been Saivic, but there were probably other

temples on the hill ; one of the fragments of scrdptm’e

represents a female seated on a peacock.

About ^ mile to north by a little east are the walls of a
small fort or citadel ; a portion of it has been carried away
by the river ; the walls were of brick, and were probably
strengthened with earth behind ; the place was a simple
enclosure of no strength.

Of the numerous mounds there is not much to say ; some
are of stone, others of brick, and are clearly the ruins of

temples of the respective materials; the sculptures show
that there were Vaishnavic, Saivic, and Buddhist or Jain tem-
ples ;

the last were all exclusively at the extreme north end
of what was probably the old city, extending a distance of

3 mil es along the river banks; the Hindu ones were in groups;

some groups being exclusively Saivic, others as exclusively

Vaishnavic. One statue alone of Aditya, on the hanks of a
small tank, where lie also some fragments of Gane9a, &c.,

is inscribed, in characters of probably the tenth century

;

judging from the sculpture, the temples would date to

about that period, hut it appears that the place continued
long in a flomdshing condition, for, though some of the
sculpture and ornamentation are very good, others are

markedly inferior; there is nothing of any special note
in the sculptm’e, hut it is almost certain, from the great

superiority of the Buddhist or Jain sculpture, that that
was the religion which was in the ascendant first, having
been succeeded by Hinduism. Some of the sculpture is

clearly Jain, and it is not impossible, hut on the contrary
probable, that the others regarding which there can he any
doubt are also Jain; there must accordingly have been a
large Jain estahhshment here in the ninth and tenth centu-
ries, succeeded, say, about the eleventh century, by Hinduism.

The largest tank in the place in known as the Chhata
Pokhar, and is so named from a chhata or chhatri in the
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tank. This cliliatri is built of stone, in what was once
perhaps the middle of the tank

;
the superstructure consists

of a couple of stout pillars, supporting a round slab, orna-
mented in the usual way, and surmounted by smaller ones
in the usual way. This chhatri is traditionally said to be
the spot where Vikramaditya used to perform puja before
going to bathe. He used, it is said, to rub oil on his body
at Telkupi, and perform his puja here; the manifestly
absurd story is firmly believed by the people.

The stone used for the sculpture is the soft, dark-colored
slate, masses of which crop up in picturesque confusion
in the bed of the river. The stone is easily water and weather-
worn, and the sculptm^e has suffered greatly in consequence.
A more active agent of destruction is the trade of the place,

which consists chiefly of cut-stone cups, plates, &c., cut out of

the blocks lying among the ruins ; the stone-cutters select such
pieces as will give them the least trouble to cut into shape,

without any scruple as to whether the piece be a sculpture

or not
; to tliis I ascribe the total disappearance of all inscrip-

tions, inscribed slabs answering capitally for large plates.

There are ruins south of the hill on which the temple still

existing stands, and they extend to a distance of nearly one
mile south, so that a length of four miles must, in all prob-

ability, be taken as the length of the city, which, however,
was not wide

;
the extreme width could not have been more

than half a mile, as I have seen no ruins further than half a
mile from the river banks.

There are numerous kistvaens in the village
;
these are

the graves of the Bhumiyas ; they are formed mostly of large

slabs of rough stone, set on four rude pieces of stone set up-

right in the ground. Some of the slabs forming the roof

are very large, nearly 15 feet square, and have most prob-

ably been used more than once ;
the bodies are not buried,

but burned, and the ashes and bones put into an earthen (or

other) vessel, buried, and a slab set up as a roof over the spot

;

some may even be called family vaults, as the ashes of more
than one man are buried in them ; the custom is in force

among the Bhumiyas, or aborigines
;

special spots in parti-

cular villages are set apart for this sole purpose ;
they are

not to be found in every village, but in most vUlages of

importance.
ICHAGABH.

About ten miles west by a little south of Hulmi is the

large village of Ichagarh or Patkum ; there are ruins of one
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old temple here, hut farther west, about ten miles, and a mile

from the south banks of the Kharkhari river, on which
Ichagarh is situated, are numerous remains close to a village

named Dewaltand; I did not seethe place. Ichagarh itself

is said to contain some old remains, hut on examination

they appeared to he comparatively recent.

SUPAEAN.

Ten miles north-west from Eulmi, on a high swell, im-

mediately on the left hank of the Subanrikha river, is the

small village of Sufaran or Sapharan ; here are some low
mounds, and the Ind parab is annually held here. Erom tradi-

tion, and from the circumstance of the Ind festival being

held here, a festival held only in places wliich traditionally

are said to have been royal residences, there can he no doubt

that the village was once a place of importance.

DEOLI.

Close to it, about two miles north-east, is the small village

of Deoli, so named from a group of temples still stand-

ing under a superb karan tree. The temples appear to

have been Jain, as in the sanctum of the largest still

exists, in situ, a fine Jain figure, now known as Aruanath,
and to which offerings are made and pilgrimages performed
by Brahmans and other Hindus of the neighhom’hood ; the

deity is especially invoked by females wishing to have
children, and ofiierings are chiefly made to it by them, the

conditions of the success of their prayers being that the

woman is to visit the spot and creep into the sanctum to

make her offerings alone at night. The temple was once
a very fine and large one, and had four subordinate temples
near the four corners, of which two still exist ; the main temple
is too far buried in, and surrounded by, rubbish for its plan to

be made out without excavation, but it consisted of a sanc-

tum, an antarala, a mahamandapa, an arddhamandapa, and
probably a portico ; the ruins of the tower have now so shut
up the entrance, that the only means of access is by crawling
through, much in the manner of snakes ; the ornamentation
consisted of plain straight lines of mouldings, sparingly used,

and the execution, as also the material, is coarse, the last

being a coarse-grained sandstone. The statue in the sanc-

tum is three feet high
;
it is, as usual, on a pedestal, on wliich
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the antelope is sculptured, thus clearly indicating the particular

Jain hierarch the figure represents
;
over the trefoil ornament

round the head are cut on each side two rows of three

naked figures each.

Five hundred feet off are two tanks, touching each other,

known as the Jora-Pokhar
; on the hanks lies a mutilated

bas-relief representing a man on an elephant, possibly meant
for Indra on Airavata; near it lies some stones and the
amalaka of a temple, showing that the figm’e once belonged to

a temple on the spot. This figure appears to point to the
existence of Brahmanical temples also in the place. In the
bed of the small tank to the south of the village lies the side

part of a doorway adorned with plain lines.

Some other temples appear to have existed close to

the Jain temple, noticed above; these were probably under a
large bar tree close to the karan tree ; nondescript fragments
are collected at its roots and daubed with vermilion.

To south-east of this village at Atma are said to be
two pieces of sculpture, one of a hon.

The village and the neighbourhood generally are said to

have been covered with jangal till lately.

SUISSA.

A mile and a half north-west of this, and about three from
Sapharan, is the large village of Suissa. Here, under a bar or

bat tree, are collected numerous statues, found, it is said,

in the jangal when the place was cleared, but chiefly in a
spot 100 yards off, which is, and must long have been, a
burialplace of the Bhumij or aborigines ; this cemetery is

full of tombs, consisting of rude slabs of stone raised from
1 to 4 feet above the ground on four rude, longish blocks of

stone, which serve for pillars
;
people say that when digging

for fresh tombs they often come upon the slabs of old tombs
now buried ;

and from the profusion of tombs in all stages

of freshness and decay there can be no doubt it has long

been a chosen cemetery for the aborigines, the Bhumij or

Bhumyas.
The sculptures collected under the tree are Jain and Brah-

manical ;
the principal are known by the names below :

—

Monsa, a naked Jain figure with the snake symbol.

Siva, a naked Jain figure with the bull symbol.

Siva, a votive chaitya with four naked figm’es on the four

sides, evidently Jain.
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Sankhachakra, a figure of Vishnu Chaturbhuj.

Parvati, a female seated on a lion.

Besides these, there are two small Jain figures naked—

a

female under a tree which I take to represent Maya Devi
under the sM tree

;
another female under a tree, with five

Buddhist or Jain figures seated round her head on branches

of the tree ; on each side are four rows of two each of

elephant and horse-faced men. Bunches of flowers and fruit

hang round the head of the female figure.

There are a few others of no note ; some lingams also

form part of the collection.

The Ind parab is celebrated here also.

In his geography, General Cunningham, following the

bearings and distances of Hwen-Thsang, places his Kirana
Sufalana near Bara Bazar. As there are not many ruins there,

while here the remains are numerous, and as the name Sapha-
ran is apparently the original of Sufalana, I think that Hwen-
Thsang’ s Kirana Sufalana may with much probability be
identified with the Sapharan near this place ; there is not
far off a sub-division of Chutia Nagpur called Karanpur, the

Bajas of which place are said traditionally to have once ruled

over the greater part of the country, including Dalmi.
Admitting tlie probable correctness of this tradition, the
Chinese Kirana Sufalana would be Kama Sapharana : Sapha-
rana means destroyer of curses. In the absence, then, of

other data, I propose to identify this place with the capital

of Qagangka Baja.

DALMI.

Opposite Suissa, on the other side of the river, is Dulmi
or Dalmi, said to possess a few fragments of sculpture

;

and further west, on the Kanchi river, close to Sonahatu,
the villages of Jamdi, Bmdiadi, and Badla are also known
as containing ancient remains. Buins are also said to exist

at and near the foot of Chanchalu hiU.

BABA BAZAB.

Bara Bazar or Barabhum is said to possess one small
old temple. I conjecture the name to be a contraction for
Varahabhume, but I have nothing to ofi’er for or against

my conjecture, beyond the evident similarity of sound.
Six miles south-east of this place is the small village of

Bangurda, said to contain ancient remains.
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GONDWA.
Sixteen miles south by a little west from Bara Bazar, on

the road leading from it to Chaihasa, near the villages of Gonda
and close to the Bemna Nala, are several rock inscriptions in

large characters ; the rock is known as Bijak Pahar
;
the in-

scrijitions are cut on a rock at the foot of a hill to the east

of the road. There arc no remains of any sort about the

place. The inscriptions are four in number, two in the

curious shell characters, and two in a transition form of

Uriya; these last, knowing that Baja Mukunda Deva of

Orissa at one time held Hugh, must be ascribed to some
time near his reign

;
tradition ascribes the inscriptions to a

Banjara, and it is so far correct that the long inscription in

the transition characters reads “ Lakshmana prathama Ban-
jara this, therefore, is a most curious record, showing that

for a long time previous to Mukund Deb’s reign no traffic

was carried on, at least tlu’ough this pass ; but we cannot

allow that this Lakshmana Banjara was absolutely the first

of his tribe who ever used this pass
;
for the records in the

shell characters are undoubtedly older, and must have been

written at a period long prior to Mukund Deb’s reign,

when the pass was used. The second record in the transi-

tion characters is worn and of no interest apparently,

being a fragment. Of the two inscriptions in shell cha-

racters I can make nothing; they are injured to a great

extent; whatever of them can now be made out I give

here ; one is

the other

I would ascribe these records to the reign of Sasangka, when
we know the country to have been in a higlily fiourishing

state ;
the form of the characters is certainly as old as the

sixth century of our era.

If, then, these records belong to the century when Qa-

9angka reigned, and the later ones to Mukund Deb, we have

a period of about 500 years (ascribing Qa9angka to the

seventh century, and Mukund Deva to the sixteenth, and
allowing even so much as four centuries after Qa 9angka as

a period of comparative quiet, if not of actual prosper-

ity), during which traffic through Singbhum appears to

have ceased. We know, from the remains of Telkupi and
elsewhere in Manbhum, that the country was flourishing at

least in the tenth century, and perhaps even in the eleventh
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century, but from that time to the time of Raja Man Singh

not a single temple or sculpture appears to have been exe-

cuted; the Banjara’s record is, indeed, the very earhest record of

the revival of trade in the country. Coupling tliis with the

fact that the fertile country of King Qa9angka appears to

have been occupied by the votaries of Bralimanical or

Jaina or other Aryan deities, but is now occupied by non-

Aryan tribes who reject Bralmianical as well as Jaina deities,

the conclusion seems irresistible, that the sudden collapse

of all trade and industry was due to the irruption of the

Kolarian tribes at some period between the eleventh and the

sixteenth centuries. On this point, for further observations,

facts and legends, I refer to Colonel Dalton’s great work.

pakbirrA.

Twenty miles north-east of Bara Bazar, and a mile east

of Poncha, is the small village of Pakbirra ; here are numer-
ous temples and sculptures, principally Jain ; the principal

ones are collected within a long shed, which occupies the site of

a large temple, of which the foundations still exist; the

principal object of attention here is a colossal naked figure,

with the lotus as symbol on the pedestal ;
the figure is 7

A

feet high ; near it, and along the walls, are ranged numer-
ous others, two small ones with the bull symbol, one
smaller with the lotus, a votive chaitya sculptured on four

sides, the symbols of the figures on the four sides being a

lion, an antelope, a bull, and what appears to be a lamb

;

over each principal human figure on the chaitya is repre-

sented a duck or a goose, holding a garland ; there is, besides

this, a second votive chaitya, and there may be others within

that I could not see ; the temple, which enshrined the colos-

sal figure, must have faced west ; it was very large, containing

the full complement of preliminary chambers and hall in

front of the sanctum.
The colossal figure has a natural crack or flaw diagonally

across the thighs and feet, said to have been inflicted by the

swords of Muhammadan conquerors of the country when
it was first taken ! Close to it, I excavated a mound of ruins

;

the yield consisted of five Buddhist sculptures of a late age ;

the most remarkable of these is a male and a female figure

seated under a tree, which may be meant for a date palm

;

it has been photographed
; the temple where these statues

were, was of brick
;

it faced north ; it had a mandapa in

VOL. VIII. N
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front, and must, therefore, have been of a larger size than any
that are now standing there.

A large brick temple, the only one now standing, of

brick ; faces east, and has its doorway of the usual overlap-

ping type, and without the stone sill cutting up its height
into a doorway proper and an illuminating window ; the

temple, externally and internally, is remarkably plain, the only

ornamental projections, &c., being at the corners
;
the bricks

are all set in mud ; the interior w^as once plastered, but it is

now bare
;
probably the exterior was also plastered ;

there is no
interior roof to the cell, the pyramidal hollow of the tower being
open to the sanctum ; there is no object of worship inside.

To the north of this stands a line of four stone temples,

three still standing, one broken ; these are of the usual

single cell-pattern, and the doorway is not cut up into two
portions

;
these then, as well as the brick one just noticed,

were single-ceU temples, but at some subsequent period

mandapas were added to them ; they have, however, all got

broken, leaving the fa9ades of the temples complete, so that

not only is it evident that they were simply added on after-

wards, but it is further evident that they were not even
bonded into the walls of the original temples ; the junctions,

where any exist, are quite plain
;
all these temples face north.

North of this is another, but irregular, line of temples,

five in number; of these, two are of stone and three of brick,

the latter all ruined ; of the stone ones, one is standing.

North of this is another line of four temples, three of

stone and one of brick, all in ruins.

Due east of the brick temple, which has been noticed as

still standing, are two mounds, evidently the remains of two
other brick temples. To the south of this line of temples

is another line of three stone temples, all in ruins.

The ornamentation of the stone temples is confined to

plain mouldings in the lower part; the fa9ade is quite

plain, but entire, showing that they were originally intended

for single-cell temples without mandapas in front, A photo-

graph, showing the fa9ade, has been taken
;

it is probable the

temples all stood on a large stone-paved platform, as on exca-

vating near the foot of one I came upon a stone pavement

;

the whole group occupies the surface of a piece of rising

ground 300 to 350 feet square.

There are some tanks close to the temples ; one, a large

one, had stone ghats and revetments once, now in ruins; there

are in the \dcinity some few mounds of no special interest.
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The material of all the stone temples noticed is a moder-
ately tine sandstone, carefully cut and set without cement

;

the workmanship is plain, hut good
; the pillars, that were

afterwards added to support the roofs of the mahamandapa,
are plain, with square ends and octagonal shafts.

On a low hill or rise named Lathondongri (dongri means
small hill) between Pdkbirra and B^ramasia, near Khar-
kiagarh, is a place known as Khalbir’s sthana

; here are

numerous votive chaityas and round and oblong cut-stone

blocks ; the place is clearly a cemetery of the Bhumiyas, but
why they should have fixed upon a rocky eminence for a site

I do not understand ;
nor am I certain whether the votive

chaityas and cut stone lying there, and marking the sites of

tombs, were brought from a distance, or were found on the

spot ; in the latter case, a large temple must have stood on
the eminence, of wliich, however, no traces but these scat-

tered stones remain. The supposition that the stones were
brought from the ruins of temples in some other spot is,

however, not very probable, as from the known penchant of

Hindu arcliitects, and of architects in general, for eminences
as sites for their structures, it is extremely probable the

eminence here was once crowned by a temple. The hill is

densely covered with scrub, and ruins of a temple or temples
may exist, unknown to those who acted as my guides.

Tradition calls the votive chaityas, which in form are

conoidal frusta, and resemble the native dhole or drums,
petrified dhols, and relates that, on a certain occasion, musi-
cians and their instruments, while celebrating a wedding,
were converted into stone

;
what has become of the musicians

no one pretends to be able to say.

Half a mile to the east are the ruins of two temples in the
sal jangal ; one was Saivic from the lingam in situ. Most of

the stone has, however, been carried off elsewhere, and only
a few remain; the mouldings, judging‘from the fragments
that remain, appear to have been somewhat shallow.

DHADKI TANR.

Not far from this, at Hhadki Tanr, near Tulsi Garya and
Asanbani, was a large temple, in an enclosure 120 feet square

;

the temple faced east, and had a mahamandapa, and the other

chambers usual in complete temples ;
the mahamandapa had

windows in the projecting ends of the transept, as in the

temples at Khajuraha and elsewhere, but, unlike them, the
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Avindows AA^erc not open but closed Avith plain stone lattices.

The ornamentation externally consists entirely of plain, shal-

loAV recessed lines of mouldings, sparingly used ; the temple
had other subordinate temples round it, tAvo to the north, tAvo

to the south, one in front, and probably there Avere tAvo at

the back, making seven small temples subordinate to the

principal one in the middle. Prom the shalloAvness of the
mouldings and the general appearance, especially of the subor-

dinate temples and of their remains, I ascribe these temples to

the period of Man Singh
;
and in this opinion I am confirmed

by noticing that some of the materials once clearly belonged
to another temple, and being supplemented to the necessary

extent Avith fresh materials, have been used in the present

one
;
the difference betAveen the older and the more recent

material is quite plain, the latter being much more roughly
cut. Odd fragments of mouldings are also seen in places

Avhere they have no business, clearly shoAving that the

temple is built of materials from an older temple; the

arcliitrave of the outermost entrance lies on the ground,

and has a lotus sculptured on its surface ; the carving and
scroll Avork of the doorway arc all very shallow.

TUISAMA.

At Tuisama, not far off, is a small temple, which, judging

from the architrave lying on the ground, was Saivic, Gane9a
being sculptured on it. There are carved and moulded stones

also lying about, but as the temple now partially standing

is quite plain, I can only suppose the carved stone to have
belonged to an older temple, now no longer existing

;
the

fragments of moulding are bold, and there are also fragments

of attached corner amalakas lying about, which show that

once a richly-ornamented temple stood here; the temple

resembles the small 6nes at Telkupi.

There are traces in the vicinity of two temples, one large

and Saivic, and one small, and the ornamented stones noticed

above probably belonged to it.

Quarter of a mile to the north-west of this and of the

village is a large temple, with mahamandapa and the usual

complement of chambers complete
; the mouldings and orna-

mentation are both shallow and few ; the temple is now a

mass of ruin
;
near it arc numerous votive chaityas, which

leads me to infer that the temple was either Jain or

Jluddhist.
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At the east end of the village are two temples, one curi-

ously enveloped in the roots of a bar tree ; a few fragments
of mouldings lying about show very hold outlines, hut the
greater portion of the mouldings are shallow

;
all these tem-

ples appear to have been built of the materials of older ones,

and, from their shallow ornamentation, I ascrilie them to

the period of Man Singh, Akbar’s Viceroy.

BUDHHPUH.
Budhhpur is a small village on the left bank of the Kasai

river, opposite Madhuardi and a little below Bangram, about
seven miles south of Pakhirra ;

here are numerous ancient

remains, the principal of which is a large temple, with its

full complement of mandapas, &c., hut without the original

sanctum, in place of which a modern brick and plaster

erection enshrines the object of worship, a huge lingam.

The temple is placed on a high plinth, on the topmost point

of alow hillock
;
the temple forms the chief of a group of four

subordinate temples, at the four corners, of which two still

exist in a ruined condition ;
of the other two, the foundations

alone remain ; the whole was enclosed by a low wall, orna-

mented with projecting pilasters, cornice and footings.

In plan, the temple resembles other temples of the

kind, with some petty variations, the principal of which is

that at the two sides of the entrance into the antarala are

two recesses, like the recesses at the sides of the westernmost
temple at Bafakar. The windows in the projecting ends of

the transept are closed by plain square-holed lattices cut in

the same sandstone of which the temple is built ; the win-

dows being projecting, the three open sides of each are thus
closed. The entrance into the antarala is similar to the en-

trance into the temple at Buddha Gaya, being formed of over-

lapping courses of stones. The ornamentation externally

consists of lines of mouldings of a plain kind, sparingly used

;

the mouldings resemble those of the temples at Barakar.

The pinnacle that surmounted the original tower roof of the

sanctum lies neglected on the ground ; it is an urn-shaped
vessel, supported by four cobras with expanded hoods and
forked tongues, and is graceful in outline and design

;
there

can, I believe, he no doubt that it was, as it now is, a Saivic

temple.

Close to it, are the remains of no less than live other

temples, all smaller, and none standing. Besides the stones
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belonging to tlie temples, there are numerous other slabs

sculptured on one face standing and lying about ; my guide
said they were tombstones, whereat the ministering Brah-
mans of the temple became very indignant

; but there can
be no doubt, notwithstanding the head priest’s anger, that

the stones referred to are sati pillars ; none are inscribed, but
all are more or less sculptured

;
the general subjects appear

to be a man dravdng a bow, sometimes on horseback, but
oftener on foot, showing that the husbands of those in whose
memories these pillars stand were warriors slain in battle

;

most of them have animals also sculptured in the topmost
compartment.

The lingam in the temple is known as Buddheswar ;
the

people of the place consider it so holy and so well known, as

to compare it with the Gadadhar of Gaya. Gadadhar they

say at Gaya and Buddheswar at Budhhpur are both equally

holy and equally well known.
The material of the temples is a tolerably good sand-

stone, cut to shape and set plain without any cement.
In the village there are a few sati pillars ; two of them

were inscribed , but the weather has not left the wilting legi-

<^m\ ble, and what the weather spared of one
appears to have been destroyed pm*posely

by the chisel. I give the inscription in the

margin : on the second one, the only word
legible is Yuva-raja, in the second, which is

also the last line ; the first line is illegible.

There can be no doubt that Pakbirra or Poncha was once

a place of great importance. The temples at Pakbirra appear

to have been all Buddhist and Jain, but there is a fair sprink-

ling of Brahmanical ones in the vicinity. Judging from the

sculpture, the older temples cannot probably date earlier than

the twelfth or the thirteenth century, and may be somewhat

later; while the more recent ones connot go beyond the

period of Akbar’s General, Man Singh.

g-

o o

CHATNA.

About fourteen miles from Bankura on the old Grand

Trunk Road through Hazaribagh to Shaharghati at the village

of Chdtna are some ruins ; the principal consists of some

temples and ruins within a brick enclosure ;
the enclosure

and the brick temples that existed having long become

mere mounds, whil e the laterite temples still stand ;
the
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bricks used are mostly inscribed, and the inscription gives

a name which I read as Konaha Utara B.aja, while the pandits

read it as Hamira Utara Eaja ;
the date at the end is the

same in all, viz.. Sake 1476 ;
there are four different varieties

of the inscriptions, two engraved and two in relief
;
the bricks

were clearly stamped while still soft and then burnt. Tradition

identifies Chatna with Vasuli or Vahuh Nagara. At Uak-
sha’s sacrifice it is said one of the hmbs of Parvati fell here,

TvUich thence derived its name of Vasuli Nagara or Bahulya
Nagara, a name mentioned in the old Bengali poet Chandi
Uas. Its present name Chatna is derived from a grove of

Chatim or Chatni trees, which existed here. The Ptajas

of the country ivere originally Brahmans, and lived at

Bahulya Kagara. One of them would not worsliip Parvati

under her form of Vasuli Devi, and her favor being
withdrawn from him, he w^as killed by the Samontas
(Saonts ?) Santals, wUo reigned a long time ; at last the people

rose up and killed all the Saonts they could ; one man only

escaped by hiding in the house of a low^-caste potter (Kumhar)

;

for this reason to this day the Saonts will eat and drink with
the Kumhars. To this man VasuhDe^d appeared in a dream,
and encom’aged him to try his fortune, assuring him of

success ; the man was filled with profound respect for her, and
ha'vdng undergone various fasts, &c., he gathered together

11 other Saonts and kept wnndering in the jangals \ one day
when very hungry they met a w'oman with a basket of ken-
dus on her head; she pitying their condition gave them
one a piece from her basket ;

they asked for more, and she

gave, but one of them impatiently snatched away one from
her; however, the 12 Saonts were refreshed, and the woman
was highly pleased; calling them she said—“Go into the jangal

and take 12 kend or kendu saplings, and go and fight for your
Baj ; Vasuli Devi and I will restore your Baj.” They accord-

ingly sallied out, killed the Baja, and obtained possession of

the kingdom again
; these twelve ruled jointly

;
the man who

liad snatched the kend fruit died first, the remaining eleven

ruled by tmms till, finding it too troublesome, they agreed to

give the sole power to one of their number
;
the descendants

of these men are the present Samanta Bajas, who call them-
selves Chhatris.

The temple is ascribed to Hamira Utara Baja, and the
legend about it is that Vasuli Devi one night apjDeared in a
dream to the Baja, and said—“ Behold certain cartmen and
mahajans are passing through your territory and are at this
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moment under a particular tree ; they have with them a stone

in which I have taken up my abode ; take it and set it up
to be worshipped, for I am pleased with you, and will re-

main with you,” The Raja accordingly sent men and stopped

the mahajans and cartmen, and seized the stone in payment
of ground-rent for the ground they had occupied during the

night
;
he then set it up in the temple which we now see.

The temples of laterite are not worth special notice, there

being nothing remarkable about them.

EKTESWAR.
Two miles south-east of Bankura, on the left bank of the

Darikeswara river, is the small village and tcmj)le of Ektes-

war
;
the temple is remarkable in its way ; the mouldings of

the basement are the boldest and finest of any I have seen,

though quite plain; the temple was built of laterite, hut
has had sandstone and brick additions made to it since ; there

are traces of three different restorations or repairs executed
to tliis temple

;
the first was a restoration of the upper portion,

which had apparently fallen down. In the restoration, the

outline of the tower and general appearance of the temple
before its dilapidation appears to have been entirely ignored,

and a new design adopted. After this, repairs on a small scale

were carried out, of which traces are to he seen in various

patchy portions of brick and mortar ; lastly, a series of brick

arches were added in front of the temple. The object of

worship inside is a lingam, which is said to have thrust itself

up through the ground. Several pieces of sculpture, hotli

broken and sound, and almost all Brahmanical, lie in groups
on platforms outside, none of any special interest and none
inscribed.

SONATAPAN.

Two miles north-east of Ekteswar is the village of Sonata-

pan ; it is situated at the point where the Darikeswara river

splits into two, to join again lower down. Of the two channels,

the one to the left is the main one now, hut, I think, the other

one was the principal one before ; the sandy bed marking its

former extent shows that it was larger than the left channel.

Near the junction or fork of the two channels is a tall brick

temple, solidly built of bricks measuring 12" x 8^'; thirty-

three courses of bricks with the interposed mud cement make
up 7 feet of height. The temple is remarkably solid, the
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dimensions of the sanctum inside being only 12 feet square,

hut the great height and the material, brick, need a greater

thickness than stone. The roof of the cell begins to contract

by overlapping courses at a height of 18 feet ;
the overlaps

are at first of six courses each, then after four such overlaps

there are five overlaps of five com’ses each, after which the

overlaps are of four, and subsequently of three and of two
courses each. The entrance is of the usual style of overlap-

ping openings ; it is 6 feet 1 inch wide ; the overlaps are

one of six courses, two of five courses each, seven of four

courses each, five of three courses each, and one of two
courses, there being altogether sixty-one courses disposed in

16 overlaps on each side to the point where the two sides

of the triangle approach to within 4 inches of each other, the

overlaps being, therefore, of 2 inches each only almost exactly.

The temple stands on a high plinth, now a shapeless mound

;

it does not appear, from the absence of the dividing siU in

the opening, that the temple had any mandapa in front, and
the fa9ade is indeed complete as it is, there being no part or

line where the walls of any chamber or structure in front

could touch the present fa9ade without hiding some orna-

ment, or falling upon some moulding or ornamental sculp-

ture
;
the long platform, therefore, in front of the temple (now

a terrace of earth and rubbish), must have been meant for open-
air gatherings, as is common to this day, especially in mMas
or fairs, or for a subordinate temple facing the main one.

Close to the temple, and on the low ground which in

floods is under water, are several mounds, which still yield

bricks
;
the mounds, as well as the temple, are ascribed to

Salivahan, and the mounds near the river are said to be parts

of his garh, the other parts having been washed away by the
left hand channel when the main stream first took that
direction

;
the old name of the place is said by some to have

been Hamiradanga.
The temple was covered with plaster, and richly and

jirofusely ornamented. The plaster, from its ornamentation
corresponding in all parts with the cut-brick ornamentation
below, I consider to have formed part of the original design,

and not, as is too often the case, added afterwards. The
plaster has, however, come off in most parts

;
the top of the

temple has disappeared long ago, and is now a shapeless mass
of ruin, on which young trees are allowed to take root and
flourish undistm’bed. It is a pity that a fine temple, as this

must have been, should have been allowed to decay.
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BAHULAEA.
Tlie finest brick temple in the district, and the finest

though not the largest brick tem23le that I have seen in

Bengal, is the one at Bahulara, on the right bank of the
Darikeswara river, 12 miles from Bankura ; the temple is of

brick, j)lastered ; the ornamentation is carefully cut in the
brick, and the plaster made to correspond to it. There are,

however, ornaments on the plaster alone, but none in-

consistent with the brick ornamentation below. I conclude,

therefore, that the plaster formed a part of the original design;

the mouldings of the basement are to a great extent gone, but
from fragments here and there that exist, a close approxim-
ation can be made to what it was ; some portions are, how-
ever, not recoverable ; the drawings or johotographs give the
necessary details.

The present entrance is not the original old one, but is a
modern accretion, behind wliich the real old doorway, with
its tall, triangular oj^ening of overlapping courses, is hidden.

This old openmg is still to be seen internally
; it consists of

a rectangular oj)ening, 41 courses of bricks in height, over

which rise the triangular portion in a series of corbels, each 5

courses in dejith
;
the width of the ojiening is 4 feet 10 inches

;

there is no dividing sill, and from the fa9ade of the temple
it is evident that the cell, with its attached portico in the

thickness of the wall itself, stood alone without any adjuncts

in front ;
there are, however, the remains of a mahamandapa,

wliich was added on in recent times, but it is widely different

in construction and in material to the old temple, and is prob-

ably not so old as the British ride in India.

Tlie object of worship) inside is named Siddheswara,

being a large lingam, apjiarently in situ. I conclude, there-

fore, that the tem^ile was orginally Saivic. Besides the lingam
there are inside a naked Jain standing figure, a ten-armed

female, and a Gane9a ; the Jain figure is clear proof of the

existence of the Jain religion in these parts in old times,

though I cannot point to the precise temple or s]iot which
was devoted to this sect.

The tenijile had subordinate temples disposed round it in

the usual manner; there were seven round the three sides and
four corners, and one in front, the last being most probably a

temple to Nandi, the Vahana of Siva
; the whole group was

inclosed within a square brick inclosure ; subordinate temples

and walls are equally in ruins now, forming isolated and long
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mounds respectively. There is at Dliarapat a small temple,

modern, or at least of recent times, but interesting from its

dated inscription.*

CHHINPUR.

At Chhinpur is a solitary laterite temple, but of no
ancient date.

BISHANPUR.

Bisbanpur is famed as an old place, and certainly con-

tains very many temples and other old remains, but their

age is not such as to merit detailed notice of them. They are

almost all built in the Lower Bengal style, with curved roof

lines, and the ornamentation consists generally of sculj)tured

or moulded tile-work. Some of these are very fine, and
stand out the weather very well

;
they consist chiefly of

scenes from the lives of Rama or the Pandus, hut principally

of Krishna, to whom, or to whose mistress, most of the

temples are dedicated ; the sculpture, as may be readily guessed,

is not very chaste. The few photographs udll convey a
clearer idea of these temples than descriptions. There is also

a large old fort, dating evidently to post-Muhammadan
times, as evidenced by the remains of gateways wliich are of

the Muhammadan type ;
in short, the place is full of remains

of a certain age, not going beyond the middle of the sixteenth

century Sake ; they are of interest chiefly for their inscrip-

tions, wliich I now proceed to notice briefly.

1. The oldest dated temple in Bishanpur is known as the
Malleswar temple, the temple of Bishanpur, which has long
been regarded as the oldest in Bishanpur, and as dating hack
to near the beginning of the Malla era, chiefly on the
strength of the inscription of which Bishanpiu’ enjoys its

fame as a very ancient city
;
the inscription is dated clearly

in Sake 928, but this is a mistake, the word Sake having
tlu’ough some oversight been put instead of Mallahda, and
the proof of it is to he seen in the next few lines, where the
temple is stated to have been built by Vka Sinha in the
year Vasu Kara Kara Malla Sake, i.e., the year 928 of the
Malla era. The error is so palpable, that I need not say any-

* The inscription consists of five long lines and three compartments of two lines

each in Bengali characters. It is not in good order, but the date can he clearly made
out as 1626 Sake : the 2 being, however, somewhat doubtful, it may possibly be 1616
Sake, but can be nothing else.
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tiling further
; the date corresponds to Sake 1540, tliere lieing

a difference of 612 years between the two eras.

2. The next oldest dated temple is that known as Burha
Ptadha Syam’s, which, according to the inscription, was built

by Baja Vira Ilambira in the year Malla Sake 949, in the

reign or kingdom of Baja Vira Sinha
;

there is also mention
of Baja Baghunatha Sinha. The date, 949 Mallabda, is seen

from other inscriptions dated both in the Malla and in the
Sake eras to correspond to Sake 1561, there being a difference

of 612 years between the two eras.

3. The next temple, known as Kista Baya’s Jor Bangla,
is dated in Malla Sake 960 or 961, the unit figure being some-
what doubtful

; the date is also given at length in the Sake
era. The Bajas mentioned are Sri Vira Hambira Naresu and
Sri Baghunatha Sinha ; the date in Sake era corresjionds to

1572 or 1573.

4. The next in point of antiquity is the temple known
as Kala Chand’s

; the inscription mentions Sri Vira
Hambira Naresha Sunurda Dana Nripa Sri Baghunatha
Sinha ; it is dated in Malla Sake 962, corresponding to 1574
Sake.

5. The next in age is a nameless temple dated in 964
Malla era; it mentions Malladhipa Sri Baghunatha and Nripa
Sri Vira Sinha

;
the date corresponds to Sake 1576.

6. The next is the temple known as Mimali Mohan’s ; it

is stated in the inscription to have been built l)y the wife of

Vira Sinha, the mother of Durjana Sinha, in the year 971
Mallabda ;

the date is also given at length as Shasti Sapta

Sebandhi of Malla Sake, which, from other inscriptions which
are dated both in the Malla and in the Sake eras, is seen to

correspond to Sake 1583.

7. Contemporaneous with this is a nameless temple, the

inscription of which mentions the names of Baghunatha,
Malinatha, and Baja Vira Sinha; it is dated the same as tlie

last one, viz., Mallabda 971, or Sake 1583.

8. A dilapidated, nameless temple comes next in order
;
it

is dated in 979 Mallal)da, and the date is written at length as

Nara Shaila Anka Malla Sake ; the date corresponds to Sake
1591. It was built by a Brahman, Sita Bama Sarmmana, in

the reign of Vira Sinha.

9. The next in age as known is Madana ^Mohan’s temple,

built by Sri Masvajarna Bhumipati in the year 1000 of

Mallabda Kala, the son of Badha Vrija Bajananda (son of

king)
;
the date corresponds to Sake 1612.
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10. The next is the one known as Dol Govinda’s temple
;

the inseription mentions Sri Gopala Sinha, and anotlier name
now illegible; the date is given as Mallahda 1032, correspond-

ing to Sake 1644.

11. Next in order is Maya Burhiya’s temple, near the Bas
Mancha, built in Mallahda Muni Veda Khenduganete in

Magha by Sri Badharuja Nayarendra; the date is also

given in figures, as 1040 Malla era corresponding to 1652

Sake.

12. Contemporaneous with this is the broken Jor Bangla,

built by Gopala Sinha, the son of Chaitanya Chandra, dated

Mallahda 1040, corresponding to Sake 1652.

13. Next is the Hijra Para temple, dated in San 946 and
Sake 1661. The San is probably the Bengali San or some
local era ;

the difference is 715 years.

14. The next is Badha Syam’s temple. The inscription

mentions the famous Chaitanya and a Badha Syama Nri-

pendra ; it is dated in 1680 Sake.

15. The next is the one known as Badha Madhava’s
temple, built by the son of Mahima Sinha, Krishna Sinha’s

wife, Churamani, in San 1043 Sal, which, adopting the

difference (715 years) found from the doubly-dated temple
of Hijra Para noticed above, will correspond to Sake 1758.

16. The next is a nameless dilapidated temple, dated in

Sake 1793 and San 1238, the latter evidently an error, if the

era be the same as that of the Hijra Para temple.

The Nanda Lai temple is inscribed, but not dated.

Prom these temples, apd the inscriptions at Pachet and at

Chatna, we have the following :

—

1476.—Hamira or Konalia Utara Raja, reigning king, from Chatna
inscription.

1540-1561.—Yira Sinha reigning, but in 1561 Vira Hambira and
Raghunatha mentioned as princes.

1572-1574.—Vira Sinlia not mentioned, probably dead; Yira
Hambira reigning

;
Raghunatha mentioned.

1576-1583.—Vira Hambira not mentioned
; Raghunatha probably

reigning
;
Vira Sinha II mentioned.

1583.—Raghunatha not mentioned, therefore probably died that

year
;
Vira Sinha reigning.

1583-1657.—Long reign of Vira Sinha II, as the Pachet inscrip-

tion dated 1657 mentions him.

The subsequent names appear to have no order or regularity :

probably after the long reign of Yira Sinha, his kingdom
got split up among the grown-up members of his family.
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Among the remains at Bishanpnr I must not omit to

notice the very curious pyramidal structure known as the
Bas Mancha

;
a photograph of it has been taken.

HUGLI.

The remains at Hugh, Hindu and Muhammadan, have
been noticed by various writers, but I especiaUy refer to

Messrs. Blochmann and Money’s papers in the Jornmal
of the Asiatic Society. I need only add to Mr. Money’s
paper that the temple from the ruins of which the dargah
has been built must have been of the style of the beautiful

and profusely sculptured temples at Janjgir, which are orna-

mented internally throughout with scenes from the Bam-
ayana and others. The descriptive labels which still exist in

the dargah, as noticed by him, could have been engraved only

because the scenes were actually sculptm’ed on the walls and
needed the labels to be readily understood.—See my report

for season 1873-74.

I visited Jonpur, but as I have nothing to add to the

excellent accounts abeady extant about it, it is needless for

me to say anything. Measurements, &c., were made, and the

more interesting of such as have not already been published

mil be found in the plates. I especially recommend to atten-

tion the mmivalled profile of the grand corner towers at the

back corners of the Jamai Majid. It is strange the great

Historian of Arclijtecture does not notice them at all ; for

massive, yet elegant, simplicity and boldness they have no
rivals in any building I have yet seen.

I examined also several temples near Mu’zapur ;
among

them, the famous one of Vindhyavasini Devi at Bindhachal.

The building as it stands is modern, but built of old materials

;

the pillars are quite plain, and the building altogether of no
interest. I am told the figm’e inside is inscribed, but I was
naturally not allowed to examine it. There is, however,

nothing of special interest about the temple. The legend about

it is to be found in the Native MahMmyas and also in the

Mahabharat, and do not need reproduction here. Tradition

says the head of Vindhya lying prostrate in worship of the

goddess is near Bindhachal, while his feet are at Chunar and
Bajmahal, respectively. A different version of the story,

which places one foot at Gaya, is given in the Journal, Asiatic

Society, “ Account of a tour from Mfizapur to Nagpur.”
The name Vindhya has at various times and by various
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old writers been ascribed to the various ranges from Amar-
kantak to the Ganges,—see notes, Wilson’s Vishnu Purana
(edition PitzEdward Hall)

;
but the fact of the temple of

Vindhyavasini being at the foot of the northernmost range
seems clearly to establish that the name properly apphes to

the northernmost of the ranges running from Pijmahal in

the east to Katliiawad on the west.

I also examined the temples at Mara near Banatganj on
the strength of information from a jiilgrim ; hut though I

heard of none of interest, nor saw any at the place, I believe

careful search would reveal the existence of some old temj)les.

The temples at Bijayapur are of no interest.

I also visited Chitrkot, but the North-Western Provinces
Gazetteer, Vol. I, edited hy Mr. Atkinson, gives full inform-
ation of the temples there

; and as they are neither old nor
of any interest, I refrain from needlessly lengthening my
report. The Gazetteer omits to note the tuaths of Hanu-
man and Lachhman, &c., the first being on a high hill three
miles south-east from Chitrkot.

J. D. B.
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TOUR OF 1872-73 IN THE BENGAL PROVINCES.

A

Afsav, 49, ns, 115, 142.

Ahmad Nialtighi, 16.

Ajatasatru, 2, 3.

Alaur, 15.

Alwara, 162.

Amarkantak, 8.

Anandas cave, 90, 92. Note, 8, 11.

Anjana, 2.

Anjana era, 2, 3.

Arches, ancient Hindu, 54, 55, 66, 73, 1 55.

„ Burmese pattern, 73.

„ fretted, 29.

„ overlapping, 56, 157, 158, 166, 180,

186, 187, 195, 202. Note, 14.

,, true modern, 29, 66, 120, 121, 164,

174, 180, 181, 185.

„ ribbed, 32.

Architecture rules of Hindu, 68, 170.

Arrah, 14, 15, 17, 20, 23, 48, 49, 127.

Asthanas, 19, 33, 129, 196.

Ayodhya, 11, 12.

Azimabad, 34-

B

Babylon, 178, 180.

Badia, 193.

Bahulara, 50, 203.

Baijnath, 138, 140, 141, 142, 145, 147, 163,

175, 184.

Bakeswar, 147,

Bakror, 47, 74.

Bakhtiyar khilji. 17, 24.

Bakhtiyarpur, 23.

Balarampur, 184.

Balgudar, 117.

Banas or Parna9a river, 1 5.

Banasur, 15.

Banda, 169.

Bangurda, 193.

Bankipur, 5, 6, 48.

Barabar, 36, 37, 40, 53, 107, 127.

Barabhum, 50, 188, 193, 195.

Baragaon. See Nalanda.

Barakar, 150, 155, 169, 173, 199.

Barat, 108.

Barawang, 54.

Basements, 36, 156, 165, 186, 198, 203,

Bases of Pillars, 60, 117. Notes, 4.

Bathani hill or Goratha, 46, 47.

Battlements, 30, 64.

Bela, 65.

Benares, 16, 17, 48, 49, 63, 163.

„ Sack of, 16, 17.

Bhagalpur, 130, 142.

Bhagwanganj, 17, 18, 49.

Bhar.adwaja, 16.

Bhartpura, 17.

Bhaskinath, 50, 137, 138, 142.

Bhatbinor, 162.

Bhika pahari, 27. Notes, 3.

Bhimgarh, 50, 149.

Bhuraha, 63.

Bikram, 5, 6. Note, 5.

Bilonja, 161, 162.

Bihar, 7, 17, 28, 45, 47, 75, 76, 78, 80, 142,

176. Note, 9.

Bihia, 12.

Bihta, 19. Note, 4.

Bindhachal, 208.

Bishanpur, 50, 205.

„ Ghenjan, 49, 63.

„ Tandwa, 76, 106, 161.

Bridges, old, 38.

Buddha Gaya, 49, 57, 58, 59, 66, 69, 74,

166, 169, 186.

Buddhpur, 50, 51, 198.

Buram, 135.

Burhadi, 193.

Buriiil grounds, 38, 62, 91, 132, 190, 192,

196.

C

Ca9angka or Sasangka, 71, 72, 73, 193, 194.

Carkaravartta, 12.

Capitals, 32, 54, 61. Note, 4.

Caves, artificial, 135.

„ Asoka, 41.

„ natural, 37, 63, 78, 79,87, 89, 90,

93, 99, 128, 130, 138, 145, 146.

Notes 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14.

„ rock cut, 35, 41, 42, 43, 63, 90, 91,

107, 121, 122.

Chaityas, 58, 59, 63, 98, 105, 106, 177, 184,

194, 196, 197, 198.

Champavati River or Chandan, 130.

Chanakya, 21.

Chanchalu hill, 193.

Chandan Kyari, 163.

Chandhos Buzurg, 8. Note, 4.

Chandra, 163.

Chandragupta, 21.

Characters of Inscriptions, Asoka, 41.

„ „ Gupta, 36, 43,

129, 137.
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Characterg of Inscriptions, Kutiln, 38. 40,

54, 128.

Characters of Inscriptions, Miscellaneous,

36, 129, 141. 145,182,193, 194.

Charmanvati or Chainbal, 12, 13.

Chatna, 50, 182, 200.

Chechgaongarh, 51, 158, 160, 161, 162.

Chedi, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128.

Chhatris, 132, 189.

Chbinpur, 204.

Cbborra, 51, 184,

Cbillas, 45, 83.

Chillor, 64.

Chitrkot, 208.

Chutia Nagpur, 127, 171, 176.

Circles of Stone, 66, 190.

Color, 44, 86.

Condochates, 24, 26.

Confluences of rivers, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15,

20, 23, 26. Notes, 6, 7.

Cornice, 55.

Costume, 163.

Courtyards, 31, 44, 64, 138, 154.

Crossings of rivers. See Ferries.

Curved lines of roofs, 174, 181, 205.

Customs, 179.

D

Damuda river, 50. 61, 158, 161, 171, 176,

178, 179.

Dapthu, 75.

Dargahs, 19, 32, 33, 34, 35, 39, 44, 45, 49,

64, 65, 84, 108, 111, 116, 130, 150.

Dandnagar, 7, 9, 54. Note, 4.

Dauna or Drona, 15, 16, 17.

Deo, 63.

Deokhut, 62.

Deoknnd, 7, 11, 12.

Deoli, 191.

Devadatta’s cave, 90, 91.

Dewaha, 2.

Dewaltand, 190.

Dhadki tanr.

Dbalbbura, 168.

Dharawat or Dharmmapura, 38, 39, 40, 49.

Dinapur, 5, 6, 23.

Domes, 29, 30, 35, 44, 107, 140, 181.

Dulmi, 50, 51, 178, 179, 187, 188, 190.
Dnmduma, 126, 127, 128.

Dumra, 158.

E

Eaves, 32.

Ekacbakra, 15, 23,

Ektara, 115.

Ekteswar, 50, 201, 202.

Entrances of temples and buildings, 29, 30,

32, 34, 35, 44, 55, 64, 68, 73, 85, 107, 118,

138, 139, 157, 165, 166, 169, 170,

171, 172, 173, 174, 177, 178, 186, 188,

202, 204.

Kras, 2, 3.

Erranoboiis, 4, 6, 15, 24, 26. Note, 7.

F

Fairs. See Melas.

Fatehpur Kalan, 49. Note, 4.

Fatuha, 6, 8, 9, 15, 20, 23, 48, 49, 66, 102.

Notes, 4, 7.

Ferries and Fords, 2, 7, 10, 11, 12, 18, 46,

49, 50, 51. Note, 5.

Finials. See Pinnacles.

Floods. See Inundations.

Forest, 12.

Forts, 4. 24, 26, 27, 28, 31, 33, 39, 44, 46,

88, 89, 107, 108, 120, 121, 129, 146, 149,

150, 155, 161, 180, 188, 205.

G
Gambling, 80, 83.

Gandak or Gandaki, the large river, 5, 10,

12, 13, 15. 18, 24. Note, 6.

Gandaki, the small river, 25, 26.

Gauges river, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,

14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28,

46, 125, 126, 127, 128. Notes, 4, 6, 7.

Gates and gateways of forts and cities, 2,

31, 32, 46, 50, 88, 121, 129, 180, 181, 182,

205. Note, 7.

Gaya, 7, 8, 9, 20, 35, 40, 41, 45, 47, 48, 49,

61, 65, 66, 107, 127, 200.

Ghatal, 50.

Ghosrawan, 49, 108.

Giriyak, 36, 49, 76, 77, 88, 100, 114, 125,

127, 128.

Girivraja. See Rajgir.

Gowror, 45.

Greek influence on Indian Art, 123.

Gunamati, 38, 39, 40.

Gunariya, 63.

H
Halls-pillared, 65, 170.

Harlajburi, 138, 143.

Hasanpur, 49, 117.

Hasanpur kako, 64.

Basra, 104, 107, 161.

Hilsa, 47, 48, 49. Note 16.

Hirauyavaha, 24, 25, 26.

Hiranyavati, 25, 26.

Holang. Note, 6.

Hot springs, 88, 147.

Hugh, 193, 207.

I

Ichagarh, 190.

Indpa or Indpai Garb, 120, 121.

Indraprastha, 13.

Inscribed statues, 36, 38, 40, 53, 63, 74, 106,

111, 118, 120, 128, 140, 141, 163.
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I nscriptions, 28, 30, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40,

41, 43, 44, 53, 54, 59, 63, 61, 65, 73, 74,

76,84,86,106, 115, 116, 118, 126,128,

129, 130, 132, 133, 136, 140, 145, 146,

147, 151, 155, 156, 158, 160, 163, 164,

182, 185, 186, 193, 200, 204, 205, 206,

207.

Inundations or floods, 2, 8, 9, 14, 20, 21, 25,

176.

Irrigation, 14.

Islatnpur, 44, 47^ 48, 49.

J

Jafara, 79, 80, 83.

Jagdispur, 79.

.Tamdi, 193.

Jamua Kandi, 146.

Jarasandba, 13, 46, 86, 100, 126.

Java, 44, 49.

Jashpur or Yasovarrumapura, 76.

Jaynagar, 117.

.Jethur, 130.

Jhaldia, 183.

Jharia, 50, 51, 157, 158.

Jharkhand, 50.

Jhinjni pahari, 157.

K
Kako, 64.

Kalakuta, 12.

Kalasoka, 3.

Kalinga, 81, 127.

Kalyaneswari or Devisthan, 155, 174.

Katras, 51, 69, 152, 156, 157, 158.

Kauwa dol, 40, 41.

Kauwa kol hills, 121, 124, 125, 142.

Kayal, 7. Note, 4.

Kharakdiha, 50.

Khelaichandi hills, 183, 184.

Kherhi, 50, 128, 130.

Khuri river, 50.

Kirana Sufalana, 193.

Kispa, 40, 53, 63.

Kofala, 12, 13.

Kols, 66, 81, 161, 194.

Konch, 49, 54, 58, 59, 61, 62, 69,'166.

L

Labhpur or Phullara, 146.

Lakhiserai, 14, 117, 118, 187.

Lalita patan, 13.

Lat, 47.

Lattices, 32, 132, 197, 199.

Lighting of Temples, 56, 57, 58.

Lilajan, 20.

Lime plaster, 44, 58, 66, 109, 120, 165, 166,

173, 186, 187, 188, 203, 204. Note, 10.

List of places possessing old remains, 51,

52.

List of places of pilgrimage, 148, 149

M
Magadha, 1, 3, 12, 36, 43, 46, 47, 50, 51, 74,

85, 121, 124, 127, 128, 158. Note, 3.

Mahaoli. Note, 5.

Makhdumsab, 19.

Malla, 12.

„ Rajas, 146, 205.

„ Era, 205, 206.

Manda hill, 63.

Mandar hill, 50, 130, 137.

Maner, 6, 22. Note, 7.

Manpur Bairia. Note, 5.

Mara, 208.

Mari, 102.

Masaud, 16.

Masauri Buzurg, 9.

Masjids, 28, 29, 34, 35, 44, 66, 84, 130.

Matka hill, 64.

Meditation cave of Buddha, 90, 91, 92. Notes,

8
,
11 .

Melas or Fairs, 7, 8, 11, 12, 39, 116, 118,

157, 162, 179, 181, 183, 190, 192.

Mirapur Nadera, 45, 49.

Mir Mustafa, 46.

Mithapur, 6.

Mithila, 9, 10, 12, 13.

Moat, 33, 146, 147.

Mohiuddinpur khera, 49. Note, 4, 5.

Monasteries, Buddhist, 16, 37, 39, 40, 63, 75,

178. Note, 15.

Mokameh, 101, 102.

Mongir, 9, 48, 49, 50.

Mora pahar, 66.

Mouldings, 28, 57, 131, 132, 133, 134, 139,

152, 153, 154, 156, 157, 158, 159, 162,

164, 171, 173, 184, 188, 196, 199, 202,

203, 204.

Mounds, 17, 18, 19, 33, 35, 37, 38, 39, 61,

62, 63, 64, 65, 80, 105, 109, 116, 120, 128,

152, 160, 161, 162, 167, 178, 185, isd,

187, 188, 189, 196, 197, 198, 200, 203.

Note, 4.

Murhar river, 8, 10, 62, 64.

N
Nadiya, 17.

Nagarjuni cave, 43.

„ hills, 44, 49, 107.

Nagor, 50, 146.

Nalanda, 1, 49, 76, 79, 80, 84, 85.
Naudas, 3.

Nauhatpur, 5, 6. Note, 5.

Naulakhagarh, 121.

Ner, 40, 65.

Niches, 29, 32, 55, 174. Note, 14.

Nirvan era, 3, 4.

Nongarh, 48, 49, 117, 118, 128.

O

Ongari.

Otantapura, 76.
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P

Pacbaet, 50, 155, 180, 182, 183.

Paibigha, 63.

Pakbirra, 50, 51, 195, 196, 198.

Palaniau, 51.

Palganj, 50, 51
Pali, 49, 61.

Pancbaua river, 49.

Pandra, 50, 156.

Panellings, 29.

Panj Pabari, 27. Note, 3, 4, 5.

Para, 51, 163, 168, 169, 173.

Parnavaba, 15.

Parvati bill,' 49, 109, 110, 111, 112, 114,

142.

Patanjali. Note, 5, 7.

Patna or Pataliputra or Pusbpapura, 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21,

23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 33, 34, 41, 45, 46, 48,

49, 50, 64, 66, 127, 142. Note, 5, 6, 7.

Patili, 1, 2.

Pawapuri, 77.

Pendentives, 29, 30, 151, 172.

Persecution, 16.

Pbulwari, 5, 6. Note, 5.

Pilasters, 29, 60, 64, 152, 167, 185.

Pilgrimages, places of, 7, 8, 36, 44, 50, 53,

77, 128, 138, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149,

191, 208, 209.

Pillars, 28, 29, 32, 35, 40, 45, 47, 54, 60, 61,

64, 65, 84, 85, 117, 121, 131, 138, 139,

152, 155, 161, 167, 170, 171, 172, 177,

187, 189, 196, 208. Note, 4.

Pillars, Sati, 39, 128, 163, 168, 170, 177, 199,

200.

Pinnacles or finials, 58, 59, 155, 161, 162,

177, 181, 199.

Porticos, 61, 204,

Premaya, 117.

Punpun river, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 19, 20, 62,

Puraliya, 184, 185, 188.

R

Ragbnnatbpur, 50.

Railings, 31.

Rajagriba or Rajgir, 1, 3, 9, 10, 11, 13, 46,

47, 48, 49, 50, 66, 85, 89, 90, 100, 102,

125. Notes, 5, 13.

Rajauli, 50, 81, 115, 116.

Rajjbana, 49, 117, 118.

Rama, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13.

Rambbadr, 10.

Ramgaon, 146.

Ramgaya, 66.

Rampur chai, 7. Note, 4.

Rancbi, .51.

Raniganj, 50, 149.

Remains, ancient, of brick, 17, 18, 19, 37, 38,

54, 89, 107, 129, 178, 181, 195.

Remains of bricK and stone, 18, 19, 30, 31, 32,

39, 40, 44, 45, 53, 61, 65, 105, 130, 131,

132, 147, 185, 195.

Remains of stone, 28, 44, 54, 131, 133, 134,

135, 136, 159, 160, 161, 162, 175, 177.
Remains, Bralunanical, 35, 36, 37, 41, 44,

46, 53, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 89,

115, 130, 131, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138.
139, 141, 143, 145, 146, 147, 148, 150, 151,

152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160,

161, 162, 168, 175, 184, 186, 191, 197, 198,

199, 200.

Remains, Buddbist, 17, 18, 27, 36, 37, 38,

39, 40, 41, 45, 46, 53, 58, 59, 63, 65, 105,

109, 110, 114, 120, 142, 159, 178, 184,

200. Note, 9, 10.

Remains, Jain, 78, 132, 136, 137, i60, 161,

163, 178, 184, 191, 195, 200.

Remains, Muhammadan, 19, 28, 29, 30, 31,

32, 33, 34, 35, 39, 44, 45.

Remains, uncertain, 19, 27, 35, 47, 63, 74,

75, 89, 115, 129, 161, 163, 177, 191, 198.

Note, 4.

Revetments, 31, 32, 156, 175, 196. Note,

9, 13, 15.

Risbikulya or Kiyul river, 125, 126.

Rivers, old courses of, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

14, 15, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 125. Note, 4, 5.

Roads, old lines of, 10, 12, 13, 40, 47, 48, 49,

66, 74, 142, 163, 178, 200. Notes, 5, 13.

Rob, 110, 116.

Roofs, domed, 29, 30, 44, 136, 181.

„ flat, plain, 35, 45, 65, 170.

„ low, p3’ramidal, plain, 31, 136, 155,

174, 75.

„ tall, pyramidal, plain, 139, 140, 175,

185.

„ overlapping courses, 57, 151, 152,

164, 172, 174, 175, 185, 202.

„ tower, 55, 57, 139, 151, 152, 162,

164, 165, 166, 167, 170, 172, 173,

174, 186, 188, 191, 195, 199, 202.

„ vaulted, 32, 33, 54, 55, 57, 62, 66,

73, 118.

S

Sacrifices, human, 168.

Saidabad, 5, 6. Note, 5.

Saints, Local Muhammadan, 32, 34, 45, 65,

84, 108, 116.

Sakri river or Suktimati, 49, 109, 110, 124.

Sarangai-b, 168.

Sarayu, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13.

Sarnath, 16.

Sasangka, 71, 72, 73, 193, 194.

Satgaon, 115.

Sattapanni cave, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96,

98, 121, 122. Note, 8.

Sculpture, Brahmanical, 19, 35,36, 46, 53, 54,

62, 65, 106, 115, 117, 128, 130, 131, 132,

133, 134, 135, 136, 145, 147, 148, 151,

152, 153, 157, 162, 164, 168, 171, 172,

173, 174, 175, 177, 184, 186, 187, 188,

189, 191, 192, 204.

Sculpture, brick, 57, 59, 130, 164, 165, 166,

181, 186, 203, 204, Note, 12.
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Sculpture, Buddhist, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 45,

46, 53, 54, 65, 73, 74, 79, 105, 106, 107,

110, 128, 142, 159, 162, 178, 184, 189,

192. Notes, 10, 11.

Sculpture, Jain, 78, 132, 163, 184, 189, 191,

192, 195, 204.

Sculpture, miscellaneous, 44, 63, 64, 66, 75,

116, 122, 123, 158, 173, 199. Note, 4.

Sculpture, rock, 37, 40, 132, 135.

Seuri, 130, 146, 149.

Shadipur, 146.

Shahpuratma, 79.

Shekpura, 49, 116, 117.

Sherghati, 61, 64.

Sheonagar, 74.

Shir Shah, 24, 28, 32, 44, 46, 121.

Siddhasrama, 12.

Sigori, 8.

Sihari, 62.

Sikandra, 49, 117.

Silahhadra, 40, 41.

Silao or Tikramasila, 49, 75, 84.

Sipara, 5.

Sirpur, 69.

Sitamarhi, 107.

Soh, 77.

Sonahatu, 193.

Son river, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

17, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 46, 48, 49.

Note, 4, 5, 6, 7.

Sonbhadr, 7, 8, 49,

Sonbhandar cave, 91, 121, 122, Note, 7, 8.

Sonatapan, 202.

Sonmayi. Note, 4, 5,

Stupas, 16, 17, 18. 19, 20, 39, 49, 87, 109,

117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 177. Note, 9,

10, 11, 12, 15.

Sufaran, 190, 192.

Suissa, 192.

Suktitnati hills, 125.

„ river, 124, 125, 126.

Susinago, 2.

T
Tadaka, 9, 11, 12.

„ forest, 12.

Tamluk or Tamralipti, 50, 142.

Tanks or lakes, 38, 39, 61, 78, 100, 105, 130,

131,134,135, 136, 146, 147, 156, 157,

161,163, 168, 178, 179, 183, 184, 189,

191, 196. Note, 4.

1
Tapoban, 138, 145.

Tararh, 7. Note, 4.

Teladaka or Tilara, 34, 35, 40. 46, 47, 48,

49.

Telkuppi, 50, 151, 170, 171, 178, 179, 189,

194.

Tikari, 61.
' Tiles, colored, glazed, 30, 31, 32, 181.

Titarawan, 49, 108.

Towers, 30, 31, 32, 33, 64.

:
Traditions, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 19, 21. 29, 33, 39,

40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47, 59, 61, 66, 72,

^

75, 77, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 86, 100, 101,

,
102, 103, 104, 107, 108, 111, 112, 113, 114,

115, 116,117,121, 128,137, 143, 144, 145.

148, 149, 156, 160, 167, 168, 169, 178,179,

, 180, 182, 183, 184, 193, 195, 197, 200, 201,

203, 204, 208'.

!

Tugri, 161.

:

Tuisama, 198.

Turanian races, 179, 180.

U

I

Umga, 63.

I

Upaguptas’ cave. Note, 1.

TJrwal, 9.

Utmuria, 143.

Utrain, 62.

Uttania, 142, 143.

V

I

Vaisali, 1, 3, 10, 11, 13, 18, 19, 46. Note, 7.
' Vasu, 9, 10, 124, 126, 127.

Vasuli nagar or Bahuli nagar, 200, 201.
Vindhya, 20, 142, 208.

Vikramasila. See Silao.

Viswamitra, 9, 10, 11.

W
Wells, 5, 86, 129, 144, 177. Note, 14.

Y

Yasovarmmapura, 76,

»
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Sketch of the Valley called KOL

AT H A S R A

•! D. Beglar, del.

I.ith<!3raphed »t the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta, February 1878
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Lithographed at the Surveyor Generals Office, Calcutta February 1978.





J A M U I PLATE IV

Lithciraphed at the ^xxwejor General'8 Office, Calcutta. February 1S"8.





PLATE V.

Plan of a large Bluish Black Stone in the

Vageswari Temple at Buddha Gya

J, D. Beglar. del

Lithographed at the Surveyor GeneraVa Oifice, Calcutta, February 1373
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No. 5 BARAKAR

No. 1 BARAKAR

DULMI
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Lttho^i-ar-hed at toe Su.-v^/or Generals 'Office. Oaicuua February 1873
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M Temple of Suraj Narayan

N „ „ Saraawati

O „ ,, Hanuman and Xnvera

P „ „ Kal Bhairon

Q „ ,, Sanjhya Mai

R „ ,, Brahma and Ganesa

S „ (Siva) Baidnath Mahadeva Ravanes-n-ara

T „ „ Ganga

U Bell presented by Raja of Nepal

V

WWWW Inclosnre Wall

XXXX are the Entrances.

J. D, Bejlar del

A Temple of ^am Karttik

B ,, „ Parvati

C „ „ Nilianth Mahadev

D „ „ Lakshmi Narayan

E a Well

F Temple of Annapurna Devi

G ,, „ Xah

H The Bhog Mandir (Ruin)

I A Samadh Platform

J Temple of Anand Bhairon

K „ „ Ram Lakshman

L „ ,, Devi Singhavuliini

Litho4rapIie<3 at the General's Office. Calcutta. Fetruaiy 1973.
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PILLARS PLATE XI.

Lithographed at the Surveyor Generals Office, Calcutta, Febmary 1S78.





PILLARS PLATE XII.

H AS R A

Near Bi.shanpur

PARA

KOWA DOL

J D, Eegiar, del.

Lithographed at the Surveyor General's Office. Calcutta February "laTS
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BRICK PILLAR
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BASEMENT MOULDINGS PLATE XIV

I/ithoAraphed at ttie SmT-eyor General's Ofgce Calcutta February 1878.
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K A T R A S i'LATE XVI.

Littio^raplied at the Surveyor General s Office Calcutta Fetruary 1873





D U L M I PLATE XVII

Litbograrhed at the Surveyor General's Office. Calcutta February 187S
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B U R A M PLATE XIX.

Lithographed at the Surveyor General's Office, Calcutta. February 1873.





BASEMENT MOULDINGS PI.ATE XX

Lithographed at the Surveyor Generals Office. Calcutta. February 1978
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